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Introduction 

Only at the. end of the nineteenth century did a worldwide 
civilization begin to take shape. During the first seventy years of 
the twentieth century, however, which . have been marked by a 
speeding up of the historical process, the division of the world 
into "developed" and tcunderdeveloped" countries has not become 
less pronounced; on the contrary, the gap between them continues 
to grow larger and has brought about the first crises of a capital
ist system that had only just begun to be a world system. 

The Russian Revolution ·of 1917, the Chinese Revolution that 
took pface between 1930 and 1950, the revolutions in .Vietnam and 
Cuba are all so many stages in a process of development beyond 
capitalism, in the name of socialism. The fears that Marx ex
pressed in the middle of the last century, to the effect that a 
socialist Europe might find itself up against a capjtalism still on 
the upgrade in Asia, have not proved justified. The opposite, 
indeed, has occurred. At the very center of the system, however, 
in the advanced capitalist countries, an aU-round challenging of 
this system has begun, through a thousand indirect and unex
pected channels. 

.9 



10 Unequal Development 

This chall'enge to the foundation of the system of values upon 
\\'hich the world capitalist system is based brings into question in 
turn the conventional social science of the "establishment" and 
the universities. Conventional sociology, whether functionalist or 
structuralist. having developed as a reply to historical rnaterial-

l ism, has the same ideo1ogical foundation and seeks to justify the 
j established order by demonstrating "universal harmonies." Polit
. ical science wavers between journalism and formalism. As for 

social psychology. this continues to evade its real problem -how 
to build the bridge linking the individual to the social - w·ith 
Wilhelm Reich constituting the exception. a pioneer whom few 
have followed. The weakness of the so-called "fundamental dis
ciplines:· conceived in mutual isolation, results in the weakness of 
their multidisciplinary combination, as geography and history. 
Geographers are content t� juxtapose facts, while the· basic ques� 
tion of their discipline- how natural conditions act upon social 
torrnalions- remains almost unanswered. History continues to 
be anecdotal in character: if it. cannot be everything, it is noth
ing . And if, amid this gener

.
al insolvency, conventional �conom- · 

ics seems the least poorly equipped of the social disciplines, it 
owes this advantage to two main reasons: in the first place, 
because the dominance of the economic instance in the capitalist 
mode of production ma�es. "economisrn'' the dominant' ideology, 
and in the second place, because the management of the social 
system of capitalism is principally, and for this very reason, 
econotnic management. 

It was criticism of development economics that led me to put 
t'orw,nd the following thesis, according to which, when a system is 
outgrown and supe1seded. this process takes place nQt, in the first 
place. sta•·ting from its center, but from its periphery. Two ex
amples are given to illustrate this thesis - the birth of capitalism 
in the periphery of the great precapitalist systems, and the present 
crisis of capitalism. 

The tirst chapter deals with the genesis of capitaJism, and the 
1·emaining four with that of socialism. Chapter 2 sets forth the 
Jaws of the central capitalist system and Chapter 3 those of 
peripheral capitalism. Armed with this twofold analysis, I show in 
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Chapter 4 the mechanisms of dependence and illuminate the 
process of the "development of underdevelopment, .. before draw· 
ing up. in Chapter 5, the balance sheet of the peripheral social 

· formations of the capitalist world. 



1 

The Precapitalist 
Formations 

1. MODES OF PRODUCTION 

The concept of "mode of production" is an abstract one, implying 
no historical order of sequence with respect to the entire period of 
the history of civilizations that stretches from the first differentiated 
formations right down to capitalism. I propose to distinguish be� 
tween five modes of production: (1) the "primitive-communal .. 
mode, which is anterior to all the others; (2) the .. tribute-paying" 
mode·. which adds to a still-existing viJlage community a social 
and political apparatus for the exploitation of this community 
through the exaction of tribute; this tribute·paying mode of pro
duction is the most widespread form of precapitalist classes, and I 

distinguish between (a) its early and (b) its developed forms, such 
as the "feudal" mode of production, in which the vi11age commu
nity loses its dominium eminens over the soil to the feudaJ lords. 
and this community continues as a community of families; (3) the 
"slaveowning" mode of production, which constitutes a less fre
qu�ntly encountered form, though it is found in a number of places; 
(4) the "simple petty-commodity" mode of production, which 
though a ti·equently found form practically never constitutes the 

13 



14 llnequall?eveloptnent 

dominant mode of any social formation; and (5) the "capitalist,. 
mode of production. 

The communal modes of production constitute the first modes 
of production that provide a basis for an embryonic class distinc
tion. They insure the transition from primitive communism to 
full-fledged class societies. This primitive communism is marked 
by "primitive negation," as Guy Dhoquois puts it, ·of the division 
of Jabor and of the surplus product. Because this transition from 
negative (absence of classes) to positive (class society) is slow and 
gradual, the communal modes of production are many and various, 
being determined by natural conditions. But the modes of produc
tion of the primitive community are all characterized by: (1) or

!ganization of labor partly on an· individual basi� _(that of the 
.. nuclear family") and partly 'on a collective basis (that of the "ex-

. tended family ,u the clan, or the village), with the principal means of 
labor, the land, being collectively owned by the clan and its use 
freely granted to a11 the clan's members, but in accordance with 
precise rules (utilization ·of holdings distributed to families, etc.); 
(2) absence of commodity exchange; and, correlatively, (3) distribu
tion of the product within the collectivity in accordance with. rules 
that are closely bound up with kinship organization. · 

Access to the land is not necessarily on an equal-basis for every
one in these communities. It is so in the most primitive of them, but 
in the others this access is hierarchical, with some families- or clans 
having the right to better holdings- more conveniently situated, 
for example, or larger. If is at that stage that an embryonic dis
tinction between classes is observed. Such privilege is, as a rule, 
closely connected with a hierarchy of politi�al and religious author
ity. Black Africa offe�s a wide spectrum of modes of production of 
this kind - some, especially in the Bantu part, having only a slight 
element of hierarchy, while others are extremely unegaiitarian, such 
as those found among the Toucouleurs in the Senegal ·valley, the 
Ashanti in Ghana, the Rausa in northern Nigeria, etc. In all of 
them, however, the peasant enjoys acces.s to the land: by the mere 
fact of belonging to a clan he is entitled to a part of this clan's 
terr�tory. Consequently, proletarianization� that is, the separation 
of the producer from the means of production, ca1;1not take place. 

}. The tribute-paying mode of production is marked by the sepa� 
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ration of society into two main classes: the peasantry, organized l 
in communities, and the ruling class, which monopolizes the func- \ 
tions of the given society's political organization and exacts a tribute 1 
(not in commodity form) 'from the rural comm�nities. This mode I 
of production, when it assumes an advanced form, almost always 
tends to become feudal - that is, the ruling class ousts the com· 
munity from dominium eminens of the soil. 

The feudal mode of production implies: (I) organization of 
society into two classes, that of the lords of the land (whose prop
erty is inalienable) and that of the serf�tenants; (2) appropriation 
of the surplus by the lords of the land, as a matter of right c·dues") 
and. not through commodity relations; (3) absence of commodity 
exchange inside · the "domain, .. which constitutes the primary cell 
of this kind of society. This mode ·of production is threatened 
with disintegration if for any reason the feudal lord should rid 
himself of some of his tenants, "freeing., his serfs - in other words, 
proletarianizing them. The fundamental right of access to use of 
the land that is possessed by every peasant who belongs to the 
community under the tribute·paying mode of production renders 
this disintegration impossible. 

The slaveowning mode of production turns the worker. as a 
slave, into the essential means of production. The product of this 
slave labor may enter into the circuit of noncommodity transfers 

. specific to the community (patriarchal slavery) or into commodity 
circuits (Greco-Roman slavery). 

The simple commodity mode ·or production is marked , in its .. 

pure state, by equality between free petty producers and the or-l 
ganization of commodity exchange between them. No society has l 
ever been based on the predominance of this mode of production. j 
Frequently. however, there has been a sphere governed by simple � 
commodity relations- in particular. the sphere of handicraft 

I production . when this has been sufficiently dissociated from agri-
cultural production. · 

The tribute-paying mode of production is the form that most 
normally succeeds the communal mode; it is the rule. Character
istic of this mode is the contradiction between the continued existence 
of the community and the negation of the community by the state ; 

and also, as a result of this. the confusion of the higher dass that 

Mark
Highlight



16 Unequal Development 

appropriates the surplus with the class that is dominant politi
ca1Iy. This circumstance makes is impossible to red� production 
relations to legal property relations, and compels us to see pro
auction relations in their fuJI • .  original sigiiificatieeassocraf rela
ttons ar1s1ng from the organizat10n of prOduction. This mode of 
production, sometimes inaccurately c-aned-the ''Asia.tic'' mode, has 
existed in four continents: in Asia, of course (China. India, Indo
china. Mesopotamia, and the Asia ofCJassical times), and in Africa 
(Egypt and Black Africa), in Europe (in the preclassical societies 
of Crete -and Etruria), and in . pre-Columbian · America (Incas, 
Aztecs, etc.). 

The feudal mode of production appears as a "borderline" case 
of the tributary mode, in which the community is especially de
graded, since it loses the dominium eminens of the land. This 
!borderline character e�titles us to describe the feudal fonnations 
:as "peripheral" in relation to the ••central" tributary fonnations. 
The slaveowning mode of production is similarly situated on the 
borders of the tributary formations, appearing only by way of 
exception, in a sequence that is not central but peripheral, as is also 
the case with the simple petty-commodity mode of production. 

2. SOCIAL FORMATIONS 

None of these modes of production has ever existed in a pure 
state: the societies known to history are "formations,. that on the 
one hand combine modes of production and on the other organize 
relations between the local society and other societies. expressed 
in the existence of long-distance trade relations. 

Social formations are thus concrete, organized structures that 
are "'iiiirked by a domtnant mode of production and the artictila
tion around tliis of a complex group of modes of production that 
are-srrt>ordinate to it. Thus, one can. observe ·the. simple petty
commodity mode of production linked to a dominant tribute-paying 
mode of production (whether "early .. or "feudal.,), to a slaveowning 
mode of production, or even to a capitalist mode. Similarly, the 
slaveowning mode of production may be nondorninant, which is 
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the rule when it is linked to a dominant tribute-paying mode (or 
even to the capitaJist mode, as in the United States unti1 1865). 

or. by way of exception. it may constitute the dominant mode (as 
in the formations of Classical Antiquity.) 

All precapitalist societies are social formations combining the 
same elements. and marked by: (1) the predominance of a com
munal or tribute-paying mode of production; (2) the existence of 
simple commodity relations in ·limited spheres; and (3) the exis
tence ·of long-distance trade relations. When the feudal mode of 
production is _absent or embryonic and there are no simple com
modity relations within the given society, the formation. thus re
duced to the combination of an undeveloped communal or tribute
paying mode of production with long-distance trade relations, is 

of the "Africanu type. 
Long-distance trade is not a mode of production but is the_ way 

in which independent formations are linked together. This is the 
difference between it and trade within a given social formation. 
which is constituted by the commodity exchanges typical of the 
simple petty-commodity or slaveowning modes of productiont these 
being elements in the formation in question. Internal trade can 
also, however, be a prolongation of long-distance trade. 

Long-distance trade brings into mutual relations societies that 
are ignorant of each other. that is-to say, it brings together prod
ucts whose cost of production in one society is not known in the 
other, and scarce goods for which substitutes cannot be found, so 
that the sociaJ groups that engage in this trade hold a· monopoly 
position from which they profit. This long-distance trade plays a 
decisive role when the surplus that the local dominant classes can 
·extract from the- producers within the formation is limited. owing 
to the less advanced level of development of the productive forces. 
to difficult natural conditions, or to successful resistance by the 
village community. In these cases, long-distance trade makes pos
sible, through the monopoly profit it permits, the transfer of part 
·of the surplus from one society to another. For the society that bene
fits from such a transfer the latter may be vita]. forming the main 
.foundation of the wealth and power of its ruling classes. The civi
lization in question may depend entirely. upon this trade. and a 

shift in trade routes may cause a whole region to fall into decline, 
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or, contrariwise, may provide conditions for it to flourish without 
any significant advance or regression of the productive forces having 
occurred. 

Analysis of a concrete social formation must therefore be or· 
}ganized around an analysis of the way in which the surplus is 
!generated in this formation, the transfers of surplus that may be 
J.effected from 9r to other formations •. .Jm.d. the internal distribUtion 
; of this s�,mJus amon�..the.....xarions recipients (£JA�-�!._@.nd ��ial 
�groups). The very condition of existence of a class-divided for-
mation is that the development of the productive forces (and so the 
degree of division of labor accompanying it) shall be sufficient for 
a "surplus" to appe�r - in. other words, an excess of production 
over the consumption needed in order to ensure the reconstitution 
of the labor force. This concept of "surplus" a$surnes different 
fonns in different modes of production - noncorilmodity forms 
such as tribute, rent in kind, etc., or commodity fonns. In. the 
latter case the term "surplus value" is employed. Under the capi
talist mode of production ,.profit" is the specific form assumed by 
surplus value when it is distributed in p�portion to capital in
vested. Since a social formation is .an organized complex involving 
several modes of production, the surplus generated in this for
mation.is not homogeneous but is the sum of surpluses of differi�g 
origin. It is essential t� know, in relation to any particular for
mation, what the predominant mode of production is, and thus the 
predominant form of the surplus. Then we need. to know the e�
tent to which the given society lives on the surplus that it produces 
for itself and the extent to which it depends on surp1us transferred 
from another society (in other words, what is the relative impor
tance of long-distance·trade?). The distribution of this surplus among 
social classes that are defined in relation to the different modes of 
production characteristic of the formation, and the social groups 
whose existence is related to the ways in which these modes of 
production are linked together, provides us with the true "face" of 
the formation concerned. 

Thus, analysis of a concrete formation demands that we discover 
how one mode of production predominates over the others, and 
how these modes of production are interconnected . . 

The family of formations that is most widespread in the history 
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of precapitalist civilizations is that of the formations in which the 
tribute-paying mode predominates. On emerging from primitive 
communism, communities evolve toward hierarchical forms. It is 
this evolution that gives rise to the tribute-paying mode of pro
duction. The slaveowning and simple commodity modes are linked 
with the dominant tribute-paying mode, and occupy in the given 
society a place that is of greater or lesser importance depending 
on the relative importance of the surplus extracted in the form of 

1 tribute. If the natural and social conditions (the degree of deveJ
opment of the ptoductive forces) are favorable, the tribute is large. 
The state-class that levies it, the royal court, redistributes a con· 
siderable proportion of it by providing a living for the craftsmen 
who supply it with the luxury goods it consumes. These craftsmen 
are often petty-commodity producers. Craft production may also 
be organized in enterprises in which the workers are slaves or free 
wage earners and which produce commodities. A class of merchants 

_inserts· itself between the state, the village communities, the crafts-
· men, and the entrepreneurs (whether slaveowne� or not), and 
organizes these trade circuits. The linking of these secondary modes 
of production to the dominant tribute-paying mode has thus to be 
analyzed (as was done by Francois Quesnay) in tern1:s of the cir
culation of the original surplus, to which is added the possible 
generation of secondary surpluses (in the case of enterprises in 
which the workers are slaves or wage earners). To this circulation 
of the surplus may also be added a surplus transferred from out
side, if long-distance trade exists and is dominated by the mer· 
chants of the formation being considered. In a case where the 
tribute of internal origin is not great, a tribute-paying society 
may be expected to be poor: it may, however, be rich if the sur
plus of external origin from which it benefits is substantial. This 
is what happens with societies based on control over long-distance 
trade circuits. The existence and prosperity of such a society de
pends on monopoly control over the relations that other formations 
(in which an original surplus is genera ted and then transferred) 

. maintain .with each other through the media don of this society. 
Here we have formations of the kind that may be called ''tribute� 
paying and trading .. fonnations. The relations can even be reversed: 
at the level of the formation the transferred surplus feeds the sec-
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ondary circuits (of simple commodity production, etc.),· and a trib-. 
" 

ute may be levied on this transferred surplus by the dominant 
state-class. 

The first subfamily of tribute-paying formations, that of the 
f rich tribute-paying formations (based on a large internal surplus), 
i is the one that embraces all the great, long-lasting civilizations, 
I 

f especially Egypt and China. The second subfamily, that of the 
1 poor tribute-paying formations (characterized by a small internal 

surplus), embraces the bulk of the civilizations of Antiquity and 
the Middle Ages. The third, the subfamily of the 'tribute-paying 
and trading formations, appears here and there for periods of vary
ing duration, depending on the vicissitudes of trade routes: ancient 
Greece, the Arab world at its apogee, and some s tates of the Black 
African savannah are the most st.riking examples. 

In comparison with this group of formations, ptedominantly of 
the tribute-paying type (with the tribute-paying and trading type 
as a marginal case), the formations in which slaveowning and 
simple commodity modes predominate appear as exceptions. 

The type of formation in which the slaveowning mode is· pre
dominant is n9t Universal and is practically nowhere found tO be 
at the origin of class differentiation. The slaveowning mode of 
production acquires considerable scope only in connection· with 
the development of commodity exchange. in ancient Greece and 
Rome. In Greece we find long-distance· trade· at the origin of 
civilization. The profits of this trade made possible the organizing 
of commodity production by slave labor, and this brought a shift 
in the center of gravity of the formation. A t  first� the principal 
surplus originated from outside; theri; with the growth of slavery, 
the internally produced surplus became increasingly irriportant, 
and some of the commodities produced by slaves came to be ex· 
ported. Alexander's empire, and then its Roman successor, en .. 
larged the geographical area in which this exceptional formation 
prevailed. Its spread eastward. where it came up against solidly 
established tribute-paying fonnations, proved difficult. and ·its center 
of gravity shifted northward and westward to regions where the. 
tribute levied was smaller. Even in this imperial zone, in which 
slavery, simple commodity productiont and trade both internal 
and external acquired exceptional dimensions, the communal mode 
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of production (in the West) and the tribute·paying mode (in the 
East) persisted. This formation's dependence on what lay outside 
it �its source of slaves- made it fragile. In comparison with 
th

.
e duration of the Egyptian and Chinese civilizations, the period 

covered by the Roman slaveown1ng civilization is brief. Out of the 
ruins of it� de§tru..c.ti.on-b.y-�--Ba.fb.a.r-ians-a-new.-.trib�pa.y.ing 
fonn ation emerged: that o(.@daLEur.o.pe. 

Predominance of tlie simple commodity· mode of production is 
even mo.re exceptional. We find it only in New England between I 
1600 and 1750, in the South Africa of the Boers between 1600: 
and 1880, and in AustraJia and New Zealand from the beginning; 
of white settlement to the rise of modern capitalism. These societies: 
of small farmers and free craftsmen, where the simple commodity 
mode of production was not tacked on to tribute-paying or slave
owning modes but constituted the principal mode of social organi· 
zation, would be inexplicable if one did not know that they were 
the by-product of the breakup of feudal relations in E_n.gla.ndJ�.M. 
secondarlly, in the ·Netherlands and __Eranccl�. Tite poor Q_tople 
proletarianized by this breakup emigr�ted, and the ideal model 
tliat they established in the new lands where they settl��ye: 
ex_p_r-ess-loilTot�is exreJ?.fionaloackgrou.�d. s11ch form�_!!ons ha":e! 
a strong tendency!Q._��IU.Dio...fgll �.fle.dged._�pjJJ!li.U.J�t(ma:tions .I 

---,;ec-O'ncept of the social formation is thus indeed a historical 
concept. Technological progress - the level of development of the 
productive forces- is cumulative. As Darcy Ribeiro and Silva 
Michelena have shown, it takes pJace within the framework of a 
formation and enables us to mark the stages of history. 

However, this historical sequence of formations is not unique. 
The .Principal, most common line of development shows us first a 
series of communal formations, then a series of tribute-paying ones. 
But this main line becomes relatively J'blocked" in that technolog
ical progress may take place with the tribute-paying formation, 
even though slowly. A secondary, marginal line of development 
shows· a succession of communal formations, and then of feudal 
formations (which are a borderline variety of the tribute-paying 
family) with a strong commodity element in them (slaveowning
commodity and/or nonslaveowning simple commodity), which 
testifies to the original, or in other words, peripheral, character 
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. . 

of this line. Along this line, the development of the productive 
forces comes once more into conflict with social relations, and. the 
formations of capitalism are the result. 

The historical sequence of social formations, in contrast to 
the lack of sequence in the modes of production they combine, 
shows that it is absurd to. draw any sort of ana1ogy between iden� 
tical modes of production integrattd in formations belonging io 
different epochs - for example, between African or Roman slavery 
and that in nineteenth-century America. 

Capitalist formations are all marked by the dominance of the· 
capitalist mode of prod�ction. All products in these formations 
are commodities, whereas onJy procfiiCtslnWll•cfi theJ_urnlus of 
e8rliermOdeSwas incorporated could pre�iously assume this form. 
In all the precapitafist mOdes, the means of subsistence· were not 
objects of exchange (whence the description of usubsistence econ
omies" applied to precapitalist formatio.ns) and the surp lus was 
often transferred in other than commodity form (as tribute, or 
rent in kind). Moreover, �hereas the precapitalist formations were 
marked by a stable coexistence of different modes, linked togethet: 
and arranged hierarchically, the capitalist mode tends to become 
exclusive, destroying all the others. The condition, however�· to 
which this tendency to exclusiveness is subject, is, as will be seen, 
that it be based on· the widening and · deepening of the· internal 
market. T�is applies in the cas� of the central c_!P..i_!alis_t_furmations 
but not in that of the peripheral onesl;i:n the latter, th��aP.italist 

moCie, which iSdOiiiliiairt,. subJects the others and transforms them, 
aeprwmg them ofiheir distinctive -functioning in order-to subor
amate the�ut, however, radlc�l.fy_4es!�lingthem. 

, he predominance of the capitalist mode of productiqn is also 
lexpresse<rOilanotfiei.P-l�iie:�iicenstibiies:.A_�rlci-s.ysti'rii In-:iYlii'Chaii 
\ theTormaTfons; ce��.l��� rjphe�!. l at����-��-�-�rl'!l_n_g�-�.�-�.s_!!l_i1e 
system, organized and hierarchical. Thus, there are not two world 

�- ---·---· ...-- -----· _. _ _._. ___ __ 

markets, the capitalist and socialist, but only one, the capitalist 
-- ---· ·---- ..,....._ ..... ___ , __ - ,.-.. �-....... wo�:���! �� �!![�1!-�-:t�rt!��.P�..P�!!i��P.��-� ��:��Y· 
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3. SOCIAL CLASSES: 
THE ARTICULATION OF INSTANCES 

:Analysis of a social formation, which means clearing up the 
problems of the generation and circulation of the surplus within 
this formation. throws light on the question of "classes'' and usocial 
groups.'' Each class-divided mode of production determines a pair 
of cJasses that are both opposed and united in this mode: state
class and peasants in the tribute-paying mode, slaveowners and 
slaves in the .slaveowning mode, feudal lords and serls in the feu
dal mode, bourgeois and proletarians in the capitalist mode. Each 
of these classes is defined by the function it fulfils in production. 
This essential reference to the production process cannot be re
duced to "ownership" of the means of production. The state-class in 
the tribute-paying mode does not own the land, which belongs to 

·the community. The feudal lord enjoys only dominium eml'nens 

over the soil, with the community retaining the right to use it. But 
both the state�class ·and the feudal lord organize and plan produc
tion. and in this way "dominate" the production process. The 
communal and simple commodity modes of production each de
termine a class of producers, which is in fact a social class, that 
is, a group defined by reference to the production process: the 
class of those peasants belonging to the village community, and 
the class of free petty·commodity producers (peasants and crafts
men). By reference to the circulation process of the surplus, when 
this takes the· commodity form one can define another c1ass, the 
merchants. When the surplus does not circulate in commodity 
form. it is the 'dominant class of the given mode that assumes this 
function by levying tribute through the agents of the state-class 
or by requiring the peasants to pay rent in kind direct)y to their 
lord. 

Since a formation is a group of modes of production, every 
society actually presents the picture of a complex group of more 
than two c1asses: feudal lords, serf�peasants, free peasants, com
modity-producing craftsmen, and merchants in feudal Europe; 
imperial court and Hgentry" officials, communal peasants, free 
petty craftsmen, wage�earning craftsmen employed by entrepreneurs 
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to produce commodities, and merchants in imperial China; slave
owners and slaves, free or communal small peasants, and merchants 
in aassical Antiquity; bourgeois, proletarians, and petty-commodity 
producers in the modern capitalist world. . 

A society cannot be reduced to its infrastructure. �he way the 
latter (in other words, its material life) is organized requires that 
certain political and ideological functions be carried out relevant 
to the dominant mode of production ·and the linking.together of 
the various modes that make up the given formation. These func� 
tions may be carried out directly by the classes that have. been 
defined above, or else by social groups that are dependent upon them. 
The actual structure of the particular society will be strongly marked 
by these groups. The most important of them is the "bureaucracy," 
which ensures the operation of the state: it has a civil branch 
(tribute collectors, police, and judges), and other branches (mil
itary,· religious, etc.). But a bureaucracy defined in this way must 
not be confused (even in a broad sense) with the state-class of the 
tribute-paying mode, or the "state bourgeoisie" of state capitalism.' 
The bureaucracy does not fulfil functions of direct do!'llination of 
the production process, whereas the state-class directs this process 
itself, planning and organizing production, as in China ·and Egypt. 
The same is true of state capitalism, in which the state bourgeoisie 
directs the enterprises. deciding what is to be produced and how. 
The internal struggles between "technocratstt and ubureaucrats, 
in Russia reflect this distinction. 

This example of conflict between a class and the group that is 
supposed to be in its service shows that there is still another prob· 
lem to be clarified, namely, that of the relations between the dif
ferent "instances', of a mode of production. Since society cannot 
be reduced to its infrastructure; how are the relations defined 
between the latter (the economic instance) and the superstructure 
of society (the politico-ideological instance)? These relations are 
not the same in all modes of production. Of course. whatever the 
mode of productiqn may be, the economic instance is the deter
mining one in the last analysis, if we accept the fact that material 
life conditions all other aspects of social life- in other words, 
that the level of development of. the productive .forces. by deter
mining the relative size of the surplus, conditions the level of civi-
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lization. Nevertheless, it is important to distinguish between this 
determination in the last analysis and the question of whether the 
economic or the politico-ideological instance is the dominant one 
in a given case.· 

In all precapitalist modes of production the generation and 
employment of the surplus are transparently obvious. The producers 
can therefore agree to Jevy from themselves this surplus that they 
produce. and know that they produce, only if they are "alienated;' 
and believe such a levy to be necessary for the survival of the 
social and "natural'' order. The politico-ideological instance thus 
necessat·ily assumes religious fotrn and dominates social life. In 
cases of this kind, moreover, if the surplus levied is not used IJcor-

.rectly," that is, so as to maintain, reproduce, and develop the 
�tate and civilization, if it is 14Squandered'. by plundering invaders 
or by a "bad king,,, the producers rise in revolt in order to impose 
a "just government,., since natural order and divine laws have been 
violated. When the maintenance and development of this social 
order require that specific social groups, such as the civil or mili· 
tary bureaucracy, or the theocracy in the service of the tribute
levying state-class, shall function properly, then these groups oc
cupy a central position in the political history of the given society. 
Empirical observers of this history who imagine that what they see 
is the outcome of ideological or political struggles are falling victim 
to the same alienation as the society that they are studying. 

Under the capitalist mode of production. on the contrary, gen· 
eration of the surplus takes place obscurely, opaquely. As Marx 
said, the main thing in Capital is its demonstration of how surplus 
value is transformed into profit. Narrow-minded "economists" have 
seen in ·this transformation a formal contradiction (the alleged 
contradiction between Volume I and Volume III of Capital). This 
-simply shows that they are victims of economistic alienation. For 
the effect of the transformation shown by Marx is to cause the 
origin of profit in surplus value to vanish, and ucapital.., a social 
relation, to appear as a "thing" - the means of production in 
which this social power is embodied. This "thing'' is endowed with 
supernatural power, being held to be ·"productive. u The term 
"fetishism" that Marx applies to this process is highly appropriate. 

·on the plane of appearances, under the capitalist mode, capital 
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·thus seems to be productive, just like labor. Wages seem to be the 
ufair" reward of labor (whereas in fact they represent the value 
of labor power), and profit to be compensation for "services" 
rendered by capital. (risk, saving through abstinence, etc.). 
Society is no longer in control of the evolution of its material 
Hfe: the latter appears as the result of "laws" that dominate it 
in the same way as physical, natural laws ... Economic laws"- sup
ply and demand in relation to commodities, labor, capital, etc. -
bear witness to this alienation. This is why "economic science" 
emerges as an ideology- the ideology of ''uniyersal harmonies"
reducing the "laws of society" to the status of laws of nature that are 
independent of social organization. While the economic· instance is 
hidden in mystification, politics is demystified: it no longer takes the 
form of religion. The true religion of capitalist society is "econo
mism:• or, in everyday· terms, the worship of money, the cu1t.1of 
consumption for its own sake without regard to needs. The entire 
crisis of present�day civilization· lies here, insofar as this ideology 
shortens the time prospect of society, making it lose sight of its 
future. At the same time, politics becomes a domain where· openly 
asserted rationality prevails. The social groups that carry out func
tions at the level of this instance are naturally and obviously in 
the service of society and never appear as its masters. 

Analysis of the way the instances are linked together · compJe
ments that of social formations. Taken together, these analyses 
enable us to understand the dynamic of classes and social groups. 
Empirical analysis detects social ''categories" in numbers that are 
arbitrary: two (the urich" and the upoor"), or three (adding the 

I 
"in-betweens.,), or fifteen or twenty (occupational categories, or 
income brackets). Taking this method to extremes, one arrives at 

i one category per individual, thus conforming to the .individualistic 
J requirement of the ideology that takes the place of social science. 
�- The dynamic of society then becomes incomprehensible. 
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4. NATIONS AND ETHNIC GROUPS 

Study of a social formation necessarily leads to consideration 
of the ptoblem of the nation, of how to define the precisely out
lined social group that constitutes a particular social fonnation. 
Conventional social science evades this problem, and the mystical 
foundation ascribed to the fact of nationality does not help us. 
Stalin confined this social reality to the modern capitalist world 
by-laying down as one of the prerequisites for a nation's existence 
the presence of an integrated capitalist market. This fonnulation 
is unacceptable for it is clear that imperial· China or ancient Egypt 
were not m.ere conglomerations of peoples but were in this regard 
quite different both from Barbarian Gaul or Germany and fr�m 
civilized India. 

I shall· define two concepts: that of the "ethnic group., and 
that of the "nation.'' The former presupposes linguistic and cui· 
tural community and homogeneity of geographical territory; also, 
and above all, there is consciousness of this cultural homogeneity, 
even if this be imperfect, with dialects or religious cults differing 
between one "province" and another. The nation presupposes the 
ethnic group but goes beyond this. According to Saad Zahran, the 
nation appears when, over .and above the features mentioned, a 
social class, controlling the central state machinery, ensures eco
nomic unity of the community's life -· that is, when the organiza
tion by this dominant class of the generation, the circulation, and 
the distribution of the surplus, welds together into one the fates of 
the various provinces. 

TJms in regions where control of irrigation �ecessitates admin
istrative centralization and planning· of production on a country
wide scale, the dominant state-class transforms an empire into a 

nation if it is already homogeneous. The case of China (despite 
that country's pronounced regional variations) and, even better, 
that of Egypt are the most cogent. If the condition of ethnic homo· 
geneity is not fulfilled, or that of economic unity, then what we 
see is an empire, not a nation � as in India. 

·This state�class is not the only precapitalist class present at the 
origin of the national phenomenon. The class of merchants in 
tribute-paying and trading formations, or slaveowning and trading 
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ones, may fnlfill the same function. Unity is brought about in 
these cases through circulation of the surplus that this class con· 
trois. Ancient Greece or the Arab world constitute examples of 
nations of this type. In Greece we see a nation despite the lack of 
a central political authority, which existed only embryonicaUy, ex· 
pressed in the confederacies and alliances between the Greek cities. 
In the Arab world, ethnic homogeneity, that is, common language 
and. culture (though with some minority enclaves inside the na
tional empire), was reinforced by economic unity� manifested in 
the great days of that world through the circulation of goods, ideas, 

1 and men, under the leadership of the ruling class of merchants 
i and the military courts, which formed a single class of merchant· 
\ warriors. An Arab nation did indeed come into existence. 

Nations founded in this way upon the merchant class are un· 
stable when the tribute-paying substr.atum is unstable. This is why 
it can be said that if the nation is a social phenomenon that can 
appear at any stage of history and is not necessarily associated 
with the capitalist mode of production, the national phenomenon 
is re.versible; it can flourish or it can disappear, depending on 
whether the unifying class strengthens its power or loses it. In the 
latter case the given society iegresses to become a conglomeration 
of ethnic groups that may become increasingly differentiated. Hete, 
too, the case of the Arab world is illuminating. Because the · bulk 
of the surpJus came from the profits of long�distance trade and 
was not generated inside the society itself,-. the vicissitudes of this 
surplus proved to be those also of Arab civilization and· the Arab 
nation. The decay of trade entailed that of the class of merchant
warriors. A series of major historical events marked the stages in 
this national regression: the Crusades and the transfer of the center 
of gravity of trade from the Arab cities to those of Italy; the fall 
of Baghdad under the blows of the Mongols in the thirteenth cen
tury; then the Ottoman conquest in the· sixteenth century, with 
the transfer of ttade from the Mediterranean to the Atlantic in 
the same period and. correlatively, the direct contact established 
by Europe with Monsoon Asia and Black Africa, which deprived 
the Arabs of their role as middlemen. 

Similar phenomena are fo,und in Black Africa. Throughout ·the 
savannah .country along the southern edge of the Sahara, tribute-
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paying :and trading formations underlay the great historical states 
of Ghana, Mali and Songhay, and the Hausa cities. Here was at 
least an embryonic stage of. national development. But all of these 
formations were soon undone by the ending of trans·Sahara trade 
and the growth of the slave trade across the Atlantic. 

The disappearance of the Arab nation gave back life to the nation 
that was able to Jive exclusively by the internal generation of a 
substantial surplus, namely, the eternal Egyptian nation. The social 
class in.control of the rebirth of the Egyptian nation was the bureau
cratic landowning aristocracy. In the eighteenth century, with Ali 
Bey, but especially in the ni�eteenth, with Mehemet Ali, this state· 
class resumed the functions of directing and planning the economy 
and· organizing the circulation of the surplus it levied; in other 
words, it renewed �ts control over the forms of the nation's eco
nomic unity. 

Elsewhere in the Arab world- in Morocco and Tunisia from 
the fifteenth century onward, in Algeria with Abdel Kader, in the 
nineteenth in the Sudan with Mahdism, in the Yemen or in the 
Lebanon- attempts to form nations did not get very far, in some 
cases because they fell beneath the blows of foreign intervention 
(in Algeria and the Sudan, for example), but mainly because the 
level of development of the local productive forces did not make 
possible the extraction of a surplus adequate to support a class that 
might undertake the constituting of a nation. The destiny of that class 
depended upon its capacity to acquire through large�scale trade a 
surplus of external origin - hence upon circumstances outside 
the given society. This surplus, amounting to very little, did not 
n.ecessitate econom�c unification; it circulated to only a slight ex
tent, and each of these societies remained a conglomerate of regions 
that were not sufficiently integrated to form a nation. 

The same reason· pt·evented the African states lying south of 
the .Sahara from surviving, even as embryonic nations, after the 
disappearance of the Saharan trade. 

The formations of feudal Europe did·not become nations either. 
Here the internal surplus was relatively large, but it hardly circu· 
lat�d at all outside the limits of the fief where it originated, at 
least during the early Middle Ages. From the thirteenth century 
onward, however, and especially in and after the sixteenth cen-
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tury, in Atlantic Europe (England, France, Spain, and Portugal), 
long-distance trade increased the amount of the surplus by adding 
to it transferred values of external origin. Rent in kind yielded 
place to money rent, and this stimulated a prosperous simple 
commodity production by craftsmen, which added its effects to 
those of long-distance trade. The absolute monarchies of the four 
countries rn�ntioned centralized an increas.ing proportion of the 
surplus, ensured its circulation with the aid of the merchants of 
the mercantilist era, and gathered together the lands of their realms 
to form nations. · 

· 

While the nation is certainly older than capitalism, the cap._ 
italist mode of production thus plays, nevertheless, a considerable 
rote in its development. The degree of economic centralization is 
brought, under this mode of production, to a· level ·higher than 
before, as all production, and no longer merely the surplus, be
comes commodity production. Labor power itself becomes a com
modity, and this, through internal migration, causes the popula4• 
tion to become more closely integrated. Capital in commodity 
form brings about integration of the market, with a centralized 

currency system and the circulation of wealth. 
The existence of a nation thus implies that the dominant �lass 

can aspire to national hegemony withi� the given society, that it 
has taken shape as a class integrated on the national scale, with 
organization and hierarchy at that level, in contrast to those dom
i�ant classes that are made up of independent equals in juxta
position. This integration has been seen in history as the state
class of the rich tribute-paying systems; in exceptional cases it has 
occurred in the merchant class in periods of great pro�perity of 
the societies it has dominated; and. above a111 it has happened to 

'the bourgeoisie- at least in the central formations of capitalism. 

S. LONG-DISTANCE TRADE AND THE 

BREAKUP OF FEUDAL RELATIONS 

In the debate about the origins of capitalism two schools con� 
front each other. For one of these, capitalism was born of the 
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effects of the great discoveries of the sixteenth century and the 
Atlantic trade; for the other it was born of the breakup of feudal 
·relations. 

Actually, the conditions needed for t� developm�!l(-�.f..�api.�a1- 1 
ispr:a-r���tial_!y two In number: proletarianization and the ac- i 
cumulation of money-capital. Wh.ile accumulafiOnofinoney-capital 
occurred in an the tradmg societies of the East, of Antiquity, and of 
the feudal world, it never Jed to the development of capitalist rela
tions, because a supply of free and available Jabor power was Jacking. 
This process of proletarianization - that is, in practical terms, 
the exclusion from the village community of part of the rural pop
ulation .- is explained, so far as Europe is concerned, by the break
up of feudal relations. But these two conditions must both be 
present, and it is the absence of this conjunction that forbids us 
to speak of "capitalism in the Ancient World,'' or "capitaJism in 
the Oriental Empires." 

The expression "mercantilist capitalism" used to describe the 
period of Europe's h.istory between the Renaissance and the In
dustria] Revolution (1600-1800) is perhaps responsible for many· 
errors in analysis. It is an ambiguous expression, for this period 
was in reality one of transition. After the eventt we can now see 
that it was transition to capitalism. But untiJ the Industrial Rev
olution the capitalist mode of production did not yet really exist. 
The period in question was marked by: (1) the continued predom
inance of the feudal mode of production within the fonnations of 
that time; (2) the flourishing of Jong·distance trade (mainly the 
Atlantic trade); (3) the effect of this latter development upon the 
feudal mode of production, which disintegrated. It was this third 
feature alone that made the period one of transition. And it was ! 
because the feudal mode is a particular form of._j_he t.r.Th.ui�:R.� 1 
mode tliat long-distance trade could cause it to disintegrate. 

· 

-------------- ----�-�-·-- ----

Money and trade are, of course, older than capitalism. They 
appeared as soon as the producers had a surplus available and 
when division of 1 abor made possible exchange of the products in 
which this surplus was incorporated. But not all exchanges are 
commodity exchanges: in precapitalist times the bulk of the ex· 
changes effected -between petty producers (whether grouped in 
communities or independent) within a single society (peasants and 
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craftsmen in the same village) took place without any specialized 
trader as intermediary, and often even without money playing any 
role. 

However, as soon as a substantial part of the surplus had be
come centralized in the hands of powerful privileged Classes (feudal 
lords, kings' courts� etc.), this cou1d be used for long-distance 
trade - usually for exchange against luxury products originating 
in other societies. A merchant go�between then exploited· his mo
nopoly position to profit by his services in bringing different soci .. 
eties into contact. The profit he made, however, based upon the 
difference in subjective values (social utilities). evaluated unequal
ly in two societies that were ignorant of each other - that is, 
societies exchanging scarce products without knowing their r�
spective social costs of production- must not ·he confused with 
the profit made by (the return on) commercial capital. 

Only under the capitalist mode of production does trade be-
come a capitalistic activity like industrial production and, conse

f quently. does commercial capital appear as ·a fracti�n of total 
1 capitaL Thenceforth. commercial capital participates in the general 
J equalization of profit. Commercial capitars profit thus arises from 

the redistribution of the surplus value generated within . a for
mation, from the transformation of this surplus value in its specific 

[ form as profit on capital. The precapitalist merchant drew his 
\. profit from his possession of a monopoly. In long-distance trade 

this monopoly made it possible to transfer a ·surplus from one 
society to another. It was precisely because what was involved was 
a monopoly that this function was so often carried out by distinct 
social strata- specific castes or ethnic groups e·people-classes·') 

that were specialized in this activity t like the Jews in medieval 
Europe or the Dioula in West'Africa. Cities might constitute soc�
eties that .fulfiUed this function of intermediary between different 
formations more or less distant from each other: the Phoenician 
and Greek cities, those of Italy between the twelfth and sixteenth 
centuries, the Hansa towns, etc. When the merchants were not 
gt·ouped in independent cities or in castes, or differentiated eth
nically or by religion, they organized themselves into closed groups 
like the ''merchant adventurers•• in Europe or the corporations 
that existed in China� 
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This monopoly was the completer in proportion to the distance 
over which the trade was carried on and to the rarity of the goods 
involved. If there were commodity exchanges within the formation 
that were effected through specialized traders, the latter also tend
ed to organize themselves in monopolies, but these were precar
ious, and failed to bring in the enormous profits obtainable through 
long-distance trade. · 

This trade always brought about a concentration of ·wealth in 
money fortn. But such concentration was not capitalism. Insofar 
as conventional historiography has confused money with capital, . 
and trade with capitalism, it has discovered capitalism everywhere 
- in ancient China. among the. Phoenicians, the Greeks, the Ro
mans, the Arabs of the Middle Ages, and so on. Then the question 
arises: why did only "European capitalism" come to anything? 
And, to answer it, religion is invoked (Max Weber and the Prot
estant ethic}, or else race (the specific qualities of democracy 
among the Gennanic peoples, or more subtly, Europe's "Greek 
heritage"). 

In reality the concentration of money-wealth in the hands of 
merchants did not automatically lead to capitalism. For that to 
happen there was also needed a breakup of the dominant pre
capitalist mode in the formation to w.hich the effects of long-dis
tance trade had been added - a breakup such as to result in the 
proletarianization, that is, separation· of the producers from their 
means of production so that the way to a free labor market was 
opened. This breakup took p1ace in Europe but not in China or 
in the Arab·world or anywhere else. Why and how was this so? 

ln order to answer the first of these questions we need to look 
more closely at the specific character of the feudal mode of pro· 
duction. Because Barbarian Europe was backward in relation to l 
the areas of andent civilization, a full-fledged tribute-paying mode 
of production did not become established there� feudalism took • 

shape as an embryonic, incomplete form of this mode. The ab
sence of a strong central authority to centralize the surplus left 
more direct power over the peasants to the local feudal lords. 
Dominium eminens over the soil bec:ame theirs1 whereas in the 1 
ful1y developed tribute-paying system of the great civilizations, the l 
state protected the village communities. In those civilizations it · 
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was only during periods of decline, when the central authority 
weakened, that society became feuda�ized, and this feudalization 
appeared as a regression , a deviation from .the ideal model: peas
ant revolts re-establ ished the· tribute· paying system by reconstitut· 
ing state centralization through destroying the feudal lords, thus 
putting an end to their uabuses." 

The backward nature of feudal society also implied that the 
commercial sectors possessed greater independence. The peasants 
who fled from feudal tyranny, and later those whom the )ords 
themselves evicted in order to modernize the organization of pro
duction, formed in the free cities a proletariat that was at the 
disposal of the merchants who controlled these cities. Commodity· 
production by free craftsmen and by wage labor developed, both 
being dominated by the merchants. 

The latter were able, therefore, to do more in the fie1d of 1ong
distance trade than their equivalents in the tribute-paying for
mations had achieved. From the sixteenth century onward, the At
lantic trade in America led to the creation of a periphery for the. 
new mercantilist system. The trade no longer consisted merely h1 
collecting the products that the local societies could offer; theSe 
societies were .directly subjugated so that they might be organized 
to produce goods for sa1e in Europe. The merchants were accord
ed, in carrying out this aim, the backing of the nascent centralized 
monarchies, whose ambitions they supported, facilitating, through 
the financial possibilities their prosperity brought with it, the re
cruitment of professiona l  armies and administrative centralization. 

The influx of new wealth arising from this trade, based as it was 
upon dependent producers in America, had an effect in turn· upon 

1 the feudal sectors of the fomtation, hastening the breakup of feudal 
relations. In order to obtain the new goods, the feudal lords were 
obliged to modernize their methods of exploitation, �xtracting a larger 
surplus and co�verting this into money. This modernization led them 
to drive off the land the excess population, as happened in the 
English enclosures. Rent in kind was gradually replaced by m oney 
rent. 

Feudal agriculture evolved into capitalist agriculture, either by the 
feudal lords themselves becoming capitalist landowners or by the 
emancipation of the peasantry, enabling a new "kulakt' class to arise. 
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All these important social phenomena taken together seem to confirm 
the view that it was the internal evolution of European rural society 
that gave rise to capitalism, without the Atlantic trade playing a de· 
cisive part in the ·process. · 

In order to understand the nature of these changes it is necessary 
to show, following P.·P. Rey, how the capitalist formations integrated 
p·roperty in 1and while transforming its significance. The capitalist 
mode of ·production in its pure form implies only two classes, hour· 
geois and proJetarians, and the two corresponding forms of income, 
profit on capital and wages of labor- just as the feudal mode im
plies only two classes, landlords and working peasants, with two cor
responding forms of incollle, rent and what the peasant keeps for 
himself. But the laws that determi�e how the elements of the social 
product are generated and distributed are not the same for these two 
modes of production. Profit presupposes capital, in other words, pri
vate appropriation of means of production that are themselves prod
ucts of social labor; whereas rent is derived from exclusive control 
by one particular cJass of natural resources that are not products of 
social labor. Capital presupposes wage labor, in other words free labor, 
a labor market, the sale of labor power. Rent, on the contrary, pre· 
supposes a lack of freedom on the part of the working peasant, the 
fact that he is "bound to the soil"- which does not necessarily take 
the form of a legal restriction upon his freedom but more generally 
implies that he stiJI has access to the land. Capital is essentially mo
bile, and Marx deduces from this the transformation of value into 
price of production� which ensures equal rewards for individual capi· 
tals. whereas the appropriation of natural resources is essentially stat· 
ic, and rent varies as between one piece of land and another. The 
capitalist mode of production in its pure form thus presu-pposes 
free access· by the capitalists to natural resources, and Marx em
phasizes (e.g .• in his Critique of the Gotha Programme) the non· 
capita1is(.character of prope11.y in land. However, the capitalist 
formations have not developed in a vacuum, or out of nothing 
-they have taken shape first of all inside previously existing for
mations, in new (industria]) sectors that were not governed by the 
characteristic relationships of the earlier modes. Subsequently, 
when capitalism became dominant in the formation as a whole. it 
completed the transformation of agriculture, in · which the owner-
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ship of land constituted a hindrance to it. Thereafter, the Iand

I f owner (or the function he ruifined> ceased to play a determining 
·\ lrole in agriculture, his place being taken by the capitalist farmer 
jJ (or by the latter's function, when the landowner took this upon 
; himself). In advanced capitalist formations there are no longer any 
\ "landowners" in the feudal, precapitalist sense of the term, but 
i only agrarian capitalists. . 

Thus, the two elements -long-distance trade and the breakup 
of feudal relations - interacted with each other so as to engender 
the capitalist mode of production. The concentration of money
wealth at one pole created potential capital: it took place first 
among the merchants, then among the new rural capitalists. But 
this potential capital became real capital only because the breakup 
of feudal relations released a supply of labor power and proletar
ianized the peasantry. The latter became wage workers in the .em
ployment of the new industrialists or of the capitalist landowners 
and farmers of the countryside. 

· 

6. THE BLOCKING OF THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE 
TRADING FORMATIONS: 

THE ARAB WORLD AND BLACK AFRICA 

The significance of the process of interaction between long
distance trade and the breakup of precapitalist relations is more 
easily perceived if we compare the way Europe evolved with what 
happened to the other precapitalist formations. 

The Arab world offers us the case of a formation in which 
long-distance trade played an exceptionally important role but that 
failed to develop an indigenous capitalism. Why was this? 

The Arab world extends over several thousand miles of the 
semiarid borderland that stretches like a belt across the Old World, 
between the Atlantic and Monsoon Asia. It occupies in this region 
a zone that is separated from Europe by the Mediterranean, from 
Black Africa by the Sahara, and from the Turkish and Persian 
"worlds" by the mountain ranges of the Taurus, Kurdistan, and 
western Iran. It is not identical with the Islamic world, which, 
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broadly speaking, occupies the whole of this semiarid belt and is 

diVided between four groups of peoples- the Arabs, the Turks, 
the Persians, and the Indo·Afghans. This Islamic world has only 
marginally overflowed into 'Monsoon Asia (Bengal, Indonesia) and, 
in mot-e recent times, into some parts of Black Africa (the West 
African savannah, and the East coast). The Arab world is not to 
be seen as an ethnoracial phenomenon, for the process of Arabiza· 
tion has mi:x:ed together a wide variety of peoples. The Arab 
world constituted a relative1y centralized political entity for only a f 
short period of its history, a mere two centuries, and during that I 
period (the age of the Omayyads and the first Abbasids, between ! 

I 

750 and 9�0); linguistic unity was a great deal less advanced than l 
. it is today. The Arab world then broke up into comparatively stable 
regional political entities, which were not brought together again 
(and then only superficially) until they were subjected to the Otto-
man yoke, that is, to a foreign ruler. , 

As r�gards the structures of their precolonial social formations, 
the Arab countries did not constitute a homogeneous whole. The 
Arab world was ·very different from medieval Europe. It was always 
divided into three zones that were very dissimilar in social structure 
and in political and economic organization= the East (a/ Mashraq), 
embracing Arabia, Syria (i.e., the pre.sent states of Syria, Leba
non, Jordan, and Israel), and Iraq; the Nile lands (Egypt and the 
Sudan); and the West (a! Maghreb), extending from Libya to the 
Atlantic and embracing the modern countries of Libya, Tunisia, 
Algeria, Morocco, and Mauritania. In the whole region, Egypt alone, 
which divides the Arab world in two, has always been a peasant 
civilization: Elsewhere in thi.s semiarid zone agricultural activity is 
always precarious and the surplus that can be levied from the 
agriculturists is on the whole very meager. Techniques of agricul
tural production are necessarily not very advanced, the productivity 
of agricultural labor is low, the standard· of living of the agricul
tural community is close to subsistence l�vel, and consequently 
the forms of social organization inevita�ly bear the mark of primi
tive collectivism. There is no sufficient basis for a surplus to be 
levied on a scale that would make possible a feudal class structure 
or even a brilliant civilization. 

And yet the Mashraq (especially, 'but the Maghreb as well, al-
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though to a lesser extent) has been the scene of rich :civilizations 
that, moreover. were definitely urban in character. How cou�� this 
"miracle" have occurred? How are we to explain this apparent 
anomaly that wealthy Egypt, the only large oasis in this arid zone, 
has always been a peasant country, with comparatively little urban 
development until the modern period, even in the great ages of its 
ancient. civilization. whereas the Mashraq, which has known equally 

·brilliant epochs in its history, has always been an area of great 
cities? 

In order .to understand this, we must see the Arab world in its 
true context, as a great zone of passage, a sort of turntable between 
the major areas of civilization in the Old World. This semiarid 
zone separates three zones of agrarian civilization; Europe, Black 
Africa, Monsoon Asia. It has ther�fore always fulfilled a· commer
cial function, bringing into contact, through its role as the only 
middleman, agricultural communities that had no direct awareness 
of each other. The social fonnations on the basis of which the 
Arab wor1d's civilizations were erected were always commercial in 
character. This means that the surplus on which . the cities lived 
was drawn in the main not from exploitation of the area's own 
rural inhabitants but from the profits of the long-distance trading 
activity that its monopoly role as intermediary ensured to it
that is, .an income derived in the last analysis from the surpluses 
extracted from their peasantries by the ruling classes of the other 

civilizations. . . 

This pattern of a trading formation was characteristic of the 
Mashraq down to the First World War. Thereafter, the integration 
of the region into the imperialist sphere, which had begun only 
superficially in the Ottoman period, brought about decisive changes 
in the class structure of Iraq but only minor ones· in Syria a'bd 
Palestine. At the. other end of the Arab world,. in the Maghreb, 
this pattern of · society remained characteristic until the French 
colonial conquest. That colonization, which began earlier and went 
deeper than that to which t�e Mashraq was subjected, brought 
about decisive changes in the ·Maghreb of modern times. Between 
the two regions, Egypt continued to be the exception, as a tribute· 
paying peasant formation well integrated into the world capitali�t 
system. 
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Islam was born in Arabia, in the desert, among a population 
of nomads who were organized to carry on large·scale trade between 
the Eastern Roman Empire and Persia on the one hand and South 
Arabia, Ethiopia, and lndra on the other. It was the profits obtained 
from this trade that made possible the existence of the urban mer· 
chant republics of the Hejaz. The domination exercised by these 
towns over the small rural oasis areas around them, which they 
exploited on a semiserf basis, was not at all the main source of 
income for the ruling merchant classes. As for the pastoral sub· 
sistence economy. of the nomads, this existed side by side with the 
commercial activity, for which it supplied men and animals but to 
which it contributed no surplus. The desert civilization thus pre
supposed the civilizations of the Eastern Roman Empire and Mon· 
soon Asia, which it linked together. If, for one reason or another, 
the surplus that fed the springs of the long-distance trade dried 
up or the trade routes shifted, the desert would die. This happened 
more than once in the course of history, and on each occasion the 
men of the desert endeavored to survive by becoming conquerors. 

The first part of the "civilized world" to be conquered by the 
Arabs was the Fertile Crescent - the lands of Syria and Iraq, 
along the northern edge of the Arabian Desert. There the Arabs 
were in familiar territory, for the societies of the Ancient East had 
been very largely commercial communities of the same type as 
their own. There were, to be sure. some peasants in this semiarid 
zone, whereas there were hardly any to the south of it. But these 
were mountain peasants, clinging to the hillsides of the mountains 
of the Lebanon, the Jebel Ansariya, the Taurus, and Kurdistan, 
where the rainfall was just enough for them to be able to survive. 
These rural areas were too poor :....... despite the epithet "fertile" -
to supply the surplus needed to support a brilliant civilization. 
They had thet·efore remained "primitive," organized in village 
communities and comparatively isolated, jealously defending their 
independence. Civilization had developed at the edges of the region in 
two exceptional areas: Mesopotamia and the Mediterranean coast. 
Mesopotamia had seen the development of the first genuine agri
cultural civilization thanks to the exceptionaf natural conditions 
provided by the Tigris and the Euphrates. An organization arose 
there that was similar to Egypt'st based upon the surplus levied 
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by the cities from the neighboring countryside. Like an agricultural 
civilizations situated at the edge of deserts, it lived _under the con
stant threat of destruction by the Barbarians. It was, indeed, crushed 
I by the Turco-Mongol invasions of the tenth and eleventh centuries 
.a11d was reborn only after 1918, under the aegis of the Pax Britan· 
nica. To the west, be�ide the sea, since the agricultural miracle was 

·not possible, the city·states of Phoenicia and. Syria never obtained 
their resources elsewhere than from long-distance trade, carried 
by ship or by caravan. The Arabs who had come out of the dese�. 
thus found themselves quite at home here, and by establishing 
their new capital, that of the Ornayyad dynasty at Damascus, they 
transferred northward the trading civi1ization of Medina. Having 
in this way regained control of their trade routes, they once 
more enjoyed the profits of large-scale trade and revived their 
civilization. 

The unity of the Fertile Crescent was not really disrupted until 
after the First World War. But it was always a unity �n ·diversity: 
a diversity, however, that was never "culturaJ," still less, ethnic. 
The intenningling of peoples goes back so far in this region that 
it is futile to try to contrast one people ·with another on so fragile 
a basis. What is characteristic of a zone of civilization of this 
type, the essence of which is its commercial function of putting in 
touch two zones that it separatest is that it is dialectically both 
unifying and dismembering. It is unifying because it ca1;1ses men 
to move around ceaselessly so that customs and religions are passed 
on and a travelers' lingua franca becomes the predominant speech. 
It is dismembering because it is based on competition between 
rival mercantile cities. The detailed course of events is not the 
main thing here: what is significant is the presence or absence of 
a single formal political authority. If such an authority is strong, 
it will, of course, set limits to the competition between the cities, 
often ensuring a pre-eminent position for the capital. Such was 
the state of the Omayyads, centered at Damascus, and then that 
of the Abbasids, centered at Baghdad. In order to maintain its 
rule, the state had to have at its disposal an army of mercenaries 
recruited from among the neighboring nomads. As for the peasants, 
they strove to remain isolated in their mountains and fell into 
semiservile dependence upon landlords, always town·dwelling ab
sentees (merchants, courtierst etc .) in areas near the cities- or, 
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by way of exception, in Lower Iraq, which was organized into 
commodity�producing, slave-worked plantations of the uRoman" 
type. For twelve centuries, between 700 and 1900, the Fertile Cres
cent was thus both unified and divided, experiencing a succession 
of brilliant periods and periods of decadence, depending on the 
fate of the trade routes linking Byzantine and Western Europe 
with. India and China. 

The Fertile Crescent soon became Arabized. Already on the 
eve of the Islamic invasion, when it was Christian, it was unified 
linguistically through the triumph of the Aramaic tongue. Being 
itself a Semitic language, Aramaic could give way without diffi
culty to Arabic. The region's linguistic unity has been practically 
complete for centuries, if we· do not treat as different languages 
ways of �peech that differ only in accent and in a few colloquial� 
isms. A very pure form of Arabic is spoken here, and from Jeru· 
salem to the borders of Turkey the same "Syrian" accent is charac
teristic. Palestine is a fragment of this Mashraq, nothing more. 
· 

But the profound cultural unity of the Mashraq does not imply 
the absence of diversity, as between the various cities and the 
various little. rural areas. The country districts have been isolated 
from each other for twelve centuries, and of little weight either 
economically or politically. They have resisted in arms and with 
religious dissidence the attempts of imperial authority to subject 
them. Thus, in the Mashraq. the only truly rural areas are all 
nonconformist in religion: the mountains of the Lebanon, divided 
between Maronite Christians and Shi'ite Moslems; the Jebel An
sariya, home of the Alaouites, and the Jebel·Druse, in Syria; and 
Lower Iraq, with its Shi'ite population. The Shi'a heresy, which 

divided the Moslem world very early on, found favorable soil in 
the free communities of the mountains. It developed in these con� 
ditions a much freer. more �ritical, and even egalitarian spirit 

than that of the .. official" Sunni doctrine. This is likewise why it 
was the ideology of the peasant slaves who revolted in Lower Iraq 
(the Qarmathian rebellion). 

We cannot speak of "feudalism" here, even if "semifeudal" 
forms did develop during periods when large-scale trade was in 

decline. In the flat country areas the townsmen could dominate 
more easily; they 'thus used to make up, by tribute extorted from 
the peasants, their loss of income from long-distance trade. The 
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plains of the Bekaa. of Palestine, Horns, Hamat and Central Iraq 
were in this way sometimes brought under control by greedy larid� 
owners. especially during the Ottoman period (from 1500 onward), 

which was a long period of commercial decline. Much later, starting 
in the 1930s. the modern-style exploitation of agricultural areas, 
made possible by irrigation works, was to spread wider the zone 
occupied by Iatifundia. 

What is essential here, howeve1·, is not the country but the 
town. Here were huge cities, truly of monstrous size when trade 
began to decline; they were among the most populous cities of 
Antiquity. the Middle Ages, and modern times before the capitalist 
period. being much more important than the cities of the West. 
Aleppo. Damasc':ls, Baghdad. Basra, and Antioch had hundreds 
of thousands of inhabitants. In their best periods they embraced 
the majority of the population of the region, which exceeded five 
million inhabitants, a larger number than it was to contain at the 
beginning of the twentieth century. These were cities that were 
always centers of courts and merchants, with great numbers of 

1 craftsmen and clet·ks around them. They �ere merchant cities, 
:like those of Italy, which echoed them in the medieval .West, or 
I • 

\like those of the Hanseatic League. The accumulation of wealth in 
these cities expressed the brilliance of their civilization. But this 
accu mulation did not lead to capitalism, precisely because. the 
counh-y districts. isolated as they were, had not been "feudalized . .

, 

• Retaining thus theh· mercantile but not capitalist character, the 
cities of the Mashraq formed a set of little worlds competing with 
each other; the outlets for their very advanced craft production 
were the distant markets to which their merchants traveled. The 
cultural unity of this dominant urban world was pronounced. These 
cities were centers of Arabo-Islamic culture, citadels of Sunni 
orthodoxy. 

At the other extremity.of the Arab world, in the Maghrebi the 
same structures were to be found. There nomads and cultivators 
had struggled since time immemorial for possession of a narrow 
strip of territory squeezed between the sea, the mountains, and 
the great desert. The Pax Romana, by setting up a series of forti
fied posts all )on g the limes, the imperial frontier, had pushed 
furthe•· south the zone of the Berber cultivators, who encroached. 
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upon the lands over which roamed the nomads and seminomads 
who were also Berbers. Already before the coming of the Arabs, 
the decl�ne of the Roman Empire had enabled the nomads to recover 
some of their territory from the cultivators. 

When the Arabs arrived, they encountered' among the agr.icu1-
tural population of the mountainous areas the same resistance that 
others had experienced before them. They, however, skirted these 
massifs and established cities in the plains. These cities, as in the 
East. could not have survived and prospered if they had not found 
in. large-scale, long-distance trade the resources that were denied 
them by the difficulty of extracting surplus from the cultivators. 
The search for income from trade led the Arabs farther and 
farther afield, across the Mediterranean and across the Sahara, 
too. Toward the south they encountered Berber nomads who had 
the same interest as themselves, that of becoming the caravaneers 
of a flourishing commerce. These Berbers became Arabized much 
more quickly than the peasants, who had .little interest in the ur
ban civilization of the Arabs. Ibn Khaldun gave a perfect analysis 
of the nature of these social forma"tions 'oTthe medieval Maghreb. 
With an intelligence and exactitude that might be envied by many 
historians and sociologists of the Arab worlp t.oday, he analyzed 
these formations as beh1g based not on a surplus levied from the 
peasants of the region but on· the profits of large-scale trade. It 
was in this way that all the great states of the Maghreb were 
foun.ded upon the trade in gold, the gold in question coming from 
West Africa_ For centuries and until the discovery of America, 
West Africa was the chief supplier of. the ye1low metal to all the 
western part of the Old World- to the Roman Empire, to medi
eval Europe, to the Ancient East, and· 'to the Arab world. This 
trade in gold nourished to the horth of the Sahara the states of 
the -Almoravides, the Almohades, and others, and to the south of 
the great desert the states of Ghana, Mali, and Songhay. The 
structures of these social fom1ations were so alike that Ibn Khald un, 
with the Arab travelers of the time (Ibn Batuta, for example), 
assimilated them all to the sam·e pattern. 

A11iance between the cities and the nomads, together with ex
clusion of the peasantry from the civilized state, are characteristic 
features of the civilization. of the Maghreb, as of the Fertile Cres-
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cent. Ideologists of the French colonization of the Maghreb sought 
to explain these features in terms of the conflict between· races 
- Berber peasants against Arab nomads - and to account for 
the decline of the .Maghreb by the ravages of the Arab nomads, 
who had destroyed agriculture and the works that made it possible. 
Similar explanations have been given in relation to the Arab· East, 
where dedine was also ascribed to the devastation wrought by 
nomads. However, one observes that the brilliant ages of Arab 
civilization, in the East as in the Maghreb, were not marked by 

\1 great achievements in the agricultural field but by the prosperity 
of trade and the 'cities, and often, in connection with the prosperity 

\ of trade. by the rule of great nomadic tribes to the detriment of 
the peasantry, who never counted for much in those parts. 

Decline came to the Maghreb with the shifting of the trade 
routes. As these were displaced from West to East, we· note a 
corresponding shift in the centers of civilization, both to the north 
of the Sahara and to the south of it. Thus, in the earliest period 
there were the states of Morocco in the north and Ghana and 
Mal� in the south; later, the gold routes shifted toward Tunis, 
and later still toward Egypt, while the south saw the flowering of 
the Songhay and Hausa states. And in the Maghreb the peasant 
redoubts upheld their autonomy by clinging to the Berber language 
and culture, just as in the Arab East, having been Arabized so far 
as language was concerned, they sought to maintain their auton
omy through reJigious dissidence. 

Egypt's history was quite different. From one of the oldest 
peasant peoples in the world a huge surplus could be tapped by 
the ruling classes, thus providing the basis for civilization. State 
centralization imposed itself early heret and in an extreme form, 
both for unatural" reasons (the need to organize large·scale ir· 

\ rigation works) and in order to protect the Egyptian oasis against 
�the danger from the nomads .. In order to survive, Egypt has always 

tried to live retired within itself, relying on numbers to beat back 
the onslaughts of the nomads. When Egypt conqu·ered territory 
outside the Nile valley, the motive was to better defend its peasant 
civilization by instaJHng garrisons in the heart of the lands of the 
nomads and semh10mads- �o the east in Sinai and Syria, to the 
west in Libya. In Egypt. however, there were never, until the 
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.HelJenistic period, any really great trading cities. The capitals of 
the Pharaohs were set up in the midst of the fields, in the densely 
populated countryside. · . 

The very type of the traditional social formation in Egypt was 
thus constituted on foundations that were quite different from 
those of the ·Mashraq and the Maghreb. The peasant redoubts of 
both of the latter were autonomous. not much integrated into 
civilization, and with a very low level of development of the pro
ductive forces. The Mashraq and the Maghreb also remained to a 
large extent organized in village communities. The Egyptian peas·/ 
antry left that stage behind them over four thousand years ago.\ 
The Egyptian formation was not of the type in which the towns 
and th� merchants are predominant, but of the rural type, with a 
tribute-paying peasantry. This tribute-paying formation, in which 
the peasants are not oppressed in groups retaining the relative 
autonomy of their village community but individuaHy, in sma11 
family units, thus evolves on its own toward a form of genuine 
feudalism. The latter, which I would prefer to call a developed 
tribute-paying formation, and which resembles that of China, 
differs fro!ll the feudalism of the West only in its state centrali
zation, the ruling class that levies the surplus being strongly or
ganized in a state. 

After Alexander's invasion Egypt became a province, forming 
part of empires based on large-scale trade: this was its situation 
in the Hellenistic world, then in the By zantine world, and even
tua11y in the Arab world. During the brilliant periods of these 
empires, when long-distance trade was flourishing, Egypt expe· 
rienced mercantile urban civilization. But this.civilization remained 
something uforeign," established in cities of courts and merchants 
that did not really become Egyptianized until the long-distance 
trade by which they Jived began to decJine. Such was Alexandria in 
the Greek period, Fostat. �nd later Cairo, in the Arab period. 
The world of rural Egypt remained outside all that. So far as it 
was concerned, the only change was that the surplus it had paid 
to the national ruling class around the Pharaoh was now paid to 
foreign courts. 

Nevertheless, Egypt became Arabized in the matter of language. 
This happened belatedly, however, just when the trading empire 
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of the Arabs was losing its raison d'etre. The C<;)Untry had then to 
turn in upon itself once more, and the Arab ruling classes had to 
Egyptianize themselves, taking more interest in the peasants. The 
latter adopted Islamt though this happened slowly, and the Arabic 

j language, also slowly (several centuries had to pass before the 
�Coptic language disappeared). In becoming Arabized, ho�ever, 

the Egyptian people kept a very firm sense of their distinctness. 
They never called themselves "Arabs,'' a word that remained for 
them synonymous with Hbarbarians," but always "Egyptians." And 
Egypt has retained its originality, not on the linguistic plane but on 
that of-culture and values, which in Egypt are peasant values. 

Southward from Egypt, the Sudan belongs both to Black Africa 
a�d to the Arab world. In its northern partt nomadic Arab tribes 
who came from the East, from the shores of the �ed Sea, and inter
married with the black natives of the area, established a civilization 
of nomadic stockbreeders. In addition, these nomads, who not only 
became Moslems but also adopted the Arabic language, functioned 
as trading middlemen between Egypt and the lands to the sout�. 
The central regions of the Sudan, however, retained their traditional 
agrarian civilization, based on the village clan community common 
to all Black .Africa. By way of exc�ption, these black peoples adopted 
the Arabic language, though elsewhere, in West Africa, similar 
groups merely adopted Islam without becoming Arabized. This 
Arabization was doubtless due to the prolonged and thorough ascen� 
dancy exercised by the Arab nomads of the north over these 
communities. Later, in the nineteenth century, the Egyptian con� 
quests, from the time of Mehemet Ali (1810�1848) and the Khedives 
who succeeded him down to the British_ occupation (1882) and the 
revolt led by the Mahdi (1882-1"898), superimposed upon this ascen
dancy the domination of the Egyptian military. bureaucracy. Here, 
however, the subject Arabized black pea�ants retained down to 
our own day their autonomous village organization, long since 
forgotten in Egypt. Only'very much later, in certain areas of colonial 
exploitation� during the British period, especially in the Gezireh, 
was a real agrarian capitalism created; the _peasantry was prole
tarianized, and the system benefited the nomad chieftains to whom 
the colonial power granted the lands brought under cultivation by 
irrigation works. Altogether, it was a process similar to what went 
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on in Iraq in the same period, that of the British Mandate, giving 
rise to an agrarian economy that was modern (capitalist) and alien to 
tradition, both African and Arab. 

The southern part of the Arabian peninsula is made up of a 
group of social formations that truly belong to the Arab tradition. 
Agriculture never played a decisive part in the development of civili
zation here: except on the heights of the Yemen, where the monsoon 
rains enabled a peasant community to exist, even if under rather 
arduous conditions, civilization in this area was urban and mer
cantHe. The maritime 14empiren of Muscat and Zanzibar provides 
the very pattern of it: an urban trading state drawing its revenues 
from its role as intermediary between the Mediterranean world. 
the eastern shores of Black Africa, and India. Encircled by nomads 
in the service of the maritime traders, the peasants of the Yemen, 
like those of the Fertile Crescent, safeguarded a limited degree of 
autonomy by taking refuge in religious dissidence: 1ike the Alaouites 
in Syria, they are Shi'ites. 

This, then, is the Ar�b world: basically a commercial grouping, 
with Egypt as the only great "peasanf' exception. In this world 
the ruling class is urban, made up of court officials, merchants, 
religious leaders, and around them that little world of craftsmen 
and petty clerks that is typical of Eastern cities. The ruling class 
is the cement that binds the whole grouping together: everywhere 
it shares the same language and the same profoundly Islamic cul
ture, which, moreover, is orthodox (Sunni). This class is highly 
rnobile7 being able to move from Tangier to Damascus without 
ceasing in the slightest to feel at home. It is this class that has 
created uArab civilization." Its prosperity is bound up with that 
of long-distance trade. The latter is the basis of its alliance with 
the nomadic tribes, its caravan escorts. This explains the isolation 
of the �gricultural areas, which retain persona1ities of their own, 
either linguistic (Berber) or religious (Shi'a), but play no important 
part in the civiJization of the Arab world. Except in Egypt, the 
peasantry enters little into the system and is subjected only epi
sodically and slightly to the levying of tribute. This Arab world is 
thus both diverse and profoundly unified - by its ruling class. It 
is not to be compared to feudal Europe of the Middle Ages, which 
was thoroughly Hpeasantn in character. This is doubtless why Europe 
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the very slight black element in the population of the southern 
Maghreb (only a few hundred thousand), compared with tJie hundred 
million Negroes in America, is enough to show how ill�founded 
this view is. For this reason, moreover, the ideas that circulated 
a]ong with the goods were accepted readily in this region -
notably Islam, which appeared very early on the banks of the Senegal 
River. The importance of this trade, its nature as equal exchange, 
and the independence of the African formations all stand ·out c1ear1y 
from the Arab writings of the time. It is easier to understand the 
admiring tone of the accounts written b y  the Arab travelers if we 
appreciate that the North African and West .African formations 
were at much the same stage technologicaHy;. they were simHar in 
their structures and in the place they occupied in the wor1d system of 
the time. The link between the royal monopoly of the exploitation 
of gold and its marketing by Moslem merchants provides the key 
to the structure of these formations. The merchants in question 
were, as so often, organized in a sort of caste, forining here a 
religious minority. 

· 

For centuries the social formations of the Mediterranean world 
and those of Tropical Africa were thus closely related. The gradual 
shifting of the trade routes from West to East was reflected in a 
parallel shift of civilization and of powerful states both in North 
Africa and in the West African savannah lands, as we see in the 
successive might of Ghana, Mali, the Hausa cities, Bornu, Kanem, 
and Darfur. The shift in the center of nascent European mercany 
tilist capitalism from the Mediterranean to the· Atlantic also caused a 
crisis in Africa. This shift tolled, in the sixteenth century, the 
knell of the Italian cities, and at the same time it brought ruin to 
the Arab world and to the Black African states of the Sudan
Sahel zone. A few decades later t�e representatives of Atlantic 
Europe made their appearance on the shores of Africa. The shifting 
of the center of gravity of trade in Africa from the savannah hinter
land to the coast was a direct consequence of the shift of the 
center of gravity in Europe from the Mediterranean to the Atlantic. 
However, the new exchanges between Europe and Africa were to 
serve a different function from those of the previous period and 
form part of the operation of mercantilist capitalism. 

Obviously one cannot know what would have become of the 
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African formations if they had continued to evolve on their own 
after the seventeenth century. Integrated at an early stage (the 
merc�ntiJist stage) in the nascent capitalist system, they were broken 
off .at that stage and soon began to regress. It seems, however, 
that the large·scale trade of premercantilist Africa, remarkable 
though it was in some regions, being linked with relatively poor 
formations of the communal or tribute*paying types, w_ould not 
have been able to· generate by itself the capitalist mode of production. 

7. THE BLOCKING OF THE DEVELOPMENT 
OF THE TRIBUTE-PAYING FORMATIONS 

The examples of the Arab world and Black Africa show that 
large-scale trade, does not engender capitalism and is ��elf 
capitaJist. Here were formations that were marked by a substan� 
development of long-distance trade together with a relatively small 
surpJus produced within the agrarian society. Such was not the 
case with either China or Egypt, whose civilizations never depended 
on trade. The first attempt to understand why the development of 
these civilizations was blocked was ma�e by Marx in his observa
tions in the Grundrisse regarding the Asiatic mode of production. 
These observations show very deep insight, but Marxists have been 
content to go on repeating them without· taking the trouble to 
correct the errors and shortcomings in them due to the state of 
knowledge in Marx's time. Today we know that the village communi
ties of ancient Egypt ·and China subjected their members to no 
greater restrictions than did those of medieval Europe; that the 
Egyptian and Chinese communities were, for thousands of years, no 
less crushed than those of Europe of a few centuries ago; and that the 
model of communities that are stiiJ strong is rather to be sought in Black , 
Africa than in Asia. It is therefore not possible to seek the cause of the J 
obstructed development of the tribute·paying formations in the survivaJ / 
of the community and its exceptional resistance to degradation. 

Civilization, in the Old World at any rate, seems to have appeared if 
not simultaneously then at least about the same t.ime in four places: 
Egypt, Mesopotamia, the Indus valley, and the valley of the YeUow 
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River. It was not accidental that these were four river valleys located 
in relatively hot regions. The natural conditions played a determining 
role at the start. Irrigation made possible both greater produc
tivity (in terms of the annual product of each peasant family) and 
a much higher density of population. It thus facilitated the first 
real concentrations of population, with the circulation of goods, 
people, and ideas. 

In all four cases the form assumed by the given civilization was 
{ identical. It was the tribute-paying fonn: a state-class of the theo• 

J 
cratic-bureaucratic type emerged from the communities and asserted 

1 itself as organizer of the political and economic life of society. We 
;\ must conclude from this that the first kind of class-divided .social 

formation was not the slaveowning but the tribute-paying kind. 
The natural conditions were to cause these four civilizations to 

experience different destinies. Mesopotamia and the Indus valley 
were highly vulnerable: surrounded as they were by relatively· well· 
populated· zones, their wealth attracted attack by the nomads, 
seminomads, and settled mountain peoples of the zones where 
agriculture depended on rainfall. Several times destroyed, they 
were unable to progress in a systematic and continuous way,' as 
regards either the technology of �rrigation and industry or that of 
political and administrative organization. Egypt and China, on 
the contrary, enjoyed favorable conditions. Egypt is protected by 
deserts both on the west and on the east. China is situated not in 
the heart of the Old World but at its eastern limits and is 
comparatively isolated from what lies to the west of it by moun· 
tain barriers that are hard to cross, high rugged plateaus, and 
deserts. Egypt was thus able to develop its tribute·paying civi
lization in a sheltered setting and soon attained a fully developed 
fonn of this civilization. China e�joyed an additional advantage, 

{ being able to expand southward at the expense of primitive peo
, pies who, equally· isolated from the West, were incapable of be
l coming a threat to the Han people in the way the Indo-Europeans 
� became for Mesopotamia and India. Not only did China soon 
i reach, like Egypt, the heights of the tribute-paying type of civi
� lization: it was also able to expand, establishing along the banks 

of its southern rivers new zones of agrarian civilization on. the 
same pattern as the original one. 
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Some remarks are called for regarding these ·two centers of 
tribute-paying civilization. Firstly, these two civilizations were truly 
central, in the sense that �hey invo1ved a considerable proportion 
of the world's population: nearly ten million in Egypt by the 
second millenium B.C., while China soon reached a population of 
a hundred minion, at a time when the rest of mankind amounted 
to hardly" the same number, s�attered over millions of squarer 
miles. Secondly, in these two civilizations the village community� 
quickly weakened and almost disappeared as state authority be- f 
came more powerful. The community survived· as a community ofj 
families, but lost the dominium eminens of the land, which passed\ 
to a broader and higher community that soon developed into a 
nation. Third1y, the state-class that became organized on the 
national scale was not, despite widely held notions, particularly 
"despotic.'' As a national state�class, it took account of the public 
interest and organized useful large-scale public works. The pyra· 
mids are unimpressive compared with the works undertaken to 
harness the Nile, which required an amount of Jabot several 
hundred times larger. This class, organized in a state, remained 
comparatively open, and social mobility in access to it was con
siderable, as is shown by the Chinese system of the mandarinate. 
In comparison with the vioJent history of European feudalism, 
abuses were limited in these civilizations, which deserved the 
epithet "despotic" only occasionally, when Barbarian invaders 
took command of the state - and even in these cases the Barbar
ians soon became assimilated and civiJized - or in troubled times 
when the state coUapsed, giving way to independent feudal au
thorities, so that these civilizations came to resemble feudal Eu
rope. Fourthly, the power of the state that was characteristic of 
these formations in their developed condition gave the tribute
paying mode a clear dominance within them: long-distance trade. 
craft production (whether carried on by free men or slaves), 
production in those sectors where wage labor existed - all were 
subject to close control by the state, which taxed them. It was, 
ind�ed, in relation to these sectors that society was despotic, and 
not in relation to the peasants. In feudal Europe the opposite was 
the case: the state, being weak, let the towns flourish uin free
dom," while the feudal landlords, living close to their peasants, 
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were free to oppress them without any restriction. Fifthly, these two 
well·developed models of the tribute-paying formation were able 
to digest the progress achieved by the productive forces. The 
production relations defined by the tribute-paying mode were 
compatible with a wide rang� of levels of development of the produc· 
tive forces. The conflict between productive forces and production 
relations makes its appearance only when the capitalist mode has 
been introduced from outside. The histor�cal duration of the fully 
developed tribute-paying mode was thus, in principle, very long. Never
theless, this compatibility with progress meant relatively blocked devel
opment, in relation. that is, to the progress ,P.ossible in less advanced, 

1 less d�veloped formations, in which the conflict between production 
\ .re�ations and productive forces manifests itself sooner, compelling an 

advance beyond precapitalisf relations. · 

· 

All the same, Egypt and China remain the two o�igmal mod· 
els, the basic sources of science, technique, ideology, and organ
ization. 

Alongside these central tribute-paying formations, exchange 
between the three poles of tribute-paying civilization in the West 
led to· the establishment of peripheral trading formations: the 
Phoenician, Syrian, and Arab cities. The seminomadic tribal king
doms of western Asia and southern Europe sought to reproduce 
the model provided by Egypt, or Mesopotamia, or the Indus 
civilization- but without much success, for their material basis 
was a fragile one. The surplus they were able to levy was small, 
and for this reason the communities remained hardy and state 
centralization was poorly developed and constantly threatened by 
local autonomies. Greece, after learning from one of these king· 
doms inspired by Egypt- namely, Crete- was to develop to the 
full the peripheral character of its formation. The exceptional 
growth of commercial functions in this Greek society, together with 

( the difficulty of obtaining even a moderate agricultural surplus 
\ from inside the country, led Greece along a new path. that of the 
·\use of slav� labor oh a large scale. This use of slave labor 1 presupposed· manhunts carried on outside the limits of Greek 

society, and had the effect of enriching commodity production 
and enabling this society to outgrow its function as a mere trading 

t intermediary, creating the conditions for it to reproduce itself: 
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production by slaves· became the means whereby more slaves 
could be bought. Rome was to spread this formation over the 
whole of the Mediterranean basin. 

This slaveowning formation lac�ed the elasticity of the tribute
paying formations because it presupposed the existence of a pe· 
riphery from which manpower had to be obtained. The strong trib
ute-paying societies with which it entered into -trade relations, and 
even relations of domination. did not sell their people. The pe
riphery from which slaves had to be drawn was therefore the 

.Barbarian periphery of Europe- Celtic� Germanic. Slav. It was 
not slave revolts that put an end to the Roman Empire but the 
blows struck ·by the Barbarians. The latter, having established 
themselves ·on the ruins of the Empire, superseded the slave
owning mode, setting up the feudal mode. a variant of the tribute
paying mode. The Barbarians, established first of all where natu
ral conditions were favorable. thus ended by making their way (via 
the slaveowning mode) in�o new regions. 

The feudal variant remained weak in comparison with the 
original, fully developed tribute-paying mode. This weakness, 
this peripheral character was to become its strength. At the begin
ning of the feudal order in Europe, it meant a surplus of modest 
size but also an absence of political, administrative, and economic 
centralization, the one going along with the other. This low level 
of centralizing capacity was to allow freedom to the commercial 
sectors,· as yet only embryonic. Under their stimulus, agriculture 
made great progress, and the surplus produced by agriculture 
grew naturalJy. so that the dialectics of increasing trade and 
breakup of feudal relations could get under way, leading in tum 
to the rise of capitalism. 

The parallel between this exceptional line of evolution in the 
west of the Old WorJd and what happened at its eastern extremity 
is striking. The problem of the Japanese .. miracle" has never been 
looked at in these terms of relations between center and periphery. 
And yet the analogy is impressive. In the region to which Japan 
belongs, China was the finished model in all respects- a model 
that was faithfully reproduced wherever natural conditions made 
this possible: in Vietnam, in Cambodia in the Khmer period, and 
fn Korea. In Japan, however, the natural conditions presented 
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serious obstacles: the feudal fragmentation of the country and the 
autonomy of the trading cities limited the degree of state central
ization so that there were great similarities between Japan and 
Europe, separated as they were by thousands of miles. True, 
Japanese society did not give rise to capitalism until it" had received a 

jol t from without. But when the time came, it became capitaJist 
with the greatest of ease. In fact, this evolution might _not have 
taken place if Japan had been so unlucky as to becotpe integrated 
in the periphery of the capitalist system. It did not suffer this 
fate, because jt was a poor country. China, on the contrary, �ith 
its substantial centralized surplus, attracted the cupidity of-Europe 
anq the United States. Also, the fact that the launching of the 
process of the birth . of capitalism was · occasjoned by a jolt from 
without caused it to assume special forms, in particular emphasizing 
the role played by the state. 

_ 

The evolution of the Indian subcontinent likewise enters into 
this schema. The tributewpaying civilization of the lnd us valley 
was destroyed in the distant past, but the lndo�Aryan invaders 
rebuilt it over a larger territory. The process was a slow one 
because the territory was so vast, and the Ganges valley had to be 
conquered gradually from nature and from the primitjve inhabitants. 
This process was also disturbed by the opening of India to the 
west and "the successive waves of invasion that this invited. In the 
cul-de-sac of southern India some tribute-paying formations were 
also gradually estab�ished. India thus arrived at the tribute-paying 
mode rather late, not long before it was brought under colonial 
rule. Here, by way of exception, in a few areas where the process 
was still young, the village communities con�inued to flourish. and 
it was these that often Jed observers to regard the survival of" the 
community as a prerequisite of the tribute-paying mode. 

Why did not all the peripheral societies of the tribut�-paying 
mode give birth to capitalism? We have already seen what the 
reasons were in the Arab world and Black Africa. The Byzantine 
Empire and its Ottoman successor were also peripheral forma
tions- or, more precisely, groups of formations- �fthe tribute
paying system. Actually, the tribute-paying mode never succeeded 
in taking root in this area in a thorough way. Some parts of the 
area (in the Balkans, Caucasia, Syria, and North Africa) con-
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tinued to. be organized in solid communities, and the tribute 
levied by Constantinople and later by Istanbul was always in 
jeopardy from revolt by these communities. Other parts of the 
area stagnated because the slaveowning or commercial basis to 
which they had owed their former prosperity had shrunk: this 
happened with Greece and the Eastern cities. The commodity 
production of these parts was transferred to the capital, to which 
Greek, Egyptian, and Syrian craftsmen were deported by the 
thousand; in the capital alone could the centralization of the 
tribute levied from an immense empire sustain this commodity 
production. Here was a case of a tribute-paying formation that 
was trying to cut its way through an older substratum that offered 
effective resistance. It is comprehensible that a formation like this 
was unable to engender capitalism. In other regions of the world, 
in Iran and Central Asia, tribute-paying fonnations remained too 
poor, owing to natural conditions, and too much threatened by 
Barbarian invaders, to be capable of achieving capitalism. 

As in the Old World, the class-divided formation that arose in 
pre-Columbian America was of the tribute-paying type. This was 
the case with the Incas, the Aztecs, and the Mayas. Evolving in 
isolation, without any danger from without, owing to the small 
population of their continent, these formations appear to have 
attained a high level of development, comparable to that of Egypt 
and China in the Old World. We cannot know how they might 
have evolved further. since from the sixteenth century onward 
these fonnations were violently subjected to conquest by Spain 
and then broken up, to give place to the specific formations on 
the periphery of mercantilist capitalism. 

As for the special fonnations that were constituted on the basis 
of European immigration in new lands where there was no pre
viously· existing substratum (New England and Canada, Boer South 
Africa, Australia, and New Zealand), these belong neither to the 
category of the periphery� nor to that of the tri�ute-paying systems, 
nor to that of capitalism. They were exceptional formations that 
were constituted from the start in close connection with the genesis of 
European central capitalism. I shall refer to them as the "young 
centers." 

It has been shown that the precapitalist formations, despite 
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their variety, are made up of a dominant central form (the tribute· 
paying formation), and a series of peripheral forms (the slaveowning, 
feudal, and trading formations). The tribute-paying formation is 
accounted for essentially by jts own inner dynamism. In this sense 
it is autocentric and constitutes the normal path of ev9hition. The 
peripheral precapitalist formations are due to the interaction between 
their own inner dynamism and the influence exercised upon them 
by the fully deveJoped tripute·paying formations. In this sense· 
they are not autocentric and constitute exceptional paths of evolu
tion. Around two fully developed centers of the tribute-paying 
forma6on that appeared very early, namely, Egypt and China, 
and a third that arose latet·, namely, India, peripheral constella
tions of various types took shape and entered into relations with 
each other along their fluctuating frontiers. Thus one may list the 
Meditel'ranean and European peripheries (Greece, Rome, feudal 
Europe, the Arab and Ottoman world), those of BJack Africa, 
Japan. etc. It was in -one of these, Europe, that capitalism was 
born. 



2 

The Fundamental Laws 
of the Capitalist 

Mode of Production 

1. PRODUCTIVE FORCES AND 
PRODUCTION RELATIONS. IN THE 

CENTRAL CAPITALIST FORMATIONS 

I have defined the capitalist mode of production as being 
characterized by the exclusive appropriation by one class of means 
of production that are themselves tht. prod:uct of social labor. This 
exclusive appropriation by a certain class, �!though it has histor- 1 
ically t'aken the form of ind.ividual ownership of the means of ! 
prod:uction, may also take collective forms. Capitalism exists wher- { 
ever means of production that have been produced by social labor � 

are not managed by society as a whole but by a section of the : 
latter, which then becomes a "bourgeoisie!' Capitalism makes its \ 
appearance when the level of development of the productive forces �l 
is sufficiently advanced for these means of production, which are · 

themselves products, to be no longer simple enough to be man
ageable by the individual producer. The traditional peasant and 
craftsman make their own tools. Industrial workers cannot make 
their own factories. Consequently, the center of gravity of the 
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means of control1ing society shifts from domination of the natural 
means of production to domination of those means o(production 
that are themselves products- equipment, mac

.
hinery, plant. 

The capitalist mode ·of production is thus marked by three 
essential features: (1) the whole o� social production takes the 
form of commodities; (2) labor power itself becomes a commodity, 
which means that the producer, having been separated f�om the 
means of production, becomes a proletarian; and (3) the means of 
production themselves become commodities, in which is materially 
embodied a social relationship, that of their exclusive appropri
ation by a particular class - in other words, they become capital. 

Whereas in precapita1ist societies economic life is in the main 
not concerned with commodities, under the capitalist mode the· 
entire economy becomes a commodity·economy. This situatior:_j!._ 
��d in C2._�!!!!.Q!lal eco_!l�_mi�_t]l��..!Y..t-W.l!Jc;_l! tak��-�s its point 
of departure usupJ>lY' and d�m.?JIQ.� n th�-�Rresupposing the exist· 

---· --�-- -·-' ·---·--ence or commodities and the market. This theory is supposecr to 
constitute a universal economic science. not limited to any par
ticular pha's€"of history, wher��� . . i.n .f��tl��!!�-���--��-�-ommon to all 

·c1viliz�Hioiis the characteristics of the capitalist mode-, which is

·V.·hat it ·a.etu.a:ny··obs.erves. ·By so doing it is prevented from under-
standing how the capitalist system originated and its laws of 
development. It loses its scientific· character, becoming an ideology. 

Extendi�g the domain of value to tfie · wfiole of economic hfe 
changes the very form in which the. law of value is expressed. 
Within the precapitalist formations. in the sectors where com
modity exchange prevails, the law of va.Iue is expressed in simple 
form: e·xchange relations (relative prices) correspond to the av�r
age quantities of social labor embodied in the products exchanged. 
The means of production, which are themselves products of social 
labor. are not v�ry substantial and belong, in effect, to the pro� 
ducers themselves. Simple commodity production is the predom
inant form of commodity producti�n. and, consequently, price� 
are equivalent to values. 

In the capitalist mode, not only are the means of production 
that are produced by social labor substantial, but they are owned 
exclusively by one class t and so they play a predominant role in 
society. The surplus labor provided by the producers is distributed 
among the members of the dominant class in proportion. to the 
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importance of the latter. its�lf measured by the amount of their 
capital- the share of social capital that they control. The law of 
value thus finds expression at one remove, in a complex form, 
prices being deduced from values in a way that makes possible 
this redistribution of surplus social labor. 

The system of relative prices that operates under capitalism 
can. indeed. be described without recourse to the "intermediary" 
of value. and this has been done by Piero Sraffa. Such a descrip
tion takes the form of a system of equations reflecting the rela
tions between different industries. The �ost of each product is the 
sum of the cost of the constituent elements of constant capital 
(material inputs -that is, the physical quantities of each of the 
inputs consumed - multipJ.ied ·by their respective prices); wages 
(quantities of labor multiplied by wage rates); and profits (pro
portional to the values of the inputs. which are the form·in which 
"capital" is crystaHzed). Solution of this system of equations gives 
the vector of relative prices without the need to go through the 
intermediary stage of value. However. this system remains merely 
descriptive, since its composition assumesi on the one hand, that 
products and labor power are commodities - in other words, that 
surplus labor exists and its· volume is determine� - and, on the 
other, that this surplus labor is distributed in proportion to cap
ital invested. The composition of the system of equations thus 
assumes th�-��I$ienci:-of.Jiie_�apitalist mode of ru-oduction. 

-···-·-This d�cription shows that capital is not a thing but a social 
relation, since the vector of relative p-ric.es depends on both the� 
rate of wages an01Jie rate of proflt;lt 4sfiows that economic 

;ationality: is noun absoll!.t� .tlt�t it stands no higher t9an_!he 
..rationalit� of the social relation that determines the division of 

_ inc9m�tween w-ages and profitsJn other words, the d!,tisionof 
�..m�i�LJ�.b.QI.Ji!!'!�.l�.tp . .P.�!c;t .l�p-�r--and surplusliDo.!.:. The descrip

tion does not, for all that, enable us to unaerstand how the 
capitalist mode began and how it developed, since it assumes this 
mode as given. 

The Marxist critique of political economy a1one furnishes the 
system of concepts needed for this purpose, by approaching the 
task of explanation from the appropriate angle, which is not that 
of economics but of historical materialism. If the transformation 
of values into prices, as Marx analyzes this in Volume Ill of 
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Capital, can be criticized, it is only in so far as it constitutes 
merely a first sketch. The system of transformation is analyzed 
inc;:ompletely: the elements of constant capital are r�ckoned at 
their value instead of at their price (Volume ,III, which was 
published after Marx's death, . was, in this respect, only a rough 
draft). A complete mathematical system of transformation of val· 
ues into prices is possible, but only if it be accepted that the 
average rate of profit cannot be equal to the rate of surplus value. 

:fhe rate of profit is actually determined by. the relation be
tween the value of certain products (products A) and that of 
others (products B) in a system of pt'ices that differs from one in 
which the rate of surp1us value is defined as the relation between 
the value of products A (in physical qu.antlties) and that of 
products. B. This no.nidentity constitutes the reason why the capi· 
talist system conceals the origin of profit and ca�ses capital to 
appear as a thing that itself possesses · productivity. It is by be
coming aware of this economistic alienation that we are able to 
grasp the essential laws of development of the capitalistic ·mode. 
Such awareness means taking into account the logic of the distribu
tion of surplus labor in proportion to the fractions of social labor 
controUed by the various social groups making up the dominant class; 
and also of the rule of competition and mobility of capitals, which is 
the prerequisite for equalization of the rate of profit. This compe
tition entails in its turn a distinctive feature of the capitalist mode, 
namely. the ''endogenous"'nature of the progress of the productive 
forces, in relation to the way the system works, so that when an· 
entrepreneur introduces a more advanced technique, the other en
trepreneurs are obliged to foJlow his example. This uendogeneity'� 

'-;of progress under capitalism makes it seem an "external datum," 
; i and so deprives society of· control over its own process of develop
! l ment. 

If we decline to analyze the transf�rmation of value jnto price, 
we decline to undertake the recovery of this control by society over 
itself, which means declining to advance beyond capitalism and 
giving up the prospect of socialism. Already ·in the . nineteenth 
century German social-democracy supposed that socialism would 
be similar to capitalism in its "rational" economic· choices. once 
the initial expropriation of the capitalistS had been carried out. 
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Marx in his Critique of the Gotha Programme and Engels in Anti

Dilhring, protested agajnst this reduction of socialism to a "capi
talism without capitalists," which actually contained the germ of 
state capitalism. 

· 

The universalizing of the commodity fonn of profit and the 
transition from a simple to a complex expression of value reduce 
commercial profit to the common denominator of profit on capital. 
Commercial profit is, of course, a category o)der than capitalism. 
since it presupposes merely the existence of commodity production. 
Precapitalist commercial profit is an income derived from monopoly, 
and as such does not .obey precise rules. When societies brought 
into conta�t by monopolist merchants are ignorant of each other, 
and in particular are unaware of the real social costs of production of 
the products they exchange, the profit derived from a trading 
monopoly can be very high. It corresponds to a transfer of surplus 
from one class (and sometimes from one society) to another class. 

a class of alien merchants -:-- this original surplus being ground 
rent or, in mot·e general terms, tribute. When the capitalist mode 
becomes predominant, the predominant form taken by the surplus is 
profit on capital. Commercial activity is no longer a monopoly but a 

capitalistic activity like others, its domain extending to all products. 
The capitalist prod ncers know the social costs of production of 
these products. Competition thus causes capital invested in commerce 
to share in the general equalization of profit. Commercial profit 
becomes profit on commercial capital, ·which is rewarded like 
other capitals, with the average rate

· 
of profit. To be sure, the 

reward of commercial capital is still a transfer, having its source 
in surplus value created elsewhere: in production. But this transfer is 
henceforth limited by the average rate of profit, which depends, in 
the last analysis, on the rate of surp1us value. 

Similarly, the universalizing of the commodity form alters the 
field in which the other precapitalist activities function. Agricul· 
ture was the chief field of activity in the precapitalist period and 
was dominated by feudal relations. Ground rent was the pre
dominant form assumed by the feudal surplus, and landownership 
by the dominant class of precapitalist society was the legal expression 
of these feudal relations. Marx showed that private property in 
land is a hindrance to the development of capitalism in agriculture, 
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because it gives landowners, as monopolists, the means of ensuring 
that part of the surplus value produced elsewhere is transferred to 
them in the form of absolute rent. If, however, capitalism respects 
private ownership of land, this is not merely for political reasons 
(alliance between all the possessing classes of the old modes and 
the new capitalist mode alike, against the oppressed classes) but 
above all because it has a vital interest in this private landowner� 
ship. Capitalism cannot develop so .long as the producers have not 
been excluded from this precapitalist mode and put at capital's 
disposal as proletarians. Private property in ]and fulfils this funetion 
during the transitional phase between feudalism and capita1ism, 
,the mercantilist phase. Stimulated by the spread of .commodity 
·exchange, the landowners themselves become commodity producers. 
The agricultural revolution that preceded the Industrial Revolu
tion, first in England and then on the continent of Europe, 
reflected this · extension of commodity exchange to agricultural 
production, the substitution of money rent for rent in kind being 
merely the immediate expression of the process. Competition spread 
to agricultural production, and the modernization it entailed · re· 
quired exclusion of the excessive quantity of peasant labor power, 
this being elimin�ted from production and proletarianized. 

Is absolute rent, which Rey calls "the way in ·which the dominated 
feudal mode is linked with the dominating capitalist mode," 
subject to determination? In Volume III of Capital, Marx puts 
forward the idea that transfer of surplus value to landlords can 
take place because the organic composition of capital is higher in 
industry than in agriculture. so that with the same rate of su�plus 
value the surplus value produced in agriculture is greater, for a 

given amount of capital invested, than it is in industry, agriculture 
being a "lig�t" activity. Private property in land obstructs the 
spread of the equalization of profit to the field that it controls, 
and it is the surplus value thus retained, withheld from the 
mechanism of equalization, that determines rent. Actually. this 
explanation given by Marx does not seem to me to be necessary. 
Even if the organic composition of capital were the same in 
agriculture as the average prevailing in industry, or high�r than 
that, monopoly landownership would make it possible for the 
price structure of agricultural products, relative to that of industrial 
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products, . to be. sucl:J as to include a transfer of value -a real 
transfer, not a mere withholding from the equalization process -
to the advantage of the monopoly owners of Jand, constituting 
their rent. This is determined not by the difference in comparative 
organic compositions of capital in agriculture and industry but 
merely by a social relation: the relation of strength determining 
the division of social and political power between the bourgeoisie 
and the landowners. Rent cannot be made to disappear unless 
ownership of land itself disappears. The bourgeois�e attacks private{ 
landownership by opening up to agricultural production new lands 
where there are no landlords, that is, by bringing into competition 
with the pr�ducts of agriculture dominated by landownership the 
products of agriculture where access to the natural conditions of 
production is free, unrestricted by monopoly landownership: this 
was the significance of the opening of the British market to the 
wheat of North America during the nineteenth century. The bour
geoisie also brings into competition with the produ'cts of agriculture 
in the center of the system the products of peripheral agricuiture, t 
which is dominated by landownership, to be sure, but in which 
the reward of labor is lower and the rate of surplus value higher. 

Rent, which continues to exist as long as private property in 
land continues, nevertheless assumes, owing to the predominance 
of capitalist relations. the form of a profit on capital -on the 
capital "invested" in the purchase of land. In the precapitalist 
formations, the land was a monopoly held by one class to the 
exclusion of another. In the capitalist formations it becomes subject 

f to buying and selling. Its price - a new category - is the rent 
1 that it can yield, capitalized. Thenceforth, this rent appears as 
i the reward of the capital sunk in purchasing the given piece of 
J land. 

·In the advanced capitalist formations, agricultural production 
no longer occupies more than a· restricted place in the social 
product. AgriculturaJ land is thus subject to frequent and easy 
commercial transactions that are no longer hindered by the presence 

1 of a peasant class, for whom agriculture was not merely a field of 
production but also a way of life. Agricultural ground rent dis· 
appears. since the profit of the capitaiist entrepreneurs in agriculture � the shar� of social surplus value to which they are entitled -
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has to reward all the capital they have invested, including that 
which was devoted to purchasing land. Land continues to command a 
price because it is subject to monopoly. . 

Whenever access to the natural (or social) conditions of production 
is restricted by a monopoly, a problem of the transference of 
value arises. This ·is why it is not possible to grasp the problem 
directly on the basis of an analysis of prices .. 

While in the advanced capitalist systems the problem of agri
cultural rent has lost its acuteness in quantitative terms, at least, 
if not in terms of theory, urban ground rent becomes day by day 
of greater quantitative jmportance. The ideologists of the system 
claim that ground· rent is the urational" way to stop people from 
planting potatoes in the Champs-Eiysees. In reality, it is quite 
clear that access to plots of land in the Champs-Eiysees is not 
controlled by society but is a monopoly held by a certain social 
group, that of the owners of these plots .. The volume of the 
transfer of value that takes place to their advantage as a result of 
this fact thus depends exclusively on thei! social power. 

The same is true of "natural resources" in the form of minerals, 
forests, rivers, lakes, and seas, in so far as access to them is 
restricted by a social mo�opoly. In his Critique of the Gotha Pro· 
gramme Marx shows that social labor is the sole source of value, but 
not of wealth. The latter means the quantity of useful objects 
(useful from the social, not the ·individual standpoint) obtained 
with a given amount of social labor. This social labor is carried 
out not in a nonmaterial, abstract setting but under given natural 
conditions. The distinction between nature and society determines 
what is meant by social science, defining as it does mankind in 
contrast to the animal kingdom. If society controlled access to aU 
natural conditions, it would be able to plan the use of them in a 
rational way: in other words, it would choose the ways and means 
to obtain, by exploiting these natural resources in accordance with 
a definite social time-prospect, the maximum of utilities in return 
for a given amount of social labor. In the capitalist system, this 
access to natural wealth is subject to extreme disorder. Some 
forms of natural wealth are freely accessible, and on this account 
are wasted, to the detriment of society's interests, as problems of 
the environment reveal (pollution of the atmosphere, of rivers, 
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etc.). Freedom of access excludes the way these resources are used 
from the field of economic calculation: for the capitalist enterprise 
this constitutes an "external saving," whereas on the social scale 
the usingwup of these resources signifies a real cost, namely, that 
of the "fight against pollution" (the expenses of cleaning work 
undertaken by the public authorities, extra expenditure on health 
services, forced movement of persons, etc.). Other natural resources 
are subject to ownership, and the price paid by the capitalist 
entrepreneur will depend on the social relations between the capital
ist class and the group· that monopolizes access to these resources. 
Where resources of the subsoil are concerned, for example, this 
price will vary widely, depending. on whether the laws in force 
separate ownership.of the surface from that of the subsoil, whether 
the land is privately or publicly owned, and so on -that is, 
depending on the social conditions that define the framework of 
economic activity. · 

A further step is taken when we consider the stages in the 
evolution of the productive forces and of production reJations in 
the capitalist s�stem. The mercantiHst period, which was that 
which saw the formation of the system, defined by the establish· 
ment of the two poles of the capitalist mode (concentration of 
money-wealth and proletarianization), was a period of transition� 
on. the one hand, the law of value was still expressed in its simple 
form, in the sector o( petty·commodity production, but on the 
other the concentration of money·wealth was already taking place 
in a sector that was not governed by the law of value -that of 
the large·scale Atlantic trade organized in .monopolies. The Industrial 
Revolution, that is, the coniing together and merging of the two 
poles created during the mercantilist period, opened the way to 
the fully developed capitalist mode of production: money·wealth 
became capital, setting to work under its control the "released"/ 

labor power that became the proletariat. The nineteenth century, 
until approximately the 1880s, was marked by the industrial form 
of the central capitalist formations. The predominant form of 
capital was industrial capital, made up of independent units cor
respondingt as a rule, to separate enterprises, which were largely 
famUy businesses. Competition offered the 1aw of value in its 
complex form the widest field of operation. But there were some 
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hindrances to this operation1 especially in agriculture, which· because 
of private property in ·land continued to be subject to the social 
monopoly of the landlord class. Centralization of capital, progressing 
as a result of competition, brought about at the end of the 
century a qualitative change in the predominant character of the 
system. The generalizing of the monopoly form of capital showed 
that the 1evel of development of the productive forces had now 
risen beyond that of the production relations. For monopoly is 
above all a hindrance to the equalization of profit. Prices there
fore cease to be determined by a. general law based on values. The 
field of operation of the law of value contracts. There is no longer 
any rationality, even apparent, in the ·price system. Prices are de
termined by social relations of strength within the dominant class, 
between the financial groups that dominate the various sectors of 
economic activity.. Down to this time the social relations that 
played a part in determining relative prices were only those between 
the dominant capitalist Class as a whole and the other classes and 
social groups. Thencefort�. there was no longer a single rate of 
profit, but at least two rates: the one governing the monopoly 
sectors and the one applying- in the sectors where, despite domi
nation by the monopo]y sectors, competition stitl prevailed. Politics, 
that is, resort to intervention of the state in the economic field, 
acquired a new dimension. 

The only way forward for capitalism- faced with the trans
cending of the system by socialism, with the contradiction between 
productive forces and production relations- is state capitalism. 
Centralization of aU production on the national scale, through the 
replacement of ownership by social groups by state ownership, 
brings the production relations up to the level of development of 
the productive for�es. It restores the social character of capital, 
which had been disguised by the parcelation of the latter into 
privately owned shares. It imposes social planning as a way of 
managing the economy. How is' it possible now to define prices 
otherwise than as purely co�ventional, since the entire social 
product appears as a single commodity- with labor power as the 
only other commodity? It is on. this last point that the frontier lies. 
between state capitalism and socialism. It corresponds· to a class 

. frontier - that which divides the pro1etariat, which still sells its 
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labor power, from the bourgeoisie, which has become a state-class, 
as in the days of the tribute-paying mode. To this renovation of 
capitalist so�iety there also corresponds the maintenance of domina
tion by the economic instarice.over the politico-ideological instance; 
the. solution found by state capitalism to the problem. of planning 
1s a capitalist solution- the determination of "prices" that "reward,. 
on an equal basis the lfcapital" (i.e .• the fractions of capital) 

·assigned to the different branches of the economy. When the 
Russian economists adopt this formula they are returning, in fact, 
to the "rationality•• of the capitalist mode, which had been shaken by 
the rise of private monopolies. 

Let us �ecapitulate. Capitalist calculation has no rationality inl 
itself.. Rationality is in fact always relative to a particular mode of 
production and never transcends the framework of social relations 
distinctive of that mode. In the capitalist mode. in its fully developed 
industrial form, this rationality is limited- on the .one hand, by 
the essential social relation that defines the rate of surplus value, 
namely, the rate of exploitation of labor. and, on the other, by 
the secondary social relations that obtain between the bourgeoisie 
and the landowners who control access to certain natural resources. 
With the coming of private monopolies a third limitation appears 
- that whic� is caused by social relations within the dominant 
bourgeois class. 

The result of economic calculation based on such foundations 
is irrational from the social point of view, and this irrationality 
becomes apparent as soon as the level of development of the 
productive forces requires· that they be control1ed by society as a 
whole. It is here that the content of the problem of the "environ
ment" is to be found. The use of this (inaccurate) term testifies ; 
merely to the fact that the problem is felt by society as a sort of [ 
discomfort, without being understood scientifically. It covers two f 
sets of facts, belonging to three planes on which the irrationality) 
of the system is manifested: (1) the waste of "human resources"; \ 
(2) the waste of natural resources; and (3) the inevitably limited 
time-prospect of "economic calculation. •• 

For the capitalist mode of production. people exist as labor 
power, a "work force.'' and not as ends in themseJves: its 
immanent law is therefore to try to reduce the cost of this labor 
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power, to maximize the rate of surplus value, to thrust out o(the 
rea)m of economics- and into the field of "external savings'' for 
the enterprise- what have been wrongly des�tibed as "social 
costs" or "human costs" (education, health, etc.), the e�onomic 
alienation involved being .reflected in the very choice of the term 
� "costs" (like the term .. human resources," which underlines the 
fact that humans are a "resource'' . . . for capital). State capital
ism is driven by the same law: labor power remains a commodity, 
and the economistic alienation persists. Socialism is defined by 
!social command over the threefold relation between the social. 
'la_!>or time asstgned to reproducing t�e production cycle, the soctal 
labor time assigned to expanding this, and the. time not devoted 
lo=tabor. · In this way socialism is able to dominate the process of 
accumclation, which, in the capitalist mode of production, on the 
contrary, dominates social development. 

The capitalist mode of production either takes or fails to take 
into consideration the using-up of natural resources, depending 
on accidents of social relations that are not under social control. 
The "price" of products, which decides their relative use, either 
contains or does not contain, according to cases, the margin 
needed if society is to be able to maintain and renew its stock. of 
these resources. Thus. high rates of accumulation, measured in 
the classical term� of national accounting, for example, ·and con
sequently rates of growth of the social product measured in these 
terms, are obtained at the expense of the future, through the 
exhaustion of natural resources. 

A society that wishes to control its future must first and fore
most take a long view- have a lengthy "time-prospect.". This 
was the case with the ·precapitalist societies. in which the dominant 
instance was not the economic but the politico-ideological one. 

·However, these societies had little power over nature, owing to the 
low level of development of the productive forces (hence their 
religious alienation) .. These societies built pyramids or cathedrals, 
in other words, monuments that were destined to last forever and 
the purpose of .which was to serve not men but the gods. In 
capitalist society this claim is made no longer: but while capitalism 
has freed men from the gods, it has not freed _them from them· 
selves. All it can offer them is an alienating ideology, that of the 
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"consumer society," a short-term prospect of "growth,. of con
sumption without any reference to real human needs. This shortening 
of the time·prospect results from the dominant function of the 
rate of surplus value. It 'is this rate that determines the pace of 
accumulation, and so, ultimately, the "rate of discount" on the 
basis· of which choices are made. It seems to give rationality to 
what is irrational. But we know that a rate of 7 to 15 percent 
means that the alternatives between which a choice has to be 
made become practically identical within a period of ten to fifteen 
years at the most. In fact, "economic calculation'' is nothing 
more than an· ideological justification of the way capitalist enter
prises spQntaneously behave. Even when it is transposed to the 
national or �·social" scale and purged of its most harmful consequences 
by taking into consideration Hreference prices," nothing has been 
done to alter its short-sighted outlook. The crisis of our civilization is 

wholly concentrated in this absurd contraction of human time. 
One of its aspects is the contradiction in which our civilization is 
trapped, between the "objectives" of education .and those of the 
system of production. In a world that is progressing fast, education 
cannot content itself with teaching techniques that correspond to 
particular occupational capacities, which it is hardly possible to 
know will still be wanted in twenty years' time. Education ought 
therefore to ·form men with a capacity, later on and throughout 
their lives, for adapting themselves and progressing, and also, 
contrariwise, for adapting economic evolution to the pace they 
prefer. But this is not the purpose of "educational planning'': a 
victim of economistic alienation, it tries to treat the formation of 
human beings as a cost (one of the capitalist enterprise's external 
savings) and therefore tries to adapt its products to the needs of 
the economy - needs that the system itself does not know for 
more than ten or twenty years ahead. 

The rational economic ca1culation of a socialist society cannot 
be based on such principles as these. First, let us recall that, for 
society as a whole, only calculation in tenns of val1,1e is meaningful
that is, in terms of social-labor time. Any accounting in prices 
that "equalize the rewards of capital" is meaningless. The organi
zation of the social division of labor (between the production of 
"'capital goods'? and that of consumer goods) and the time needed 
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for going over from a given structure of this �ivision to a different 
structure, corresponding to a .higher level of development ,of the. 
productive forces (a period of time governed in the last resort by 
the time taken to train and transform men: technical training, 
reorganization of production, etc.) have to be considered from the 
standpoint of a single choice to be made - that of the solution 
capable of reducing to the minimum the necessary social-labor 
time within a given time-prospect. The latter. has to be deter
mined by society in accordance with its maximum power to know 
the future. As for the useful objects· that have to be produced, 
these must bear an explicit and continuous relation to t�e needs 
expressed by society, without any reference to prices (and so to 
the market and to the distribution of income, necessarily unequal 
at that stage): only in this way can society choose between labor· 
time and nonlabor·time, instead of remaining trapped in the 
futile choice between differe.nt "goods," with labor-time-· kept 

1 as long as possible - not a matter for discussion. For capitalism, 
\indeed, the aim of the system is not to maximize production but 
\to maximize surplus value; this is what determines the �conomistic 
tlienation. Finally, natural resources must all be taken into con
sideration, and within a defined time-prospect a part of the prod· 
uct must be assigned to maintaining or reconstituting them. This 
part, to be kept as small as possible, dictates the choice to be 
made between alternatives; it will depend, however, on the pros· 
pects of scientific progress, justifying the exhaustion of a certain 
resource if there is a possibility in the future of producing goods 
to satisfy the same needs by drawing upon a different resource. 
This is what is meant by "reconstituting" naturai resources. And 
this is how we are to understand Marx's observation that under a 
socialist regime the individual worker cannot "receive the undi
minished proceeds of his labor,,. as naive sociaJists bad supposed. 

2. THE ACCUMULATION OF CAPITAL 
IN THE CENTRAL CAPITALIST FORMATIONS 

The capitalist mode differs from all previous modes in that 
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here it is· appropriation of means of production that are them
selves products of social labor that governs the production pro
cess, and no longer appropriation of the natural means of produc
tion. This feature, which ·reflects a qualitative leap in the level of 
development of .the productive forces, is itself reflected in the 
vulgar . definition of .. capital,. as meaning material equipment 
("capital goods") and in the unhappy expression "capitalistic 
technique," which conventional e�onomics uses to describe this 
qualitative leap. Conventional economics claims to base its analy- · 
sis on the fact that equipment is produced earlier in time than the 
productjon of consumer goods, which it makes possible. The 
"roundab�ut path" of production constitutes the basis of .. mar
ginalism" and enables Bohm-Bawerk to base the "productivity of 
capital". on "the rate of discount for the future,. .("the price of 
time"). Actually, this is a meaningless notion. What is character
istic of the capitalist mode is the simultaneous production of 
production goods and consumer goods, the social division of labor 
between these two ·main branches of s9cial production. It is an 
analysis of the Hnk between these two branches that needs to be 
treated as central in an analysis of accumulation. In fact, this social 
division of labor both governs and reflects the level of development of 
the productive forces- the overaH productivity of social1abor (the 
quantity of utilities obtained with a total quantity of labor dis· 
tributed in a certain way) -just as it governs the distribution of 
social income. The determining link in an autocentric capitalist 
system is therefore that which connects the production of consumer 
goods with the production of the production goods that are destined , 
to make it possible to produce these consumer goods. This link 1 
has been a feature of the historical development of capitalism at 
the center of the system, in Europe, North America, and Japan. 
It provides the abstract definition of the capitalist mode of pro
duction in its "puretl form and is analyzed as such in Marx's 
Capital. It could be shown that the process of development of the 
USSR and also of China, are also based upon this link, although the 
forms it assumes are in these cases (especially in that of China) 
original ones. 

Marx shows that in the capitalist mode of production there is 
an objective, necessary relation between the rate of surplus value 
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and the level of development of the productive forces. The rate of 
surplus value is what basically determines the structure of the 
social distribution of the national income (its division between 
wages and surplus value, which takes the form of profit),. and 
consequently, that of demand (wages constitute the bulk of de
mand for mass consumer goods, profits being either wholly or in 
part "saved" in order to be Hinvested"). The level of development 
of the productive forces is expressed in the social division of 
labor: the allotment of labor power in suitable proportions to 
Departments I and II of the reproduction model in Volume II of 
Capital. This objective relation, though fundamental to Marx's 
argument, has often been overlooked, as in the discussion concern
ing the tendency of the rate of profit to fall. The argument often 
put forward ·to the effect that an increase in the organic compo
sition of capital may be compensated by an increase in the rate of 
surplus value collapses if we appreciate that the contradic�ion 
between the system's capacity to produce and its capacity to 
consume - which is immanent in the capitalist mode of produc.
tion- is continually being overcome; that it is in this way that 
the objective character -of the relation between the rate of surplus 
value and the level of development of the productive forces is 
expressed. This theoretical model of accumulation is much richer 
than all the empirical models constructed subsequently, for it 
shows that "real wages" cannot be ftxed in an arbitrary way, and 
thus endows social relations of strength with objectivity. 

This objective relationship is expressed in the conjunctural 
fluctuations of economic activity and unemployment. An increase 
in the rate of surplus value above the objectively necessary level 
results in a crisis, through the inadequacy of effective demand. A 
reduction in this rate slows down economic growth arid creates the 
conditions for a labor market favorable to capital. The schema of 
this adjustment process- which corresponds to the history of 
accumulation from the Industrial RevoJution to the crisis of the 
1930s - is more complex, owing to the influence of the secondary 
effect of variations in wages upon choice of techniques, thereby 
reflecting the suboptimal character of the economic system. A 
tendency to fu1l employment (which does not rule out but, on the 
contrary, implies a small margin of permanent unemployment) 
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and big conjunctural fluctuations in unemployment represent the 
working of this system. The internal changes that have taken 
place in present-day capitalism have deprived this mechanism of 
adjustment of its functional role. The monopolization of capital, 
on the one hand, and labor organization on a nationwide scale, 
on the other, have made possible "planning" so as to reduce 
conjun�tural fluctuations. If the working class agrees to stay with
in this framework, that of the system - in other words, concrete· 
ly, if under the aegis of the state, capital and labor accept a 
"social contract., that links increases in real wages to increases in 
productivity, in proportions worked out by the "technocrats" -
then a s�able state of quasi-full employment can be assured. Ex
cept, of course. t]:lat some. sectors of society may, by refusing to. 
accept this ucontract •• 

, cause disturbances: this may happen with 
the small and medium enterprises that are the victims of cone en· 
tration, and that may possess a far from negligible power for 
political blackmail; and except, toot that external relations cannot 
be Qrought within the scope of this type of planning. The contra
diction is growing between the worldwide character ·of production 
(shown in the increasing weight of the multinational corporations) 
and the still·national character of the institutions both of capital and 
of labor. The social-democratic ideology expressed in this type of 
social contract finds its limits at the frontiers of the national 
state. 

This model reflects the essence of the system. It leaves out of 
account external relationst which means not that the development 
of capitalism takes place in a self-contained. national framework 
but that the essential relations of the system can be grasped without 
taking account of these relations. Moreover, the external relations of 
the advanced regions, taken as a whole, with the periphery of the 
wo�ld system are quantitatively marginal in comparison with the flows 
that take place within the center; besides, as we shaH see, these rela
tions are a matter of primitive accumulation and not of expanded 
reproduction. The historically relative character of the distinction 
between mass consumer goods and luxury goods is also clearly 
seen here. Strictly speaking, those goods should be regarded as 
luxury goods the demand for which arises from the part of profit 
that is consumed. The demand that arises from wages increases with 
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economic growth- the progress of the productive forces. While, at 
th<: start of the history of capitalism, this demand related a1most 
wholly to essentials- food, clothing, and s�elter- it relates ev�r 
more extensively at present to "consumer durables., such as automo· 
biles, electrical appliances for domestic work, and so on. This histori
cal succession in the type of "mass•• goods is of decisive importance 
in understanding the problem that co11cerns us. The structure of 
demand in the first period of the system favored the agricultural 
revolution by providing an outlet for foodstuffs in the home mar
ket (historically, this transformation of agriculture took the form 
of agrarian capitalism).. We know, moreover, the historical role 
played by the textile industry and by the growth of towns ("when 
the building industry is going well, everything goes well,.) in the 
accumulation process. Durable consumer goods, the production of 
which consumes a 'great deal of capital and of skilled labor, only 
ma-ke their appearance when productivity in agriculture and the 
industries that produce non�urable goods has already reached a 
high leveL 

This analysis plays a vital part in the demonstration of my 
argument. I will add to it three observations. 

First, autocentric accumulation, that is, accumulation without 
external expansion of the system, is theoretically. possible if real 
wages increase at a given, calculable rate. Now the immanent 
tendency of the system is to maintain constant the level of real 
wages, which do not increase unless, and to the extent that, the 
working class brings about an increase by means of trade-union 
struggles. If rea) wages do not increase at the necessary rate, 
accumulation requires, as compensatic;>n, a steady external expansion 
of the market. This is what u�derlies the necessary expansionism of 
the capitalist mode. Throughout the nineteenth century, until the 
1880s, because real wages at the center did not increase suffi
ciently, a form of expansionism was necessary that conferred 
certain functions upon the periphery. Since the last decades of the 
nineteenth century, however, real wages at the center have increased 
at a faster rate, and this has caused the expansionism of the 
capitalist mode to assume new forms (imperialism and the export 
of capital) and has also given the periphery new functions to 
perform. 
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_Second, autocentric accumulation gives the capitalist mode at 
the center of the system a tendency to become exclusive, that is, 
to destroy all the precapitalist modes. By way of exception among · 

social fo�ations, the central capitalist social formation tends to 1 
become identical with the mode of production that dominates it, · 

whereas all previous formations were stable combinations of dif· 
ferent modes. 

· 

Third, autocentric accumulation is the condition necessary 
for manifestation of the tendency of the rate of profit to falL 
Monopolies and imperialism are .the system's response to this 
tendency, putting an end to the equa1ization of profit. However, 
on the on� hand, the .. reparation" of profits from the periphery, 
where capital has gone 'in search of a better return, and, on the 
other, the steady decline in the rate of profit at the center, 
together with pursuit of the mechanisms of autocentric accumula
tion, aggravate the problem of how to absorb excess capital. The 
way in which the system overcomes this problem is througll state 
monopoly capitalism, which organizes the absorption of the surplus. 
Analysis of this response by the system to its problems necessitates 
the introduction of a new concept, that of "surplus," which is wider 
than the concept of surplus value. 

An example of the fundamental divergence that exists between 
this analysis and that made by dogmatic Marxism is provided by 
the discussion that took place arout:td the book Monopoly Capi
tal, by Baran and Sweezy. This work makes an important 
contribution,, taking account of essential new facts relative to the 
way in which the system is today overcoming, at its center, the 
fundamental, permanent, and growing contradiction between 
capacity. to produce and capacity to consume. The tendency for 
the surplus to increase, which results from the policy of the state 
and of the monopolies in· the epoch of contemporary monopoly 
capitalism, does not contradict the tendency for the rate of profit 
to fall- on the contrary, it is the way the latter finds· expression 
in the system as it exists in our time. Some commentators have 
raised objections to the work of Baran and Sweezy, because it 
shows that the system can function, They prefer the religious and 
comforting vision of an apocalyptic catastrophe� and a golden age 
miraculously reached, to the disturbing prospect of continua1ly 
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changing conditions� which make it necessar-y continually to under
take fresh analyses. 

3. THE CONDITIONS FOR AUTOCENTRIC ACCUMULATION: 
1HE ROLE OF THE MONETARY SYSTEM 

Monetary theory is the favored spher� of an ''economic science" 
that applies itself only to pseudo-problems. For money conceals 
the essential relations. namely, production relations, and brings to 
the forefront relations that are superficial, namely. exchange rela
tions. In reality, the :banking system fulfils only the passive ·function 
of adjusting the quantity of money to need. True. it also fulfils an 
active function in the mechanism of accumulation (in the process 
of realizing surplus value), but precisely this function remains 
unsuspected by current monetary theory. 

The subjective theory of value can answer the question of the 
.value of money only in a tautological way! the value of ·money, it 
says, is that of the goods it enables one to.buy. Actually, money 
fulftls four essential functions: it is the instrument by which value 
l is measured; it is the concrete instrument of circulation; it is the 

licensed instrument of legal tender; and it is the instrument by 
� means of which value is stored. Marginalist theory emphasizes the 
. role of money as circulation medium, from which it derives all the 
'.other functions. Keynesian theory emphasizes money's function as 

"means of hoarding,, regarding this as the most specific function 
of money. Present-day economists (Lindahl, Myrdal. Lundberg, 
Harrod) ascribe a complementary, though secondary, role to the 
two functi_ons in the·mechanisms of accumulation, while the Chicago 
school (Milton Friedman) goes back to the quantity theory. Marx 
(whose position is shared to some extent by Joseph Schumpeter) is 
the only economist to have opened the way to a real discussion on 
the role of money in accumulation. . 
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From Classical Thinking to Keynes and Milton Friedman 

Paradoxically, the economic thinking called "classical" by Keynes 
attributes, like the Keyne.sian doctrine itself, a decisive role in the 
mechanisms of economic development to the rate of interest, and 
a quite negligible one to the banking system. 

Saving anq investrn�nt are, for the writers whom Keynes attacks, 
real factors in the economy. However, the monetary form in which 
these quantities are expressed adds a new cause of maladjustment 
to the real causes of possible disequilibrium. There is alleged to 
be a unatural" rate of interest that ensures economic equilibrium. 
The amoqnt o f  saving made available, allowing for '"preference 
for the present" is held to be, at this rate, equal to the amount of 
investment demanded, allowing for the p roductivity of capital. 

Now, not on]y is this analysis tautological, since neither Fisher 
nor Bohm·Bawerk established the existence of the productivity of 
capital on any foundation other than "preference for the present," so 
that the so-caJJed natural rate of interest is nothing more than the 
rate of depreciation of the future, but the mechanism of deter
mination of the "natural" rate of interest, at the · point where the 
curves of supply of saving and demand for saving intersect, actually 
explains nothing at all. Keynes show�d this very clearly: when the 
demand for capital changes (some innovation calling for larger 
investments), then incomes change, and therefore likewise the 
supply of saving. By resorting to history in order to solve the 
problem - the supply of capital available today is said to be 
determined by the distribution and amount of income that existed 
yesterday - the logical difficulty is dcxlged. 

In any case, the first marginalists paid no attention to monetary 
conditions. It "went without saying" for them that monetary condi
tions caused the rate of the money market to "tend" toward the 
.. natural" rate. Wicksell opened a new era when he showed how 
cumulative processes in the banking mechanisms al1owed the mone
tary rate to diverge from the natural rate. This analysis, taken up 
later by Myrdal, Keynes, and Cassel, served to explain economic 
cycles. 

· The underlying assumption here is that the rate of interest \ 
dictates the amount of saving as well as that of investment. But � 
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this is not s·o. Saving depends essentiaUy on the absolute and 
relative amount of incomes from property. Investment responds 
only s1ight1y to variations in the rate of interest: essentia11y f : it 
depends on the degree to which capacity to produce corresponds 
to capacity to consume. 

In Keynes the same Contrast is found between the excessive 
role attributed to the rate of interest and the passive role attributed 
to the banking system. The imbalance between saving and invest· 
mentis ultimately ascribed to liquidity preference, which prevents 
the rate of interest from falling below a minimum level:· the rate 
of interest is determined by the state of liquidity preference, 
allowing fol' the volume of money supplied by the banks. Equilib
rium forces then determine relative prices such that the marginal 
efficiency of different capitals is in every case equal to this rate. 
From that moment onward there is no longer any gap between the 
rate of interest and the efficiency of capital, and consequently 
there is no further net investment. The equi1ibrium state of the 
Swedish school has been attained, ·in which, the monetary rate 
being equal to the natural rate, profits are nil. But this equilibi'ium 
may well be an equilibrium of underemployment. Indeed, whatever 
the volume of.money, the rate of interest cannot, owing t� liquidity 
preference, fall below a certain level. The banking system is then 
quite helpless. This is why many Keynesians condemn the policy 
of monetary expansion, which when the rate of interest has reached 
its minimum level, cannot but engender inflation, even without 
fuJI employment. · · 

This analysis is based on the idea of liquidity preference, that 
is, of propensity to hoard. What is meant by the "need for 
liquidity"? On the one hand,-'it is the need to have cash in hand 
with which to finance current transactions. To what extent is an 
entrepreneur prepared to pay out the funds needed to keep his 
current ·production going? Clearly he will do th� until the point is 
reached at which these charges reduce his profit to zero. On the 
other hand, it is the need ·to have cash to hoard. But in a 
capitalist society, once an entrepreneur has ensured the reserve 
savings he needs, lie has no desire to hoard: he wants to save in 
order to invest. The question is thus not why the rate of interest 
cannot fall below a certain level but why the level of the marginal 
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efficiency of capita� can fall so low. On this point, Keynes's 
explanations remain vague. 

What is especially disappointing in Keynes's theory. though, is 
that_ the banking system ·appears in- it as being ineffectual not 
merely beyond a certain point - but at all levels. _One might 
think that money plays a passive role, in the sense that its supply 
is adapted to the need for liquidity. Now, Keynes considers that 
this supply is rigid. It is this rigidity that, faced with a fluctuating 
demand, determines the current variations in the rate of interest. 
True, variations in this rate are sometimes due to the quantity of 
money becoming adapted to demand. But these difficulties are 
only temp9rary and cannot explain the average level at which this 
rate remains over a long period. 

The Adjustment of Issue to Needs 

The first question to be answered is how the adaptation of MV 
(quantity of money multiplied by velocity of circulation) to PT 
(level of prices multiplied· by volume of transactions) takes place. 
Total saving does not constitute a homogeneous mass: we must 
distinguish the creative saving represented by the amount of money 
put on one side by entrepreneurs - with a view to subsequent 
expansion of production from the reserve saving represented. by 
the money put on one side either by consumers with a view to 
future expenditure on ultimate consumer goods, or by entrepreneurs 
in order to finance all the pt·oductive expenditure needed to 
ensure the present level of production and the normal disposal of 
this production. 

It is this volpme of liquidities that constitutes the primary 
social need for money. The banking syst�m adjusts the amount of 
money in circulation to this need by meatiS of short·term credit. It 
is at the request of entrepreneurs that commercial banks grant 
short-term credits to them. These credits serve merely to finance 
the current functioning of the economy, that is, to spread over a 

·period of time the -receipts and payments of entrepreneurs. 
The whole question is whether or not this social ·need for 

money is predetermined: that is, if we assume habits of payment 
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to be stable (which is true in the short run, though in the long 
run the improvement in banking techniques speeds up the <?ircu� 
lation of money, in view of the increasing need for this to be 
done). whether or not l:he size of the national income is pre� 
determined. or, in other. words, whether or ·not the levels of 
economic activity and prices· are predetermjned. If, indeed, the 
banks can modify these levels by injections or withdrawals of 
money, the� to say that the banking system "adjusts the quantity 
of money available to the need for it" is meaning1ess. 

Here, too, we need to know whether, fundamentally, the level 
of activity and the 1evel of prices are detennined by the quantity 
of money, or whether these ]evels ultimately depend on other 
economic factors. Keynes says that the quantity of money suppHed 
fulfils the function of an independent primary variable. This 
assumption is baseless. But a more serious question is. this: what 
forces determine the level of marginal efficiency of capital? Keynes 
has nothing to say ori that point. Actually, this efficiency, which 
;s nothing but the profitability of investments, is directly bound 
up with the degree of correspondence between society's capacity to 
produce and its capacity to consume .. If the capacity to produce 
ever became greater than the capacity to consume, the profitability of 
investments would soon sink to zero, so. that, whatever the level of 
the rate of interest might bet economk..activftyWO"alrl 

� . 
Fundamentally, then, the level of'economic activit 

something other ""tJrair ·mone . Is t · 

_the price 1eve1? 
The quantity theory associated the value of money closely with 

the quantity of money. Although this mechanical connection a� 
shown in Fisher's equation has today been abandoned, it does not 
follow that every trace of "quantitativism .. has been eHminat� · 

from economic theory. There has even been an attempt to rescue 
the quantity theory by showjng its link with the subjective theory 
of value. Thus, Von Mises declares that, when the quantity of 
money increases, this means that certain incomes have increased 
and� since the marginal utility of money declines for individuals 
when their incomes increase, pdces increase in their turn. Is this 
reasoning well·founded? When the quantity of money increasest it. 
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is usually the case that production has increased, for the. additional 
money has entered into tlie economy through concrete channels. 
To an increased demand there corresponds an increased supply. 

Economic theory seems· to have taken a quite new path. that of 
studying the function fulfi11ed by money of satisfying the ,.need 
for liquidity." Has liquidity analysis radically eliminated the quantity 
theory? There is reason to doubt this. In the Keynesian model, 
the supply of money and the rate of interest being given. the level 
of liquidity preference determines the proportion of money that 
will be hoarded (and. consequently. the proportion that will be 
"active"). As the rate of interest determines the volume of .invest
ment (bee� use the marginal efficiency of capital is an independent 
variable that does not depend on the quantity of money) and 
th�reby the volume of the national income, all the factors in the 
economic system are present except the general level of prices. 
which must ·be detennined, according to the quantity·theory formula, 
by the ratio between the real national income and the quantity of 
active money. Keynes therefore remains, so to speak, a second
degree quantity theorist. This is why, when the effect of 1iquidity 
preference ceases to be felt, pure and simple quantitativism reasserts 
itself. This way of looking at the matter, in which the quantity of 
money is a factor to which· the other factors adapt themselves (for 
Keynes the quantity of money determines both the level of the 
natic.mal income and that of prices, instead of determining the 
latter alone, as the "classicists" hold) rather than being itself a 
variab1e.dependent on the demand for money (in other words, on 
�he 1eve1 of income and prices), has m�de it easy to integrate the 
Keynesian system into the classical system. This integration, carried 
out by Modigliani in a general model, is liable to all the reproaches 
directed by Nogaro at the quantity theory. An antiquantitativist 

_msition is, in fact, incompatible with anx theory of general equi
librium, since t��re has to be an independent variahle in _ti!.�
system. The Chicago school (Milton Friedman) has made this 
return to the quantity theory. It is then led. once the quantita· 
tivist assumption has been accepted, to orient all its investigations 
in the only direction open to an empiricism that cond�mns itself 
to seeing only appearances: seeking for direct correlations between 
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the quantity of money and sundry variables of the system ("per· 
manent income"), '.'psychological" analysis of the "desire for cash," 
and other pseudo-prob1ems. . 

If, then, an forms of q uantitativism are rejected., the prob1em 
of how thevalue of money is determined remams to be solved. 

Tnts bei'n-g so, we can dtstmgu is�h�be�tw=ee;_n..:..:t�w:.:o:.:.:c:;; a�s.-es.-:�th;.. a..:t�o.;.f .:a:_ 
currency convertib]e into go]d and that of an inconvertible one. I.n 
the first case it is certain that the cost of production of gold plays 
a decisive role in the mechanism whereby the· general price leve] is 
determined. If, how�ver, the currency is, inconvertible, then· the 
safety barrier constituted by ·the value of gold is no ]onger present. 
Up to this point no expansion of credit could "exceed" the 1imit 
of needs because the·credit offered would not have been· asked for 
by the entrepreneurs. Only in the form of a distribution of pur
chasing power without any rea] backing (issue of paper money in 
wartime, for exampte} could the quantity of money be increased. 
The increase in prices, resulting from imbalance between income 
and production and not from the quantity of money, makes it 
necessary to abandon convertibi]ity. When the banks no ]onger 
buy · gold at a fixed price, the expansion o.f credit, or issue of 
purchasing p�wer, can then take place without any limit, since 
the price of gold is drawn into the general upward movement. 
The fundamental dependence of the supply of money upon th� 
demand for it seems therefore to have been eliminated. 

Credit inflation has become possible, at ]east within the confines 
of an independent national monetary system. In fact� because 
inflation entails changes in the externa] balance of payments 
(usually causing a deficit), and , on the scale of the worldwide 
capitalist system gold continues to be the u]timate means of 
payment, a country's national economic policy then runs the risk 
of clashing with that of other countries. 

The Role of Money in the Process of Accumulation 

The monetary system thus passively fu1ft1s an important "tech· 
nical'' function: that of adjusting the . supply of money to the need 
for it expressed in a ustate of equilibrium," that is, on the 
assumption of simple reproduction. It also fu]fils another function, 
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much more decisive in character, although totally ignored by con
ventional theory- that of making expanded reproduction possible.· 
This I call the ''active" function of money, thereby directing 
attention to the ·role of the monetary institutions that fulfil the 
function of the planner who, .looking to the future, adjusts supply 
to demand in a dynamic way. 

CaP.italist accumulation requires, in fact, an increasing quantity of 
money not just because the gross national product is increasing 
but also because in order that the transformation of saving into 
investment may take place, it is. constantly necessary that new 
money be introduced into the circuit before the gross national 
product h�s increased. New investment has no outlet yet at the 
moment when it is made, since all the outlets existing at a given 
moment cannot exceed the volume of production at that moment. 
But new investment will soon create this new outlet by expanding 
production. In order to invest, however, the entrepreneur needs to 
possess a certain amount of money. It therefore seems that some 
previously existing outlet must enable him to sell that part of his 
product the value of which is destined to expand production, so 
as to urealize'' in money form the "saving" he has accomplished, 
his extra capital. The problem appears insoluble, for the entre· 
preneur can find no such outlet, since the outlets availab)e at the 
time when he wants to sell cannot exceed the volume of present 
production, and the entrepreneur has to find today an outlet 
equal to the volume of tomorrow's production. In reality. it is 
enough for an extra quantity of money equal to the va1ue destined 
for accumulation (which will create its own outlet tomorrow) to be 
placed today in the entrepreneur's hands- from whatever source 
this money may come. 

Analyzing Marx's schemas of expanded reproduction. Rosa 
Luxem�urg thought she had discovered that dynamic equilibrium 
is possible only if external outlets {external, that is, to the capitalist 
mode) exist as a precondition, so that when the capitalist mode 
has 'conquered the whole world it must find itself up against an 
insurmountable obstacle, and so automatically co11apse. Rosa 
Luxemburg�s mistake was that she did not take account of the 
role played by money as the means of restoring dynamic equilibrium. 

Let us take Marx's own exampJe, with a model of expanded 
reproduction in which half of the ·surplus value produced in 
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Department I (production of means of produ�tion) and a fifth of 
that produced in Department II (production of consumer goods) 
is "saved'' during the first phase, to be "invested" at the beginning 
of the second, by being added to constant capital (C) and variable 
capital (V) in proportions identical with those of the first phase. 
We thus have here an extensive model of expanded reproduction, 
without any technical progress (without any change in the organic 
composjtion [C/V] of any of the branches between one phase and 
the other) t made possible through an increase .in the labor power 
available. 

For the first phase we have: 

I 4,000 C \ + 1.000 V1 + 1,000 S1 (400 Sci + 100 Svl + 500 S'1 ) 
= 6,000 Ml 

II 1,000 ·C2 + 750 V2 + 750 52 (100 Sc2 + SO Sv2 + 600 S'2) 
= 3,000M2. 

I have broken down the surplus value generated in each branch 
into its three elements: that which is saved for _the purpose of 
accumulation in the same branch, realized in the form of a 
further investment in means of production (Sc); that which is 
saved for the purpose of a subsequent purchase of additional 
labor power (Sv); and that which is consumed. (S')."These elements 
are put between pare.ntheses. 

The production of means of production during this period 
(6,000) exceeds the demand expressed at the same time (4,000 + 
1 , 500) by the amount of the surplus value produced iti I and not 
consumed (500). Similarly, the prod�ction of consumer goods 
(3,000) exceeds the demand expressed· during this period (1.000 

+ 750 + 500 + 600) by the amount of the surplus value 
produced i� II and not consumed (150). 

During the next phase, however, the equilibrium equations 
become: 

I 4,400 C1 + 1,100 V1 + 1,100 S1 

II t,ooo C2 + soo V2 + soo S2 
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Over and above simple renewa1 of the means of production, 
the demand for extension of the productive apparatus at the 
beginning of the second phase absorbs the excess production of I 
during the first phase. In fa'ct, (4,400 + 1,600)- (4,000 + 1.,500) 
= 500. Similarly, the demand for ·consumer goods that results, 
during the second phase, from an increase in the amount of labor 
power employed absorbs the excess production of the first phase, 
since (1,100 + 800)- (1,000 + 750) = 150. 

Thus, part of the first phase's production is absorbed during 
the second phase, and so on. 

· 

Th� assumptions made in Marx's example - different rates of 
accumulatiQn in the two. Departments, and unchanged organic 
compositions- are not essential. Anne-Marie Laulagnet has shown 
that dynamic equilibrium is possible provided that certain propor
tions are observed, eyen if we assume an equal rate of accumulation 
in the two Departments and organic compositions that gradually 
increase from one phase to another. 

This model shows that there is no problem of "necessary 
external outletS" but only one of credit. Entrepreneurs must have 
at their disposal, during a given phase, monetary means that they 
will not in fact cover until, during the next phase, their produc
tion can be realized. Such realization will be possible if certain 
proportions (between M 1 and M2, C1 and C2, etc.) are observed 
from one phase to the next. 

If these proportions are kept to during the second phase, the 
entrepreneurs will be able to pay back at the end of this phase the 
advances they had previously been given, provided that the monetary 
system makes them a fresh advance, bigger than the previous one, 
corresponding to the requirements for equilibrium during the 
third phase, and so on. 

Dynamic equiJibrium is possible without e:demal outlets provided 
that a continually increasing amount of money (at constant prices) 
is injected into the system. This quantity of new money reaches 
the entrepreneur either through the production of gold or through 
the banks. Mat·x analyzed the channels whereby additional gold 
makes its· way .into the economy a century ago in Capital and 
Critique of Political Economy, and I shall not go over that ground 
again. I wiU merely say that new gold production makes possible 
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a special kind of sale: the gold producer buys the products of 
other entrepreneurs out of hjs profits (which are in the· form of 
gold), either in order to consume them or to expand his produc· 
tion. The entrepreneurs are thus able to sell their· "surplus product" 
(in which their real saving is embodied) and to realize in money 
form the value destined for the development of their industries. 
With this money they can purchase �eans of production and hire 
workers. The outlet existed potentially, but a specia] monetary 
mechanism was needed in order.that it might be realized. Today 
it is through the channel of credit that the quantity of extra 
money is created � nihilo by the banks. Schumpeter has. shown 
how this money put at the disposal of entrepreneurs enables 
p1·oduction to be expanded. . 

Even this service rendered by the banking system is not, how
ever, fundamental in character. It is, indeed, only when the invest
ment has created its own outlet that the advance can be repaid. If 
this does not occur, the issuing of money does not solve the 
problem of the absence of any outlet for the exn·a production. 

The monetary system thus fulfils a delicate task; taking care to 
keep entrepreneurs' expectations within "reasonable" limits and 
calculating the probabilities of dynamic equilibrium. It plays the 
role of a planner watching over the maintenance of dynamic 
sectoral equilibria. This is why the capitalist system devised, at its 
very start, the centralization of credit. Credit existed before capi� 
talism, but it was capitalism that organized centralized banking, 
made universal the use of bank money, and instituted a central
ized system of fiduciary issue on the national scale as an essential 
condition for accumulation. 

The Conditions in Which the Contemporary 

Monetary System Functions: Creeping Inflation·· 

The quantity theory claims that only an increase in the volume 
of money can bring about a general increase in prices. J'he facts 
of history, when hastily considered, do seem to justify this theory 
- though the fall in the real cost of production of gold due to the 
discovery of richer mines suffices to explain the great price move· 
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ments of the nineteenth century .. After 1914 Aftalion was to show 
that the rate of exchange can also detennine general price move
ments. It is now accepted that a general rise can be caused by 
rigidity in supply due to some bottleneck in relation to expanding 
overall monetary demand. A situation like this is frequent in time 
of war, of war ·preparation, or of reconstruction, when the production 
of consumer goods is limited or operates in conditions of increasing 
costs, while incomes to which there is no real equivalent are dis· 
tributed by the �tate. It is also maintained that �he struggle waged 
between social groups over their share of the national income can, 
when the mechanisms of competition are functioning badly, create 
a· climate o(general increase in prices. In all these cases, monetary 
expansion follows the price rise and does not precede. it. 

This being so, economists, perhaps out of desire to break away 
from the quantity theory, have managed to forget the case that in 
former times specially interested them, namely, the one in which 
an issue of money in excess of needs choked the cha"nnels of cir
culation and brought about a price rise. This is the only case that 

I deserves to be called inflation; for it is the only one in which the 
.rise in prices has a monetary origin. 

Inflation is impossible within the framework of convertibility 
into gold. There may well be general increases in prices under this 
system, as a resuJt of a fall in the relative cost of.producing gold 
or o� a rise in the real cost of producing goods in general. but it is 
impossible to conceive that the channels of circulation should be 
choked in such cases. Credits are. in fact, granted by �he banks 
in response t� demand. These credits serve to finance new invest
ment. This new investment either creates its own outlet- and 
the borrower is ab]e to pay back the banker (and when this 
happens there is no increase in prices, because production has 
grown in the same proportion as the income distributed)- or 
else it does �ot do this, and there is a crisis. In so far as the bank 
does not wi�h · to suspend convertibility, it will avoid granting 
credit beyond a certain limit, because it knows that, for real 
reasons of imbalance between production and consumption, new 
investment beyond a certain point can no longer create its own 
outietj even if the borrower were prepared to pay � high rate of 
interest. 
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As for gold, this too is incapable of choking the channels of 

circulation. If the rate of production of new gold increases, then 
either the central bank, which buys this gold' at a fixed price·, sees 
its reserves increasing without any increase in the credit it makes 
available, or else hoarders buy this gold in order to meet their 
needs. In any case, gold is put into circulation by the· producers, 
who sell it. 

While in this case there is no inflation, the situation is not the 
same when convertibility is abolished. 

Fundamentally, it is the changes ·that have occurred in the 
conditions of competition that have radically altered the cour�e of 
the general movement of prices. During the nineteenth century, in 
so far as competition constituted the rule and monopoly the 
exception, an entrepreneur was unable to increase his prices, 
because he would have lost his customers. Under these conditjons 
the banks could not issue Htoo much credit" because, on the one 
hand, since entrepreneurs did not expect an increase in prices, 
they had no need of extra liquidities, and, on the other,· the 
central bank, concerned to safeguard convertibility, prevented the 
commercial banks from granting credits in excess of the need. for 
liquidjties. Convertibility could thus be suspended only in excep
tional s·ituations, when the state issued purchasing power in paper 
money without any real equivalent. 

In addition to this, competition, by generalizing new tech
niques, brought about a ran in real costs that was reflected in a 
chronic tendency for prices to fall. This tendency was offset by 
shorter bouts of general price increase, which were due to sharp 
reductions in the cost of producing gold. If we study the curve of 
wholesale prices ·between 1800 and 1900 we do not observe that 
"long wave" that Kondratiev caused to emerge by means of a 
skillful manipulation of statistics. This does not mean that, in 
certain periods that were more frequently interrupted by wars, a 
tendency to increased p1·ices did not sometimes offset the general 
downward tendency that formed the backd·rop of the century as a 
whole. At other periods a mighty wave of innovations may have 
served, on the contrary, to intensify this d.ownward movement of 
prices. 

In the twentieth century conditions hav·e changed. Monopolies 
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dominate the principal branches of production. Now, monopolies 
a�e not obliged to lower their prices. Competition between them 
proceeds by other_ methods. It was thus the resistance of prices, in 
the new structural conditions, to any downward movement that 
made it impossible to get back to the gold standard after the First 
World War. The first wave of difficulties that occurred swept 
convertibility .clean away. 

Since then there has been no barrier to increase in prices. 
Does this mean that this increase will be continuous? No, for if 
entrepreneurs want to raise the price· level, they have to apply to 
the banks for increases in the credits that the latter allow to 
them. Since convertibility has been abolished, the central bank is 
free to. agree or to refuse to follow such a policy. In this limited 
sense, management of money and credit has become a reality 
unknown to the previous century. 

But in the event that the ·central bank follows a policy that 
accords with the wishes of the entrepreneurs, will the increase in 
prices go on indefinitely? We may well ask why the monopolies do 
not wish to· keep on raising prices, why the increase in prices has 
not been continuous since 1914, why periods of price stabilization 
succeed periods of sharp increase (apart, of course, from periods 
when the price increase is due not to the behavior of entre
preneurs but to real causes: increase in· costs of production, or 
disproportion between money incomes distributed and actual pro� 
duction, such as occurs in wartime). If the increase in prices does 
not go on uninterruptedly, this is · because there is a level of real 
wages that ensures the sale of what is produced at a price yielding 
the maximum profit. In the last century w.ages constituted a fixed 
datum, like prices, against which the entrepreneur, isolated from 
his competitors, could do nothing. Today the situation is not the 
same. The monopolist tries to influence these two formerly inde· 
pendent factors. To the extent that the workers refuse to allow 
their real income to be reduced so as to be adjusted to this level. 
"wage inflation't is inevitable. But who is to be blamed for the 
rise in prices? The workers who refuse to let their wages be 
adjusted to the level that best suits the entrepreneurs, or the 
entrept·eneurs who refuse to . adjust their profits to the level of 
wages acceptable to the workers? 
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The struggle between classes over the division of income goes 
fo�ward today in a setting where the confrontation between monopo-

. lies and trade unions is given in�titutional form. In. s'o far as the ( working class accepts the "rules of the game,., in other words, the 
ideology of social-democracy. adjustment of real wages to a.certain 

, .level calculated so as to ensure equilibrium in autocentric growth 
becomes the subject of a social contract. This adjustment is 
secured through regular increases in nominal wages. Only if these 
increases are too big do they induce price increases. "Creeping in
flation .. is thus the mode of expression of the fundamental laws 
governing equilibrium in autocentric growth in our time. The 
system demands the abolition of convertibility and adjustment of 
the external value of the currency when rates of inflation have 
been more rapid than in other countries. 

4; THE FORM OF AUTOCENTRIC ACCUMULATION: 
FROM CYCLE TO CONJUNCTURE 

., 
Fluctuations in the conjuncture- whether they take cyclical 

form (as was the case until the Second World War) or not, as has 
been the case since then - are manifestations of the inherent 
contradiction between capacity to produce and capacity to consume, 
which is characteristic of the capitalist mode of productiont a 
contradiction that is continually being overcome through extending 
the capitalist market ever wider and deeper. Current economic 
theory is sometimes able to grasp this dynamic of contradiction
in the narrowly ueconomistic'· terms of the combined working of 
the "multipliee' and the "accelerator,'' which conceal the origin 
of the contradiction - when· this theory proves capable of rising 
above the monetary app,earances of phenomena. It then reproduces 
Marx's analysis in a mechanistic and simplified form. 

The historical law of this inherent contradiction of the capi�alist 
mode of production is that it tends to get worset as was .shown by 
the exceptional scale of the crisis of the 1930s. But this tendency 
does not lead to a .. spontaneous catastrophic collapse" of the 
system. because the latter can always react by organizing monopolies 
and bringing in the state to· absorb the .increasing surplus. The 
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historical conditions within which accumulation on the world scale 
proceeds are of vita) importance from this standpoint. The scientific 
and technical revolution of our time, together with the gradual 
integration of Eastern Europe into the world capitalist system, 
wiJI probably modify to ·a considerable extent the conditions sur� 
rounding this accumulation on the world scale. The extension of J 
capitalism to the periphery, the adjustment of the structure of the 1 
periphery to the requirements of accumulation at the center (i.e., 
the forms assumed by 4'international specialization" between the 
center and the periphery) must also be accorded importance in 
analyzing the conjuncture. 

· 

The cycJical form assumed by accumulation became very early 
the subject of economic study. For a long timet however, 
because current economic theory had made an article of faith out 
of the "law of markets" (according to which investment of savings 
that have succeeded in assuming the money formt through which 
they are obliged to pass, takes place automaticaHy thanks to the 
finance market), the ucause" of the cycle was sought in money, 
the psychology of the entrepreneur, or the technical conditions of 
produCtion- in other words, in what have been called "external" 
or "independent" variables. This view was inevitably a superficial 
one. It gave rise to an efflorescence of "theories" about the 
cycle- with Malthus, Sismondi, and (above all) Marx as three 
impressive exceptions. But the validity of the "law of markets" 
was so little questioned that Marx's analyses remained uncom
prehended, wrongly interpreted, and rejected without real exam
ination by marginalist critics, who defined the value of money by 
its purchasing power_ 

At the end of last century Wicksell was obliged to challenge 
the dogmatic status of the "law of markets," as a result of his 
study of general price movements and his attempt to discover the 
reasons why total supply and total demand can be unequal. 
Myrdal, from 1930 onward, and Keynes already from 1928 onward, 
but especially in 1936, carried further this critique of the "Jaw of 
markets." Thereafter, study of the cycle could rise above psycho· 
logical and monetary commonplaces to engage in study of the 
mechanisms that adjust the saving derived from total income to 
the investment required for economic growth. 

The historical· development of capitalism has not proceeded 
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along a regular upward· path. Rather it has followed the line of a 
series of cyclical .fluctuations accompanying a general upward 
tendency. The possibility of continuous growth in a capitalist 
economy without an "'external" outlet was proved by Marx, and 
then again by Lenin, arguing against Rosa Luxemburg. The saving 
derived from the income of a previous period can be invested and 
so create its own outlet during a subsequent period, deepening the 
capitalist market without widening it. In this sense the "law of 
markets,, possesses relative validity, provided that it is not forgotten 
that the capitalist form of development implies dissociation in 
time between the act of "savingu and the act of "investment." 
Credit, and the momentary advantage constituted by the conquest 
of new externa] outlets, facilitate the fundamental operation
the real investment of saving in money form. Real saving derived 
from income during the previous period must, before being invested. 
assume the form of money. The production of gold in the nineteenth 
century and the banking system today make possible the carrying 
out of this preliJ:ninary operation. 

But the essential claim made by the "law of markets" is 
mistaken. Investment can·""create its own market- but it can also 
fail to create it. The special function of the theory of the cycle is. 
precisely, to determine the conditions under which investment 
does not succeed in creating its own market. 

Money certainly gives flexibility to the economic system, but it 
; also makes it possible for the system to break down owing to an 
l imbalance between total supply and total demand. By enabling 

the act of saving to be separated from the act of investmentt 
money creates the possibility of crises. Does this mean that. it is 
solely responsible for them? If this were so, it would. have to be 
explained why this imbalance is a periodic and not a chronic 
phenomenon, why it is overcome on each occasion, and why the 
phenomenon of the cycle is distinctive of the capitalist mode of 
production alone, and not of other modes of production tbat use 
money, such as simple commodity economy. In fact, if the cycle is 
a "monetary"_ phen<?menon in the capitalist mode of production, 
it is so no more and no less than all otper economic phenomena. 
This is why all theories of the cycle based on study of credit 
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mechanisms deal only superficially with the problem. In fact, 
money does not play an active role in exchange: the outlet (the 
market) has to exist a1rea�y; money on its own cannot create it. 
All that money can do is facilitate a transition in time. Serious 
modern theories have ended py rallying to the view that the cycle 
was the specific form of development by which the regularly 
occurring disequilibrium between saving and investment was regu
lady overcome -the conception set out in Marx's analysis. 

The "Pure Theory .. of the Cycle: The Monetary Illusion 

Keynes's ana1ysis has been described as "metastatic., In The 
General Theory, the volume of investment determines, through 
the multipliet·. the level of national income. The volume of this 
investment itself depends on two independent variables: the rate 
of interest, on the one hand, and, on the other, the marginal 
efficiency of capital. There is no reaction from income to invest· 
ment-or. more precisely. investmen� is proportional only to 
income, not to the growth of income. The result is that the 
equilibrium established at the level of the national income at 
which saving and investment are equaJ is a stable equilibrium. 

The General Theory does indeed contain a sketch for a theory of 
the cycle. A sudden fall in the marginal efficiency of capital is f 
accompanied by a rise in the rate of interest. because it leads to an I 
increase in liquidity preference_ Investment suddenly slumps, and l 
with it total demand: the national income shrinks to the point at 
which the amount of saving derived from this income no longer 
exceeds the diminished amount of investment. This analysis does 
not, however, take the theory of the cycle any further, because the 
sudden fall in the efficiency .of capital remains unexplained. 

Keynes turns to psychology, implying the impossibility of men 
entertarning i·ndefinitely optimistic expectations where future return 
on capital is concerned. If, however. there were no objective 
reason why the Jevel of this return should fall when a certain 
p,oint ·was reached in development, .such expectations would cor
respond to a real state of affairs. 
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At most, accidental "historical'� causes might from time to 
time produce a psychological crisis, and so a contraction in total 
iucome. But the regularity of the cycle calJs for an explanation 
rooted in the mechanism of_ the economic dynamic itself . 

Abandoning Keynes's assumption of stab]e values of the pro
pensities to save and to invest, Kaldor, Kalecki, and others _have 
constructed models that take account of the possible generation of 
fluctuation in total income. Harrod, perhaps. is the writer who 
has best analyzed, up to now� the logical sequence linking all the 
factors that connect national ·income with investment, and vice 
versa. According to him, the imbalance in economic growth arises 
from the basic antinomy between actual saving, which essentially 
depends on the level of real income, and desirable saving, which 
essentially depends on the rate of growth of real income. In The 
Trade Cycle Harrod constructs a model of the cycle by making 
the multiplier and the· accelerator function in the following way. 
An initial investment engenders an increase in national income, 
which itself determines a secondary investment (acceleration). The 

-boom continues until the multiplier has lost magnitude sufficiently to 
annul the action of the accelerator. This is ·indeed what happens 
during prosperity: propensity to consume diminishes in proportion 
as income decreases, since the share of this income taken by 
profit increases faster than the share taken by wages. 

( 

There is no special chapter in Capital that brings together all 
the elements of a theory of the cycle, but, nevertheless, Marx 
revealed the essence of the process through his examination of the 
phenomena known today as the •'multiplier" and the "acceler
ator." In Chapter 21 of Volume II he showed that it was possible 

I for investment to create its own market through the spreading 
and deepening of capitalism. In this same chapter, however, he 
analyzed the mechanisms by which what is today known as . .  pro
pensity to save" was linked with total income. As income increases, 
so. propot-tionately, does the share taken by profit- the income 
essentially destined to saving and investment. This phenomenon 
corresponds to the diminution of the multiplier in Harrod's account. 
The multiplier is, in fact, m·erely the ratio between investment 
and that part of income the distribution of which is connected 
with it. which is spent (and so, the whole of this income, less 
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what is saved). VVhen the volume of the national income increases, as 
the share taken by profits increases more rapidly than that taken 
by wages, the amount of e.xpenditure engendered by a given in
vestment diminishes. If Marx considered that this diminution of 
the· multiplier (in the form of an imbalance between incomes 
spent, the source of ultimate 

·
demand, and production supplied, 

the source of this distribution of income) did n ot block develop

ment fro_m the very outset this was because he had previously 
analyzed what has subsequently become known as the accelerator. 

When examining the replacement of fixed capital, he had 
s�ggested that an increase in ultimate demand might in some 
circumstances (those that are found together precisely at the end 
of a depression) engender a sudden investment, which in turn, 
through the distribution of income it entailed, would create new 
possibilities for the investment of fixed capital. But Marx immedi
ately denied that this phenomenon of replacement of fixed capital, 
analogous �o the accelerator, owes its existence to the technical 
requirements of production: the need to build a machine that will 
last a long time, in order to respond to any increase, even a 
temporary one, in ultimate production. He ascribed this phenom
enon to the essential laws of the capitalist mode of production. 
An increase in demand, even a slight one, due to the opening up 
of a· new market (internal, in the case of a demand connected 
with technical progress, or else external) at the end of the depression, 
causes a possible investment in fixed capital to seem a profitable 
prospect once again. All hoarded saving therefore suddenly moves 
into such investment. The new production engenders a distribution of 
income that mak�s this investment profitable indeed. Marx thought 
that in a planned economy these constraints of technique would 
be reflected in fluctuations in the amount of reserve stocks but 
that they would in ·no way determine the 1eve1 of investment, 
which would be freed from its present dependence on immediate 
profitability . 

Marx's analysis is in reality more complex in that, besides 
analyzing the antinomy between "multiplier" and ''accelerator,'' 
it deals with the secondary problem of the cyclical fluctuations in 
wages, and also in that it is grafted upon the theory of the 
tendency of the rate of profit to fall. During prosperity the amount of 
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unemployment declines, real wag� rise, and more intensive use is 
then made of machinery. During depression an opposite movement 
takes place. These two mechanisms intensify the duration of both 
depression and prosperity periods. Dobb attaches an importance. 
to this phenomenon. examined in Volume I of Capital, which. in 
my opinion, is false to Marx's thinking. However, the tendency of 
the rate of profit to fan shows itSelf by way of the cycle. At the 
beginning of the period of prosperity, the "counter-tendencies" 
are stronger than the general tendency. At the end of this pe�iod, 
the counter-tendencies are exhausted: the increase in the rate of 
surplus value, which concea)s the effect of the increase in the 
organic composition of capital, slows down. The rate of profit 
slumps. But although this law manifests itself through the cycle, 
it is not the cause of the cycle, which lies in the combined effect 
of the evolution of the capacity to consume, which does not 
increase as does the capacity to produce (owing to the increasing 
share of income taken by profit), and of the immediate prospect of 
profitability, which guides investment and which, thanks to the 
accelerator, delays the baneful effect of the diminution of the 
multiplier. . 

If, then, Harrod arrives, .in his study of the ·cycle. at a de� 
scription that seems correct, this is because .he breaks with the 
Keynesian analysis on an essential point. Harrod has _linked pro
pensity to invest directly to income, without going through the 
double intermediary of the marginal efficiency of capital and the 
rate of interest. He has taken as the starting point for his con-

I
, struction simply the antinomy between capacity to pro�uce (linked 

with the saving derived from previous production) and capacity to 
l consume ()inked with the distribution of income that production 

engenders). He completely ignores interest, which he considers 
incapable of seriously affecting investment. He also ignores psy
chological phenomena, which he sees as -dependent variables. 

Hicks, like Harrod a post-Keynesian but much more attached 
to the traditional rate of interest, has sought to throw a bridge 
between Harrod's analysis based on the mechanism· that -Jinks 
propensity to invest with total income, and the Keynesian analysis 
based on the antinomy between interest and the marginal efficiency 
of capital. In his view, a faiJ in the .rate of interest (if the 
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marginal efficiency of capital remains stable) entaiJs an increase 
in investment, and thereby in income. But an increase in income 
increases the volume of money required for transactions. If the 
supply of money remains 'fixed. and if liquidity pr·eference remains 
unchanged. the increase in the demand for money for transactions 
wiJl in its turn bring about a rise in the level ·of interest. The 
development in time of these mechanisms, given schematic form 
in the two curves of liquidity and of the equivalence between 
saving and investment. is nothing other than the cycle. 

Are we not here back in Hawtrey's utopia? An adequate injection 
of money. together with the increase in income, would apparently 
make it possible, allowing for a stable level of liquidity preference, to 
satisfy the growing need for money for transactions without raising 
the rate of interest. Prosperity would be continuous, unless, of 
course. the efficiency of capital were to decline- something that 
would then have to be explained. as Harrod and Marx have 
explained it, exclusively by an imbalance between capacity to 
produce and capacity to consume. 

Hicks accepts the Keynesian· hypothesis that the point has been 
reached at which. whatever the amount of· money injected, the· 

rate of interest is already at such a low level that it cannot sink 
any lower. No monetary measures can then avert the crisis. This 
analysis is unable, however, to account for the cycle in the more 
general case. that of the nineteenth century, when the average 
rate of interest stood at a higher level than today. One could. of 
course, invoke the marginal efficiency of capital: the cycle would 
then be seen as engendered by the independent movement of this 
variable, with the level of interest remaining situated relatively 
stably at its lowest point throughout the whole process. Here, 
however, one would stumble over that very difficulty from which 
one had started out. namely: what is the origin of the sinusoidal 
Hpsychologica1•• movement? 
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-
The Theory of Maturity and the Theory of the Surplus 

in Present-Day Monopoly Capitalism: 
From Cycle to Conjuncture 

For a century the cycle thus constituted the necessary form 
assumed by the development of capitalism. The cyclical imbalance 
between investment and saving was dictated by the mechanism of 
growth. by the functioning of the accumulation of saving that 
periodica11y became too plentiful in . relation to possibilities for 
investment. The outcome of cyclical development was growth. 
There was no superimposing of one phenomenon upon another. 
different in kind -the cycle.· on the one hand,- and, on the .other, 
the century·long general tendency. Construction of a "pur�" model of 
the cycle in which the end point would be the same as the starting 
point is a fantasy. The starting_ point of the movement- the 
sudden investment in fixed capital - is incomprehensible outside 
of the setting of technical progress. 

· 

In the absence of the opening of an external market, only the 
introduction of new techniques enables the market to be expanded. 
And even the conquest of an external market does not resolve the 
imbalance between supply and demand on the world scale. In 
m-der to explain world recovery. we must therefore analyze the 
effects of the implementation of new techniques. In a period of 
depression, the general stagnation furnishes a strong motive for 
technical impro�ements. for the enterprise that takes the initiative 
in introducing innovations recovers its lost profitability. The new 
method comes into general use and, since progress is usually ex· 
pressed in the more intensive employment of �achinery, a new 
demand appe.ars. Production starts up again, thanks to the sudden 
investment called for by the production and installation of the 
new machines. The subsequent development then takes cyclical 
form. but at the end of this movement the national income stands 
at a level higher than at the beginning .. Something new has 
happened: a new technique has become general. Consequently, 
the volume of production has increased. The capitalist market is 
constantly expanding by this means, and the cycle is thus a 
feature that inevitably runs all through the upward t1·end. 

However. independent of the mechanism of cyclical imbalance 
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between saving and investment there are real causes that tend to 
make these two overa11 quantities more or less easily "adjustable" 
in the long run . .In this sense, the long-term tendency retains a 
reality of its own, even t'hough this reality manifests itself only 
through the cycle . .If the imbalance between saving and investment 
becomes chronic, this is reflected, during the cycle, in a longer 
period of depression and a shorter period of prosperity. If, on the 
contrary, equilibrium is easy to achieve, this is reflected in a 
shorter period of depression and a longer one of prosperity. 

What are these real reasons that cause equilibrium between 
saving and investment to be .either easier or less easy? Much was 
'said, in t.he years fo11owing the Great Crisis. about "chronic 
stagnation" and about the "maturity'' of capitalism. Keynes dis
covered at that time the possibility of chronic underemp1oyment. 
In fact, t{le analysis of maturity made from a Keynesian stand
point is u1timately monetary in character. It is impossible to 
accept the thesis of the blocking of growth for purely monetary 
reasons. This being so, must it be admitted that since Marx study 
of the development of capitalism has been gi:ven up for good? At 
the beginning of the nineteenth century Ricardo thought he could 

.prophesy a. "stationary era" on the basis of diminishing returns 
operating on a historic scale. Any conception of a stationary state '\ 
is entirely alien to Marxism. The law of the tendency of the rate 
of profit to fall merely signifies that the contradiction between the 
capacity to produce and the capacity to consume must necessarily 
·get �orse and worse. The ultimate reason for the overall imbalance 
remains the contradiction between the division of income between 
wages and profit (and thereby the division of income between 
consumption and saving), on the one hand. and, on the other, the 
division of prodQction between the P.roduction of capital goods 
and the production of consumer goods. A certain volume of 
ultimate production necessitates a certain volume of intermediate 
production. This latter quantity is merely a way of looking at the 
volume of investment t"equired to produce the desired volume of 
ultimate goods. Harrod, by abandoning monetary analyses of the 

I 
rate of interest and psychological analyses of the marginal efficiency 
of capital. hi order to concentrate direct)y on the capital-output ratio 

. (measut·ing the capital-intensity of production, that is� the ratio 
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between the production of capital goods and that of ultimate \ goods), on the one hand, and on the division of total income 
between consumption and saving, on the other t comes remarkab]y 
close to Marx's analysis. · 

In the nineteenth century·, the youth of c_apitalism, the huge 
possibilities offered by the breakup of the precapitalist economies 
were collected in a tendency favorable to adjustment between 
saving and investment. Depressions were then less deep· and less 
prolonged than the one that occurred in the 1930s. But then, just 
.at the moment when the theory of maturity was forecasting the 
"end of capitalism., and upermanent ·stagnation," ·at the very 
moment when a simplified version of Marxism was adopting, 
under the title of "the_ general crisis of capitalism," an apocalyptic 
vision that was in fact a1ien to Marxism, the rate of growth of 
Western capitalism became faster, and, furthermore, growth lost 
its cyclical character. 

Marxist analysis brought up to date provides the only explana
tion of this development. Baran and Sweezy have begun such an 
analysis by examining in a new way the "law of the increase of 
the surpJus" and the fonns whereby this surplus is absorbed. At 
the same time, moreover, the theory of monopoly capitalism explains 
why the cycle has disappeared. The cycle was due only to the 

ll inability of capitalism to "plan" investment. -Now, monopoly capital· 
ism can do this, in a certain sense and within ·certain limits, given 
the active help of the state. As soon as capitalism is liberated 
from the uncontrolled effects of acceleration, the cycle is no·mot·e, 
and all that remains is a conjuncture that is fo11owed and observed, 
with the action taken by the state and the monopolies (the former 
in the service of the latter)_ to mitigate its fluctuations. 

It may b� · asked why the cycle in its· classical form should 
disappear, to give place to con junctura] osciiJations ·that are close 
together, irregular, and of smaller dimensions. only after the Second 
World War, whereas the_ mon!lpolies had already come into being 
at the end of the last century; a�d why the crisis of the 1930s w�s the 
most violent in the history of capitalism, if the capitalism of the 
monopolies is capable of "p_Janning" investment better-than com
petitive capitalism was able to do. The answer must be sought in 
the way that the international system functions. The monopolies 
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are indeed able to "plan .. invest�ent up to a certain point, on 
condition that the monetary system lends itself to this being done, 
which presupposes that convertibility into gold has been abandoned 
and that the monetary authorities, together with the entire economic 
policy of the state, work in this direction. The "concerted economy" 
- planning, Western·style - means nothing more than awareness of 
this new possibility. Now, not only has this awareness. like all 
awareness, lagged behind reality, but also, and above all, the 
framework within which it can be translated into action is national. 
The international system has remained, long- after the formation 
of the monopolies, regulated by "automatic mechanisms.'' On the � 
internatiqnal plane, thereforet no "concerting" is possible. The 
attempt made by Great Britain and France, after the war of 1914-
1918, to re-establish the gold standard in external relations, although 
it had been finally given up in the internal economy, reflected this 
hiatus between the interna1 and the international orders. By making 
practically impossible any concerted internal policy, the international 
automatisms were largely responsible for the exceptional gravity of 
the crisis of the 1930s. The monopolies, which make possible a 
conjunctural economic policy on the national plane, also cause the 
fluctuations of the cycle to be aggravated if this policy is not 
followed. Keynes understood this. The maintenance of external 
controls after the Second World War was to make national economic 
policies effective for the first time; and it was at that time -that 
there began, for example, France's "concerted planning." The 
subsequent prosperity, with the Common Market and the liberal
izing of external relations that has accompanied this prosperity, 
now jeopardize the effectiveness of these policies. This is why the \\ 
question of the international o.-der is again on the agenda. The 'l 
"order" that was established after the war, symbolized by the 
International Monetary Fund, is not an o1·der at all, for it remains ) 
based upon confidence in automatic mechanisms. This .. confidence·· t 
p1ays into the hands of the most powerful country, the United 
States, which is why a world economic policy is almost impossible. 
This flaw in the system expresses a new contradiction that has 
matured between the demands of the economic order, which can 
no longet· be secured by way of national economic policy alone 
(because _capitalism now possesses an essential world dimension) 
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and the still-national character of institutions and structures. If 
this contradiction is not overcome, it is impossible to rule out the 
possibility of extremely grave ucon}unctural accidents." 

5. INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS AND THE 
INTERLINKING OF THE NATIONAL FORMATIONS 

OF CENTRAL CAPITALISM 

The Economic Theory of Equilibrium in the Balance of Payments 

Equilibrium in the balance of payments, which, at best, exists 
only as a tendency, is dependent on a permanent adjustment of 
the international structures. Now these are, so far as relations 
between the developed and the underdeveloped parts of the world 
are concerned. structures of asymmetrical domination by the center 
of the world system over the periphery. External equilibrium-

· international order - is possible only because the structures ·of \ the periphery are shaped so as to meet the needs of accumulation 
at the center, that is, provided that the development of the center 
engenders and maintains the underdevelopment of the periphery. 
RefusaJ to perceive this essentiaJ fact betrays the ideological character 
of current economic theory. which is based upon the postulate of 
universaJ harmony. 

Is a momentary deficit in a country•s baJance of payments. 
whatever its cause, whether transient or structural, capable of 
being reabsorbed on its own by influencing the level of the rate of 
exchange, prices, and economic activity? Economic theory answers 
this question in the affirmative. 

Adam Smith allowed only the price mechanism to enter into 
the construction of international equilibrium. In this he was following, 
on the one hand, the old, mercantilist tradition of Bodin, Petty. 
Locke, and Cantillon, who had observed. that disequilibrium in 
the trade balance was compensated by movements of gold,· and, 
on the other, the quantity-theory tradition according to which it 
was the movement of g�ld that in turn determined the general 
price level. Disequilibrium ought therefore to become reabsorbed 
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on its own. It was only one step from there to declaring that the 
only pos�ible cause of external d-isequilibrium was "internal in· 
flation" - a step that the Bullionists were to take, under Ricardo's 
leadership, at the beginning of the nineteenth century. The argu· 
ments of Bosanquet, who attributed disequHibrium of the balance 
to nonmonetary causes (export difficulties due to war, together 
witJ't the payment of subsidies_ to foreign countries), failed to 
convince contemporaries. 

It was Wicksell who brought out, at the end of the nineteenth 
century, the role played by changes in demand in the mechanism 
of international equilibrium. A deficit in the balance was analyzed 
as a trans.fer of purchasing power. This extra purchasing power 
would enable the foreign country concerned to increase its imports, 
while the deficitary country would haye to reduce its imports. 
International equilibrium would be achieved without any altera
tion in prices. This revolutionary theory was taken up }?y Ohlin, 
who cl aimed, on this basis, that it was possible for German 
reparations to be paid. The extent to which the classical theory of 
price-effects (connected with the quantity theory) continued to be 
influential, however, can be appreciated from the fact that so 
eminent a thinker as Keynes refused to give up the old outlook. If 
he alleged· that it was impossible for Germany to pay reparations, 
this was because he belleved that the working of the _price elastic· 
ities of German exports and imports would bring about a "perverse" 
rather than a unormal" effect. It was only the post-Keynesians 
who incotporated in the theory of international equilibrium the 
essence of the method inaugurated by Bosanquet. 

_ These two ways of looking at the problem - the "price" way 
and the "income'' way- are often presented as being mutually 
exclusive. Yet these are merely two aspects of the same phenomenon, 
nan1ely, demand. Does demand depend on price� or on income? 
The entire construction of Walras's "general equilibrium .. remains 
based upon the law of supply and demand. It was with the 
intention of replacing the ·labor theory of va]ue by the utility 
theory that the first analysts of the market, Say in particular, put 
forward the law of demand. The responses of demand and supply 
to variations in prices are then explained by the diminishing 
marginal utility of goods. Equilibrium is obtained without any 
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elements other than these responses playing a part. This construc
tion remains fragile, beca�se Say and Walras overlook the· funda
mental element in demand that is constituted by income. They 
make the law of supply 'lnd demand contribute more than it is 
capable of contributing. The Jaw of the diminishing utility of 
goods may well explain that demand falls when prices rise, but 
only provided that the level of incomes remains unaltered. Now, 
the distribution of incomes is, in the theory of general equilibrium, 
dependent on the relative prices of goods. ·Any change in. prices alters 
incomes. Recourse is. then had to "periodic'• analysis in order to 
escape from the vicious circle of marginalism: today's prices depend 
on yesterday's it1comes, and y�sterday's incomes on the prices of 
the day before yesterday. Actually, this resort to history constitutes 
a real admission of the impotence of marginalism. 

Analyses of the price elasticities of external trade are of the 
same order as the former analyses of supply and demand. They 
assume that the national incomes of the partners in exchange are 
stable, and thereby they iose all power to explain the real move
ments of international trade. 

The introduction of the responses. of supply and demand to 
variations in income in general, and of the responses of external 
trade to variations in the national income in particular, was a 
veritable revolution. But economists are still content to note that, 
the level of jncomes being so much at a certain period. the level 
of exchanges of a certain product is so much. It is noted that, at 
a later period, the incomes, prices, and quantities exchanged are 
different. TI1is provides a description of the changes that take 
place, but .does not explain, them. 

The theory of price· effects. The classical theory of price-effects 
was worked out at the beginning of the nineteenth century in the 
context of assumptions corresponding to the reality of that time 
(the gold standard) and on the basis of the quantity theory of 
money. Since any importer has a choice between buying foreign 
currency (foreign gold coins) and sending gold. abroad (in the 
form of ingots), a deficit in the balance of payments cannot bring 
down the national rate of exchange to a sufficient extent to 
influence the terms of trade and favor exports. Therefore, disequi· 
librium can ultimately find reflection only in a drain of gold. The 
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general decJine in internal prices resulting from this drain. and, 
consequently. the decline in the prices of exports. as compared 
with the stability' of foreign prices. and, consequently. the stability 
of the prices of imports. 'discourages the latter, favors the former, 
and cllables equilibrium eventually to be restored. It is the worsening 
of the terms of trade that does this. 

Recently it has been perceived that the alteration in the terms 
of trade, which. on the one hand, favored (or disfavored) exports. 
also lowered (or raised) their unit prices. An internal increase in 
prices. like a fall in these prices, may affect the state of the 
balance for better or for worse, depending on the level of elasticities. 
The sam� is true, but the other way around, where imports are 
concerned. Analysis of the effects of different combinations of 
price elasticities has become commonplace today. The best formu� 
lation has been given by Joan Robinson, who takes account of 
these tour elasticities: that of the national supply of exports, that 
of the foreign supply of imports, that of the national demand for 
imports, and that of the foreign demand for exports. It should be 
recalled that, long before the Keynesians, Nogaro had criticized 
Augustin Com-not's theory of the exchange, which assumed what 
had to be proved. namely, that price elasticities are such that 
devaluation makes it possible to reabsorb the deficit. 

If the economy is perfectly integrated, a change in the price of 
imports must entail a proportional change in all internal prices, 
and, consequently, in the price of exports. Is not the relatively 
higher price of imports bound to influence all prices in an upward 
direction? Aftalion showed that the level of the exchange itself 
had an effect, in some cases, on the internal price level. It ought 
not to be assumed that the rate of exchange affects only the prices 
of imported goods, through variations in cost, and that devaluation 
ultimately affects the prices of other goods only in so far as 
imported_ goods. enter into their manufacture. Aftalion shows, by 
means of examples from history, that the rate of exchange does 
sometimes intluence all prices through an increase in money incomes. 
wm the influence of an alteration in the rate of exchange upon the 
income of importers (through stocks of goods that have been 
acquired and ·paid for previously). upon the income of holders of 
foreign· shares, and upon the income _of exporters and producers 
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for export always be capable of bringing about a general increase 
or decrease in prices ·proportional to this alteration in the rate of 
exchange? If the influence goes far enough, if the fluctuations in 
money income are not compensated by fluctuations in hoarding, 
and if. finally. the whole of money income comes on to the 
market (as demand), then this will probably happen. In that case, 
the balance of payments, after devaluation has exhausted its 
effects. will be exactly what it was before devaluation .. The chronic 
disequilibrium, which had been temporarily reabsorbed, now re· 
appears. Numero.us examples of this type of mechanism are to be 
fouud in history, especially in·the monetary history of Latin America. 
In the nineteenth century successive devaluations took place there 
that proved inoperative in the long.·run because they were followed by 
a general and proportionate increase in prices. These experiences 
prove that it is not possible to resolve a real disequilibrium of the 
extetnal balance due to profound structural maladjustments by 
currency manipulations. They also show that the internal and 
externai values of money cannot long remain different from each 
other. Despite the real existence of home-proquced goods that do 
not figure in international trade. the .. domestic'· sector does even· 
tually become subject to the influence of foreign prices, which is 
exerted through the channel of incomes. For example, the devalu· 
a.tion of the franc in Mali in 1967, which, according to the French 
experts. was going to restore equilibrium to Mali's external balance, 
resulted in a proportionate and almost immediate increase in all 
prices, despite the freezing of wages. Here we see an extreme 
example that shows how the structure of the dominant prices 
imposes itself Upon a dominated economy. 

True. it can be quoted on the other side that, during the 
nineteenth century in Europe, the gold standard and the compen� 
satory monetary policy of manipulating discount rates proved 
etlective. But. if this happened, was it not merely because in the 
long run the balance of· payments was in equilibrium, with dis· 
equilib.-ia never more than momentary, conjunctural incidents? 

The theory of exchange�ej{ect. Given the assumption of incon� 
vertible currencies. the existence of a rate of exchange that can 
vary widely at the whim of the balan·ce of payments, does this not 
bring us back to the price·effect without the quantity theory 
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coming into the argument? In this case, indeed, the alteration in 
the rate of exchange entails an alteration in the price of imports, 
but there is no reason why the price of home-produced goods and 
the price of exports, which must relate to interna1 prices. should 
alter. Thjs is because the quantity of money continues to be 
stat�onary, say the quantitativists .. Others say ·it is because the rate 
of exchange does not always necessarily influence internal prices. 

The analysis needs to be completed. On the one hand, depending 
on price elasticities. the alteration in the rate of exchange may have 
unormal .. effects or "perverse 

.. ones. On the other, the price of 
imports may. here. too, influence the JeveJ of internal prices, and 
·thereby that of exports. and in the same way - via costs. via the 
behavior of the dominant income. and via the transmission of 
price structures. 

Here, too, shortwterm capital movements may prevent alteration in 
the �·ate of exchange (and in prices), just as formerly it prevented the 
movement of gold (and of prices). If the central bank raises the 
interest rate. it attracts foreign short-term capital, just as under a 
gold system. and for the same reason. In the event of a temporary 
deficit in the balance it can thus prevent devaluation (and the 
consequent increase in prices), just as under a gold system it 
could prevent a drain of gold (and the consequent decrease in 
prices) . But this action comes up against the same limit as before. 
If the defici� is structural. chronic, and profound , the inflow of 
foreign capital will not succeed in neutralizing it - all the less 
because the prospect of losing on the exchange in the event of 
devaluation does not attract many speculators ready to be content 
with a small profit due to the increase in the interest rate. 

Finally, what are we to conclude from the analysis of price-effects? 
Fil·st, that there are no price-effects but onJy an exchange-effect. 
Disequilibrium in the external balance does not influence prices 
diJ·ectly. through the quantity of money. It affects the rate of 
exchange, and this in turn affects an prices. It follows from this 
that alterations in the rate of exchange can never, whatever the 
price elasticities may be, resolve the difficulties of a structural 
disequilibrium, since at the end of a certain period things are 
back as they were at the start. Second. it must be realized that, 
even in the transition period, fluctuations in the exchange do not 
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necessarily improve the situation of the external balance, owing to 
the existence of critical price elasticities. 

If we consider that. in the countries of the periphery, the 
elasticity of demand for imports is slight owing to the impossibility of 
substituting local production for foreign production; that in these 
countries the incomes of exporters are all the more important in 
proportion to the degree of the country,s ·integration; that the 
influence of these incomes on demand is supplemented by decisive 
psychological considerations that link the internal value of the 
currency to its external· value; and that· there is a mechanism 
whereby the price structure of the dominant economy is transmitted 
to the dominated one- then we may conclude that, in nine cases 
out of ten, devaluation. will in no way resolve the chronic disequi
librium of the balance of payments, either in the short run or, a 

fortiori, in the long, but that on the contrary this devaluation wiU 
worsen the external situation in the short run. 

The theory of income-effect. Wicksell and Ohlin presented the 
mechanism of the income-effect in a very simple form. The deficit 
in the external balance is settled by a transfer abroad of purchasing 
power. This fresh purchasing power must enable the economy 
that benefits from it to import more than before. On the other 
hand, the transfer obliges the deficit economy to reduce its demand 
for imports. As for the transfer of gold that takes place under the 
gold·standard system, this provides support for the transfer of 
purchasing power, and not�ing more. Obviously if we assume that 
convertibility· and flexible exchanges have been abandoned, then 
disequilibrium, which is on the one hand a transfer of purchasing 
power, has on the other an effect on the rate of exchange. These 
secondary effects of disequilibrium on the rate of exchange may 
obstruct the working · of the re-equilibration mechanism - for 
instance, by canceli�g out the transfer of purchasing power th�ough a 
price increase. But the mechanism remains essentially of the same 
nature as before. 

The advantage of Ohlin's theory over the previous one is that it. 
enables us to exp1ain the re-equilibration that takes place in the 
balance, however the terms of trade may· evolve. According to the 
classical theory it is the alteration in these terms in a certain 
direction that reftestablishes equilibrium. Now, experience has proved 
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many times over that re-equilibration has taken place despite a 
perve�se ev.olution of the terms of trade. The theory of transfer of 
purchasing power also has the .merit of bringing out the point that 
there is only a tendency for equilibrium to be restored. Nothing 
ensures that the increase in purchasing power resulting from a 

surplus in the external balance will be wholly concentrated on 
demand for imports. 

Keynesian thinking, by putting in the forefront the multip1ier 
effects of a primary increase in income, was to make possible the 
final perfecting of the theory. This was done by the post
Keynesians, in particular Metzler and Machi up. Reduced to its simplest 
terms, the.mechanism is as follows. A positive net external balance 
operates like an independent demand; it determines, through the 
working of the multiplier mechanism, a greater increase in the 
national income, which, given the propensity to import, makes 
possible a readjustment of the external balance. Conversely, a 
negative net external balance determines a shrinkage in total 
income,. which facilitates a reduction in imports, which then con� 
tributes to bringing the external balance back to equilibrium. 

The models put forward by Machlup and Metzler enable one to 
take account simultaneously of the effects of variations in country 
A's balance upon country B. and of the reciprocal effects of B's 

balance upon that of A. Let me mention straight away an interesting 
case. namely. t�at in which the contraction of national income in 
the "paying'' and "receiving .. countries is such that the debtor 
country is unable to settle its debt� the possibility of international 
equilibrium thus depends in this case on the value of the propen
sities to consume and to invest in the two countries concerned. 
This example shows that equilibrium in the external balance 
merely reflects a structural adjustment of the economies that 

confront each otherJ the conditions for which it makes apparent. 
The question of what the .different propensities are, together with 
the reasons why they are stable and the changes that affect them. 
is not a question of .. empirical fact., but a fundamental theoretical 
question. What, in reality, is meant by the structural adjustment that 
conditions equilibrium in external payments? This adjustment is ex
pressed precisely through changes in propensities, in particular 
propensities to import. We are therefore not free to imagine 
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whatsoever ''models" we may choose, in an arbitrary way- we 
need to know how and why propensities change. 

In rejecting the multiplier analysis, modern writers have mostly 
gone back to the traditional price-:effect, at least. where the under
developed countries are concerned. During depression, the prices 
of exports fall, even though the local currency stands firm (in a 
case of monetary integration, for example). Should it not be 
concJuded from this that the underdeveloped countries prove the 
possibility of a �irect price-effect? That in these cou1_1tries the 
fluctuations in the ba1ance of payments entail fluctuations in 
prices through the intermediary of international currency· move· 
ments? Not at all. Prices fluctuate at the mercy of demand in the 
underdeveloped countries· just as in the developed ones. If the 
prices of the underdeveloped countries' exports fall, say, in a 

depression period, this is not due to the deficit in the external 
balance but to a decline in the demand for these goods, a demand 
that mainly lies abroad. The volume ·and the price of exports fall 

·together and for the same reason. The deficit in the balance has 
nothing to do with causing this fall: on the contrary, it results 
from it. 

The conclusions at which we arrive, where the theory of the 
readjustment of the balance of payments is concerned, are thus 
wholly negative. In the first place, despite appearances, the price
effect no more functions in the underdeveloped countries than it 
does in the developed ones. Secondly, the exchange-effect does 
not tend to resto�e equilibrium. Alterations in the rate of exchange 
are·· often. especially in the underdeveloped countries, effective 
only for a limited period. until the internal increase in prices has 
become general and proportional to the fall in the rate of exchange, 
and are often effective in a perverse direction (owing to the price 
elasticities). Thirdly, the income·effect is only a tendency, and 
implies the presence of a structural adjustment that constitutes 
the very essence of the problem. There is, then, no mechanism 
that automatically re·equilibrates the external balance. AU that 
can be said for certain is that imports, in general, transfer pur
chasing power a broad in a precise monetary form, and that this 
transfer naturally tends to make possible subsequent exports. But 
this tendency is very general in character. It is similar to that by 
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which, in a market economy, any purchase makes possib1e a 
subsequent sale. Just as the existence of this profound tendency 
does not justify the .. law. of markets," so it does not justify the 
construction of a theory of automatic international equilibrium. 

�quilibrium exchange rate or structural adjustment? The real 
features of two economic systems in contact with each other may 
thus be such' that the ba1an�e of payments cannot be equilibrated 
in the context of freedom of exchange. Since the automatic mech
anisms do not function, it seems that in this situation there is no 
equilibrium rate of exchange. What is, in fact, called the equi· 

librium exchange rate is a rate that ensures equilibrium in the 
balance of payments without restrictions on imports and the "natu
ral" movement of long-term capital. If it is said that the mechanisms 
that readjust incomes have only a tendency to operate, this amou nts 
merely to saying that such a rate does not always exist. To put it 
more precisely, as the mechanisms of the exchange belong to the 
short term, whereas structural readjustment is a long-term matter, 
there is not always an equilibrium rate of exchange, and still less 
a .. natural" and "spontaneous" one.· 

Yet one gets the impression that an equilibrium rate did exist 
throughout the nineteenth century. "Par.. was certainly at that 
time, from one point of view, the "normal" rate of exchange 

between two currencies that were both convertible into gold. Buying 
and selling of gold by the banks of issue, at a fixed price and in 
unlimited amounts, confined the fluctuations of the exchange rate 
between the narrow limits of the gold points. Convertibility into 
gold gave the world system sufficient solidity for the mechanisms 
of stt·uctural adjustment to function. However, this structural 
adjustment, submitted to by the w·eak and imposed by the strong, 
had nothing harmoious about it; on the contrary, it reflected the 
gradual shaping of th� world in an ev�r more uneven way. 

What happens, though, to the theory of the exchange if convert� 
ibility i_

s suspended? As the purpose of this theory · is to explain 
the ratio that obtains between the values of two currencies, one's 
general conception regarding the value of money is what ultimately 
determines one's conception of the fundamental nature of the ex
change. This is why marginalism, which defined the value of 
money as its purchasing power, arrived at the theory, on the 
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question of the exchange, of the parity �f purchasing powers. And 
just as it ended up with the quantity theory in the internal 
domain, so also was it to end up with an international quantity 
theory. determining an international distribution of gold that would 
ensure the equilibrium of the exchanges at the level of purchasing 
powers. 

According to my analysis, in which I reject the quantity theory, 
it is necessary, when determining the internal value of money, to 
distinguish the case of convertibility from that of inconvertibility. 
In the former case, the real cost of gold productio!l is what ulti
mately sets limits to variations in the value of money. In this 
sense, par did indeed constitute the normal rate of exchange. 
When convertibility is abandoned, so that the central bank is no 
longer buying and selling gold in unlimited amounts and at a 
fixed price. this price may itself be drawn into the general upward 
movement, so that sight is lost of the concatenation of mechanisms 
that now seem perfectly reversible. Just as there is no longer a 

normal price level, so there is no longer a normal rate of exchange. 
Where the currency is inconvertible, a structural deficit in the 
balance of payments makes it necessary to devalue. 

The devaluation of an inconvertible currency gives rise in its 
t�rn to a wave of inflation that brings the situat�on back to where 
it was before. Once again it becomes clear that chronic disequi� 
librium cannot be avo!ded except by way of control over external 
trade and capital movements, by direct influence on real movements. 
When the currency has become inconvertible, the system no longer 
possesses the solidity it needs in order to wait for the income-effect 
to exhaust its consequences and for equilibrium to be restored. 
The tendency to disequilibrium entails permanent instability. 

Some economists lay down an additional condition when defining 
the equilibrium exchange rate, namely, that it m-ust ensure full em
ployment. The connection established between the level of employ· 
ment and the rate of exchange is, at bottom, highly artificial. It 
follows from an almost caricatural simplification of the Keynesian 
analysis. Joan Robinson links the leve] of the national income to 
the rate of interest in a mechanical way, so that, in her view, 
there is a]ways a level of interest that ensures full employment
whereas Keynes rightly insisted on showing that it was possible for 
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unemployment to become an insoluble problem. Mrs. Robinson 
then links. in an equally artificial way. the international movement 
of capital with the rate of interest- whereas these movements are 
dictated by the absolute ·and relative volume of incomes from 
property, and prospects of profitability of investment. which are 
largely independent of tlJ,Ictuations in the rate of interest. She 
.goes on to show how to each level of interest (and therefore of 
employment) there corresponds a level of the exchange that equil
ibrates the balance of payments. This way of considering that one 
of a group of variables can always be flXed arbitrarily because the 
others then. adjust themselves to this arbitrary value is typical of 
·the metho9 employed by the a.nalysts of "general equilibrium." It 

is liable to all the criticism that can be made of the empiricist 
method in economics. It is thoroughly forma1ist, and denies the 
existence of causal relations that are fundarnentalJy irreversible. 

In reality, such an "equilibrium., rate of exchange may very 
we11 be- and certainly is, in relations between developed and 
underdeveloped countries- an exchange rate of "domination." 
J'o each level of the excha�ge there correponds a certain distri
bution of relative profitability of investments in the different-sectors. 
But, in reality. it is not the exchange that determines the volume 
of absorption of foreign capital by the .underdeveloped country. 
On the contrary. capital flows in to the extent that the developed 
countries have free capital to dispose of. and that general "real" 
conditions make these external investments profitable; and, by 
weighing upon the balance of payments·, they determine an "equi
librium,. level of the exchange- in other· words, a level that 
makes possible payment of interest on imported capital and pay
ment for the volume of imports determined by the degree to 
which the underdeveloped countries are integrated into the inter
national market: that is. determined ·by the demand for foreign 
goods t�at the volume of exports (bound up with this degree of 
integration) makes possible. In other words. the mechanism of the 
exchange enables the structure of the underdeveloped country to 
be adjusted to that of the dominant country. In this sense, a 
"better•' equiHbrium, meaning one that makes possible an altera· 
tion of this structure, necessitates restrictions on imports. Clearly, in 
this case, too, when the protection constitute� by the gold standard 
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has been removed. a passing change in conditions of trade or 
movement of capital entails an alteration in the rate of exchange 
which. by bringing about a different .distribution of relative prof
itability between different sectors of the underdeveloped economy, 
influences the orientation of foreign investments and t consequently, 
the condi�ions of domination. But what always happens is an 
adjustment of the underdeveloped structure to the developed one. 

The Economic Theory of I ntemational 
Transmission of the Conjuncture 

The economic theory of "automatic equilibrium" of the balance of 
payments forms the basis upon which conventional economics has 
erected the theory of international transmission of the conjunc
ture. 

This theory was first given systematic form by Haberler, who 
argues for three propositions, basing the distinctions he makes 
upon the monetary systems of the pat1ners brought into relationship. 

First, in the case in which the two ·countries, A and B, which 
are brought into contact with each other are subject to the. gold· 
standard system, the transmission of fluctuations from one country to 
another is ·perfectly symmetrical. This transmission reduces the 
intensity.of the fluctuations in the originating country by spreading 
wider the area over whkh the cycle exerts its effects. In a period 
of prosperity in country A. its imports develop more rapidly than 
its exports. This country has to face a drain of gold that reduces in
flationary tendencies within it, while reinforcing them in country B. 

Second, if country B has adopted the foreign-exchange standard 
system. the cycle will not be propagated from the dominated country 
to the dominant one. but in the opposite direction this effect is 
reinforced. In a period of prosperity in the country that is dominated 
monetarily, this country pays for the deficit in its balance of 
payments in the currency of country A. The volume of credit 
exerts no stimulating influence in the dominant country because 
no transfer of gold, the ultimate form of money, has ·taken place. 
But, on the other hand, the natural developmen� of prosperity in 
the dominant economy is not checked by a drain of gold, whereas 
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the influx of foreign currency into the dominated country is reflected 
in a real increase in advances of credit in this economy. 

Third. in the case in which each of the two countries has an 
independent managed currency, cyclical fluctuations are no longer 
transmitted at aiJ. A boom in one of the two economies in contact 
entails a disequilibri'um in the balance of payments which, since it 
cannot be adjusted by an export of gold or foreign exchange, has 
to be adjusted by an alteration in the rate of exchange. This 
adjustment reduces excessive imports to the level of possible exports. 

'IQis ·is certainly an ana1ysis of a narrowly monetarist type. In 
the nine.teenth century, colonial and metropolitan countries used 
'the sam� l)letallic currency. Yet the direction in which the cyclical 
movement was transmitted was always the same: from metropolis 
to colony. 

The post-Keynesian school has abandoned this monetarist theory 
of transmission. It is now claimed that the fluctuations are trans
mitted not through the channel of. the flow of gold and foreign 
exchange that they engender, but directly, through the channel of 
commodity movements. The cyclical oscillations in one country 
are, in fact, transmitted to another in a real movement of exports 
and imports. Prosperity in some countries, by resulting in imports 
that are greater than exports, directly fosters the development in 
others of the inflationary tendencies characteristic of economic 
euphoria. The deficit in the balance is settled by way of foreign 
credits alone. No movement of gold or foreign exchange is necessary. 
No alteration takes place in the rate of exchange. Under these 
conditions, the quantity-theory mechanism does not function . 

. This new way of looking at the matter has enjoyed a great 
vogue. thanks to the elaborated form given to it by the theory of 
the foreign-trade multiplier. Colin Clark's study of the Australian 
cycle is typical from this standpoint. The theory of the foreign
trade multiplier declares that a favorable trade balance (a surplus 
of exports) plays the same. role as an independent inducement to 
investment. But this theory remains at the descriptive and mech
anistic level. Actually. the state of the conjuncture does not have 
a clearly defined effect on the trade balance. Prosperity brings 
about a parallel growth in exports and imports. Its effect on the 
balance varies: sometimes it causes· improvement, at other times 
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deterioration. While it is true that the balance of payments (not 
that of goods) tends to be favorable for the developed countries in 
a depression period, this is due to the cessation of the export of 
capital far more than to improvement in the trade balance. Similarly, 
for the underdeveloped ·countries, it is this cessation of the flow of 
capital, not the worsening of the trade balance. that causes the 
balance of external payments to show a deficit. It is for this 
reason that the alternation that is clearly apparent in the twentieth 
century, between a deficit balance and a surplus balance, dep�nding 
on the stat� of the conjuncture, did not exist in the nineteenth 
century, before the· movement of capital had assumed the dimensions 
to which it later grew. Even at that time, however, it was never 
observed that a period of prosperity in Europe produced, through the 
appearance of a favorable balance for Europe (a perverse effect,. but 
a frequent one), a depression in the lands beyond the seas - or vice 
versa. 

The International Monetary System and the Present Crisis 

Our epoch is marked by a new, growing contradiction between 
the worldwide character of the activities of the firms that are 
most decisive in economic life (the transnational companies) and 
the national character of the institutions, particularly the monetary 
institutions, within which the economic pol�cies of states are deter
mined. It is the development of this new contradiction that accounts 
for the specific form assumed by the present crisis of the system, 
that is. for its appearance in the monetary sphere. · 

The international liquidity crisis. Since the end of the Second 
World War. the international monetary system has bee� based on 
the employment of three types of reserves: gold; certain .key cur· 
rencies (the dollar and the pound sterling) together with, to a 
subordinate extent, other "hard" currencies; and the credits granted 
by the IMF, either conditionally or unconditionally. 

Between 1951 and 1965 the total amount of international reserves 
defined in this way, for the world as a whole - excluding the Come· 
cpn countries, China, Vietnam, Korea, A1bania, and Cuba- grew 
from $49 to $70 billion, at the rate of 2.6 percent per year. During 
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this same period, international exchanges increased at the rate of 
6 percent per year, reducing the relative amount of the reserves 
from 67 percent to 43 percent of the value of i�ports. After 1965, 
this tendency was intensified: the international reserves increased 
to $93 bitlion in 1970, but this amount no longer represented 
more than 33 percent c>f the vol1.:1me of world trade. 

Was this reduction in the relative amount of international 
reserves the cause of the crisis? Not necessarily, at )east where the 
central capitalist countries are concerned, for three essential reasons, 
namely: (1) because the volume of reserves needed does not depend 
on that of the exchanges effected but on the balances that have to be 
·settled, a�d while, immediately after the Second World War, the 
structure of international trade was very unbalanced, it is a great 
deal less so today; besides, in 1913, monetary reserves (which 
mainly consisted of gold) covered no more than 37 percent of 
world imports; (2) because it is not only the stock of international 
liquidities that has to be considered but also their velocity of 
circulation, just as with an internal monetary situation; and (3) 
because procedures have been devised that enable the amount of 
necessary reserves to be reduced, such as bilateral swap arrange
ments - the cei1ing of mutual credits arranged in this way increased 
from $1.7 billion in 1961 to $16 billion in 1970. 

In reality, the crisis has arisen from the growing disequilibrium 
in. the proportion of the different component elements of the 
reserves. While the gold component, which was $34 billion in 
1951, and $42 billion in 1965, fell to $37 billion in 1970, the 
dol1ar component increased from $4.2 billion in 1951 to $14.8 
bi11ion in 1965 and $32.8 billion in 1970, with an annual growth 
rate of 9.4 percent between 1951 and 1965 and 17.5 percent 
between 1965 and 1970 - a much higher rate of growth than that 
of the reserves as a w�ole. Between 1965 and 1970 the currency 
element in the internati�nal reserves (mostly consisting of dollars) 
increased from $23.8 billion (33 percent of the total) to $44.5 
hili ion ( 48 percent). As for the reserves issued by the IMF, the 
third element in the system, these remained modest: $1.7 billion 
in 1951 (3.4 percent of the total), $5.4 billion in 1965 (7.6 
percent), and $lq.s billion in 1970 (11.8 percent). 

The increase in the amount of dollars held. abroad graduaiiy 
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weakened the position of the United States, whose gold reserves 
fell from $24.3 billion in 1951 to only $14.7 billion in 1965 and 
$11.1 billion in 1971. Along with this reduction, the gross ex
ternal indebtedness of the United States increased from $8.3 

bi11ion in 1951 to $25.2 billion in 1965, and the country's net 
indebtedness (external debts offset by credits to foreign borrowers) 
increased from $6.9 to $13 billion. After 1965 the situation of the 
United States worsened at a more rapid rate. The country's current 
external liabilities increased from $29 billion in 1965 to $64 billion in 
1971, while the sh01i-term loans to its. credit increased merely 
from $7.7 to $13.3 billion. In other words, whereas in 1951, the 
United States's holdings of gold represented 3.5 time� the amount of 
the countrfs net short-term indebtedness, in 1971 these holdings 
covered no more than 22 percent ·of this external debt. 

Thus, through the working of the international monetary system, 
the United States occupied a privileged position: its national 
currency being accepted as an international reserve, it did riot 
have to worry about its balance of payments - in other words·t ! the deficit in the country's balance of payments was automatically 
covered by a credit advanced to the United States by the rest of 
the world. 

This asymmetrical working of the system to the advantage of 
the North American center was accepted so long as the United 
States held a position of strength in t·elation to the other developed 
capitalist countries. In fact. so long as the .United States's industrial 
superiority in all fields was expressed in a pennanent tendency for 
that country's external balance to show a surplus, a "hunger for 
dollars .. was general in the world, and the system could function. 
Since then, however, Europe and Japan have rnade substantial 
progress, and in some fields have become competitors of the 
United States. Also, the United States· has engaged in a world� 
wide policy of intenrention that has exceeded its real strength. as 
is shown by the defeat of the Americans in Vietnam. These two 

( factors have Jed t.o the United States's external balance becoming 
·: deficitary. DoUars are thus accumulating to the credit of foreigners in 
\quantities far greater than the latter wish to hold. Placed in 

relation to the United States's ho1dings of gold, these credits are 
now seen to be plainly inconvertible, and even perhaps hard to 
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recover in any way: confidence in the doJiar has been shaken, and 
the international monetary system is crumbling. 

Analysis of the causes to which the world monetary crisis has 
been attributed, and exami'nation of the solutions advocated, pro
yide valuable lessons. The best experts in the Western countries 
admit that the crisis is due not to an overall shortage of inter· 
n ational liquidities but to the anarchy that reigned in the evo) ll

tion of the different components of the international stock of 
reserves. They refrajn, however, from analyzing the significance of 
this anarchy in terms of conflicts between the nations at the 
center of the capitalist system, conflicts that emerge whenever the 
equiJibrium of relations of strengt.h is challenged by the uneven 
development of the different capitalisms in question. The solutions 
they recommend are either ineffectual or else express pious wishes 
that assume the conflicts of interest have been settled. 

The tendency for the United States's balance of payments to 
show a surplus in the period after the Second World War did not 
express a particularly "fortunate" structural equilibrium but rather a l\ 
disequilibrium over which American domination had been imposed. 1\ 
The dollar as a universally accepted international reserve currency 
expressed this domination. In .the last ten years this situation has 
been challenged by the rapid advance of Europe (particularly 
West Germany) and Japan.·The new balance of forces is no more 
harmonious than the old, but it is different. It is also expressed in 
a tendency to disequilibrium in the external balances of the powers, 
but the other way around from previously: it is the balances of West 
Germany. Japan, and some other countries that now tend to show 
a surplus, while that of the United States shows a deficit. Defenders 
of the United States such as Kindleberger deny that the American 
balance of payments is "really" a deficit. considering that the deficit 
is only "apparent," merely a reflection of the use of the dollar as a 

reserve currency. If this were so, there would be no crisis. The 
fact that there is a crisis-. expressed in the devaluation of the 
dollar in 1971 -proves that dollars are accumulating in excess of 
the desire for cash holdings of dollars on the part of the economic 
agents. Few experts acknowledge that the crisis reflects a reversal 

I of the direction of the systernts permanent structural disequi� 
librium. the balance having tipped the other way during the 
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n 1960s, because to do this would necessitate recognizing that the 
; � world system is based upon a structural adjustment of the weaker 
1 \ to the stronger. · 

· 

ReversaJ of the tendency in the world balance of strength is 
not, of course, something that happens in an instant, and it 
would be a mistake to conclude that American capitalism has lost 
all its vitality. This is why the controversy regarding the evolution 
of the United States's balance of payments continues to be confused. It 
is not to be denied that the flow of American capital exported to 
Europe forrns one of the elements in the American deficit, tlor 
that this flow has been, at least in pa.rt, caused by the dis
criminatory measures taken by the European Economic Community 
and the European Free Trade Association agai-nst American goods, 
measures that have been got around by the installation of Amer
ican firms in Europe itself. These measures constitute, however, a 
means by which Europe has re-established its position, a weapon 
from the Continent's . arsenal brought into acti9n in order to 
change the unfavorable balance of forces resulting from the war. 
It is a means that, in conjunction with others, has proved effective. 
The flow of capital originating from the United States does. not 
testify only to the continued vitality 'Of America� capitalism but 
also to the difficulties facing accumulation within the United 
States, that is, the disequilibrium of the American economy. It 
ultimately results in a s1owing down of growth in the United 
States and an acceleration of growth in Europe, and thus forms 
one element in the process of change in the balance of forces. 
What has shocked the Europeans is that the international monetary 
system, based on principles derived from a period now left behind, 
has enabled the Americans to finance their exports of capital so 
cheaply. Indeed, the use of the doJJar as international currency 
has made it easy for them to borrow the capital with which. they 
have financed their investments ·in Europe� Now, the rate of 
interest paid on these somewhat "forced" loans is a modest one 
(less than 3 percent), whereas the rate of profit realized thanks to 
the investment th.at they make possible is substantial (between 7 

and 15 percent). This mechanism of transference of value -toward 
the dominant center is classical, being no different from that 
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which is normally expressed in relations between the center and 
the periphery. in a monetary zone of the colonial or neocoJonial 
type. It is being challenged .precisely because the way the balance 
of strength is evolving do�· not justify any longer such an excessive 
advantage in favor of the United States. . 
.. Refusal to consider the change in the relations of strength as 
what underlies the reversal in the direction of a permanent struc
tural disequilibrium explains the disorderly and contradictory 
character, as well as the theoretical feebleness, of the solutions 
being recommended. These solutions all belong either to the catego
ry·offlexible changes or to that of a universal currency. Those in the 
first categQry are ineffective; those in the second are impossible. 

Flexible changes cannot be introduced if the system suffers 
from structural disequilibria, which is the case, for they bring 
about permanent disorder. "Creeping parities" or margins of 
fluctuation permitted to operate within the framework of a regime 
of fixed exchange rates constitute palliatives, not solutions. As for 
the adoption of a universal curency, that is, an instrument issued 
by a supranational authority, this assumes that the problem has 
already bee� solved, with the conflict of interests settfed at the 
level of this supranational authority. The returri to the gold standard 
-in other words, a concerted restoration of the value of gold -
would in theory enable the volume of international liquidity to be 
increased, but the way these liquidities were distributed would 
still be inadequate, and the evolution of this distribution would 
remain subject to that of the balance of strength. Furthermore, 
the system would not rid the world of the practice of using the 
national currencies of ·the dominant countries as international 
reserves. It has been pointed out to those who look back nostal
gic_aHy to the nineteenth century that the go1d·standard system 
was also, de facto, a sterling·standard system, sterling being the 
national currency of the dominant country of that time. Any 
alteration in the international balance of forces would therefore 
result in the role of key currency being transferred from one 
currency to another. Moreover, it is hard to see what power would 
wish to initiate this worldwide revaluation of the yellow metal, 

· since the two chief beneficiaries would be South Africa and the 
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USSR. If gold is revalued, it will happen only because the 
creeping inflation of our time demands this. so long as gold 
continues to be used as one of the means of international paym ent. 

The idea of a universal credit money is not new. Keynes advocated 
it in 1945, with quasi-automat�c issue of "bancors" in response to 
international disequilibria. Even though the granting of these credits 
would be subject to conditions, the system could operate only in cases 
where. because.the disequilibria were transient, the monetary policies 
laid down by the issuing agency could be effective: or else in cases 
whel'e, the disequilibria being structural, the agency was endowed 
with a considerable supranational authority, such as to enable it 
effectively to lay down the direction to be taken by the growth policies 
of the states concerned and to impose a worldwide policy of bar· 
monious development. Triffin takes up this utopian scheme at the 
point at which Keynes abandoned it. The reconciliation he under· 
takes between the evolution of the international system and that 
of the national currency systems, formerly based on gold, to 
which are juxtaposed fiduciary currencies issued by a multitude of 
institutions that are gradually subordinated to a single center, the 
central bank, is not in itself an absurd idea. But the uone and 
only reserve center"' that he proposes. on the world scale, which 
would be the bank for the central banks and would create reserves in 
such forms as to ensure that their volume and distribution were 
constantly adapted to the needs of world trade, assumes that 
conflicts between nations no longer take place. 

The system has thus remained based upon gold and the key 
currencies. The drawing rights of the IMP are credits granted in 
these key currencies, and nothing more. So long as the do11ar was 

the only key currency, the IMF was merely an executive agency of 
the U.S. Treasury. As soon as other currencies began to aspire to 
this role. the IMF became one of the scenes of conflict between 
these currencies and the dollar. The creation in 1969 of special 
drawing rights has not altered the situation at aU. Triffin may 
well be scandalized by the rule according to which these special 
drawing rights are automatically. distributed in accordance with 
quotas. so that 72 percent is reserved for the United States and 
Great Britain and less than· 20 percent a11otted as "manna" for 
eighty underdeveloped countries. just as he may find "revolting" 
the use of these credits to finance national policies (actually, 
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American war policy in Vietnam). But none of this ought to excite 
surprise, for the crisis is not an expression of some abstract 
conflict between a "palaeonationalist" ideology, equally shared by 
all nations, and the lofty ideal of a universal order. It expresses a 
concrete conflict. that which counterposes the dollar, inheritor of 

'a dominant position with all its advantages, to the candidates for 
a "more equitable .. sharing of these advantages - first and fore
most; the German mark and the Japanese yen. 

Europe's experience bears witness. moreover, to the nature of 
the conflict. After 1964 the EEC considered a system of free 
exchange r�tes, accompanied by measures of �onetary solidarity 
·secured bJ: the operation of short-term stabilization policies.. This 
type of ''conce11ation" has proved effective, however, only where there 
has been no major conflict of interest .. The crisis of 1968 put an 
end to illusions, and it is now accepted that a common currency 
- or, what comes to the same thingt unlimited convertibility at a 
fixed rate - necessitates a single decision-making center, ensuring 
the operation of a single economic and social policy on the scale of 
Europe as a whole. 

While there is no supranational authority on the world or the 
European scale, there are, however, some transnational authorities, 
namely, the multinati�nal corporations. But these constitute not a 
group with a single purpose but a variety of conflicting i�terests 
whose conflicts cross frontiers and are superimposed upon the 
conflicts between na,tion al capitalisms. This is why it is no longer 
possible to be satisfied, as was the case twenty years ago, with 
arguing in terms of national conflicts without examining the strat
egies of the multinational corporations. The appearance of "Euro
doJJars," first observed in 1957, the develo.pment of the market in \ 
these liquidities with the subsequent rise of similar markets for \ 
other currencies, namely, the mark and the yen, testify to the f 

I 

increasing role played by the multinational corporations. These 1 
assets. payable in dollars (and now in other currencies as weU), j 
held by nonresidents in the United States (or in the other relevant / 
country), and deposited outside the United States (or other rele� ; 

' 
vant country) are derived to a large extent from the treasuries of 1 
the great mu)tjnationa1 corporations. These holdings , which are l 

J 

extremely mobile, are not those of a multitude of "small specu- ; 
lators.'' as was formerly the case with the buJk of floating capital. � 

' 
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Their mobility is due to their origin - the multinational corpora-
l tions being able, by mere internal book entries, to transfer them 

without any difficulty. The scale on which Eurodollars, Euromarks, 
Euroyens, and so on enter into international reserves is c�nsider
able: in 1971 it was of the order of $12 billion. The communication 
between the different currency m�rkets they make possible certainly 
undermines the effectiveness of hationa1 monetary policies, and 
thereby introduces an additional factor of instabi1ity into the 
system .. 

The international monetary crisis must therefore be interpreted 
as the specific form taken in our epoch by a crisis of a deeper 
kind. The phase of rapid growth that characterized the center as 
a whole after 1950 is coming to an end. The slackening of growth 
rates shows this, with .. stagflationu (stagnation despite inflation) 
replacing growth accompanied by inflation. Contradictions sharpen 
between nations as between multinational groups and corporations, 
and, with this deveJopment, the struggle for_ external markets 
becomes a battle. At the same time, the balance of forces _that 
was characteristic of the postwar period, based on domination· by 
the United States, is changing fast. Hence the twofold crisis: the 
underlying crisis in the equilibrium between production and con
sumption� and the superficial crisis of the international monetary 
system. 

The underdeveloped countries and the international monetary 

crisis. The underdeveloped countries have no say in the matter of 
the international monetary system. Formally, of course, they are 
members of the IMP, but whereas in some other international 
bodies they do occupy a few jump seats, so to speak. in the IMF 
they are wholly supernumerary. The quota of each memb.er-state 
being paid (to the extent of at least three-quarters of the total 
amount) in its own national currency, their contribution has only 
symbolic significance- and the resources effectively utilizabl� by 
the IMF are less than the total of the quotas consisting of these 
valueless contributions, since their national currencies ate not 
means of international payment, as are the key currencies -(the 
dollar and the pound sterling), or the other hard currencies (the 
mark, the yen, the Swiss franc, etc.), some of which aspire t� join 
the dominant group: This is why IMF policy is actually decided 
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by the more exclusive "Group of Ten," which constitutes the real 
international monetary system. 

Admission of the unde�developed countries to the IMF fulfils, 
in fact, two functions. The first is that of constituting a manoeu
verabJe reserve force to which the advocates of different policies 
within the Group of Ten can appeal: at the 1967 Rio conference 
the United States secured acceptance of "special drawing rights" 
by making play with the fact that a sma11 share in these rights 
would be available to those of the eighty upoorn members of the Fund 
who would submit to whatever policies the latter might recommend. 

. The second function of the.IMF is. indeed, to keep the monetary1 
behavior of the periphery within the bounds set by the needs of� 
the international system. The colonial powers. possessed, and some-: 
times still possess, much more effective instruments for this purpose' 
- the currency zones (sterling� franc, escudo. etc.) and the network 
constituted by their commercial banks. Immediately after the 
Second World War, the whole of Africa and .nearly the whoJe of 
Asia were sti11 dominated by the pound sterling, and to a smaller 
·extent by the French franc. This still-important authority possessed 
by the pound, out of proportion with the place of Great Britain in 
the world economy, was one· of the main reasons why this currency 
was consecrated by the IMF as the second·ranking key currency. 
At. that time, however, Latin America was still, as a whole, free 
ftotti any formal monetary control from outside. Furthermore, the 
United States aimed to esta�Iish a footing in the parts of Asi� 
and the Middle East that were becoming politically independent. 
The IMF provided the framework needed for the United States to 
proceed with this takeover. The policy proved successful: gradually. 
Latin America became drawn into the dollar area, while Asia am: 
the Middle East left the sterHng area. When, in 1960, large parts 
of Africa acquired political sovereignty. they cou1d not be refused 
admission to the. Fund, even though such membership meant little 
to those countries which, like those of the franc area, lacked the 
minimum of monetary independence that would enable them to 
pursue any sort of monetary policy of their own. 

In order to understand how the Fund carries out this function 
"for the system where the countries of the periphery are concerned, 
it is necessary to 'remember, first of all, that the underdeveloped 
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countries suffer almost permanent difficulties in their external 
payments, reflecting the fundamental structural disequilibrium 
between center af!d periphery, and the systematic transfer of value 
from the Jatter to the former. 

While we possess more or less adequate information on the 
volume and ·evolution of the reserves, both gross and net, held by 
the developed countries, we still know little about the situation in 
this respect of most of the underdeveloped countries. The gross 
reserves of the monetary system have been counted, but the degree of 
indebtedness of the underdeveloped· countries is �ot well known. The 
di.stinction between short-term debts (the only kind that, to some 
extent. are recorded in bank records) and medium· and long-term 
debts is in this sphere a fluctuating o�e with little significance. A 
far from negligible part of long-term indebtedness serves, in fact. 
to cover the immediate needs of current consumption, which is 
largely made up of imported goods. The �ebts of the monetary 
system are thus supplemented by those of the state and of both 
private and public enterprises. Considerable sums, moreover, are 
represented by the holdings of "residents" (including nationals of 
these countries) illegally deposited abroad, which nevertheless do 
not form part of the nation's reserves, because in no case are 
these holdings destined .for repatriation. 

Observing the state and evolution of th.e gross reserves held by 
the Third World. as shown in IMF statistics, one may, therefore, 
get the impression that the underdeveloped countries do not, as a 
whole, suffer from a shortage of international liquidities. 

As regards the Asian countries, the gross international reserves 
of twelve_ states that are not oil�producing, for which comparable 
statistics have been available since 1948, felJ from $5.4 billion in 
1948 to $3.7 billion in 1951 and $3.6 billion in 1966, while these 
countries' imports increased from $4.4 to $5.1 billion and then to 
$9.5 billion between these same dates. Asia, which after the war 
possessed considerable reserves, in particular the sterling balances· 
held by India (amounting to 'more than£ 1.2 billion for India and 
Pakistan together), saw these reserves melt away rapidly between 
1948 and 1951 (the ratio of reserves to imports fell from 122 
percent to 73 percent), and then more slowly, but steadi1y, after 
that date (the ratio was 38 percent in 1%6). The reserves of large 
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countries such as India .and Pakistan no longer cover more than a 
quarter's imports. The reserves of smaller states have behaved 
better, notably those of Thailand, which increased by $0.7 billion 
between 1948 and 1966. The reserves ·held by the oil-producing 
countries of the Middle East have markedly increased: those of 
Iran and Iraq from $0.3 biJiion in 1951 to $0.7 billion i n  1966, 
white 'those of Kuwait (reserves of the Currency Board and the 
government) rose to the figure of $1.1 billion and those of Saudi 
Arabia (Saudi Arabia Monetary Agency) to $0.8 biHion. 

In Latin America calculations for sixteen countries for which 
we have comparable statistics show that the ratio of reserves to 
imports. which was aboat SO percent in 1948 (when reserves 
amounted to $2.5 billion and imports to $5 billion) remained 
unchanged until 1953. Imports were then $5.9 billion and reserves 
$2.8 billion� Mexico having contributed almost single-handedly to 
this improvement in reserves. After 1953, however, the situation 
steadi]y worsened. In 1962 reserves did not exceed $2.3 billion 
while imports stood at $7.9 bi1lion (so !hat the reserves-to·imports 
ratio had become Jess than 30 percent). True, between 1962 and 
J% 7 the situation seems to have improved, since, although imports 
rose to $9.5 billion, reserves rose to $3:1 billion. This improvement 
came almost entirely from two sources: the increase in the reserves 
he'd by Venezuela, a large oil producer (an increase of $254 
million in five years), and , especially, by Argentina (which rose 
from $132 mit 1 ion in 1966 to $625 million in 1967) as a result of 
that country's policy of deflation. Apart from these two countries, 
the reserves-imports ratio continued to dec1ine, falling from 30 
percent in 1962 to 23 percent in 1967 (reserves: $1.6 billion, 
imports: $5.1 billion). 

As regards Africa the statistics for the twenty-eight countries 
for which we have comparable series from 1960 onward show a 
reduction in gross international reserves from $2.9 billion in 1960 
to $2.2 billion in 1965, while their imports grew between these 
dates from $4 to $5.9 billion . 

Between 1964 and 1970 the evolution of the ratio between 
gross reserves and imports seems to have been favorable to the 
underdeveloped countries. Gross reserves rose from $9.9 bi11ion in 
1964 {$2.2 billion being contributed by the chief oil-exporting 
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countries) to $18.1 billion in 1970 ($4.2 billion being contributed 
by the oil'-exporting countries}, whereas their imports increased 
from 35.5 to 55.6 billion. These countries' gross reserves thus rose 
from 28 percent of their imports in 1964 to 32 percent in 1970. 

If we look, however, at their net reserves, that is, their reserves 
after deduction of short-term external debts, we find a definite 
worsening of the situation between 1950 and 1970. For example, 
for the twenty-eight African countries under consideration, the 
ratio of net external reserves to imports fell from 60 percent in 
1960 to 23 percent in 1965. The same is true of Asia and Latin 
An1erica, where net reserves represent about twopthirds of gross 
reserves, with indebtedness increasing faster than the volume of 
gross reserves. 

How. in these circumstances, have the underdeveloped countries 
managed to meet the1r external obligations? Partly it-has been done 
by a mobilization of their ."conditional reserves ... Drawing rights 
on the IMF constitute the first type of reserves made available to 
certain countries of the Third World that have agreed to submit 
to the Fund's advice, embodied in "stabilization plans.'' The 
second type of conditional reserves results from bilateral agreements: 
these credits have been granted for purchases of goods (often 
specified in the agreement in question) to be made in the country 
that grants them. Although the figures concerning these agreements 
have not always been published jn fuJI and comparable form. we 
know that the volume of these conditional assets has considerably 
incr�ased over the last decade. Finally, some. countries have no 
problem. strictly speaking. as regards international liquidities. 
This is the case. for instance. with the African countries of the 
franc area, since any deficit that may occur in their ba�ance of 
payments is automatically covered by the metropolitan country. 
On the other ha.nd. however, these countries possess no means of 
ntanaging their currencies. either internally or externalJy. 

In general. any serious attempt at development made by a 
countty of the periphery leads inevitably to difficulties in external 
payments. If powerful means of controlling these external relations 
and of guiding the strategy of transition are not brought into play in 
good time, the crisis thus caused gives an opportunity to the "great 
powers" and to the international institutions dependent on them 
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to intervene and impose a ••stabilization'' that always deliberately \ 
sacrifices the purposes of development to the requirements of 

short-term solvency - in other words, to maintenance of the status 
quo. 

For a Scientific Theory of the Structural Adjustments 
Between National Formations 

Inspired by ideological concern to discover mechanisms that 
ensure harmonious equilibrium, conventional theory excludes from its 
field of investigation the real problem, which is that of the struc
tural adjustment by which certain national formations are subjected 
to others, being shaped in accordance with the needs of these 
others. This problem of structural adjustment is seen to be funda
mental when we examine relations between the .center and the 
periphery. but also when we study the way relations ·between the 
different central formations evolve. 

Conventional theory has proved to be bankrupt, for it cannot 
prove what it is supposed to prove. namely: (1) that a mechanism 

··exists whereby the oalance of payments tends toward a spontaneous 
equilibrium; (2) that to this equilibrium . there corresponds one 
rate of exchange and only one; and (3) that this equilibrium, and 
the rate of exchange that corresponds to it, are independent of 
any structural changes that may take place in either of the partners. 
If. indeed, different equilibria are possible. depending on the 
structural conditions of the partners, then no "pure theory of 
international relations" is possible. The "economic policies .. recom
mended that are based on this "theory .. must therefore be ineffective 
- or, more precisely, the results achieved will be independent of 
the policies pursued,. with successes, like failures, having their 
real causes elsewhere. 

What then is )eft of the conventional economistic theory of 
international relations? Practically nothing. The ideological char
acter of this pseudo-science is clearly perceived. Its mechanistic 
formalism prevents it from grasping the real problem: on the 
contrary. its function is to evade this real problem in order to 
provide justification for the international system based on inequality 
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and to ascribe to it a harmony that it does not possess. Fran�is 
Perroux and Thomas Balogh have not hesitated to criticize severely 
the "international monetary policies" based upon this· set of "non
scientific prejudices!' 

The real problem 1ies elsewhere - in historical ana1ysis of the 
evolution of socia) formatio�s; in the analysis of their respective 
dynamics and their specific contradictions; in the real, historical, 
concrete conditions of uneven development. 
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From s
·
pecialization 

to Dependence 

1. THE FOUNDATIONS 
OF INTERNATIONAL ·sPECIALIZATION 

The classical theory of international trade alleges that it is in t 
the interest of each of the partners in an exchange to specialize, 
because this will raise the level of total income, in terms of use
values, in both countries. For the classical economists, labor is 
the source of ail value. This is why Ricardo sees the exchange of 
two commodities as being, ultimately, the exchange of two equal 
amounts of labor crystalized in two products with differing use
values.for the partners in the exchange. Whereas, however, in the 
sphere of internal exchange the law of value implies equivalence of 
the exchange-values of two commodities containing the same quan
tity of labor, in the sphere of external exchange the commodities 
exchanged contain unequa1 quantities of labor, reflecting uneven 
levels of productivity. 

To take Ricardo's well-known example (but substituting .. wheat" 
fot "wine"), Portugal has mote advantages than England both for 
the production of wheat (in which 80 hours of labor suffice to 
produce a unit of this commodity, as against 120 in England) and 
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for that of cloth (in which 90 hours of labor produce in Portugal 
what 100 hours produce in England). But it has comparatively 
more advantages for producing wheat than for producing cloth. It 
is therefore to Portugal's interest to specialize in the first of these 
two Hnes of production and get its cloth from England, even 
though producing this cloth at home would cost Portugal less 
than England in absolute terms. The assertion that imports can 

l be advantageous in terms of use-values even if the product imported 
could locally be produced more cheaply forms the main contri
bution made by Ricardo, as compared with· Adam Smith. 

All that this theory enables us to state is that, at a given 
moment, the distribution of levels of productivity being what it is, 
it is to the interest of the two cQuntries to effect an exchange, 
even though it is unequal. Let us take Ricardo's example again, 
inverting the terms so as to bring it closer to reality: 

Quantities of labor contained in a unit product 

In England In Portugal Relative advantage 
held by England 
over Portugal 

one of cloth 80 hours 
one of wheat 90 hours 
Internal exchange ratio 

120 hours 
100 hours 

one of cloth = 0.89 of wheat 1.20 of wheat 

1.50 

. 1.11 

Let us suppose that Portugal agrees to specialize in wheaty and 
obtains its cloth from England. If the total available labor power 
in Portugal amounts to 1,000 hours, and the consumption of 
wheat remains fixed at five units; then Portugal will devote 500 

hours' labor to producing wheat for its own consumption. It will 
have 500 hours at its disposal that it can employ either to produce 
its own cloth (500: 120 = 4.2 units) or to produce tlve extra units 
of wheat with which to obtain five units of cloth, gaining 0.8 of a 
unit of cloth through the exchange. But, although it has gained in 

' use�values. it will have expended 500 hours of labor in order to 
; obtain five units of cloth that England would have produced in 
I 400 hours. Its own Portuguese one hour of labor is exchanged for 
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0.8 of an English hour: an unequal exchange_ The inequality of 1 

the exchange reflects the lower productivity of labor in' Portugal. 
This is why, if the in.equality in productivity of labor is not 

natural but historical. the comparative advantage is modified 
when the backward economy makes-progress. If Portugal is able, 
by modernizing itself, to attain the same productivity as England 
in all fields, in other words, to produce cloth in 80 hours and 
wheat in 90. it is worth its while to modernize. For then it will be 
pl·oducing its five units of wheat in 450 hours and wi11 dispose of 
550 hours with which to produce 6.9 units of cloth (550:80). No 
further exchange will occur, since costs are identical in both 
countries-. but Portugal wiJI have gained in comparison with the 
previous situation when there was exchange: 6. 9- 5 = 1. 9 of a 
unit of cloth. 

If PortugaJ were to agree to specialize in wheat and devote all 
its efforts to catching up with England in this fie1d. what would it 
gain? Henceforth it would have to devote 450 hours to producing 
tive units of wheat for its own cons.umption (5 x 90); it would 
have 550 hours at its disposal with which it would produce 6.1 

units of wheat' (550:90). which would enable it to acquire 6.1 

units of cloth. This choice is" Jess good for Portugal because the 
potential progress in. the cloth industry (reduction of cost from 
120 to 80 hours) is greater than in the production of wheat 
( redu'ction of cost from 100 to 90 hours). 

It is therefore -more to the country's interest to develop those 
b1·anches of production in which the greatest progress is possible,/ 
and t� subject its choices where foreign trade is concerned to the 
priority requirements of this kind of development. The trading 
options thus decided on wiU have to be modified at each phase of 
development. This is· ce1·tainly an aggressive conception of inter
·national relatio�s; but it corresponds both to history and to the 
present situation. 

Ricardo's analysis. being based on comparison between real 
productivities, provides the operational concepts needed in order 
to understand the nature of international specialization, that is, to 
appreciate the reasons for this specialization and draw conclusions 
from it that explain its dynamics. If. indeed. England needs to 
spend only 80 hours of labor on producing one unit of cloth, as 
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against 120 hours needed in Portugal, then this .is because English 
industry is more advanced than Portuguese, since what is involved 
here is totaJ hours of labor, direct and indirect. In England the 
textile industry is mechanized, so that the 80 hours of labor 
needed are distributed in a certain way: for example, 20 hours of 
direct labor and 60 hours crystalized in the machinery, etc., used 
in this production. In Portugal, cloth is produced by craft tech
niques, so that the 120 hours needed are distributed in different 
proportions: less indirect labor and more direct labor (e.g., 90. of 
the latter and 30 of the former). 

It should be noted ·in passing thatt in RiCardo's example, real 
wages per hour are the same in both countries, being reduced to 
the physiological subsistence level. In their turn, subsistence goods 
are commodities that are subject ·�o international exchange, and 
so can have only one and the same price (expressed in gold) in 
both countries. Gold prices of subs1stence goods, nomina) wages, 
and real wages as·e thus identical in England and Portugal. Special
ization and exchange. by obtaining for the countries involved 
quantities of use·values larger than they would obtain in the 
absence of exchange, increase the volume of reaJ profits realized 
in both countries. 

The whole of Ricardo's argument amounts to asse11ing that, 
although Portugal is more backward in all spheres, it is never
theless in that country's interest to specialize. Ricardo stops at 
this point in his proof, refraining from making use of the analytical 
tool he has discovered. What I have shown, in rendering Ricardo's 
analysis "dynamic ... is that the 'immediate advantage derived from 
specialization will determine the direction of development as be· 
tween the two countries in such a way that the one that agrees to 
specialize in the less dynamic branches of pr9duction will lose by 
doing so, in the long run. 

The basis for unequal specialization cannot be understood 
except in relation to the objective theory of value. It was, however, 
the subjective theory of value that triumphed in economic science 
after .1870. By refusing to reduce.all the costs in different "factors .. to 
the common denominator of social labor, conventional economics 
deprives itself of any means of comparing productivities. and loses 
the sense of the essential concept of level of development of the 
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productive forces. Relati\'e advantage is thus to be measured by 
the ratio between prices, which depend on the relative rewards of 
the different factors and the relatiVe use made of them in quanti· 
tative term�. The theory is thenceforth based upon a vicious circle 
and deprives the principle of comparative costs of its actual validity. 
For the n1ost profitable technique (the most efficient combination 
of factors) depends upon the relative rates at which these factors 
are rewarded� Now, these rewards themselves vary according to 
the quantitative use made of the factors, and so, ultimately, 
according to the methods of production employed. It follows from 
this that the bearing the principle has is more restricted than in 
Ricardo's. theory. In the classical theory the sequence of the 
movements of commodities was established. Here, on the contrary. 
every change iu the movement of commodities alters the comparative 
advantages, because it affects the relative prices of the factors. 
We are thus caught in a �icious circle: each nation should specialize 
in whatever it has the biggest advantage in, knowing that this is so 
because it possesses in plenty a factor that is appropriate to this 
particular line of production • .  

Abandonment of the objective theory of value has thus trans
formed the nature of the theory of comparative advantages, giving 
it an apo1ogetical-ideological character. For "advantage .. no longer 
possesses any meaning: it is not contained a priori in objective 
reality. Empirical positivism is then obliged to invoke false theories 
(the quantity theory of money) or specious assumptions (no ··per
verse price-effects"), or else mistaken notions C'the factors of 
production- capita] and labor- are given," whereas it is  the 
social division of labor between Department I and Department II 
that is the content of these so-caiied unatural'" endowments). 
Degeneration into apologetical ideology has continued with the 
modern formulation of exchange in terms of substitution. With 
Haberler, Lerner, �nd Leontief the theory came finally to assume 
its present form: the cost of one product is defined as equivalent 
to the renunciation of another. The compromise effected by BastabJe. 
Marshall, Edgewotih. and Taussig. which consisted in assuming 
that, in each country,- the cost of each product was made up of 
wages, profits, interest, and rent, in stable proportions (thus 
avoiding the problem of adding up the subjective utilities of 
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different persons) was given up. I shall not recall here the details 
of the construction of the "collective indifference. curves" obtained 
on the basis of the equivalence in utility of variable quantities of 
two different goods. Nor shaH I recall the details of the_·construc
tion of the uproduction. possibility curves" obtained on the basis 
of the technical possibilities of producing variable quantities of 
two different goods with a constant stock of factors of production. 
The international exchange ratio was now situated between the tw.o 
exchange ratios uin isolation .. determined by the gradients of the 
tangents to the indifference curves at the points where these 
curves are themselves tangential to the production possibility curves. 
At these points, the rate of substitution of the ·products is. the 
same for the consumer as for the producer. The necessary and 
sufficient condition of international exchange is then that the 
exchange ratios in isolation should be different as between one 
country and another.· We are imprisoned in the basic tautology of 
all. conventional subjectivist economics: exchange brings "advantage"· 
to each party by the mere fact that it takes place. But this "theory" 
is perfectly useless. It prevents us from understanding history. 
because it avoids the question of the initial level and the dynamic· 
of the development of the productive forces. 

2. THE THEORY OF UNEQUAL EXCHANGE 

A Fundamental Contribution 

And so we see that specialization may be unequal. In what cir· 
cumstances does international exchange also become unequal? It 
is to Arghiri Emmanuel. the auth�r of Unequal Exchange, that 
we owe the first general formulation or"the problem. which I shall 
recapitulate. here, adding some points of my own. 

r The hypothesis of a capitalist 'mode of production implies 
mobility of labor (equalization of wages between one branch of 
capitalist economy and a·nother. and between one country and 
another) and of capital (equalization of the rate of profit). This 
abstract hypothesis provides the frame within which both Ricardo 
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and Mar:x reason when they study the capitalist mode of production. 
Marx refrains from tackling the question of international exchanges, 
since it has no special significance within this problematic. He is 
content to make a few passing observations on the possible conse
quences of imperfect mobility of labor or of capital, while empha
sizing the analogy between this problem and that of the effects of 
a similar imperfection i_nside the nation. 

Ricardo does deal with international trade. though in an am
biguous way. As an empiricist, he notes the relative im mobility of 
labor and capital. This fact is not in itself questionable. at any 
rate for the period when Ricardo was writing -just as there is no 
question that any socioeconomic formation of capitalism at the 
center ca·n be reduced to a pure capitalist mode <?f production. 
that the development of capitalism at the center is unevenly advanced 
in different co�ntries , and that. consequently, organic compo
sitions. productivities of labor, and values of labor power are not 
identical between one co�ntry and another. But Ricardo had no 
right to invoke in the same argument both these facts, which 
belong to the plane of concrete social formations, and the assump
tion that provides the framework of his thinking, namely. the 
capitalist mode of production in its pure state. What results is a 
theory that. since it assumes that real wages are equal in all 
countries, can base international exchange only upon the immobility 
of capital. Let us read what Arghiri Emmanuel says on this point 
(pp. 40-41): ''As regards mobility of the factors, Ricardo is interested 
only in its effectt namely, the equalization of their rewards. This 
is why he speaks on�y of the equalization of profits, the only  
equ_alization that can be affected by immobi lity of the factors, 
particulal'1y that of capital, since the equalization of wages is 
always ensured from below, through the working of the demo
g•·aphic regulator, whether or not there is mobility of the labor 
fo1·ce. The nonequalization of profits is for Ricardo a necessary 
and sufficient condition for the working of the Jaw of comparative 
costs, and this is an important point that does not seem to ha\·e 
been remarked upon until now ... 

If capital is mobile, and if we assume identical wages (equiva
lent to subsistence). exchange takes place only in the event that 
productivities are different . This can happen only through one or , 
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, other of these two causes: either (1) different "natural" potential
ities (with the same amount of labor, capital, and land it is 
possible to produce more wheat in Portugal than in England, 
owing to the climate); or (2) different organic compositions, reflecting 
unevenness in the development of capitalism. In the latter case. 
however, wages are not equal, because "there enters into the 
determination of the value of labor power a historical and moral 
element" (p. 150). 

If the two �actors, labor and capital, were perfectly mobile, 
there would be no trade (as Heckscher· has shown). Emmanuel 
shows (p. xiii) that specialization represents only a relative optimum_: 

p "The absolute �ptimum would be, not for Portugal· to specialize 
··\ in wine and England in cloth, but for the English to move to 
i1 Portugal with their capital in order to produce both wine and 
1 cloth:' 

One can observe. then, two forms of international exchange in 
which the products are not exchanged ·at their value. In the first 

I 
case, wages (and rat�s of surplus value) are equal, ·but because 
the organtc com ositions are different the rices of roauctJOn� 
whtc are im 1ied by the equalization of the rate of profit- are 
suc-h that the hour o total labor ( irect. and indil'ect) of the more 
advanced country (characterized by a higher organic corn osition) 
obtatns more pro uc s on e m erna tona mar et than the hour 
of total Jab<5r of the less developed one. The toltownig example 
illustrates this case: 

c v .s 

Constant Variable Surplus v 
capital capital value Value 

A 10 10 10 30 
B 16 7 7 30 

A = the less advanced country (clv = 1) 
B = the more advanced country. (clv = 2.3) 
Rate of surplus value = 100 percent 

Average rate of profit: 17/43 = 40 percent 

p 
p Price of 

Profit production 

8 28 
9 32 
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Emmanue1 says (p. 164) that in this case, although exchange 
does not ensure the same quantity of products for an hour of total 
labor, it is nevertheless not unequal because "unequal .. exchanges 
of this order are a feature of internal relations within the nation: 
"prices of production ... are an element that is immanent in the 
competitive system." . 

And yet exchange is unequal, all the same, and this inequality 
reflects the inequality in productivity. For it is important to note 
that the two equations written here, which describe the conditions 
of production of one and the same product with different tech
niques - advanced in B, backward in A - are equations in tenns qf 
value: in .hours of labor of A and B' respectively, considered in 
isolation. In terms of use-values, the .quantity of the product 
cannot be fhe same m A as m B, tor tl'ie level Qf the ptQ.ductive 
forces is higher in B. With 30 hours of total labor (direct and 
indirect), equipped as this is in B, we get, for instance, 90' 

physical units of the product, whereas with the same number of 
hours of total labor equipped as it is in A we get only a smaller 
amount, say, 60 units. If A and B are integrated in the sam� 
world market, the product can have only one price, the rice set 1 
b vance country. In other· words, 30 hours of A's 
labot·are"not worth 30 hours of B's: they ·are worth only 30 x 

60790 - 20 hours. Additionally, if the product .enters into working
crass consumption, and has only one price (say, 10 francs per unit), 
then 30 hours of labor in B earn 90 x 10 = 900 francs, or 30 francs 
an hour, whereas in A these 30 hours are paid for at the rate of 20 
francs an hour. If real wages are to be the same in A and in B, 
although their productivity differs, the rate of surplus value will have 
to be lower in A so as to make up for the lower productivity. The 
apportionment between variable capital and surplus value, instead of 
being equivalent to 10/10, must be equivalent to 15{10 x 90/60)/5. 

As Charles B ettelheim has pointed out, exchange is, in fact. 
unequal in this case, mainly because the productivities are unequal 
(this ineq�ality being connected with different organic compositions) 
and, secondarily, because the different organic compositions deter
mine, through the working of th.e equalization of the rate o 
profit, prices of production that differ from values in isolation. It 
must be added that the problem is· made still more complex by 
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the rates of surplus value, which are necessarily different in A and 
B (in order to ensure an equivalent real reward of labor in A and B) . 

. In reality, however, Emmanuel's argument is based on a different 
case? in which the organic compositions of the products exchanged 
are similar. Let us assume that production techniques are at the 
same Jevel of development (same organic composition), and, at 
the beginning of our argument, that wages are the same (same 
rate of surpJus value). Exchange is then strictly equal. If now, for 
one reason or another, while pr'?duction techniques remain un

·changed. wages in A are only one-fift� what they are in B, we 
shal1 have the following sit-uation: 

c 

c Constant v s p 
Capital capital Variable Surplus 

. v p Price of· 
irzstalled employed capital · value Value Profit production 

A 70 10 2 18 30 14 26 
B 70 lO 10 10 30 . 14 34 

A and B produce the same product (e.g., oil) with the same (up� 
to-date) techniques, and sell this product on the world market. In 
A, however, real wages are lowet· than in B. The product must 
have a uniform price, that which prevails on the world market. 

J What does this price signify? What does h include, in terms of 
I transfers of value from one country to the other? 
{! The greater rate of surplus value in A raises the average rate. 
r/ of profit of A and B, taken together, from 14 to 20 percent. The 
l tow-wage country (A) receives in international exchange, for. an 

equaJ quantity of labor (direct and indirect) of the same pro
ductivity, less than its partner B (exactly 76 percent). Emmanuel 
describes this kind of exchange as really unequal exchange, as he 
shows that the difference in rates of profit between one country 
and another that have to be allowed in order to make up for the 
inverse· difference in wages would need to be very great. In ·the 
example given above, for exchange to be equal, with wages in A 
only one-fifth of wages in B, the rate of profit in A would have to 
be 26 percent, as against 14 percent in B. . 

� Now. this second case does actually correspond to the situation 
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as it exists in reality. For the exports of the Third WorJd are not. 
in the main,. made. up of agricultural products corning from 
backward sectors with low productivity. Out of an overall total of 
expolis from the underdeveloped countries of the order of $35 
billion (in 1966), the ultra-modern capitalist sector (oil. mining, 
and primary processing of minerals, modern plantations -like 
those of United Fruit in Central America, or of Unilever in Africa 
and Malaya) provides at least three-quarters, or $26 billion. If 
these products were provided by the advanced countries, with the 
same techniques- and so the same productivity-the average 
rate of profit being around 15. percent on capital installed, and 
the capital employed representing one-seventh of this (replaced 
after five to ten years, seven being the average), and with the rate 
of surplus value 100 percent (which therefore corresponds to a 
capital-output ratio of the order of 3.5)- their value would be at 
least $34 bilJion. The transfer of value from the periphery to the 
center under this heading alone would amount, at a modest 
estimate, to $8 billion. 

As regards the other exports of the Third World, provided by 
the backward sectors, with low productivity (agricultural produce 
supplied by peasantries of the traditional type), is the situation 
less clear? Here the differences in the reward of labor (the term 
"wages" is out of place. in this context) are accompanied by a 
)ower productivity. How much lower? It is all the harder to say 
because the products involved are7 as a rule. not comparable: tea, 
coffe�, cocoa are produced only in the periphe.ry. It can be safely 
suggested. however, that rewards are proportionately much lower 
in �he. periphery than are productivities. An African peasant obtains. 
for example, in return for 100 days of very hard work every year, 
a supply of imported manufactured goods the value of which 
amounts to barely twenty days of simple labor of a European 
skilled worker. If this peasant produced with modern European 
techniques (and we know, concretely, what this means, from the 
modernization projects drawn up by agronomists), he would work 
300 days a year and obtain a product about six times as large in 
quantity: his productivity per hour would at best be doubled. 
Exchange is thus very unequal in this case: the value of these 
products, if the reward of labor were proportionate to its produc-
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th:ity, would not be of the order of-$9 billion. (which is what it is) 
but 2.5 times as mucht that is. around $23 billion. The transfer 
of value from the periphery to the cen�er is thus of the order of 
$14 billion. It is not surprising that this .transfer is here propor
tionately much greater than that which arises from the products 
of modern indus try. In the case of the latter t the content of 
imported capital goods is much greater, whereas this is negligible 
where the products of traditional ag�iculture are concernedt in 
which direct labor represents almost the whole of the value of the 
product. 

· 

Altogether, then, if exports from the periphery amount to 
about $35 billion, their value, if the rewards of labor were �quivalent 
to what they are at the center. with -the same productivity, would 
be about $57 bilJion. The hidden transfers of value from the 
periphery to the center, due to the mechanism of unequal exchange, 
are of the order of $22 biilion, that is to say, twice the amount of the 
.. aid., and the private capital that the periphery receives. One is 

certainly justified in talking of the plundering 9f the Third World. 
The imports that the advanced countries of the West receive 

from the Third WorJd represent, it is truet only 2 or 3 percent of 
�heir gross internal product, which was about $1.2 billion in � 966. 
But these exports from the underdeveloped countries represent 20 
percent of their product, which was about �150 billion. The 
hidden transfer of value· due to unequal exchange is thus of the 
order of 15 percent of this product, which is· far from being 
negligible in relative terms, and is alone sufficient to account for 
the blocking of the growth of the periphery, and the increasing 
gap between it and the center: The contribution that this transfer 
makes is not negligible, either, wh�� seen from the standpoint of 
the center, which benefits from it, since it comes to about 1.5 
percent of the centerts product. But this transfer is especia11y 
important for the giant firms that are its direct beneficiaries. 

The thesis of uneq ua1 exchange has called forth three types of 

criticism. Bettelheirn, while remaining within Emrnanuers frame
work of reasoning, nevertheless refrains from drawing the logical 
conclusion from the extension of Marx•s models (of the trans

formation .of values into prices of production) into the field of 
international relations arid from hfs own assumption that the rate 
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of surplus value is higher at the center: indeed, he ought to have 
deduced from this that it is the advanced countries that are the 
victims of unequal exch�nge! Other critics have claimed that 
wages are higher at the center because the productivity of labor is 
hig�er there, so that the inequality is "justified." 1et us recall, as 
Emmanuel does, that for Marx the value of labor ower is mde en
de._!lt o 1ts productivity. Apparently more subtle is the attitude of 
a third group of' critics who deny that the expression "'unequal 
exchange" possesses any meaning and claim that Emmanuel has 
no right to employ the value-transformation models. These models, 
they say, are significant only within the context of the capitalist 
mode of production, and cannot be applied to relations between 
different social formations. What they are doing, in fact, is denying 
that a single world capitalist system exists - in other words, they 
are, basically, denying the existence of _imperialism itselfl Of 
course the transformation models cannot be applied to any and 
every situation: for example, they could not be employed in ana)yzing 
trade relations between ancient Greece and Persia. But that is 
not the situation here: center and periphery are indeed parts of 
one and the same capitalist ·system. 

Marx constructed the theory of the capitalist mode of production, 
defining in an abstract way three conditions for this mode of pro
duction: (1) generalization of the commodity form of the products' 
(the generalized market>; (2) generalization of the commodity 
form of labor power (the existence of a sin Je labor market); and 
3) generalization of competition between ca itals (the existence of 

a s1ng!e capttal mar et, expressed m the equalization of the rate 
qf profit). These three conditions reflect abstractly the reality of 
the capitalist mode of production that Marx studied. with mid· 
nineteenth-century England as its concrete model. The world l 
capitalist system is another level of reality, which must also be de· 
fined abstractly if we are to analyze it theoretically. At this level, 
the world system is expressed in the existence of a world market 
for cominoolhes and mobtltzation of capital on the world scale. 
Since there is a world eommocthy market, there ts a problem 
concerning values on the international scale. And since this prob· 
lem exists, we must use value-transformation models. 
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Is an Economic Theory of International Exchange Possible? 

An economic theory must serve to analyze appearances, that 
is,. to study the mechanisms whereby the capitalist mode of pro
duction functions. Marx, by revealing the essence of the capitalist 
mode of production, transcended economistic "science," subjecting it 
to a fundamental critique, and showed· what must be the foundations 
of the only possible science, that of society. 

It was because they remained economistic, and therefore alienated, 
in their way of thinking that Adam Smith and Ricardo sought to 
work out an economic theory of international exchange. In order 
to do this they had to assume the existence of a pure capitalist 
mode of production for both partners in exchange. But Smith 
already pe�eived the function of external trade that con·esponds 
to the beginnings of capitalism ("the generation of a surplus 
restricted by the narrowness of the internal agricultural markef'), 
just as Ricardo perceived its function for his time: "the generation 
of a surplus hindered by the diminishing returns of agriculture." 
Marx, as Christian Palloix has pointed out. synthesized Smith 
and Ricardo. If he went no further in this field, this was probably 
not ·beca!lse he failed to perceive the problem but, on the contrary. 
because he did perceive it. Since the theory of relations between 
different social formations cannot be an economistic one, interna
tional relations, which belong preci�ely to this context, cannot 
give rise to an .. economic theory:f What Marx says about these 
relations is in accordance with the questions that arose in his own 

1 time. Transfer of surplus from the periphery to the center at that 
time could not. indeed, be very substantial: the periphery ·was in 
those days exporting very little in absolute quantities, and, besides, 
rewards at the center were low- not very different, given equal pro
ductivity. from those at the periphery. It is not the same today, 
however, when 75 percent of exports from the periphery come 
from modern capitalist enterprises, and when the. rates at which 
labor is rewarded at the center and at the periphery have diverged 
considerably. 

The neoclassical fonn of the economistic theory of exchange. 
based on the subjective theory of value, represents, here as else
where, a step backward in comparison with Ricardo's eco�omism 
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-for it can no longer be anything but tautological, since it has 
lost sight of the production relations. The real question is that of 
discovering what are the actual functions of international trade, 
as it has been and as it is, arid how these functions have been 
fulfilled. 

It is not certain that Marxists since Marx himself have always 
seen what the problem is. As an example. here is an argument used 
by Bukharin (p. 40): 

Corresponding to the movement of labour-power as one of the poles of 
capitalist relations is the movement of capital as another pole. As in 
the former case the movement is regulated by the law of.equalisation 
of the wage scale, so in the latter case there takes place an inter
national equalisation of the rates of profit. 

Bukharin does not see that the world capitalist system is not 
homogeneous; that it cannot be seen as the capitalist mode of pro
duction on a world scale. 

It w.as Rosa Luxemburg's great merit to have realized that 
relations between the center and the periphery depend on the 
mechanisms of primitive accumulation. because what is involved is 
not the economic mechanisms characteristic of the internal func
tioning of the capitalist mode of production but relations between 
this mode of production and formations that are different from it. 
Preobrazhensky wrote, in the same spirit, about these exchanges. 
that they are "the. exchange of a smaller quantity of labor by one 
systeri1 of economy or one country for a larger quantity of labor 
furnished by another system of economy �r another country' • (p. 91). 
When that happens. unequal exchange is possible. 

The dominant economistic theory, inspired by the Soviet Union, 
marks a step backward. Goncol, Pavel, at:ld Horovitz claim, according 
to Palloix. that "the value of the products suppHed by the under
developed countries is determined by that of the advanced countries. 
sector by sector throl:Jghout production; and this value is practically 
zero, because the advanced countries would be able to produce for 
nothing a product that specialization has nevertheless assigned for 
production to the underdeveloped countries .. (pp. 257-58). This 
argument will not stand up, for 75 percent of exports from the 
periphery come from modern enterprises with a very high productivity, 
and the t·est-mainly exotic agricultural products-simply cannot be 
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produced in the advanced countries. It is· understandable that it 
should be a Romanian economist, Rachmuth, who has come out 
against this view; although, unfortunately, he invokes another 
economistic theory, narne1y. Ricardo's. International exchange based 
on comparative costs, he says, intensities unevenness of development 
if "the advanced country specializes in activities that are susceptible 
to the biggest possible increase in productivity, whereas the less 
deveJoped country is confined to specializing in the sectors in which 
increases in productivity are very limited.'·' This is only partly 
true, since the specialized production of the periphery involves 
modem products· to a considerable degree. Once again, the economis
tic theory of comparative advantages fails to answer the question: �hy 
are the underdeveloped countries restricted to this or that kind of 
specialization - in other words, what are the functions. of inter
national exchange? 

The economistic theory of comparative advantages, even in its 
scientific Ricardian version. has only a limited validity; it describes 
exchange conditions at a given moment, but it does ·not allow for 
preference for some specialization,. based on comparative productivities 
as these stand at a given moment, as against development, in·other 
words, improvement in these productivities. It can�ot account for 

.the two essential facts that characterize the way world trade has 
developed in the setting of the capitalist system: (1) the development 
of trade between advanced countries that are of similar structure, 
and in which, therefore, the distribution of comparative.productivities is 
similar- a development that seems to be more rapid than that of 
trade between advanced countries and 1;1nderdeveloped ones, although 
the distribution of comparative productivities is more diverse in the 
latter case; and (2) the successive and varying forms assumed by 
specialization in the periphery. including its present forms, under 
which the periphery supplies raw materials that are mostly produced 
by modern capitalist enterprises with high productivity. · 

To explain these two phenomena, it is necessary to take note, 
first, of the theory of capitalism's inherent tendency to expand 
markets, and. second, of the theory of the domination of the 
periphery by the center. 

· 

{ Analysis of exchange between advanced countries and under-
developed ones leads us to observe that exchange is u'nequal 
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whenever labor of the same productivity is rewarded at a lower rate 
in the periphery. This fact cannot be ex..,Rla.in.ed without bringing in 
the policy followed by the capital that dominates in the P.erighecy.._as 
regard's the-organiza1ion Of Jab or sypply_._ How_ capital organizes 
pro1etanamzatlon tn flie periphery, how the specializations that 1t 
impm·es there glveruero apefmane�t_�_l!Q...grQ...wing surplus o! lab� 
power m relatloiirooemaiid- these are the real problems that 
have to be solved. -------·· ---------·----

Unthe basis of the history of the development of the labor 
market in Rhodesia, Arrighi criticizes W. A. Lewis's theory of the 
dynamic of the supply of and demand for labor in the underdeveloped 
economies, Lewis postulates a potentia) surplus of labor pow�r in the 
"traditionar' sector ("concealed unempJoyment"). productivity being 
low in that sector-. a surplus that is reduced as the "modern,., 
high-productivity sector develops. It is this surplus that makes it 
possible to reward labor at a low rate in the modern sector. which is 
said to have an unJimited supply of labor power. at its disposal. 
Arrighi shows that, in fact, the opposite has occurred in Rhodesia: 
the superabundance of the labor supply in the modern sector is 
increasing, being greater in the 1950s and 1960s than it had been in 
the early days of colonization, between 1896 and 1919- because 
the superabundance is organized by the economic policy of the state 
and of capital (especially through the "reservations" policy). It is 

thus not the "laws of the market" that ex lai 
evo ved in the periphery (which is the basis of une ual exchan e bu 
qui simply the �licies of primitive gccumulation that are practiced 
there. 
-

Other Formulations and Aspects of Unequal Exchange 

Formulation of the theory of unequal exchange in terms of the 
transformation of values into prices of production is essential in that it 
enables us to give the concept a scientific content, and thereby to define 
the conditions governing it, but it is not "practical." Indeed, the trans-

• 

formation of values into prices, in accordance with Marx•s method, does 
not allow for the fact that the constituent elements of constant capital, 
the inputs, are themselves commodities, incorporated in the production 
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process and for this purpose reckoned not at their values but at their 
prices. The same is true of the commodities consumed �y the pro
ducers, which constitute the real content of wages. In order to take. 
this general interdependence into consideration we need to stay at the 
level of immediate appearances. of prices. as Sraffa does. He arrives 
afresh, on the basis of an analysis carried out in positivistic 
empirical terms. at the essential conclusions that were drawn by 
Marx, namely, that th.e system of relative prices and the average rate 
of profit are determined by the level of real wages. This proof 
demolishes the entire edifice of su.bjectivist economics, depriving the 
"economic rationality., based upon subjective value of its claims to 
absolute validity, and reducing it to rational choice within a given 
system chiefly defined by a social relation that determines the value 
oflabor power. What is of interest here is that Sraffa's system can be 
used to measure the �egree of unequal exchange, as Oscar Braun 
has shown. 

. The latter assumes that two commodities. iron and wheat. are 
produced in a certain economy with the following technologies:· 

13 tons of iron + 2 tons of wheat+ 10 man-years= 27 T of iron 
lOtonsofiron + 4tons ofwheat + lOman·years = 12T ofwheat 

If the rate of profit r is uniform, we have: 

(13 P, + 2 p2) (1 + r) + lOw = 27p1 

and 

(lOp, + 4 p2) (1 + r) + lOw = 12 p2 

in which p, represents the price of a ton of iron and p2 that of a ton 
of wheat, and w the wages paid per man�year. 

Let us assume that the iron is produced by country A, an 
advanced country, in which wages are w1 • whereas the wheat is 
produced by country B, a dominated country, in which wages are 
w2, less than �1• If wages were the same in A and B- equal. say, 
to· 0.56- then the rate of profit would be 0.20 and the price of 
wheat 2.44, the price of iron being 1. If, however, wages in A were 
0. 70 and in B 0.12 (or 5.8 times less). then, with the same average 
rate of profit of 0.20, the price of wheat would fall to 1.83. A 
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worsening <?f the terms of trade for country B (exporting wheat and 
importing iron) by 25 percent wouJd imply, with an unaltered 
average rate of profit, a radical transformation in the respective 
wage levels: in A wages would increase by 25 percent, whil� in B they 
would fall to 17 percent of what they had been. ConverseJy, if wages 
were the same in A and B, with equal productivity {as is the case, 
since B produces wheat in accordance with the technique previously 
used in A), the international price of wheat would have been 

·different from what it is when wages are lower in B. Which is cause 
and which is effect: the international prices. or the inequality in 
wage levels? The question �s pointless. Inequality in wages, due to 
historical teasons (the difference between social formations). consti
tutes the basis of a specialization and a system of international 
prices that perpetuate this inequality. 

Conventional economic the011' remains fundamentally umicro
economic. •• In international relations it refuses to see anything but 
relations between individuals -the buyers and sellers. And yet the 

·mercantilist experience contradicts this view of the matter: down to 
the beJated victory of free trade, international economic reJations 
were strictly subordinate to . the policies of governments. The history 
of the chartered companies that operated within the framework of a 

monopoly of foreign trade shows this. Great Britain did not hesitate 
to employ political means in order to ruin possible competitors, as in 
the case of Indian industry. The doctrine of free trade has only ever 
bee� preached by the �ronger, after they have established a 
dominant position by other means. A study of tariff policies leads 
one to consider the monopolistic character ofinternational relations. 
According to the theory of comparative advantages, if a state sets up 
a protective tariff, its trading partners ha\'e no interest in replying in 
kind. For the newly established tariff is a "fact" that alters the 
distribution of relative prices inside the country that has estab1ished 
it. Other countries will continue to "maximize their satisfactions" by 
prac.ticing free trade wit� this country and looking upon its internal 
price system -allowing for the customs duties-as a "datum." 
Reasons that might justify a reply in kind are excluded in advance 
from the theoretical assumption. These reasons are twofold: on the 
one hand, the purpose of the tariff is to create a monopoly, which 
improves the terms of trade, and, on the other, by protecting itself in 
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this way. the country that does so makes it possible for certain 
industries to come into being behind the tariff barrier. In this 
manner it creates an advantage for itself in the future. The other 
countries ought, then, to do the same. Advocates of free trade 
answered by claiming that th.e reply-in�kind made by a country that 
increases its tariffs as the result of a similar action taken by its 
trading partners is based upon a miscalcu1ation. On the one hand, 
to be sure, the country's terms of trade are improved; but, on the 
other, a nonoptimal distribution of resources is brought about. 
Taussig and Edgeworth affirmed, though without proving this, that 
the disadvantage so incurred was greater than the advantage gained. 
Actually. this was a pseudo-problem, for the theory of "optimal 
distribution of resources" is based on that of "factorial endowment," 
which is meaningless in the context of a dYnamic view. · 

· 

One trend in contemporary econometrics has proposed to "measure" 
the unevenness of monopoly in international relations by looking at 

states as the units in world trade. This trend measures the .. comparative 
in tensity,. of the exports and imports of states, price eJasticities �nd 
income from external trade, and elasticities of _substitution. However. 
the contribution made by their work is of only secondary-importance for 
understanding the relations between advanced countries and under· 
developed ones. Nations' are seen as oligopolists of unequal strength. 
While this is true, theoretically, for relations between advanced 
countries, it is not the same for relations between advanced countries 
and underdeveloped ones. For the oligopolistic conception of inter
national relations presupposes economic independence of the buyers 
and sellers. In relations . between the advanced countries and the 
rest, however, the complementary character of the economies con· 
cerned, created by the mechanisms of specialization in the context of 
domination by the more highly developed economy, which adjusts 
the structure of the dependent country to suit its own needs, rules 
out this assumption of mutuai·independence. Extern.al analysis of 
bilateral monopolies or oligopolies will certainly be obliged one day 
to leave the domain of ''games theory" in order to analyze social for
m at ions and the political �elations between the different dominant 
classes within these social formations. 

Instead of confining onesel(to description of the phenomenon of 
inequality by carrying out econometric me·asurements of its outward 
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manifestations (elasticities), w·hat is needed is to analyze the place 
held by the monopolies in world trade. Today the greater part of the 
raw materials that are exp�rted by the underdeveloped countries are 
controlled by the monopolies, either directly, at the stage of 
production. or eJse at �he stage of world trade. The amount of profit 
realized by a monopoly is proportionate to the strength of this 
monopoly in relation to the producers it controls, and this strength is 
undoubtedly greater in the 

.
underdeveloped countries. To what 

extent will it. be possible to effect.a transfer of value? A priori. there 
is no means of determining the answer, for political considerations 
may not be without influence on the firm•s attitude in the matter. 
Broadly, however. it is possible to say that this transfer can be 
effected up to the point,at which the price of the product no longer 
covers more than the price of local production services (wages and 
rents), paid at the minimum ·rate, that is, so as to ensure subsistence 
for the wage earners and the amount of luxury consumption needed 
if the-local pt·operty�owwg classes are not to [breaten tfie foteifln 
monopoly with nationalization. The way these property-owning 

'classes Uitnk 1s understandable, moreover. Nationalization does not 
onJy involve danger for them: besides the political difficulties it  may 
engender, it cannot free the underdeveloped countries from the need 
to employ foreign technicians and foreign capital, which in such 
circumstances may require even higher remuneration. 

Re1ative prices and comparative real rewards of labor do not 
constitute the only elements that enter into the theory of unequal 
exchange that we need, although they are its essential components. 
In the system of actual prices on the basis of which economic 
decisions are made, a special element is constituted by the cost of 
access to natural resources. We have seen that economic calculation 
based on the system of actual prices possesses no particular rationality. 
since some of these natural resources are subject to exclusive appro
priation by a certain class� which introduces a factor of htequality. 
while others are free to all. Furthermore, these resources are dis· 
tributed among different nations, and the conditions governing their 
appropriation are not everywhere the same. 

· In general, the "fair.. international price of a product that 
necessitates consumption of a natura) resource should include an 
element of rent, added to the equal reward of labor and the average 
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profit, adequate to make possible the reconstitution of this 1·esource. 
If what is involved is a resource that is self-renewing. like land, air, 

' 
r water, then the price must. make possible the satisfactory 

1 maintenance of this perm· anent resource. If what is involved is a 
:resource that is liable to exhaustion, like hydrocarbons or minerals. 
then the price must make possible the development of a replacement 
'activity of equal value to the nation. 

I 
This is rarely the case, however. The capitalist system makes use 

of the precapitalist forms of appropriation that are current in the 
countries of the periphery in order not to pay for the upkeep of the 
land. Systematic destruction of soils is a major factor of Io�g-term 

I 
impoverishment for the dependent economies. This dest�uction is to 

· the advantage of the dominant economies, through prices that are 
:lower than would be those of possible substitute products. 

Technological dependence is another aspect of unequal exchange, 
the importance of which wiiJ doubtless inc�ease. UNCT AD (the 
United Nations Committee for Trade and Development) has tried to 
work out the total amount of the transfers that the underdeveloped 
countries make .to th� advanced ones under this heading: royalties 
and payments for the use of patents, profits paid as a result of shares 
accorded to forejgn capital in exchange for good will and know·how, 
super·prices paid by enterprises when they buy spare parts. fees for 
after�saJes services. and so on. The· minimum estimate, regarded as 
very much an underestimate by UNCT AD itself, was $1.5 billion in 
1968. These transfers are increasing at the rate of .20 percent per 
year. and so in 1980 will amount to $9 billion or 20 percent. of the 
probable exports of the underdeveJeped world at the end of the 
present decade. 

Here, too, we see a monopoly price- the price of what is 
certainly the most absolute of monopolies, that of technique. So long 
as production techniques were relatively simple, domination necessi
tated direct control of the means of production, that is. i":l practice, 
foreign owrtership of capital. This direct form of appropriation tends 

I 
t.Q_ become pointless as soon as the time arrives when. through 
technology, central capital is in a JlOsition to dominate the industries 
of the Thh'd World and draw substantial rofits from them without 
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3. THE EXPANSIONISM OF THE tAPITALIST 
MGDE OF PRODUCTION 

Precapitalist ana Mercantilist Foreign Trade 

ISS 

"International'· exchange is defined as exchange of products be
tween different social fonnations. What is characteristic of pre
capitalist societies is the low intensity of internal exchanges. Inside 
the village coinmunity. the 1ord's estate. or the Oriental empire, the 
circulation of some products is well organized (payment of dues, 
exchange of gifts on certain occasions, circulation of dowries, etc.); 
this, how�ver, is not commodity exchange but merely accompanies 
the fulfilment. of social obligations of an extraeconomic kind. Nor is 
there much exchange between village communities or feudal lordships: 
each unit, resembling its neighbor, lives self-sufficiently. Hardly any of 
these societies, however, is unacquainted with long-distance trade .. This 
trade procures-for all of them exotic products whose cost of production 
they are unable to calculate. 

The Chinese porcelain that has been found in Central Africa. the 
ostrich feathers that made their way to Europe, the famous "spices"
these bear witness to the nature of this long-distance trade. Whole 
societies (Phoenicia and ancient Greece, for example) were based upon 
this activity of bringing into contact worlds that were ignorant of each 
other. In many societies with a low l�vel of differentiation, possessing 
only a slight surplus, control of products supplied by this trade was of 
vital importance in the organization of the social formation. But there 
was, strictly speaking, no international specialization, and, in that 
sense·, long-distance trade remained marginal, since it did not enter as 
an essential element into the modes of production that were the partners 
-in exchange. 

The trade relations between the center in process of formation 
(Western Europe) and the new periphery that it was fonning for itself in 
the mercantilist era constituted a fundamental element in the capitalist 
system that was taking shape. The international trade between Western 
Europe, on the one hand, and the New World and the trading stations 
of Asia and Africa-on the other, made up, in quantitative terms, the 
bulk of world exchanges. A large proportion, probably the greater part, 
of internal exchanges at the center were moreover operations that 
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redistributed products originating in the periphery: this was the role 
performed first by Italy (especially Venice) and the Han"seatic towns at 
the end of the Middle Ages, then by Spain and Portugal in the sixteenth 
century, and then by Holland and England from the seventeenth 
century onward. The center then imported luxury consumer goods that 
were either agricultural produce (eastern spices, sugar from the 
Americas) or the work of craftsmen (silks and cottons from the 
East). These products were obtai�ed by the center either through 
simple exchange, through plundering, or through the organization 
of production established to this end. Simple exchange- with the 
East- was always in jeopardy because Europe had little to offer, 
apart from the precious metal that it procured from America. The 
constant danger of a drain of bullion was so serious that all the 

1economic teaching of the age was based on the need to oppose this 
tendency. The forms of production established in America essentially 
fulfilled the function of providing the center with precious metals 
and with certain luxury goods. After a period of pure and simple 
plundering of Amerindian treasures, intensive mining en�erprises 
were inaugurated. and had recourse to a tremendous squandering of 
human resources, as a condition for the profitability of their activity. 
At the same time a slaveowning mode of produ�tion was introduced 
in order to facilitate production of sugar. indigo, etc., in the 
Am.ericas. The entire economy of the Americas was to revolve 
around these areas of development for the benefit of the center. The 
raising of livestock, for example, s�rved the purpose of providing 
food for the mining areas and those where the slave·run plantations 
were located. The "triangular trade., that began with the seeking of 
slaves in Africa fulfilled this essential function: the accumulation of 
money·capital in the ports of Europe as the result of selliag proElucts 
of the periphery to members of tl:J.e �Hiing classes, wbo were then 
stimulated to transform themselves frem fel:leelists iHte agrarian 
capitalists. 

'"Thu;, the prehistory of capitalism, the epoch of merchant 
capitaL which runs from the great discoveries {the sixteenth century) 
to the Industrial RevoJution (the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries), 
assigned specific functions to the periphery (mainly America and 
Africa together with, later on, India under British rule). Capitalism 
in its fully developed, industrial form could come to flower only as a 
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resuJt of the exceptional encounter of the separate elements of the 
capitalist mode of production: one of these was a concentration of 
movable wealth, the other was profetarlanlzation. Whtle the second , 
element appeared as the result of the interna1 disintegration of the 
feudal mode of production in Europe, the first was born of 
international exchange between the capitalist center in process of 
formation, on the one hand, and, on the other, its periphery and the 
independent social formations that were brought into contact with 
it. America, with its treasures of gold and silver, was at first 
subjected to brutal . plundering. Then long-distance trade changed its 
character. First, it enabJed the merchants of the Atlantic ports -
Dutch, �nglish, and French- to become rich. Then. for the 
benefit of this trade, pJantations were organized in America, and 
these necessitated the. slave trade. which was to play a vital part in 
the development of capitalism. 

The International Flow of Capital 

m the Fully Developed Capitalist System 

International trade changed its character when capitalism became a 
world system. For the first time in history it is possible to speak with 
justification of international specialization - in other words, exchange 
of products the value of which is known. 

What are the structural features of the world capita]ist system as 
it has taken shape during the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, as 
regards world trade and inter·national capital movements? Starting 
from what is most obvious, we note first of all the disproportion 
(which is, moreover. increasing) between the economies concerned. 
The advanced world (North America, Western Europe, the USSR 
and Eastern Europe, Japan, Australia, and New Zealand) rep· 
resented in 1938 about 800 million people, as against L3 billion in 
the ''Three Continents" (including China, which had 400 million 
inhabitants at that time). It possessed 70 percent of the world's 
income� The average ratio of income per head was 1 to 4. Thirty 
years Jater, this ratio is 1 to 6 (China being excluded, as no longer 
forming part of the world market), the proportion of the world•s 
popu1ation living in the underdeveloped countries (China still 
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excluded) having increased from 53 to 58 percent, while the propor
tion represented by their production has fallen from 20 to 18 percent. 

The proportion of world trade contri�uted by trade between 
center and periphery declines, while exchanges within the center 
increase. At the end of the eighteenth. century the foreign tr�de of 
France, which came. third after England and Holland� was of the 
order of 550 to 600 million livres (gold francs), respective� for 
exports and imports, of which 220 million represented direct 
exchanges with the periphery. (American colonies and the Levant), 
excluding exports of slaves; while an important fraction of France's 
imports from England and Holland (about 160 million altogether) 
consisted of exotic products re-exported by those countries. Trade 
with the periphery, direct and indirect, thus represented considerably 
more than half of France's foreign trade. Around 1850, France's 
foreign trade had doubled in comparison with the leveJ of 1780 
(which was recovered in 1825): 1.1 billion in imports and 1.2 billiort 
in exports. Extra-European trade accounted for 45 percent under 
both headings and even if trade with the United States be excluded, 
the figure was still ·more than 25 percent. In addition, a large 
proportion of France's imports from England still consisted of 
colonial products. Finally, it is to be observed that France's trade 
with its industrial neighbors in Western Europe (England, West 
Gennany, Belgium) was not much greater than its trade with the 
Jess developed countries. of Europe (Russia, the Austrian empire, 
Spain, and Italy). It can be said that 35 to 40 percent of France's 
foreign trade was still with the periphery. These proportions were 
not very different after the war of 1870, trade with the non· European 
periphery, the United States excluded, being then of the order .of 25 
percent of all France's trade (which was worth about 4.5.bi111on, for 
both exports and imports). On the eve of the First Wor1d War the 
proportions had even evolved further in favor of trade with the 
periphery: out of a total $7.7 billion in imports, over 30 percent 
came from the "Three Continents," including the French colonies, 
while 25 percent of exports (out of a total of 5.8 billion) went to those 
countries. But trade with the advanced capitalist countries of 
Europe and the United States had become much more important 
than trade with the backward eastern and Mediterranean parts of 
Europe- 6.Stimes as important;Despite the extraordinary increase in 
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oil imports. trade with the periphery has fallen to less than 25 
percent of a11 France's trade in recent years, the greater part of the 
countt·y"s exchanges now being carried on with other European 
countries (patiicularJy th'ose of the Common Market) and the 
United States. Britain's trade shows the same features in its 
evolution, but still more pronounced. The share of the periphery in 
the absorption of British manufactured goods (especially cottons) 
was preponderant down to 1850, at least. On the world scale, 
similarly, the proportion of internal exchanges within the developed 
group of countries. which was around 46 percent of world trade in 
1928� had increased to 62 percent in 1965. while, correlatively, the 
proportion represented by exchanges between the center and the 
periphery decreased from 22 percent to 17 percent. In other words, 
the development of capitalism at the center has increased the 
relative intensity of the internal flows, but in the periphery it has 
increased onJy that of the external flows. 

Another piece of evidence is provided by the increased degree of 
speciaJization in the exports of the underdeveloped countries -
specialization in the export of a few '"basic products," generally 
accompanied by a relative concentration of suppliers and customers. 
C�rtain oversimplifications must, however, be avoided. 

In the first place, the underdeveloped countries have no monopoly of 
exports of .. basic products•· (i.e., primary products, agricultural, 
and �1ineral). There are rich countries that export basic products 
(Scandinavian timber, Australian wool, etc.) and there are ''primary,. 
products the trade in which is mainly carried on by advanced 
count1·ies (wheat. for example). We shall see that the way the prices 
of these products behave is different from that of the exports of the 
underdeveloped countries. Identifying the underdeveloped countries 
with the exporters of basic products leads to a mistake in theory. 
The ve.-y nature of the products exchanged has evolved. In the initial 
stages, exotic agricultural products were exchanged for manufactured 
goods of current consumption (textiles, hardware, etc.): this was the 
situation in the age of the sirnp1e economie de traite. When an 
industry producing goods that took the place of imports was able to 
arise, through the expansion of the home market resuJting from the 
commercialization of agriculture and the development of mining, 
trade evolved to a stage in which what were exchanged were basic 
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products in return for consumer goods and the production goods 
(power, raw materials, semifinisbed goods, equipment) needed by
the light industry that was replacing the former imports. At a 
further stage. the underdeveloped countries might become exporters 
of manufactured consumer goods, these being either exported from 
the more advanced to the less advanced of the countries concerned 
(this is already quite common), or even exported to the developed 
countries of the center - this is the policy recommended by certain 
international authorities. 

The degree of integration into the world market can, in its turn, 

be measured. Crude observation, noting the ratio of exports to the 
gross domestic product, throws little light on this, for there is a wide 
.. scatter" in this respect in the two groups of countries. If, however, 

·we consider the exchanges between the advanced world and the 
underdeveloped world taken as wholes, we note that the relative 
importance of the products exchang·ed is greater for the under� [developed economies than for the advanced ones. This is because the 
main part of the trade of the advanced countries is carried on by 
these countries among themselves. Whereas the advanced countries 
do about 80 percent of their trade among themselves and only 20 
percent with the underdeveloped countries, the proportion is inverse 
for the countries of the periphery. which do 80 percent of their trade 
with the advanced countries. When we reach this point, the 
apparent confusion clears up. For the advanced 'countl'ies, a strong 
negative correlation is observable between the economic stature of a 
given country and its ratio of exports to product. At the head of the 
list stand the "small countries" (Scandinavia. the Netherlands, 
Eastern European countries, etc.). with the "great powers" of 
Weste(n Europe in the middle and the United States and the USSR 
at the end. This fact reflects the inherent tendency of capitalism to 
expand the market, which is overlooked by the theory of compara
tive advantages. For the underdeveloped countries

_
, this element of \ economic stature is largely concealed by _the degree to which they 

have been developed on the basis of external demand. Taken 
together, however. the underdeveloped countries can a� ready be seen 
as highly integrated into · the world market. 

As regards the international flow of capital, stx groups of 
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significa.nt facts need to be included together in the explanatory 
model. 

First, export of capital �rom the oldest centers of capitalism did 
not become really· large-scale until after about 1880. Britain's 
exports of capital increased from £100 million in 1825-1830 to £210 

million in 1854 and £1.3 billion in 1880, and then increased to 
£3.763 billion in l9l3. In the case of France the leap was sudden: 
from 12-14 biiiion francs in 1870 to 45 billion in 1914. For Germany 
the figures are: 5 billion marks in 1883; 22-25 billion in 1914. And 
for the U.S.: $500 million in 1896; $1.5 billion in 1914; $18.583 

billion in 1922; $25.202 billion in 1933. 
Second •. this export of capital has taken place principally from 

the old centers of capitalism to the new centers in process of 
formation. and only to a smaller extent to the underdeveloped 
countties. Thus. Russia, the United States, and the .. white" Dominions 
of the Britis_h Empire were the principal outlets. In our own time the 
principal movement of capital is from the United States to Europe, 
Canada. Australia, and South Africa. 

Third, export of capital has not replaced export of goods but, on 
the contrary, has· given it a stimulus. The average rates of growth of 
world trade were 3.3 percent in 1840-1880, 14 percent in 1880·1913, 

0 for the interwar period, and 7 percent for the period since 1950. 

The great period of capital export, 1880-1913, was also that which 
saw the biggest growth in world trade. 

Fourth, the dynamic of the flow of investment of foreign capital 
and the back-flow of repatriated profit is very different in the case of 
relations oetween an t>ld center and a new center in formation from 
what it is in relations between the center and the periphery. In the 
latter case, the periphery passes from the status of "young bonower·· 
(the inflow of imported capital exceeding the outflow of exported 
income) to that of .. old borrower" (the outflow of profits exceeding 
the inflow of new capital), and becomes stabilized at this stage. In 
relations between an old center and a new center in formation, the 
course of evolution is different: the new center itself becomes in its 
turn an exporter of capital (first "young lender,u then ''old lender"). 

Fifth, whereas in the new centers in formation wages tend to rise 
to the level prevailing in the old centers from which the capital 
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comes (sometimes, eveny their wage level is actually higher from the 
I start). the gap between wages at the center and at the periphery; for 
1 the same productivities. tends, on the contrary, to become wider. 

Sixth, and. finally, the rate of profit in the periphery is higher 
than at the center. This difference is modest, however, in comparison 
with the relative gap in the rewards of labor. The gross yields of U.S. 
investments. for example, are about 15 to 22 percent in Latin 
America, as against 11 to 14 percent in the United States itself. 

The Second World War did not merely overturn the relations of 
strength between the great powers, jusf as the First World War had 
done. it aJso established a new. sort of hierarchy, with the United States 
playing thereafter a role that was quite out of .proportion with the roles 
played by the other great powers of the West. This change was reflected 
in the absolute preponderance of the U.S. in the export of capital: that 
country's share grew from 6.3 percent in 1914 and 35.3 percent in 1930 
to 59.1 percent in.1960, while that of Great Britain shrank from 50.3 
percent to 43.8 percent and then to 24.5 percent, and the share of the 
two other principal exporters of capital (Germany and France) from 
39.5 to 11 and then 5.8. However, the advanced countries have betome 
by far the chief markets for American capital: in 1966 Europe absorbed 
40.3 percent of it, Canada 34.8 percent, and Australia, Japan, and 
South Africa 7.2 percent, whereas the entire Third Wor'd received only 
17.7 percent. The distribution of this capital between sectors of the 
economy is very different, depending on whether the country receiving it 
is of the advanced or of the underdeveloped ca.tegory. In the total 
volume of direct American investment in 1964 the mining sector took 8 
percent, oil production 32.4 percent, the processing industries 38 
percent; public services, trade, and miscellaneous services 21.6 percent. 
If we consider American investments in different regions separately. 
however, we find that the share received by the processing industries 
rose to 54.3 percent in Europe, 44.8 percent in Canada, and 54.1 per
cent in Australia and New Zealand; whereas it fell to 24.3 percent in 
latin America, 17.5 perce1_1t in Asia, and 13.8 percent in Africa. On the 
other hand, the share of investment that went into mining and oil pro
duction rose in the periphery to about 60 percent and 20 percent went 
into the tertiary sector. If we also consider th�t most of the American� 
owned industries in Europe produce for the European market (Ameri
can capital controls SO percent of the automobile industry in Britain, 40 
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percent of the oil industry in Germany, 40 percent of the industries 
produ�ing electrical and electronic equipment in France, and nearly all 
the large �scale industries in Canada). whereas in the periphery most of 
the foreign�owned industries produce for the external market (pro� 
cessing of mineral products before they are exported), we can 
conclude that the bulk of the center's capital invested in the 
periphery is concerned with exporting activities (mining, oil, primary 
processing of mineral products), with the second place being 
occup ied by tertiary activities connected with exports, and industry 
producing for the local market playing only a min or role. 

The Question of the Terms of Trade 

The movement of the net barter terms of trade altered after 1880. 
Between 1800 and 1880, Britain,s terms of trade steadily worsened, 

passing from index 245 in 1801-1803 to 118 in 1843� 1848, 110 in 
1848-1856, and 100 in 1880. If we accept, what is broadly true, that 
Britain w�s in those days the princ ipal supplier of manufactured 
goods and that its imports were largely made up of raw materials 
and agricultural produce originating in less advanced parts of the 
world;this meant that in 1880, with the same physical quantity of 
exports (of cotton, for example), the underdeveloped regions were 
receiving two and a half times as much in manufactured goods (in 
yards of cotton textiles, for instance) as in 1800, and 1.2 as much as 

·in the .middle of the century. After 1880 the movement went into 
·reverse. The terms of trade worsened for supp1iers of raw materials 
and agricu1tural produce, passing from index 163 in 1876-1880 to 
index 120 in 1926�1930 and 100 in 1938. This meant that in 1938 the 
underdeveloped countries could buy, with the same quantity of 
primary products exported, only 60 percent of the quantity of 
man ufactured products they would have obtained in 1880. 

The contemporary period f alls into two subperiods. During the 
Second World War, and afterward until the end of the Korean War. 
aroun d 1953·1955, the terms of trade substantialJy improved for the 

underdeveloped countries . The period of great prosperity into which 
the contemporary world entered thereafter, however, was marked by 
a serious worsening of the terms of trade, which, depending on the 
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particular products exported by the underdeveloped countries. 
showed a divergence of between 5 and 15 percent at the least, and in 
some cases perhaps as much as between 8 and 25 percent. · 

In themselves. these changes in the terms of trade mean nothing. 
If progress in productivity is more rapid in one branch of production 
than in ano ther. if is normal for the relative price of the products of 
the former branch to decline as compared with those of the latter. 
This is, indeed. the basis on which the theory of comparative costs 
founds its optiJ:tlism. Let us have a look at what actually happens in 
relations between industrial and agricultural countries. If we assume 
that prices are fixed at the level of costs of production, and that a 
technical advance takes place in the industria) countries, then costs 
of production, and, with them, the prices of manufactured products, 
decline relatively to the prices of agricultural produc.ts. The terms of 
trade improve for the agricultural countries. The latter obtain more 
and more industrial goods in return for supplying the same quantity 
as before of agricultural produce, and thereby benefit from progress 
that has been made elsewhere. 

This is what happened. apparently, in relations between· Britain 
and the rest of the world between 1800 and 1880. But what 
happened after 1880? The worsening of the terms of trade for the 
producers of .. prima1·y'' products would be nonnal if the progress of 
productivity had been greater in the export production of the under· 
developed world than in the exporting industries of the advanced 
world. ln such a case it would be the advanced countries that would, 

�{ thanks to intern·ational specialization, be reaping the benefits, along 
ll with the primary producing countries themselves, of the technical 
· p1·ogress achieved in the latter. If, however, technical progress had 

been more rapid in the export.ing branches of production in the 
advanced countries. then it would be necessary to exp�ain by what 
mechanism the countries specializing in "primary" production had 
becu deprived of the benefits of their specialization: 

What do we learn from a comparison between the long-term 
progress in agriculture and industry, respectively, within a single 
economy? 

· 
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I nco me per Head 
[in iniernationa/ units] 

Increase Annual 
percent growth rate 

United States (1850) .(1935) 
Agriculture 298 669 121 1.0 
Industry 737 1,683 127 1.0 

Great Britain (1867) (1930) 
Agriculture 581 827 42 0.6 
Industry . 418 1,15·1 175 1.6 

France (1860-1869) (1930) 

Agriculture 435 500 15 0.2 
Industry 468 1,373 193 1.8 

Australia (1886-1887) (1935-1936) 

Agriculture 678 lAOS 107 1.5 

Industry 368 1.461 294 2.9 

Progress in all these countries has been faster in industry- the 
most rapid progress in agriculture, that seen in Australia, b eing at 
about half the rate of industrial progress, even in the United States, 
where the faster pace of progress in industry has been very marked 
since 1935. 

This faster rate of progress in industry is everywhere accompanied by 
a higher degree of accumulation of capital in industry as compared 
with agriculture. 

When we move from the first group to the fourth. we find that the 
capital invested in agriculture has multiplied from three to five 
times, while the capital invested in other activities, mainly industrial� 
has multiplied from seven to eleven times. This shows the close 
correlation between capital-intensity and the Jevel of productivity. 
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· As regards the present period, the schema of technical progress 
seems to be undergoing profound change. 

Evolution of the Accumulation of Capital 

Income per 'head · 

1st group: about 500 
Japan, 1913 
Scandinavia, 1880 

2nd group: 1 ,000-2,000 
Great Britain, 1865 
Italy, 1913 

3rd group: 3,000 
G.reat Britain, 1885 
Germany, 1913 
France, 1913 

4th group: 4,000-5,000 
United States, 1913 

Agriculture 

100 

100-300 

300-500 

Other activities 

. .  400 

700-1,400 

2,300-3,400 

3,400-5, 100 

Evolution of the Ratio Between Capita! and Production 

United States Great Britain 

Years Processing Extractive Years National 

industries · industries economy 

1880 0.54 1.16 1875 3.51 
1890 0.73 1.36 1895 3.72 
1900 o.so· 1909 3.80 
1909 0.97 1.80 1914 3.40 
1919 1.02 2.30 1928 3.53 
1929 0.89. 2.�4 1938 2.68 
1937 0.74 1.57 1953 2.55 
1948 0.61 1.34 
1953 0�59 1.26 
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The reversal ·of the century-long evolution of this ratio reflects the 
beginning of the scientific and technological revolution of our time 
Based on automation, this is now causing the "residual factor"' 
(science) to emerge as the ·factor that tends to become the essential 
one in technical progress. while the· e�tensive factors (labor and 
capital) of the traditiona1 production function contribute only a 

diminishing share. This revolution affects only the great advanced 
countries: it began in the United States in the 1920s and in Britain in 
the 1930s. It explains why. in the underdeveloped countries, where 
industrial ac_cum ulation of the classical type is stiiJ going on, the 
capitaJ.output ratio tends to get heavier. whereas in the advanced 
countries jt is getting lighter: it is already often heavier in some 
underdeveloped countries than in a number of advanced ones. 

Generally speaking, if, in the advanced countries, during the 
classical accumulation process, agriculture has progressed less 
rapidly than industry- in countries where, nevertheless, mechani-

. zation has penetrated the countryside- it is clear, a fortiori, that 
progress in the export industry of the advanced countries has been 
greater than, in the traditional export agriculture of the under
developed countries, where mechanization is still unknown. Proof of 
this is given by a growing divergence betw�en production per head in 
industry (always, necessarily. modern in character) and in agriculture, a 
divergence that is growing. faster in the underdeveloped countries 
than in the advanced ones. As we have seen, however, the under
develop� countries are not mainly exporters of agricultural products 
·coming from their traditional-type agriculture. We must therefore 
compare the progress made (1) in the industries of the advanced 
countries that export to the underdeveloped ones; (2) in the extractive 

·industries (oil and other minerals) that export from the underdeveloped 
countries; (3) in the modem plantation agriculture of these countries; 
and (4) in the traditional export agriculture of these countries. This 
can be done if we compare the capital-output ratio for each of the 
four groups mentioned (since we lack the better indicator that their 
organic composition o( capita) would provide). We must also take 
care to estimate the capita] invested and the product (value added: 
reward of labor and capital) in the same way. As regards capital, 
estimates in current values can be accepted as being homogeneous, 
because capital goods are supplied almost exclusively by the advanced 
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countries. As regards the product, however. we must keep in mind (. the facts that, with equal productivity, �ages are lower in the under
deve1oped countries, and t�at part of the profit realized in these 
countries is transferred to the ·center, by way of the. low prices of the 
products, through the worldwide equalization of the rate of profit. 
All things being equal, homogeneous comparisons ought to show· 
lower figures for the capital-output ratio in the underdeveloped 
countries. How much lower? If, with equal productivity, real wages 
are on1y one-third in the underdeveloped countries of what they are 
in the advanced ones, if the average rate of profit before equaHzation 
is 30 percent. as compared with 1 S percent in the · advanced 
countries, and if wages represent 30 percent of the value added,.then 
the capital-output ratios of the underdeveloped countries ought to. 
be divided .by two in order to be comparable with those of the 
advanced ones. Now, in the processing industries of the Un�ted 
States, which provide a valid sample of the exports of the advanced 
world. the capital-output ratio is of the order of 2 - whereas it is 
Jess than 3 in current estimates for the oil and mining industries. of 
the underdeveloped countries, less than 1.5 for their modern 
plantation agricu1ture. and practically zero for their traditional 
agriculture: or, on the average (weighted by the relative importance 
of each of these groups of products in the exports of the under
developed world), of the order of 1.8, in current terms, for the 
exporting s·ectors of the periphery, and, in comparable terms, less 
than 1. In view of this, we are fully justified in concluding that 
progress in the export industries of the advanced countries has been 
faster than in those of the underdeveloped countries. · 

Precise analysis of the significance of the worsening of the terms 
of trade for the underdeveloped countries requires that systematic 
studies be undertaken in order to compare the evolution of relative 
prices (net barter terms of trade) with that of productivities·. The 
concept of double factorial terms of trade answers to this need t as it 
is the quotient of the net barter terms of trade by the index of 
progress in comparative productivities. Unfortunately, very few 
studies have been devoted to evolution in the double factorial terms. 
which are the·only terms that signify from the standpoint of the 
theory of unequal exchange. 

In general, we can say that the double factorial terms, which, if 
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exchange were equal, ought to have remained unaltered, have 
worsened for the underdeveloped countries since 1880. According to 
the theory of comparative advantages, the barter terms of trade 
ought therefore to have improved for the exporting underdeveloped 
countries, thus enabling these countries to profit by the more rapid 
progress achieved in the advanced industrial countries that supply 
them with manufactured goods. Yet this has not happened. How 
does conventional theory account for the fact? 

From the subjectivist angle on value, price is determined by 
demand alone, regardless of any evolution that may take place in the 
cost of production. Some present�day economists are concerned to 
explain o.n this purely subjectivist basis the mechanism of the 
worsening of the terms of trade for the underdeveloped countries. 
They claim to be able to establish that the demand, and therefore 
the price, of uprimary,. products has undergone a systematic 
decline, at least in relative terms. The law of supply and demand 
does indeed say that price falls when demand fans, if income 
remains stable. But that is precisely what is not the case here, since 
the growth of demand runs parallel with that of income. 

Raul Prebisch takes his stand on different grounds. by analyzing 
the comparative evolution, over the century, of technical progress 
and of the rewarding of the factors. He starts from the assumption 1. 
that technical progress has been more rapid in the industry of the 
advanced countries than in the primary production of the under- t 
developed ones. The benefits of technical progress can find expression 
in two ways: either prices fall, money incomes remaining the same, 
or else these incomes rise, prices remaining the same. If, in both 
types of country. prices fall as a result of progress, then changes in 
the terms of trade merely reflect the uneven spread of this progress. 
The same is true jf incomes in both types of country rise together 
with productivity. It is not the same, however, if in one type of 
country progress brings about a fall in prices, while in the other type 
it brings about a rise in income without any fall in prices. Prebisch 
claims that this is just what has happened in international trade 
relations. In the industrialized world, the wage earners have obtained 
increases in wages, made possible by the increase in productivity. In 
the predominantly agricultural countries, however, the constant 
surplus of labor supply has prevented these incomes from sharing in 
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the general prosperity. This observation impels us to briug in a new 
factor, which appeared about 1880, and which Prebisch has over
looked, namely, the transformation of capitalism at the center by 
the appearance of monopolies, a development that caused the 
economic system to resist the downward movement of prices. This is 
the reason why, all through the nineteenth century, technical 
progress was translated into a. reduction in prices, whereas after 
1880-1890 we find a steady rise in prices, and a faster rise in incomes 
(wages and profits together), as the reflection of progress. It was 
monopoly that-made possible the rise in wages, competition being 
thenceforth manifested otherwise than through reductions in prices. 
This is why the worsening in the terms of trade for the underdeveloped 
countries began with the rise of rnonopo1ies, imperialism, and the 
"aristocracy of labor .. " 

· 

But what· is, ultimately, the reason why the supply of labor is 
always excessive in the underdeveloped countries? Prebisch says that 
it is technical progress. which releases labor froin production in 
these countries. Yet technical progress does e�actly the same thing 
in the manufacturing industry. Actually, we need only consider the 
nature of the socioeconomic formations of peripheral capitalism to 
perceive that the reason for this permanent surplus of labor is quite 
obvious. These formations are characterized by the importance of 
rural reserves that are in process of disintegration, and that 
constitute the principal element in the 1abor market. In the formations 
of central capitalism such reserves no longer exist. 

It must also be said that, in the· advanced countries, although the 
supply of labor was relatively less excessive than in the underdeVeloped 
ones, progress was not reflected until about 1880 in stable prices and 
increasing wages: throughout the nineteenth century prices went on 
falling at the center of the world system. in the formations of central 
capitalism the predominant form of income is capitalist profit, 
whereas in those of peripheral capitalism it is often the rent drawn 
by the landowners, who form the class that mainly benefits from 
integration into the international market. In a capitalist economy, 
profits constitute the elastic income that responds most readily to 
variations in the conjuncture. The exceptional profits realized in a 
period of prosperity are reinvested. The release of labor due to 
technical progress is pal'tially compensated by the extra demand for 
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labor for producing capital goods. (Only partially, for the entre
preneur is interested in making an innovation only if the saving of 
labor is greater· than the addi�ional expenditure of capital.) In an 
agrarian economy integrated into the international market, the 
situation is different. The rents of the landowners, which rise in a 
period of prosperity, are not invested but spent (and, to a very large 
extent, spent on imported goods). Progress in agricultural productivity 
is not compensated, even partially, by an increasing demand for 
labor for the making of capital goods. The latter, which are 
imported, are ·paid for by part of additional _exports they make 
possible. The surplus of labor is therefore relatively larger. Added to 
this fund�mental cause of relative underemployment are other causes 
closely con�ect�d with the nature of the system, such as the ruining 
of craftsmen by foreign industry, a catastrophe that is not made up 
for by the development of a locaJ industry, so that the system has to 
recover its balance by excluding a large proportion of the population 
from production. 

The Inherent Tendency of Capitalism to Expand Markets 

The underlying reason for the expansion of the absolute and 
relative sphere occupied by international trade must be sought in the 
internal dynamic of capitalism, in its essential driving force, the 
search for profit, and in the mechanisms that this sets working. 
Between two prec�pitalist societies with relatively different structures 
there are no exchanges because the driving force of societies of this 
kind is the direct satisfaction of wants, and not the search for profit. 
This satisfaction is obtained by producing at home, that is, in the 
village, or on the great estate: the only things bought from outside 
are the very few goods that are wanted but that it is quite impossible 
to produce locally. The same reason that causes internal exchanges 
to. be infrequent causes external exchanges to be infrequent. too: 
there is no seeking for profit. and no market. There may well be 
differences in relative "real costs, H but this does not mean there is 
exchange. 
- In a capitalist economy the market expands continuously, because 

the search for profit brings about competition. and this stimulates 
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each t1rm to accumulate, to grow bigger. and to seek farther off for 
cheaper raw materials and opportun'ities. to sell more goods. The 
same mechanism that expanded the local market and created the 
national market impels the firm to sell abroad. It has been alleged 
that a firm has no call to sell abroad so long as it has not conquered 
the entire national market, and that. in order to conquer the 
11ational n1arket, it would be necessary that its "optimum size" 
should be such that a single enterprise would suffice to satisfy all the 
nation's wants. This marginalist view is not valid, for the simple 
reason that there is no Hoptimum .. size: a larger firm is .always a 
stronger one, better able to compete. What. indeed, is the alleged 
optimum size related to? To the "enterprise'' facto�, the. return on 
which is said to be at first an increasing and then a diminishing .one. 
What we see here is the desire of the neoclassicists to construct a 
symmetrical theory for all the "factors." This, however. is highly 
artificial, for "enterprise" here means "administration!' The single 
giant enterprise may well divide this administration into as many 
independent cells as are necessary in order that management may be 
opt1mal: the· compartments into which this huge enterprise is 
divided will still possess a decisive advantage over smaller competitors of 
"optimum size,•· because they have at their command common 
financial resources. 

· 

Capitalism is thus always looking for new outlets, and there is 
active external trade, whether the structures are different or whether 
they are similar, for even in the latter case there wiiJ be. a1 any given 
mon1ent, many products that are "specific/' or regarded as· such. 
These advantages are always ·changing. however, and the sphere of 
international exchange is always growing- not because each country is 
specializing to a greater extent, but. on the contrary. because pro. 
ductio11 is becoming more diversified. 

If the partners in exchange are at the same general level of 
development, then in theory there should be no comparative advantages. 
These do exist. however. but they are in constant change. If 
Germany can export Volkswagens to France. whereas France cannot 
export Renaults to Germany, this is not because the relative rewards 
of the factors and their· relative utilization are different as between 
the two. but because the Volkswagen ·nrm is technologically ahead· 
of its competitor, Renault (this being in part due to its greater size), 
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or because it commands greater financial resources. Should this 
superiority be canceled out through reorganization of the competing 
firm. the current will run the other way. If the partners in exchange 
are not at the same level of development, as in the case of exchange 
between the United States and Europe, it may be th�t the theory of 
comparative advantages can explain these exchanges, because the 
United States·s superiority in productivity is distributed unevenly as 
between branches. It is aJso true that genuine .. natural advantages" 
do exist, though in limited spheres (climatic reasons in the case of 
some agricultural products, or geological ones where mineral resources 
are concerned), and these explain why Italy exports citrus fruits to 
Norway aQd not vice versa. and why Ruhr coaJ is exchanged for 
Lorraine iron ore. 

The problem we have been considering so far is different from 
that examined by Rosa Luxemburg� Expansion of markets. extending to 
the world scale. is in _the very nature of capitalist development.· It is not( 
necessarily in order to solve a market probJemt to realize surplus value, 
that this expansion takes place. The theory of the capitalist mode of' 
production, as established by Marx and Lenin, teJJs us that the 
realization of surplu� value does not necessitate extension of the 
market by disintegration of precapitalist societies. The only problem 
that exists where realization of surplus value is concerned is a 
monetary one- that of the adequate expansion of credit. Luxemburg 
raises a problem of a different order. She does not confine herself to 
the context of the capitalist mode of production (which is the context 
of Capital) but studies another problem, namely, the extension of 
capitalism over the whole world - the problem of relations between 
capitalist social formations (those· of the center and those of the 
periphery) and of the transformation of these formations (disin
tegration of precapita1ist societies). Parallel to the process of 
expanded reproduction through deepening of the market inside the 
capitalist mode of production, a simultaneous process of primitive 
accumulation was going on, as Luxemburg showed. Thus, the 
standing contradiction between the capacity to produce and the 
capacity to consume, which reflects the essential contradiction of the 
capitalist mode of production, is constantly being overcome both by 
deepening the internal (purely capitalist) market and by extending 
the market externaJly. 
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But this contradiction, which is constantly being overcome, is 
aJso growing. It thus shows itself in an increasing surplus of capital, 
whiJe at the same time control of this capital becomes more highly 
concentrated and the capitalist market becomes worldwide. The 
export of capi�aJ on a large. scale is therefore inevitable after a 
certain point has been reached in this development. If the theory of 
comparative advantages is assigned its rightful place, a secondary 
one, and it is recognized for what it rea11y is- the theory of the 
apparent mechanisms of international trade- and not for what it 
is not - the theory of the essential forces that explain the inter· 
national extension of capitalism- then the incompatibilities between 
the theory of international trade and that of the movement of capital will 
be found to disa:Ppear. 

The inherent tendency to expand the market and constitute an 
international market is not a new phenomenon, characteristic only 
of the imperialist phase, in Lenin's sense of the latter expression. 
Oliver C. Cox has shown ·how, from its beginning in the mercantilist 
period, international trade played an essential part in the deve1op· 
ment of capitalism; how the dynamic, forward·moving, representative 
firm has always been deeply integrated into the essential networks of . . 

world trade, from the sixteenth century onward; and how today, 
despite the myth of self-sufficiency. world trade. is of vital importance 
for the biggest American firms. By deducing that capitalism as a 
world system 'cannot be analyzed in terms of a pure capitalist mode 
of production in the setting of a closed system, Cox Jines up with 
Luxemburg against Marx and Lenin . I do not agree with him on this 
point, because his argument that surplus value cannot be realized 
without an external, noncapitalist outlet is wrong: expanded repro· 
duction is possible without noncapitalist milieus - the necessary 

·outlet, nonexistent at the start, being created by the investment 
itself. And this point is essential for understanding the tendency of 
the capitalist mode of production to become exclusive when it is 
based upon the international market. 

It remains true that this permanent tendency of capitalism to 
expand the market becomes transfonned qualitatively in its forms of 
expression when concentration - ariother inherent tendency of 
capitaJism - causes the system (at the center) to· advance to the 
stage of monopo1y. This is what Lenin appreciated when he made 
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monopoly the principal axis of his· new analysis of capitalism. For 
the small enterprise typical of the nineteenth century was incap able 
of exporting capital, and the tendency to expand the market was in 
those days necessarily manifested either in trade (export of goods) 
or in political intervention by the state, acti n g  so as to subject the 
periphery to the objective requirements of the center. After 1880 
the monopolies were to act directly on their own behalf. and the 
tendency to expand the market was to find a new form of expression: 
the export of capital. 

The essential reason for the extension of world trade thus lies 
in the inherent tendency of capitalism to expand markets, and 
does not arise from any need for absorption of the surplus, either 
in the peJ·iod of competition or in that of the monopolies. This 
was what Lenin said on the question of why a capitalist country 
needs a foreign market: "Certainly not because the product cannot be\ 
realized at aU under the capitalist system. That is nonsense. A\ 
foa�eign market is needed because it is inherent in capitalist pro- l 
duction to strive for unlimited expansion . . . .. (p. 164). 

� 

I ntemational Flows of Capital 

Current textbooks of political economy deal successively, and 
in contradictory terms, with trade in commodities and international 
capital movements. It is said. in connection with the latter, that 
they are due to the uneven distribution of the factors of production, 
which results in unequal rewarding of capital. whereas previously 
the same textbooks have said that the trade in commodities is due 
to this same unevenness in the distribution of factors , and even 
that the effect of exchange is to level out the rewarding of unevenly 
distributed factors. 

Ricardo's theory of comparative advantages leads to the conclusion 
that international exchange does not affect real wages but increases 
the volume of profit realized in the two countries concerned without 
equalizing their rates of profit. This theory thus leaves room for a 
possible additional theory of movements of capital toward countries 
where the rate of profit is higher. 

, 
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The adoption of the subjective theory of value led to Ricardo's 
thesis being abandoned. First it was thought, with Taussig, that 
international trade, as a consequence of unequal relative rewards. 
of the factors., must bring about the absolute differences in these 
rewards. What Ricardo saw as true of profit alone, Taussig extended 
to wages and rent: exchange increases the productivity of atl the 
factors, and therefore their real rewards, though without equalizing 
the rates of these rewards. Taking this line of argument further, 
Samuelson· tries to show· that exchange of commodities teads to 
absolute equalization of the rewards of the factors. But -this thesis 
flies in the face of the most obvious facts. Besides, if trade and 
export of capital both constitute means by which international 
inequalities are compensated, how is it that one of these two 
means has not supplanted the other? How is it that export o( 
capital developed more rapidly only after a certain stage had been 
reached? How is it that the development of the export of capital 
has never acted so as to reduce, even partially, the export �f 
goods but on the contrary has always given a filtip to the latter? 

For the classical economists. a usuperabundance" of saving 
was impossible by definition, since alf saving was automaticalty 
invested. Keynes, by distinguishing b�tween mofive for saving and 
motive for investment. raised the question of possible overall 
disequilibrium. The post-Keynesians endeavored. on this basis; to 
define "maturity" in terms of a chronic surplus of saving. Harrod 
described technical progress as "neutral" if it kept the capital
output ratio (the ratio between the nation's capital and its income) 
stable. with a constant rate of interest. Given these conditions, 
progress did not alter distribution. This thesis of Harrod's involves 
the twofold assumption of a stabte organ�c composition and an 
equally stable rate of surplus value. If progress were continuous, 
and still neutral, it woutd steadily increase the national income. 
For growth to be balanced, saving would have to increase no 
faster than income, or. in other words, the marginat propensity _to 
save would have to be stable. But this pt·opensity increases as 
income increases. For growth �p remain balanced, therefore, the 
rate of interest would have to decrease all the time, which is 
impossible, o·wing to "liquidity preference ... Thus, Harrod confines 
himself to studying the conditions of harmonious growth (from a 
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marginalist ·standpoint) on· the assumption of ''neutral" technical 
progress. Joan Robinson has tried to complete this analysis. Inspired 
by Marx's views, she defines the neutrality of progress as meaning 
stability of the organic composition of capitaL Then she studies 
the conditions of steady accumulation given .certain assumptions: 
a constant rate of interest, neutraHty of progress, stability of the 
division of net income between wages and profit. The two last 
assumptions, taken together, are equivalent to Marx's two as
sumptions (stability of the organic composition of capital and of 
the rate of surplus value) and to Harrod's definition of the 
neutrality of progress. Given these assumptions, accumulation can 
proceed steadily only if a constant fraction of net income is saved. 
It is thus for the same fundamental reason as Harrod gives
namely, the need for a stable and not an increasing amount of 
saving, with the rate of interest stable - that saving tends to 
become excessive in· the advanced countries. 

Thus, the post-Keynesians have claimed to rediscover the theory of 
the .. general crisis'' of "mature"· economies. After a certain level 
of development has been reached, possibilities of saving become 
greater than investment tieeds (governed by the volume of con
sumption). We have here a genera} theory of underconsumption. 
The possibilities of saving have increased because average income 
is higher and the degree of inequality in the distribution of 
income has increased, whiJe the need for new investment has 
remained stable, because, in the age we live in, the scientific and 
technica] revoJution· is reflected in a fa11 in the capital-output 
ratio. This is why the beginnings of this revolution of our time 
(in the 1930s) were marked by the most violent economic crisis yet 
known. It remains true that, for a century, progress has not been 
.. neutral" but capital-using. Steady increase in consumption there
fore required an increasing rate of investment. to make up for the 
increasing amount of saving in relative terms. If there has been a 
tendency for capital to be superabundant since that period, is this 
.not due •. rather, to the fall in the rate of profit? Did not Keynes 
dep1ore the tendency of the marginal efficiency of capital to faU? 

For Marx, technical progress is capital·using, in other words it 
raises the organic composition of capital (the ratio of constant 
capital to variable capital). On the plane of observed facts this is 
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unquestionably correct, at )east as regards the entire epoch of 
accumulation f:iown to the tephnical and scientific revolution of 
our own day. Under these conditions, progress necessarily entails 
a fal1ing rate of profit. This )aw of the tendency of the rate of 
profit to fall has been criticized, because the increase in organic 
composition that reflects the progress in productivity makes possible 
an increase in the rate of surp1us value. the effect of which on the 
rate of profit js antagonistic to the alleged law. Some Marxists 
have thought fit to show that the· tendency is stronger than this 
counter�ten_dency-either because, the increase in productiv�ty 
being greater in the industries producing means of subsistence, 
although the rate of surplus value increases. thi� increase is Jess 
than that in the organic composition; or because, on the contrary, 
productivity rises. tq a greater extent in the other industries, in 
which case neither of the two ratios in question is affected on this 
account. A law that states a tendency bears within itse]f two 
contrary movements. This is the case here: increase in organic 
composition and increase in rate of surplus value go hand in 
hand, because the very .forces that engender the increase in organic 
composition (technica1 progress) work in favor of an increase in 
the rate of surplus value as well. In actual fact, technica1 progress 
continually induces a surp)us of labor, released by this progress, 
and this surplus makes itself felt on the labor market, facilitating 
increase in the rate of surplus va)ue. However, the es·sentia1 re
quirements of autocentric accumulation tend to stabilize th� rate 
of surplus value in the advanced countries. Thereafter, the rate of 
profit has to decline in the fully developed economies. A search 
for new outlets becomes necessary, out1ets where a better rate of 
profit can be secured: export of capital on a large scale makes its 
appearance. This outlet is naturally found in the new centers in 
process of formation, where the most up-to-date techniques can 
be extensively employed. Here, despite high wages -sometimes, 
even frequently, higher from the start than in the old centers -
productivity is so much higher that the rate of profit is also 
improved. But the rate of profit is also improved in the countries 
of the system's periphery, for precisely the opposite reason, namely. 
because the rate of surp1us value is higher there, wages being . . 
lower for the same productivity. Equalization of the ra�e of profit 
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tends to become effective on the world scale in proportion as 
integration of commodities and capital into the world market 
becomes more thorough. This is why the differences observed and 
measured between rates of profit in advanced and underdeveloped 
countries, though manifest, are insufficient' to make up for the 
massive transfer of value from the periphery to the center, which 
the diffe.tences in rates of surplus value make possible. through 
the mechanism of the worsening of the terms of trade. 

The present age is distinguished by new tendencies. Monopoly 
does not imply merely a redistribution of profit to the advantage 
of the monopolies. Analysis of the conditions in which the contra
diction between capacity to produce and capacity to consume
that permanent reflection of the basic contradiction of capitalism 

-finds expression in the present phase of the economy of ·�giant 
enterprises" has only recently been undertaken. Realization of the 
potential superprofits of monopoly dictates an increase in the 
"surp1us" - a wider concept than that of surplus value, including 
nonproductive incomes and state revenues. Baran and Sweezy 
examine· the ways in which this �ncreasing surplus is absorbed. 
"Striving to selJ'' - competition between monopolies being no 
longer effected through prices- constitutes the inner law of the 
system: the lavish outlay on "selling costs'' which accompanies 
monopoly makes possible the reaJization of monopoly profit while 
at the same time reducing the rate· of this profit. Increased public 
expenditure, civil and military, which in the United States, for 
instance, has grown from 7 percent of the gross domestic product 
at the start of this century to 30 percent today� constitutes the 
other tendency inherent in the system of profit-realization. Thus. 
the surplus realized- all that can be measured: surplus value, 
waste, and surplus absorbed by the state-increased from 47 

percent of the product in 1929 to 56 percent in 1963. But the 
whole of the potential surplus cannot be realized: underutilization 
of production capacity is permanent and the total of unempJoyed 
plus labor employed in the growing war-industry sector forms a 
high and undoubtedly increasing proportion of the Jabor force. 
This chronic underemployment reduces the actual rate of profit of 
the monopoHes, determines the forms and particu]ar conditions of 
technical progress, and ultimately impels the conquest of external 
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·markets that can provide a higher rate of profit. The examples 
given by Baran and Sweezy show the size of the superprofits of 
exported monopoly capital: "while two·thirds of Standard Oil of 
New Jersey's assets were located in North America, only one·third 
of its profits came from that region" (p. 194). True, what results 
from this gap between rates of profit is that, eventually, the 
centers of capitalism become huge inJporters of capital, for the 
backflow of profits is very much greater than the export of capital, as 

Baran and Sweezy point out, and so the export of capital represe-nts 
no· so1ution to the problem of how to absorb the surplus, but, on 
the contrary, worsens the conditions for this. The fact, however, 
does not stop the export of capital from seeming to the giant 
firm. at its microeconomic level, to be a solution to the problem 
of what to do with surplus profit. 

The scientific and technological revolutio·n of our time aggravates 
still further the basic contradiction of the system, for its main 
manifestation is to cause investment to be more efficient, in other 
words, to reduce the capital-output ratio, and so to make even 
more superfluous the unconsumed portion of profit. It thus rein
forces the inherent tendency for capital to be exported, and is 

certainly what lies behind the recent flow of U.S. capital toward 
Europe. 

The post-Keynesian "maturity'' theory seeks to account for a 
real phenomenon: the difficulty of realizing surplus value in the 
age of monopoly. However, it goes in search of the causes where 
the.se cannot be found- in the monetary mechanism. Baran has 
shown how the law of the tendency for the rate of profit to fall is 
overcome in the age of monopoly by new forms of absorption of 
the surplus (waste and public expenditure). To do this. Baran had 
to invent a new scientific concept, the surplus, and, with Sweezy. 
to establish. that in our time the potential surplus· tends .to be 
bigger than the actual surpl�s .. 

Like these two economists, .I maintain that neither foreign 
trade nor export of capital reaJiy offers a means of overcoming the 
difficu1ties. of realizing surplus value, for trade is equally balanced 
in the central regions of capitalism taken as a whole, and the 
export of capital gives rise to a return flow that tends to exceed it 
in volume. This is, moreover, the reason why the "excess surplus" 
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is absorbed in other ways, through economic waste and public 
expenditure, especially certain contemporary forms of international_ 
relations- external military expenditure and state "aid"- which 
make possible a deficit in the balance of payments. 

External trade thus corresponds to the same requirements of 
the system as formerly, but with tenfold force. It makes possible a 

reduction in the cost of labor power, in particular through the 
importing of agricultural product� from 1he perlphery1 purchased 
under conditions of unequal exchange. This unequal exchange is 
itself possible thanks to the mechanisms that enable monopoly 
capitalism to ensure a steady increase in wages at the center 
(mechanisf!is bound up with the forms assumed by competition 
b�tween monopolies), whereas the nature of the formations of the 
periphery makes it  possible to keep the reward of labor there at a 
low level. External trade also enables the cost of raw materials to 
be reduced. thanks to the same mechanism of external exchange. 
The elf:traeconomic methods to which competitive capitalism had 
to have recourse have thus been replaced by strictly economic 
methods: this is one of the sources of ueconomisrn." At the same 
time the possibility, thanks to the monopolies, of exporting capital 
multiplies the means available for forcing upon the periphery the 
kinds of production that the center needs. The export of capital, 
while not enabling the surplus to be absorbed, serves to raise the 
rate of profit, since capitaJ benefits from a rate of surplus value in 
the ·periphery that is higher than in its country of origin. But this 
transfer is Jargely concealed. by the equalization of the rate of 
profit on the w01·ld scale, which constitutes the essence of unequal 
exchange. 

We must not identify the function and mechanisms of trade 
and of capital export between countries of central capitalism, 
such as the United States and Europe, with the function per
formed by these relations between central and peripheral countries, 
for neither the nature of the products exchanged nor the direction 
taken by foreign investment, nor the dynamic of the return flow 
of profits are the same in these two cases. The uneven develop
ment as between the United States and the other countries of the 
center (Europe and Japan), which became accentuated during the 
Second World ·War, has made relations within the center especially 
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important since 1945. It underlies the prosperity of this period, and 
has relegated relations with the periphery to a secondary role. 
Thereby, the world system has be�n transformed: a fundamental 
hierarchy has been established between the United States and the 
other countries. whereas previously the system h�d been marked 

' by relative equilibrium between the powers. Now, the investment 
of U.S. capita] in the other countries of the center does not fulfil 
the same function as the investment of this capital in the periphery. 
The search for raw materials plays a secondary role in it - the 

J[ essential factors are access to the protection of licences and pref
lt erential markets, and, above all, technologica] superiority, rather 
' than the lower level of wages. . 

State aid to the underdev�Joped countries, which made its 
appearance after the · Second World War. fulfils a variety of 
functions. Apart from its political significance, this aid enables 
the contradiction between the inflow ·of private investments and 
outflow of profits to be overcome- in other words, it serves the 
vital function of maintaining the status quo, which imposes an 
unequal fonn of international specialization upon the periphery. 
The transformations that followed the appearance of the monopolies 
did not create a new problem of surplus absorption. Marx pointed 
this out when he wrote in Volume III of Capital (p. ·251): "If 
capital is sent abroad, this is not done because. it absolutely could 
not be applied at home, but. because it can be ·employed at a 
higher rate of profit. in a foreign country." · 

The law of the tendency of the rate of profit to faJl remains the 
essential, and therefore permanent, expression of the system's 
basic contradiction; and the function of trade in the struggle 
against this downward tendency is not confined to the competitive 
period of capitalism. 'The effectiveness with which it carries out 

. this function is, on the contrary, reinforced by the monopolies, 
which make possible the export of capital. Unequal excJ:tange 
between center and periphery also results from the rise of the 
monopolies at the center, which has made possible the development 
of the divergence between wages at the center and· at the periphery, 
with equal productivity. and the organizing .of a growing surp1us 
of labor in the peripheral countries. 
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The Functions of the Periphe1Jt 

With the Industrial Revo1ution, trade between the center and 
the periphery changes its function. This trade continues to be 
important quantitatively and to account for the major share of 
world trade, even · though it starts to dec1ine from 1830·1850 

onward. For Great Britain, down to the middle of the nineteenth 
century, trade with· America �nd the East (India, the Ottoman 
Empire, and, later, China) was predominant to such an extent 
that writings of this period consider only this type of trade whenever 
they endeavor to identify the mechanisms and work out the theory 
of overseas �rade. For a long time Britain continued to serve as 
Europe's center for the redistribution of exotic produce. The 
center (first Great Britain, then Continental Europe and North 
America, and then, later, Japan) exported to t_�e periphery manu
factured goods for current consumption (e.g., textiles). It imported 
mainly agricultural p�·oducts coming either from the traditiona1 
agriculture of the East (e.g., tea) or else - and especial1y -
from the highly productive capitalist agriculture of the New World 
(wheat, meat, cotton). This was the period in which the inter
nationa] specia1ization between industrial and agricultura] countries 
was decided. The center did not yet import mineral products from 

' . 

the periphe_ry (production of which would require substantial invest· 
ments and cheap means of transport), with the exception of the 
traditional precious metals. In proportion as new countries entered 
the industrial phase, their trade with Britain altered its character. At 
first they supplied agricultul'al products, receiving in return manu
factured goods umade in England/• just as the periphery did, or 
else exotic produce· that came in via Britain. Since, however, 
though- they were industrializing themselves. their level of indus
trialization was uneven - and also because they were endowed by 
nature with mineral wealth that was known and exploitable (coal 
and iron ore, for examp1e) - relations of exchange of manufactured 
and mineral products for other manufactured and mineral products 
arose and developed between the countries of the center (e.g., 
France and Germany). The backward countries, such as Russia, 
remained exporters of agricultural products. Gradually world trade 
became sp1it into two groups of exchanges with differing functions: 
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exchanges between the center and the periphery. and internal 
exchanges within the centet·. · 

In the age of competitive capitalism, then. extension of the 
market took place in the markets of the outside world in a 
context of competition between the enterprises of the metropolitan 
countries. Central capitalism nevertheless has soine objective needs 
which result from (1) the inadequacy of the market, which· is 
essentiaUy agricultural in the first stages, restricted by the pace 
and scope of the progress of productivity in agriculture; and (2) 

the requirements for maximizing the rate of profit, which imply 
seeking abroad for cheaper goods for popular consumption (especially 
cereals), so that the cost of labor can be reduced, as well as for 
raw materials making it possible to reduce the value of the constant 
capital employed. Christian Palloix has ·thrown new light on the 
link between these objective needs and the stages in the formation 
of the theory of international trade, from Adam Smith to Marx. 
For Smith, coming at an eady stage of capitalism: "(1) the 
external market serves as an outlet for surplus commodities, needed 
because of the narrowness of the internal market, in which the 
division of labor is limited during the phase of industrialization; 
(2) the external market� by itself. makes it possible to extend the 
division of labor within the nation. where,- so long as only the 
internal market was available; this division was restricted." It was 
the relation between external trade and the generation of the 
surplus that concerned Ricardo, too. By his timey however, "the 
industrial sector possessed a base sufficiently latge, contrary to 
Smith's expectations, to provide the enlargements of. the respectiv� 
markets needed for absorption of the industrial surplus; J .-B. 
Say's law of markets, which Ricardo was to support, gives definition 
to this prospect; and so the internal agricultural market p!ays 
only a minor role in the consumption of industrial products . .  · . .  

Though the agricultural sector no longer figures as the market for 
the absorption of the surplus, it nevertheless plays a part in re
stricting generation of surplus, in so far as .. : it threatens the 
very potentialities for this surplus to grow, through blocking profit'� 
road to expansion by means of the law of diminishing returns, the 
cause of increasing wages. . . . The role of external trade . . . is to 
take the place of the internal agricultural market in furnishing 
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the subsistence goods needed for labor power." Later, "Marx 
carried out a synthesis of the theoretical contributions made by 
Adam Smith and David Ricardo, reconciling· the 'absorption· 
approach (stressing the export of manufactures) with the 'generation 
of surplus· approach (stressing the import of primary products)." 
External trade, in· this sense, is a way of checking the faU·in the 
rate of profit: .. Since foreign trade partly cheapens capital and 
partly the necessities of life for which the variable capital is 
exchanged, it tends to raise the rate of profit by increasing the 
rate of surplus value and lowering the value· of constant capital" 
(Capital. ·volume III, p. 232). 

· These objective needs of central capitalism in the age of com
petition account for· the economic policy foUowed by the states 
concerne_d in that period: colonial conquest and the opening of 
protected markets . for the. benefit of · the metropolitan country, 
des�ruction of the crafts in the colonies. with recourse to political 
means for this purpose (the example of India is illuminating in 
this connection), encouragement of emigration and the opening 
up of land for producing wheat and meat in the North American 
West and in South America, etc. 

In this period, the export of capital was still unknown as a 
means of expanding markets. This is why the predominant form 
it assumed, in the exceptional cases when it appeared at all, was 
still investment in the public debt, collected at the center by the 
most powerful finance houses, as with the loans made to the 
Khedive of Egypt. 

Quite different were the forms in which this inherent tendency 
to market expansion was expressed in the age of monopoly. Thence· 
forth, the export of commodities was accompanied by that of 
capital. International economic relations (both trade and the export 
of capita]) continued to serve the same functions so far as central 
capital was concerned, namely, to offset the tendency of the rate 
of profit to fall: (l) by enlarging markets and exploiting new 
regions where the rate of surplus value was higher than at the 
center; and_ (2) by reducing the cost of labor power and of 
constant capital. 

Before that time there had been hardly any exporting of capital. 
The

. 
formation of monopolies made this possible on a huge scale 
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from 1870-1890 onward. In this case, too. w� must distinguish 
between foreign investments in the periphery and those destined 
for the young countries of the central type that were in process of 
fonnation (the United States and Canada, Russia and Austria
Hungary, Japan, Australia, South Africa). Neith.er in function nor 
in dynamic were these investments to be identical. The export of 

I capital did not replace the export of goods; on the contrary� it 
i gave the latter a fillip. It was to make possible changes in the way 
J the periphery specialized. The periphery ceased to export agricultural 
� products only and became an exporter of goods produced by 
l modem capitalist enterprises with a very high productivity. Oil 

and crud� minerals today make up more than 40 percent of the 
periphery's exports, while products· resulting from initial processing of 
these materials (together with a few manufactured articles of 
importance chiefly for ·trade between peripheral countries ·at different 
levels of industrialization) account for more than 15 percent. 
Agricultural products - two-thirds ·of which are foodstuffs, but 
also including industrial raw materials such as cotton� rubber� 
etc., which �make up the remaining third -constitute 40 percent 
at most of the exports of the Third World of today; and they are 

� no Iongel' supplied by traditional agriculture. At least half of 
� these products come from modern �apitalist plantations, such as 

those of Unilever or United Fruit. Thus, t�r.��:guarters of the 
1\periphe_!Y-'s exgorts come from .mod�rn high-productivity sectors 
} 1that are the expression of capitalist development in thff pedp!,!ery 
f to a large extent the result of mvestment of capita] � the 
\ centet :-Tfiis new speciifizatfon-tn the· periphery is -asymmetrical; 

so 1liat the periphery does nearly 80 percent of its trade �ith the ' 

center, whereas the internal changes at the center proceeding 
parallel with this process have developed at a faster pace, with the 
consequence that 80 percent of the foreign trade of the central 
countries . is carried on among themselves. These h1ternal changes 
within the ce�ter are of a different type- mainly, industrial 
products being exchanged for other industri�J products. 

Between the Industrial Revolution and the co!llplete .conquest 
of the world (in 1880-1 900), a century elapsed that was· in the 
nature of ·a pause: the old forms (slave trade, plundering of the 
New WorJd) gradually faded away: the new forms (the economie 
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de traite and the exploitation of mineral wealth) took shape only 
slowly._ We get the impt·ession that Europe and the United States 
withdrew into themselves in this period, in order to acc.omplish 
'the transition from the prehistoric forms of capitaHsm to its 
finished industria! form. During this period, products were ex
changed at their value (or more precisely. at their price of production. 
in the Marxist sense); the rewards of labor at the center were very 
low, tending to be kept down to subsistence level; the terms of 
trade (of overseas produce in exchange. for British manufactures) 
evolved in the direction conforming to the rule of equal exchange. 
It was this temporary situation that was responsible for Marx's 
assumption .. that India would become a capitalist country like 
Britain and, in general, for his neglect of the colonial question. 

Imperialism, in Lenin's sense of the word, made its appearance 
when the possibilities of capitalist development on the old basis 
had been exhausted, through the completion of the first Industrial 
Revolution in Europe and North America. A fresh geographical 
extension of capitalism's domain then became necessary. The 
periphery as we know it today was created by way of colonial 
conquest. This conquest brought different social formations again 
into mutual contact, but in new forms; those of central capitalism 
and those of peripheral capitalism in process of constitution. The 
mechanism of primitive accumulation for the benefit of the center 
reappeared· in a new form. The characteristic feature of primitive 
accumulation, in contrast to normal expanded reproduction, is 
unequal exch�nge, that is, the exchange of products whose prices 
of production, in the Marxist sense, are unequal. From that time 
onward the rewarding of labor became, in- its turn, unequal. This 
new international specialization was to provide the basis for both 
the exchange of commodities ("basic products against manufac
tures." to' give what is only a superficial description) and the move
ment o.f capital, since exhaustion of the possibilities of the first 
Industriaf Revolution coincided with the formation of monopo1ies. 
which made this export of capital possible. 

At' every stage in the development of the world capitalist system 
the commercial and financial relations be.tween the center and periphery 
thus serve the same twofold function: on the one hand, to facilitate. 
by extending the capitalist market �t the expense of the pre-
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capitalist systems,· the absorption of the surplus. and, on the 
o�her. to increase the average rate of profit. In the age· o� competition 
it was the first of these two functions that was vital, because 
keepi-ng wages at the center at relatively low and stagnant levels 
(down to about 1860. at any rate) c_ame into conflict· with the 
objective requirement, in the model of autocentric accumulation, 
of a parallel growth of the reward of labor and the level of 
development of the productive forces. External extension of the 
capitalist market was therefore of prime importance as a means 
for realizing surplus value. �fter 1880 the monopolies created the 
conditions needed, first, for wages at the center to rise with the 
rise in productivity, as required for- autocentric accumulation, 
with competition between firms no longer proceeding by way of 
price cuts, and, second, for the export of capital on a large .scale 
to the periphery to become possible. The first of these changes 
reduced the role of the periphery in the mechanism of absorption. 
At the same time, however, it reinforced the second function, that 
of raising th� level of the rate of profit, which was tending to 
decline faster at the center. This became possible through export 
of capital, which enabled forms of production to be established in 
the periphery which� although modern, nevertheless enjoyed the 
advantage of low wage-costs. It was then that unequal exchange 
appeared. 

In other words. the f�ndamental contradicti� of the_ ca)2italist 
mode of production··_-the ten�ency for capacity to produce _to 
increase faster than capacity to consume� a tendency which is 
consta-ntiyb�ing overcome, by- means that red;ce the rate of 
profit - was shitteal'rom '"the center to the peri_enery, and trans
ferred from the national formatjons of the center to the plane of 
thcworld caP.ttalist s�m . 

-

The imperialist epoch itself falls into two periods: from 1880 to 
1945. and since 1945. Until the Second Wot·ld War the colonial sys
tem imposed classical forms upon the international division of labor. 
The colonies provided the products of the economie de traite 
( .. tropicaf' agricultural produce); European capital was invested 
in mining and in the tertiary sectors linked with this colonial 
exploitation (banking and trade, railways ·and ports, the public 
debt. etc.); the advanced centers supplied manufactured consumer 
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goods. That such a system had a ·particularly impoverishing effect 
on the periphery and was bound to lead to a primary type of 
"blocked development" is obvious. Moreover, after a n  initial period 
that was euphoric but brief; between 1880 and 1914, capitalism was 
to experience one of its most stagnant periods, that between· the 
two world wars. War preparation and war soon appeared as the 
only solution to the problem. 

After the war of 1939-1945 a new period of dazzling growth 
began for capitalism in the center, based on the thorough modern� 

;ization qf Western Europe, which had lagged still further behind the 
United $tates during the war. At the same time, colonial subjection-· 
was shaken .. Outside of Europe, ·establishment of -groups of light 
industries was characteristic of this period: this expressed a policy 
of producing locally goods that had previously been imported. But 
everything continued to function within the framework of the 
world market, only the fonns of international specialization being 
changed. In this case, too, a blocking of growth was inev;table. 
The present period is marked by three important structural changes 
in the capitalist system, namely; (1) th·e constitution of giant trans-� 
national firms that operate on the world scale, their activitiesl 
being carried. on through a large number of scattered establish- � 
ments; (2) the impact of a technological revolution that transfers ) 
the center of gravity of the industries of the future toward new� 

• 

branches (atomic power, space research, electronics), and rendersl 
obsolete the classical modes of accumulation, characterized by� 
increasing organic composition of capital; the "residual factor" -l 
"gray matter"- becomes the principal factor in growth, and the� 
ultra�modern industries are distinguished by an uorganic compositio� 
of labor" that accords a much bigger place to highly skiUed labor� 
and (3) the concentration of technological knowledge in theseJ. 
giant tt·ansnational firms. 

· 

This new form of monopoly entails important consequences for 
the periphery. Henceforth, the investment of physical capital loses 
its importance as a means of obtaining extra surplus value in 
order to increase the monopoJies• rate of profit. Technological 
domination is increasingly adequate to accomplish this task. Accord· 
ingJy, the return flow of profits from the periphery to the center is 
going to increase, and the underdeveloped countries are going to 
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become sources of capital for the center. At the same time, 
technological revolution is going to make it possible for a new 

�type of unequal international specialization to take shape. 
This group of changes is what lies behind the dynamism of the 

capitalist system during the last twenty-five years. However, this 
dynamism is not synonymous with harmony. It has manifested 
itself in an increasingly wide gap between the center and the 
periphery and in a renewal of the antagonisms between national 
formations at the center. The hierarchy organized on the morrow 
of the Second World. War, with the United States at the top, is 
being challenged now that Europe and Japan have succeeded, 
thanks to this _long period of prosperity, in catching up. The 
world monetary crisis reflects this new development. 

Is the period of great prosperity coming to an end? It ·seems 
so. ·In the countries _of the periphery the possibilities of "import
substitution" are being exhausted, and this· finds expression in,a 
marked slowing down of industrialization and growth. In the 
Western countries of the center, the deflationary tensions of _a 
semipermanent kind that are reappearing, together with the "inter
national liquidity crisis/' would seem to indicate a pause. But the· 
world capitalist system can doubtless overcome this situation: it is 
looking for a solution in two directions, which will prooably 
determine the future forms of international specialization. 

The first of these directions is the integration of Eastern Europe 
into the internal exchange-network of the center, and its modern
ization, either under Soviet control or else through "independent, 
state policies· (on the model of Yugoslavia, for instance). The 
second possib1e direction is the specializing of the Third World in 
industrial production of the classical type (including production of 
capital goods), while the center reserves for itself the ultra:.modern 
branches of activity (automation, electronicst the· conquest of space, 
atomic power). In other w�rds, the periphery would accept a new 
form of unequal specialization, thus enabling the. uneven develop
ment of the world system to get its second wind. 

These are the different forms -past, present, and perhaps to 
come - of an unequal international specialization that always 
constitutes a mechanism of primitive accumulation to the advantage 
of the center. It is this mechanism that, finding expression in an 
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increasing divergence in the rewards of labor, perpetuates and 
accentuates the underdevelopment of the periphery. At the same time, 
this "development of underdevelopment'' expresses itself in aggrava
tion of the internal contradictions characteristic of the peripheral 
formations: an increasing divergence between sectoral productivities 
within the economies of the perip�ery. which has to be reckoned 
with when analyzing the social formations of underdevelopment. 
At each of these stages capitalism revea1s its expansionist tendency: 
the commercial expansionism of the first phase, then imperialism 
(in Len·in 's sense of the word), and now postimperialism. 

4. EXTRAVERTED ACCUMULATION 

AND DEPENDENCE 

In studying the capitalist rriode of production- we have seen the 
central position occupied in the process of autocentric accumu1ation 
by the comp1ementary relation between the production of means 
of production and that ·of consumer goods. This relation entails 
another, linking the level of development of the productive forces 
(the productivity of social labor) with the rate of surplus value 
(and so, the 1eve1 of real wages). This 1atter relation is funda
mental: it a1one enables us to grasp the nature of the Jaw of the 
tendency ·or the.· rate of profit to fa11, and that of the concept of 
autocentric accumulation. . 

Autocentric accumulation does not mean autarchy. On the 
contrary, we have seen the decisive role played by external trade. 
not only in the origin of the capitalist mode of production. in the 
age of mercantilism, but also after the Industrial Revolution. 
However, external trade is here subordinated to the r_�guirements\ 
of autocentric accumulation and constitutes a means to acMeVingt 
tllis. In other words,. autocentr!� econQ_mtes Imposea-·t��e-ol-
1inequal international ·specialization for their own benefit. 
- If we examine tlits asymmetricaTrelatio� from the angfe of the 
periphery, which is subjected to this unequal specia1ization, we 
shall discover a fundamentally different model of accumulation. 

In the· periphery we find •. at the start, an exporting sector 
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destined to play a determining role in the creation and shaping of 
the market. The capital of the central formation is not obliged to 
emigrate owing to a shortage of outlets at the center: it will move 
to the periphery only if it can find a better reward there. Equali· 
zation of the rate of proflt win redistribute the benefits .of this 
better reward and reveal the export of capital as a way of combating 
the tendency of the rate of profit to fall. The reason for creating 
this expot·ting sector in the periphery is to obtain products that 
constitute elements of constant capital (raw materials)· or variable 
capital (foodst�ffs) at prices of production lower than those that 
apply to the production of similar products at the center (or of 
substitute productst when what are involved are specific products 
such as coffee or tea). 

The products exported by the periphery are of interest to 
central capitalism in so far as- all other things being equal: that 
is. with the same productivity- the reward of labor is lower 
there than at the center. And it can be lower in .so far as the 
peripheral society is subordinated by all available means, economic 
and extraeconomic •. to this new function of su.pplying cheap labor 
for the exporting sector. 

When the given society has been subjected to this new function, it 
loses its "'traditional" character: indeed, it was not the function of 
precapitalist societies to supply cheap labor to capitalism .... The 
principal articulation characteristic of the process of accum�Iation 
at the center -· the existence. of an objective relation between the 
rewarding of labor and the level of development of the productive 
forces- is completely absent. Here the reward of labor in the 
expot·ting sector will be as low as economic,. social, and political 
conditions permit. As for the lev�] of development of the produc· 
tive forces. it wi11 be heteroge�eous, whereas in the autocentric 
model it was homogeneous: advanced (and sometimes very advanced) 
in the exporting sector, backward in the rest of the economy
this backwardness. maintained by the system, being the condition 
that enables the exporting sector to benefit from cheap labor. 

This being so. the internal market engendered by the develop
ment of the exporting sector will be restricted and distorted. ·and 
consequently the periphery attracts only a limited ·amount of 
capital ft·om the center. even though it offers a better return. The 
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contradiction between the capacity to consume and the capacity to 
produce is overcome, on the scale of the world system as a whole. 
by the expansion of the market at the center, with the periphery 
serving only a marginal, su�ordinate, and limited function. This 
dynamic leads to an increasing polarization of wealth to the 
benefit of the center. 

Nevertheless. after a certain level of growth of the exporting 
sector has been attained; an internal market does appear. As 
compared with the market created in the central process, this 
market favors demand for luxury consumer goods rather than for 
nlass consumer goods. If all the capital invested in the exporting 
sector were .. foreign, and if all the profits of this capital were 
repatriated to the center, the internal market would consist entirely of 
a demand for mass consumer goods, as restricted as the reward of 
labor is low. But some of this capital is local. ·Furthermore, the 
methods employed so as to ensure that the reward of labor is low 
are based on strengthening those local parasitic social groups 
which fm1ction ·as transmission belts: latifundia-owners, kulaks, 
comprador trading bourgeoisie, state bureaucracry, etc. The internal 
market will thus be based mainly upon the demand of these social 
groups for luxury products. 

A specific articulation t expressed in the link between the exporting 
sector and luxury consumption, is thus characteristic of this depen
dent, peripheral model of accumulation and economic and social 
development. Industrialization, producing goods to take the place 
o( imports, thus begins at the end instead of at the beginning: in 

other words, with goods that correspond to the most advanced 
stages of development at the center, namely, consumer durables. 
Now, these_ goods require a lot of capital and of scarce resources. 
The result will be a significant distortion in the process of alloca
tion of resources, in favor of these goods and to the detriment of 
the production of mass consumer goods. The latter will find little 
demand for its products ·and w�Il attract no financial or human 
means to make its modernization possible. This accounts for the 
stagnation of subsistence. agriculture. Any choice of a strategy of 
development that is based on "profitability" necessarily leads to 
such a distortion, the structures of income distribution, of relative 
prices, and of demand being what they are. The few industries 
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established in this setting will not become poles of development 
but will. on the contrary, intensify the unevenness within the 
system, impoverishing the mass of the population (who. as producers, 

· belong to the section that produces mass consumer goods) and at the 
same time enabling the minority to become more closely integrated 
into the world system. . 

Looked at from the social standpoint, this model leads to a 
specific phenomenon, namely, the "marginalization" of the masses -
in other words, to a number of mechanisms of i_mpo_y_�ris]lment: 
pt:Qietar001izing of the smaiL.agricultural and craft_prp_d_u.cers, 
rural semiproletarianization, and impQYeri�hment withou!__I�_role
tanamzatJon of the peasants ot;g.anized.J.t.L'lillage_.commrmitie.s..,JIJ:.han:
ization, and massive growth in both o_pen unemploymen�nd 
iiifcleremployment in _ _the-to.wns.,-e-4&. Underemployment win, in 

1 general, tend to increase, instead �f remaining limited and stable, 
t apart from fluctuations due to the conjuncture. The function of un
emplOyJ'T!ent is thus different here from what it is in the central· 
model: here, its pressure ensures a teward of labor that is minimal, 
and relatively rigid, and prevented from increasing, both· in the 
exporting sector and in that whi�h supplies 1uxury products. Wages 
rap pear here not as both a cost and an income that creates a demand. 
\essential for the working of the model, but merely as a cost, with 
·demand originating elsewhere-. either externally., or in the income 

of the privileged categories .of society. 
The "extraverted" origin of the development that perpetuates 

itself despite the increasing diversification, or industrialization, of 
the economy, is not external·to the mode1 of dependent peripheral 
accumulation. On the contrary, this model reproduces the social 
and economic conditions whereby it functions. The marginaliza
tion of the masses guarantees to the minority an increasing income 
that enables them to adopt European patterns of consumption.· 
Extension· of this pattern of consumption entails profitabiHty of 
the sector that produces luxury goods, and intensifies ·the integra
tion -social. cultu�a1, ideological, and political -of the privileged 
classes. 

At this stage of diversification and the deepening of under
. development there thus appear new mechanisms of domination 
and dependence. These are cultural and political, but also economic: 
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technological dependence and domination by the transnational finns. 
The exporting sector and that which supplies luxury products call for 
capital-using investments that only ·the big oligopolistic transnational 
firms can undertake, and which provide the material foundation for 
technological dependence. 

Also. however, more complex· forms of property structure and 
economic management make their appearance. The experience of 
history sho�s that private . local capital often participates, even if 
only in a minor capacity, in the process of industrialization aimed 
at replacing imports by local production .. It shows also that, in 

the big countries at any rate. an adequate market created by the 
developmept of the exporting sector and of that which supplies 
JIJxury products makes it possible to establish a sector producing 
production goods. This is often initiated by the state. However1 
the development of basic industry and of a pub1ic sector do not 
mean that the system is evolving toward a fully developed auto
centric form. For this production-goods producing sector is here 
in the service not of the development of production of mass 
consumer goods but of that of the exporting .sector and that which 
produces luxury goods. The ana1ysis th�s obliges us to ask the 
fundamental question: development for whose benefit? A policy of 
development for . the. 'benefit of t.he masses would have to base 
itself upon a fundamental revision of priorities in the allocation of 
resources. implying rejection of the rules of profitability. That is 
what a strategy of transition would mean. · 

From. another point of view, we see that, in the extraverted 
capitali�t economies of the periphery, wages can be kept at very 
low levels without the process of extraverted development being 
hindered thereby. Where the capitalist mode of production is 
autocentl'ic it tends to become exclusive, but extraversion restricts 
its development. This being so, what is the meaning of the .. pair" 
constituted by the autocentric economy and the extraverted economy? 
It means that in the autocentric economy there is an organic 
relation between the two terms of the social contradiction -
bourgeoisie and proletariat - that both are integrated into one 
and the same reality, the nation. And it means that. on the 
contrary. in an extraverted economy. this unity of opposites cannot be 
grasped within the national framework but only on the world plane. 
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Differential analysis of the essential laws of the functioning of 
the world system and . of the capitalist mode of production necessarily 
leads to conclusions that call in question the entire problematic of the 
future of capitalism. It. is not possible to reduce the bearing of 
these laws to the economic domain alone, depriving them of any 
political significance, without thereby denying the determining 
role that is played, in the last analysis, by the production relations. 

The first conclusion to be drawn. which is on the directly 
economic leveJ. is the existence of unequal exchange, meaning 
simply the transfer of va1ue. To say· that this is meaningless 
because what is involved is .relations· between different formations 
wou)d signify treating as absurd Marxts analysis of primitive 
accun1Uiation, which also dealt with relations between different 

I 
formations. To say that the theory of u�equal exchange means 
that "'the workers at the center exploit those at the periphery" is 
meaningless, since only ownership of capital makes exploitation 

i possible. (This also implies accepting a mechanistic relation between 

! standard of living and political attitude, and so reducing the dialectic 
I • 

1 of the infrastructure and the superstructure to direct economistic 
i determination.) To say, from a different standpoint, that it means 
I that the bourgeoisie of the periphery is, like its proletariat,. interested 
' 
J in shaking off the domination of the center, signifies that one has 
�simply forgotten that this bourgeoisie has been formed from the 
�outset in the wake of the bourgeoisie of the center. 

Unequal exchange means, rather, that the problem of the. class 
struggle needs to be 1ooked at on the world scale, and that 
national problems cannot be treated as mere epiphenomena ac
companying the essenthiJ problem of the upureu class struggle. It 
means that the bourgeoisie of the center, the orlly one that exists 

1 on the scale of the world system, exploits the proletariat every

! where, at the center and at the periphery, but that it  exploits· the 
'

prole_tariat of the periphery even more brutally t and that this is 
possible because the objective mechanism upon which is based the 
unity that links it to its own proletariat. in an autocentric economy. 
and which restricts the degree of exploitation it catties out at the 
center, does not funetion at the extraverted periphery. 

The constitution of a world system. with the characteristics that 
this possesses . has not only made possible the ·development of 
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socialist trend� at the periphery. but has also shifted the principal 
nucleus of the forces of socialism. from the center to the periphery. It 
is· a fact that transformations in a socialist direction have broken 
through only at the periphery· of the system. To deny this is to 
deny the changes that have occurred in the world system, ultimately 
to deny the existence of a world system, and to forget that the 
periphery, integrated into the world system, has been very largely 
p�oletarianized. Charles Bettelheim wrote in his Letter to Rossana 
Rossanda: ''I think it very important to draw ... an extremely 
sharp line of demarcation between Mao Tse-tung's ideas and 
the 'Third World' tendencies which see in the so-called under
developed .countries those which have been 'left on the shelf by 
development, or merely backward countries� whereas in fact they 
are the product of imperialist domination, which has transformed 
them and integrated them into the imperialist system. in which 
they senre a quite definite function� namely, that of a reserve of 
raw materials and cheap labor. It is this function that renders the 
masses of these countries ready for revolution, whether the masses 
in question are proletarian in the strict sense of the word. or 
whether they are proletarianized, and thereby capable of being 
agents of a proletarian policy. u 



4 

·Th� Origin 
and D�velopment of 
Underdevelopment 

1. A THEORY- OF THE TRANSITION TO 
PERIPHERAL CAPITALISM· 

Marx·s writings on non-European societies are not extensive: 
little more than four hundred pages, mostly consisting of articles for 
the New York Daily �ribune, focused on topical matters- the 
Sepoy mutiny in India and the Taiping rebellion in China, the 
opium trade. etc. - and often looked at merely from the standpoint 
of British domestic politics. Marx discusses only in_ a subordinate 
way the problems of Asiatic society and of the transformation of this 
society as a r�sult of colonial subjection. Three types of problems are 
in fact touched on by him. 

From time to time Marx discusses the n�ture of precoionial 
.. Asiatic" society, notably in the passage jn the Grundrisse where 
he formulates the concept of the Asiatic mode of production. He 
emphasizes the obstacle that the .village community- in other 
words, the absence of priYate ownership of land - puts in the way 
of the developme11:t of.capi�alism. Here he reveals brilliant insight. 
when we recall the state of knowledge about non-European societies 
at that time. 

198 
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Discussing the tran·sformation that colonial rule was bringing to 
these s�iet)es. especially in India, Marx claimed that this would 
lead the East to. fuU capi�alist development. True, he noted that 
colo.nial policy was opposed to this. forbidding the establishment of 
modern industry in the colonies after having destroyed the crafts. 
But he considered that no power would be able to hinder for long the 
local development of capitalism bn the European model. The article 
devoted to "The Future Results of British Rule in India .. is explicit 
on this point: the plundering of India by the British aristocracy and 
merchant capital·will be followed by industrialization carried out by 
the bourgeoisie of the metropolitan country; the railways will give 
rise to autocentric industries. Marx is so certain of this that he fears 
lest a developed bourgeois East may eventually prevent victory of the 
socialist revolution in Europe .. He writes in a letter to Engels (in 
Avineri. p. 464): "On the Continent the revolution is imminent and 
will immediately assume a socialist character. Is it not bound to be 
crushed in this little corner, considering that in a far greater 
territory the movement of bourgeois society is still in the ascendant?•• 

In fact, the monopolies, the rise of which Marx could not 
imagine. were to prevent any local capitaiism that might arise from 
con1peting. The development of capitalism in the periphery was to 
remain extraverted, ·based on the external market. and could 
theref01·e ·not Jead to a full flowering of the capitalist mode of 
production in the periphery. Writing as he was in this early period of 
colonialism. Marx perceived only those mechanisms of primitive 
accumulation for the. benefit of the center that belonged to the 
mercantilist phase and were coming to an end. and which he 
therefore regarded as belonging to the prehistory of capitaL 

_Marx did, however. glimpse another possible outcome- Eastern 
society proletarianized for the benefit of the center, with the latter, 
proletariat included, becoming "bourgeoisified/' and the periphery 
emerging as-the main revolutionary force. In The Poverty ofPhilos· 
ophy (p. 35) he write·s of "millions of workers who had to perish in 
the East Indies so as to procure .for the million and a half workers 
employed in England in the same industry, three years• prosperity 
out of ten.,, 

For my part, I put forward. as regards the theory of the transition 
to peripheral capitalist economy. the following nine theses: 
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l .  Economic theory interests itself occasionally in the problems of 
"transition from a subsistence economy to a money economy." In \reality, however, the pattern of transition to peripheral capitalism is 
fundamentally different from that of transition to central capitalism: 
The onslaught from without, by means of trade, carried out by the 
capitalist mode of p_roduction upon the precapitalist formation�: 
causes certain crucial1·etrogressions to take place, such as the ruin 
of the crafts without their being replaced by local industrial 
prod ucti�n. The . agrarian crisis of the Third World of today is
largely the resuJt of these setbacks. The sub�equent investment of 
foreign capital does not have the effect of correcting these retro
gressive changes. owing to the extravert orientation-of the industries 
that this capital establ�hes in the periphery. . 

2. Unequal international special�zation is manifested in thr�e 
kinds of distortion in the direction taken by the development of the 
periphery .. The distortion toward export activities (extraversio�). 
which is the decisive one, does not result from '�inadequacy of the 
home marker· but from the superior productivity of the center in aU 
fields. which compels the periphery to confine itself to the rQle of 
complementary supplier of products for the production of which it 
possesses a natural advantage: exotic agricuJtural produce_ and 
minerals. When, as a result of this distQrti�n. the level of wages in 
the periphery-has become lower. for the same productivity. than·at 
the ce�te1·. a limited development of industries focused on· the home 
market of the periphery will have become possible. while· at the same 
time exchange will have become unequal. The subsequent pattern of 
industrialization through import-substitution. together with_ the (as 
yet embryonic) effect� of the new international division of labor 
inside the transnational firm. do not alter the essential _conditi'ons of 
extraversion. even if they alter the fonns that it takes. 
· 

3. This initial distortion brings another in its train: the hyper
trophy of the tertiary sector in the periphery. which neither the 
evolution of the structure of demand nor that of productivities can 
explain. At the center. hypertrophy of the tertiary sector reflects the· 
difficulties in realizing surplus value that are inherent in the 
advanced monopoly phase. whereas in the periphery it is from the 
beginning a result of the limitations and contradictions characteristic of 
peripheral development: inade9!Jate industrialization and increasing 
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unemployment, stren henin of the J>Osition of round rent, etc. A 
etter on accumulation, this hype�rophy of unproductive activities, 

expressed especially in the excessive growth of administrative expen
diture, is manifested in fhe Third World of today by the quasi
permanent crisis of government finance. 

4. Unequal international specialization also underlies the distortion 
in the periphery toward light branches of activity, together with the 
employment of modern production techniques in these branches. 
This distortion is the source of special problems that dictate 
development policies in the periphery that are different from those 
on which the development of the West was based. 

5. The. theory of the multiplier effects of investment cannot be 
extended in a mechanical way to the periphery. The significance of 
the Keynesian multip1ier �oes indeed correspond to the situation at 
the center in the phase of advanced monopoly, characterized by 
difficulties in realizing the surplus. Neither hoarding nor imports 
constitute, in the periphery, "leaks" that reduce the multiplier 
effect. What annuls this effect is the exporting of the· profits of 
foreign capita1. Furthermore, unequal specialization, and the marked 
propensity to import that follows from this, have the effect of 
transferring the effects of the multiplier mechanisms connected with 
the phenomenon known as the "accelerator" from the periphery to 
the centet·. 

6. Analysis of the strategies of foreign monopolies in the under
developed countries shows that, so long as the dogma. of the 
periphery's integration in the world market is not challenged, the 
periphery is without economic means of action in relation to the 
monopolies.· 

7. Underdevelopment is manifested not in level of production per 
head, but in certain characteristic structural features that oblige us 
not to confuse the underdeveloped countries with the now-advanced 
countries as they were at an earlier stage of their development. These 
features are:. (1) t.he extreme unevenness that is typical of the 
distribution of ptoduchvtbes'in the periphery, and in the system of 

prices transmitted to it from the center, which results from tlie 
clistinctive nature of Hie penpheraJ formations and largely dictates 
thestructure of the distribution of income in these formations; (2) 
tfle disarticulation due to the adjustment of the orientation of 
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production in the periphery to the needs of the center, which' 
prevents the transmission of the benefits of economic progress from 
the poles of development to the economy as a whole; and (3) economic 
domination by the center. which is expressed in the fonns of 
international specialization {the structures of world trade in which 
the center shapes the periphery in accordance with its own needs) 
and in the dependence of the ·structures whereby growth in, the 
periphery is financed (the dynamic of the accumulation of foreign 
capital). · 

8. The accentuation of the features of underdeve1opment, in· 
proportion as the economic growth of the periphery proceeds, 
necessarily results in the blocking of growth, in other words, the 
impossibility, whatever the level of production per head that may be 
obtained, of going over to autocentric ·and autodynamic growth. 

9. While at the center the capitalist mode of production tends to 
become excJusive, the same is not true of the periphery.· Consequently, 
the peripheral formations are fundamentally different from those of 
the center. The forms assumed by these peripheral formations 
depend, on the one hand, upon the nature of the precapitalist 
formations that were there previously, and, on the other, upon the 
forms and epochs in which they were integrated into the world 
system. This analysis enables us to grasp the essential difference that 
contrasts the peripheral formations to the "young central fonnations" 
-the latter, based on predominance of the· simple commodity 
mode of production, possessing for this ·reason a capacity for 
independent evolution toward a fully developed capitalist mode of 
production. Whatever their differences of origin, the·. peripheral 
formations all tend to converge upon a typical model, characterized 
by the dominance of agrarian capital and ancillary (comprador) 
commercial capital. The domination by central capital over the 
system as a whole,. and the vital mechanisms of primitive accumu
lation for its benefit which express this domination, subject the 
development of peripheral national capitalism to strict limitations, 
which are ultimately dependent upon political relations. -The mutilated 
nature of the national community in the periphery confers an 
apparent relative weight and special functions upon the local 
bureaucracy that are not the same as those of the bureaucratic and 
technocratic social groups·at·the center. The contradictions typical 
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of the development of underdevelopment, and the rise of petty
bourgeois strata reflecting these contradictions, explain the present 1 
tendency to state capitalism. This· new path of development for 
capitalism in the periphety does not constitute a mode of transition 
to socialism but rather expresses the future form in which new 
relations will be organized between center and periphery. 

2. THE EXTRA VERSION OF THE 
UNDERDEVELOPED ECONOMIES 

·Extraversion must not be reduced to the quantitative importance 
of exporting activities in the underdeveloped economies: "1th "import
substitution" industrialization, extraversion assumes new forms. 
Nevertheless, .hitherto, this quantitative predominance of the exporting 
activities has remained, on the plane of immediate facts. typical of 
the underdeveloped world. We have seen that if we t�ke the 
advanced countries as a whole and the underdeveloped countries as 
a wl1ole, the commercial exchanges they carry on between them 
represent a high proportion of income for t_he latter and a low 
proportion for the former. But this empirical approach is inadequate. 
The distortion toward ex ortin activities in the allocation of both 
manctal resources (direct investments, the infrastructure created to 

s rve t e expo mg areas an sectors, etc.) and human ones 
(orientation of tramm and education in accordance with the needs 
of integration into the world capitalist market, etc.) gives extra� 
version a quahtatiVe dtmension and asserts the dominance of the 
exportmg sector over the econorntc structure as a wl'iol�t which is 

subjected to and s)laped by the reqUirements of the external.rnarket. 

The Historical 0 rigin of Extraversion 

Colonial trade. The Industrial Revolution was preceded in 
Europe by an agricultural revolution that released part of the labor 
force from the countryside, createc;l the proletariat, and at the same 
time established the conditions for autocentric industrialization with 
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the surplus that provided sustenance for the towns. The new 
industry ruined the old handicrafts. but at the same time recruited 
its Jabor force froin them. Although this twofold process was 

·accompanied by poverty and unemployment. it neverthel�ss repre
sented an advance in the development ·of the productive forces, and 
the new socioeconomic equilibrium emerging from this process of 
transition to centra) capitalism was a higher equilibrium than that of 
the .precapitalist society that existed previously. 

The transition to peripheral capitalism follows a different pattern. 
Transformation of a natural subsistence economy into a commodity 
economy is never a spontaneous consequence of the introduction of 
new manufactured goods, causing the peasants to produce agri
cultural products for export i.n order to. satisfy n·ew wants. As the 
works o�Rey and Meillassoux have shown, strictly economic mecha-. 
nisrns do not suffice, because the traditional social structures hinder 
the spread of commodity exchange: the vitality of the ·village . 
community, for example (persistence of the right of all villagers to 
use of the land), makes ineffective the simple mechanisms of 
competition that played a detennining role in the transition from 

·feudalism to central capitalist economy in Europe. This is why the 
'political authorit - in this case, a colonial authoiit -con e ns 
i self with stimu)atin "monetarization of the primitive econom .'' 
as onventional expression has· it. What 1s meant here is the use 

1 of methods that are purely and simply methods of violence, and 
I therefore methods of primitive accumulation. The obligation to pay 

taxes in money form is the most widespread device employed. In the 
same connection, however, we should not forget ucompulsory 
crops": in Tropical Africa, for example. the ucommandant's fields," 
with the obligation to grow export crops. In extreme cases the 
cultivators have been simply expropriated: the creation of inade· 
quate "native reserves." so that the African peasants are obliged to 
go and sell their I abo� power to the mines, factories. ·or plantations 
owned by the Europeans, belongs in this context. It has played a 
determining roJe in South Africa, Rhodesia; and Kenya. Rey gives 
the name of "colonial mode of production.. to the totality of 
economic and political relations at this stage of transition. 

Specific distortions make their appearance, altering the original 
society and depriving it of its traditional character .. In general? the 
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.. prestige goods., in which the surplus of the traditional mode was 
embodied can henceforth be bought. This is the case, for example, 
with the total property accompanying exchanges of women between 
social groups. This mercantllization of precapitalist relations becomes a 
powerful factor in the penetration of capitalist re1ations. It compels 
people to go in search of money, and so either to become commodity 
producers or to seJt their labor power. The land itself tends to 

become an object of private appropriation, to become a commodity, 
and ground rent makes its appearance. 

The transition to commodity economy in Europe was accompanied 
by an advance of the productive forces, for it resulted from an 
improvem�nt in the productivity of labor in agricu1ture. In the cases 
we are now considering, however, it is most often found that an 
increase in production per man is accompanied by an increase in the 
amount of labor put in. This is so in the agriculture of Tropical 
Africa, where, almost always, the growing· of export crops is added 
to that of traditional subsistence crops, and does not take their 
place. Thus, a civilization based on a certain annua1 contribution of 

_labor is superseded by one based on a larger contribution. This 
transition is painful and sometimes resisted by those invo1ved: hence 
the use of extraeconomic methods like compulsory cultiv�tion of 
certain crops. Large-scale landowners have favored the transition 
from subsistence to commodity-producing agriculture, and have to a 
large extent annexed the profits arising, without much improvement 
in agricultural productivity. This being so. the primary money 
income acquired "gives rise to only a modesf demand for local 
products, and· affects mainly the. demand for imported goods. 
Extension of the domain of commodity exchange where local 
products are concerned is thus a slow process. 

·This distortion of the traditional mode evicts part of the population 
from the land, proletarianizing it, but without creating a demand 
such as to provide employment for this surplus of population caused 
by the subjecting of the precapitalist structures to the requirements 
of foreign capital. This lack of a way forward through autocentric 
industrialization accounts for the increased ''pressure on the land" 
that is so frequently to be observed in the Third World. The increase 
in the density of population in the countryside leads to a retro· 
gression in agricultural technique, for progress in agriculture is 
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usually expressed in the use of more capital and fewer men per 
hectare. The concentration of landownership and increase in the 
rate of ground rent reflect this agrarian crisis� perpetuating and 
reinforcing it. Thus, the extraverted orientation of the economy 
dooms agriculture to stagnation, sometimes even to retrogression. 

Where a prosperous body of local craftsmen existed, its destruc· 
tion through competition from imported manufactures brings about 
a second retrogressio.n, to be contrasted with the progress that the 
destruction of the crafts by local industry represented in. Europe. 
The history of the ruin ·or the crafts in. India and· Egypt has.been 
written by Dutt, CJairmonte, and lssawi. Whereas in Europe 
society found a new equilibrium that ensured employment for its 
labor force; what we see here is a regressive equilibrium that casts a 
part of the labor force right out of the productive system. 

Foreign investment. The conditions for unequal exchange - that is, 
� for the reproduction of underdevelopment- are thus gradually 

assembled. The distortion of precapitalist agrarian relations and the \ ruin of the crafts bring about urbanization without industrialization. 
The low level of the reward of labor, at one pole, and the concentration 
of capital, 'at the other, encourage foreign capital to establish 
modem sectors in th.e periphery, producing for export. · · 

To be sure, unlike private U.S. investments, which during the 
last two decades have been channeled, to the extent of more than 50 
percent, into oilfields and mining, only a third of British capital 
abroad is invested in direct export activitie. .. : public services, railways, 
trade, and finance constitute together a much larger fraction of this 
capital invested outside Britain. For France the proportion of 
investments in tertiary activities is even bigger: during the nineteenth 
century the buJk of capital invested abroad went into loans to govern· 
ments, public services, trade, railways� and banking. However, it 
quickly becomes apparent that the (mainly tertiary) sectors· that 
have received, along with the plantations and mines, the major part 
of the capital originating from the center are to a very large extent 
gra,fted upon the exporting economy, to which they for� a necessary 
complement. This is so with most of the means of transport 
(railways, harbors, etc.) and with commerce and banking. What is 
certain, in any case. is �hat this capital. has been hardly attracted at 
all into the industries that work for the hotne market: the share of 
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foreign investment assigned to these sectors is .about 15 percent of 
the total foreign investment in the underdeveloped world. 

In some capitalist countries of the periphery- the oil-producing 
and mining countries and some. of those with a plantation economy 
-the buJk of foreign investment has gone directly into the export 
sectors. In others, where the principa1 exporting activity is indigenous 
agriculture, this investment is concentrated in the .. ancil1ary" 
tertiary sector. Consequently there is great unevenness in the degree 
of penetration by foreign c�pital. Thus, Cuba before the national· 
ization measures (a typical plantation economy), and Zaire, Zambia, 
and Chile (typical mining economies) received, per head, between 
five and thirty times as much capital as Brazil, Indonesia, Senegal, 
India, or Egypt; and the oil·producing countries received even more. 

While in the second type of countries of the periphery a large 
proportion of local capital has been invested in export activities, the 
amount of these investments is often underassessed when they take 
the form of scattered investments in land improvement. Thus, in 
Egypt, agriculture, the chief source of exports, absorbed 30 percent 
of the nation•s gross investment between 1882 a·nd 1914, 12 percent 
between 1914 and 1937, 14 percent between 1937 and 1947, 4 

percent between 1947 and 1960, and a higher percentage since then, 
with the building of the Aswan High Dam. These investments played 
a decisive part in growth, at any rate down to the First World War, 
after which the development of light industries producing goods 
previously imported took over the function of economic driving 
force: in 1882 agriculture absorbed 58 percent of national capital, in 
19'14 it absorbed 48 percent, and st111 21 percent in 1960. The 
agriculture of the settlers in French North Africa. another export 
agriculture, absorbed a large, even though decreasing, share of 
inV'estment: from 50 to 20 percent in Algeria between 1880 and 1955, 
from 45 to 22 percent in Tunisia between 1910 and 1955, from 26 to 
13 percent in Morocco between 1920 and 1955. Even in Tropical 
Africa, where investment In agricultural development has remained 
relatively modest as compared with investment in the infrastructure, 
local capital has made an important contribution in this field. In the 
Ivory Coast, for example. between 1950 and 1965, export agriculture 
absorbed 17 percent of investments in money, leaving out of account 
the traditional investment in reclamation work. 
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Before the First World War a considerable part of the capital 
exported from the old centers of Europe was invested in the public 
debt of other countries. On the eve of the Second World War the 
proportion of the public debt of the cdlonfal and semicolonial 
countries held in the great finance markets �f Europe and North 
America ranged from 40 to 100 percent of the total amount of this 
debt, and accounted for between 15 and 70 percent of foreign 
investment. This investment corresponded largely to public expendi
ture on the infrastructure, occasioned b:Y the integration of the 
periphery into the world market, Em example being the great 
irrigation works undertaken by the Khedive Ismail in Egypt. 

After the Second World War, the direction given to the use of 
what was thenceforth called· "aid," while varying from country to 
country, tended to result in more attention to the financing of 
industry, inc1uding industry working for .the home market. Soviet 
policy has played an important role � this connection, leading the 
West to revise its own attitude. It remains the case, however, that 
the doctrine laid down 'by the International Bank of Reconstruction 
and Development stipulates th�t investment must facilitate an 
improvement in the baJance of payments such as to ensure repayment of 
the loan. together with the interest on it. The USSR itself has been 
moving toward this attitude for some years now. ·This confers a new 
dimension on the distortion toward the external market, within the 
context of an international specialization that concedes to the 
countries of the periphery certain industrial activities hitllerto 
denied them. 

At the outset, when contact was fu-st established between the 
center and the periphery t if real wages (or real rewards of labor) 
were equal, the center, whose productivity was higher9 could export, 
whereas the periphery was not competitive iJI any sphere. and could 
export nothing but exotic agricultural products or crude minerals: It 
was in that form that international exchange began- first with 
exotic agricultural products, then. later, when the cost of inter
continental transport had been sufficiently reduced, with crude 
mineral products, which required investment of foreign capital on a 
scale unknown until then. 

Following in the wake of colonial trade, the creation of enclaves 
of foreign capital, especially in the mining sector. engendered no 
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greate� monetary demand for local products than had arisen from 
previous colonial exchange, for the primary income distributed by 
this type of enterprise largely ev�porated in external "leaks." A 
substantial, proportion of the expenditure of the foreign enterprises 
went directly into the foreign market - for the purchase of plant 
and for the payment of exported profits. Furthermore, part of the 
wages paid locally made its _way out of the country, when the 
manufactured goods sought by· the new workers were imported. 
Only part of this wage fund entered into local demand (mainly for 
foodstuffs); this made an important contribution to the spreading of 
commodity relations. 

In the case of the exploitation of bauxite in Guinea by the Fria 
complex. for instance. only 12 percent of the total investment costs 
and barely 25 percent of the total value of the alumina exported 
remain within the country. As regards the exploitation of the oilfield 

in the Algerian Sahara. local expenditure occasioned by investment 
did not_ exceed 44 percent of the total. and then half of this local 
expenditure subsequently transformed itself into imports. The pro
portion represented by local costs in the value of the current exports 
of oil is even less.- hardly 22 percent. 

In the_ case of ]arge-scale mining or oilfield exploitation, the 
major part of the fraction of "primary monetaryH expenditure that 
remains inside the country is ultimately represented by the income 
the state takes, either in the form o(royalties or as taxes, direct and 
indirect. 

Industrialization by import-substitution. The industrialization of 

the Third Wodd conforms to a pattern of import-substitution, 
which follows a process that "climbs up.

, 
from the light consumer

goods industries to the industries producing semifinished goods, 
and then to the industries prQducing equipment, whereas at the 
center the process of industrialization embraced aU fonns of industry at 
the same time, when it did not "descend" from the heavy equipment· 
producing industries to the consumer·goods industries downstream. 

This industrialization of the periphery occurred late in the 
day - between the two world wars, in the case of Latin America, 
and after 1945 in that of Asia and Africa. The de1ay cannot be 
attributed to the meagerness of-markets, owing to the low reward of 
labor, for this does not in itself constitute an obstacle to industrial-
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ization. The market is not composed of consumer goods alone: 
production goods play a big role there. Low wages mean .high 
profits, and so it is possible for entrepreneurs to save and invest t that 
is, to create a market. In Europe industrialization took place on the 
basis of very low wages, to begin with, and the same is. true of Japan. 
When productivity in the enterprises established in the periphery is 
simila� to that in the countries of the center, lower wages make 
possib1e a higher rate of profit there. But the divergence between the 
rewards of labor became sufficient to matter only at a period when 
the concentration of industry at the center was itself weU advanced. 
Under these conditions,· it was the same monopolies that exported 
commodities to overs·eas countries that invested capita] in those 
countries. They endeavored to �aximize their profit on the whole of 
their activities, at the center and in the periphery, and this led them 
to prefer investing in the periphery in production for export. As for 
local capita]t this was insufficiently centralizedt and did not exist on 
a scale enabling it to compete with the foreign monopolies, and so 
chose, where possible, to go into sectors that were not competitive 
but comP.Jementary, such as comprador trade, or services. 

In so far as there existed an industry focused on the local market, 
this faced a market that was distorte4 in charactert o_wing to the ]ow 
level of wages, and deve1oped in response to the demand of the 
privileged stratat neglecting that of the masses. Moreover, the 
import-substitution industries employed modern techniques that 
were too capita1·using to absorb the unemployment caused by the 
aggression of the capitalist mode of production, and so reproduced 
the conditions of a market in which abundant I�bor supply kept 
wages low. 

The generalizing of the pattern of import-substitution industrial
ization opened up new opportunities for foreign capital without 
·essentiaUy affecting the extraversion of the economy. Beginning with 
the production of consumer goods that had previously been imported, 
the country was content to replace these imports by imports of 
capital goods and intermediate goods. An autocentric strategy must 
base itself simultaneously upon _the .production of consumer goods 
and capital goods. External trade then involves, as regards �xports 
and imports alike, both consumer goods·and equipment goodst so 
establishing the conditions of equal exchange� 
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The international division of labor within the multinational firm. 
The transnational firm, which appeared after the Second World 
War, is characterized by the scattering of its production activities 
across the wor1_d. It is made up of esta�Iishrnents distributed 
among the five continents, thus realizing a model of vertical 
integration that is often total. These establishments supply various 
items of a category of products the growing demand for which is 
typicaJ of the .. age of consumption." These are durable goods 
(domestic appliances, electrical and electronic devices, vehicles, 
etc.)t always sharply distinguished by a particular trademark and 
the organization needed for after-sales service. The international dis
persion of the. different stages of production of these goods is a sign of 
the birth of a world production process in the full sense of the 
term: the old international division of labor, materialized in the 
exchange of products, is being replaced by a division inside the 
firm. 

The choice o� locations for these integrated activities is based on 
comparisons between wages for the same productivity. In East _Asia 
the hourly wage in the textile industry varies from $.10 to $.30, as 
against $2.40 (or between eight and twenty-four times as much) in 
the United States, for the same productivity; and in the electronics 
industry the ratio is 1:7. It is thus to the firms' interest to establish 
those 'slinks" in their production that demand relatively the largest 
amount of labor in the countries w�ere labor is cheap. 

From the standpoint of the international division of labor, this 
dispet·sion leads to a new form of inequaHty between nations. At the 
center are gathered the strategic activities, those which the jargon 
calls "software" (technological research and innovation, manage
nlent), the "gray matter" in one form or another, and the production of 
the most complex types of essential equipm�nt, those that require highly 
skilled labor. To the periphery falls the uhardwareu- the production 

of those elements which, given the help of imported equipment, require 
only ordinary labor. For, despite the name given to it, the transnational 
firm remains national in its origins and in its top management. It is 
usually Americant and less frequently Japanese. British, or German. 
The old division of labor, in which the underdeveloped countries 
supplied the raw materials and the advanced countries supplied the 
manufactured goods, is being replaced by a different division, in which 
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the former supply the primary products and the manufactures, while the 
second supply the equipment and the usofiware." This division 
reinforces the functions of the centralization of decision-making 
authority and technological innovation. Thereby it reproduces its 
own conditions, splitting the _world labor market ·into watertight 
national markets with big differences in rewards. It deepens unequal 
exchange by internalizing this in the finn. · 

The effects of this new inequality are several. In the first place, 
the international division of labor deprives the periphery· of any 
initiative in its own development, and thereby reduces ·to _nil all 
chances not merely of "catching up·� in tenns of consumption but 
even of aspiration to some sort of autonomy, if only of a· cultural and 
political order. Then, it adds to the transfers of values from the 
periphery to the center. The visible transfers alone, in the fonns of 

reward of capital and payments for usoftware." and arising from the 
monopoly of specific kinds of equipment� are enormous. UN.CTAD. 
which associates these transfers with technological domination, 
estimates their annual increase at 20 percent. This division· of 
labor disintegrates the economies and societies of the periphery. 
The missing links in ·them are multiplied through the centralization 
of the directing links at the center and the dispersion of the 
dependent links among many different locationst so as to bring 
about competition between the "1ittle nations" and weaken their 
negotiating power. The tra�snational firm intensifies comP.etition 
between underdeveloped countries, reproducing in them parallel 
structures that make impossible the development of integrating 
complementarities within broader structured economic. spaces. which 
is the condition necessary for an independent · development of 
these countries. On the plane of unevenness between regions, 
sectors, and labor markets. concentration in a few towns, where 
the ·•external savings .. are greatest. aggravates existing distortions, 
especially as between town and country. Employing little ·labor, 
and preventing the transformation of agriculture and the backward 
sectors in the underdeveloped· economy, these implantations con
tribute no solution to the unemployment problem: on the contrary, 
they worsen it by accelerating the disarticu1ation of the society in 
which they make their appearance. 

These new tendencies in the international division of labor ar_:e 
as yet not very visible h1 the Third World as a who1e. Only in 
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East Asia (South Korea, Taiwan, Hong Kong. and Singapore) and 
in Mexico· is it possible already to study its effects. The installation of 
"runaway industries," originating in the United States, Japan, and 
Britain, in these territories has been sufficiently systematic to 
ensure, during the 1960s. a growth of manufacturing industry at 
exceptional rates - between 16 and 35 percent per year - and 
an overall growth in production, based on this type of industrial
ization, at rates varying from 7 to 10 percent per. year. These five 
countries represent on their own nearly three·quarters of a11 the 
exports of manufactured goods from· the Third World, which 
amount to about $4.4 billion. Their industries export to the 
advanced c9untries, especially the American market. They are, in 
the main, Jight industries (textiles, apparel, and leather goods, 
$1.6 billion; food and drink industries, $0.8 billion; wooden goods 
and furniture, $0.4 billion; etc.). But the very fact that they are 
concentrated in a few underdeveloped countries rules out the 
possibility of this being a development that could be extended to 
all the countries of the Third World. 

The five countries mentioned above have nevertheless been put 
forward by the West as a model for the_ Third World, in reply to 
Chinese communism and Latin American nationalism. However, 
these hopes have already been dashed. Despite a big increase in 

exports, the balances of payments of the countries concerned have 
remained very vulnerable. First, because the exclusive allocation 
of investm�nts to industries of this type has been made at the 
expense of agriculture and the industries aiming at the home 
market, so that there has been a rapid growth in imports in those 
sectors. Second, because imports of equipment and semifinished 
goods have increased at the same pace as industrialization. Finally, 
and above aU, because transfers of profits, visible and invisible, 
largely wipe out the benefits of exports. The external balance 
worsens when the rate of inflow of new capital slows down, repro� 
clueing the familiar pattern of the blocking of independent growth. 
Although they have achieved high growth rates, none of these 
countries. has· approached the stage of independent and self
ma_intained growth, dear to the theory of "take-off.·· On the 
contrary, they are even more dependent than they were twenty 
years ago. 

Looked at from another angle, this type of industry engende_rs 
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a "semiaristocracy" of labor- few in numbers, badly paid by. 
f Western standards. for the same productivity. yet privileged by 
virtue of its security of employment in comparison with the pro--
letarianized masses doomed' t.o unemployment and casuaJ ·work. 
This privBeged situation ensures the docility of the proletariat, a 
condition for the reproduction of the system. The pattern of these 
industries rules out, moreover. any technical advancement, since 
the center keeps for itse)f those links tJ:tat require skiUed labor. 
Finally, the strengthened domination of central capital forbids 
any formation of a bourgeoisie of national entrepreneurs. These 
industries do, however, engender a. middle class of salari� pro
fessionals - executives, engineers, office staff- who cl�ave to 
the patterns of consumption and ideology of the wort� system to 
which they organically belong. The "elitist" ideology that is grafted 
onto this type of depen�ence, and the degeneration of the national 
culture, lead to acceptance of a reduction in the sphere in which 
decisions are taken by the nation itself. 

While these tendencies are also to be seen in the West; they do 
not have the same decisive implications as in the Third World; 
because they are grafted upon a different historical substratum. 
The flight of American (and also British) industries to ·continental 
Europe, particularly Italy, does not alter the fundamental social 
structures already estab1ished there, and is often carried out in 
association with the local bourgeoisie. Moreover, this flight has· 
already effectively slowed down the rate of growth both in the 
United States and Britain and created zones of· depression and 
unemployment. Thereby it includes its own limitation. It ensured 
the U.S. domination over Europe for a certain period, qut at 
the same time it created the conditions for a challenge to itself to 
arise. Indeed, the rapid growth of Europe and .Japan in recent 
years is due in part to this redistribution of industry. Because the 
historical conditions are not those of the Third World, this revival 
has set in motion a wave of progress and technological innovations, 
especially in Japan and Germany, which have finally put an end 
to American domination. It is not possible to equate the asym
metrical processes of domination and· dependence that characterize 
the relations between the center and the periphery with the uneven 
process of development inside the center. 
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Sectoral Unevenness in. Productivity 
and Transmission of the Pric� Structure 

from Center to Periphery 

If we break down production (value added), on the one hand, 
and the occupied labor force, on the other, into sectors, and 
compare the average sectoral product per head in the advanced 
countries and the underdeveloped ones, we are struck by the 
relative concentration of product-per·head around their national 
average in the countries of the center, and their very marked 
dispersion in the countries of the periphery. as is shown in the 
table below, compiled by Anlbal Pinto: 

Gross Product per Occupied Person (1960) 

Latin America United Great 
States Britain 

Modem Intenned· Primitive Total 
sector iate sector 

Agriculture 260 60 18 77 47 93 

Extraction 

industries 1,060 99 16 521 133 90 
Manufactur· 
ing .industries 480 172 16 271 125 97 

Building 208 68 22 87 120 99 

Essential 
services 352 140 30 165 147 128 

Other 
services 428 80 31 96 90 98 

Total 388 98 18 100 100 100 

In Latin America the extreme ratios of productivity observed, 
at the level of aggregation employed, are 1:11, between agriculture 
and extraction industry, as compared with only t: 1.4 for. Britain and 
1 :3 for the United States. 

Actually, this phenomenon is due to what I shall call "sectoral 
uneven ness in productivity ... It is not, of course, possible to compare 
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productivities in the strict sense of the word except between two 
enterprises that produce the same product: the productivity of one 
will be said to be higher than that of the other if the total amount 
o� labor (di_rect' and indirect) necessary to ensure the production 
of one physical unit of the same product is less in the former 
case. Between one branch and another one can spe.ak · only of 
different profitabilities, as Emmanuel has reminded us. AI� the 
same. if, with a given price structure, conditions are such that 
labor. or capital, or both, cannot be rewarded in one branch at 
the same rate as in another, I say that productivity is lower in 
that branch. In the capitalist mode of production. distinguished 
as it is by the mobility of the factors, that is, the existence of a 
market for labor and for capital, the effective tendency is for 
labor a1id capital to be rewarded in all branches at the same 
rates. If, however, this price structure, corresponding at the center to 
homogeneous rewards for labor. and capital. is transferred to the 
periphery, the result will be that the factors cannot be rewarded 
at the same rate in the different branches if the technical conditions 
(and so the productivity) are distributed otherwise than at the 
center. Direct comparisons of productivity are sometjmes possible 
if the product is,

· if �ot exactly identical, then at least comparable 
as regards jts use-value and the techniques th.at can be employed 
to produce it; If. for example, a· quintal of wheat, produced at the 
centet-, t·equires a certain total quantity of 1abor (direct and indirect), 
and if a quintal of millet - a product of the periphery that is com
parable both in use-value (a grain crop with the same nutritional 
potential) and iri respect of the techniques that can be used to 
produce it- requires a Jarger quantity �f labor, then this is 
because the production techniques in the periphery are backward. 
We are justified in speaking of a difference in productivity. In 
contrast to this. productivity will be the same at the center and in 
the periphery in the textile industries� where techniques are similar. 
For other products, of course. direct comparison of productivities 
is not possible: for example, for coffee, which is produced only in 
the periphery and cannot be comp�red to any product of the 
center. 

Now, the price structure of the center is, in fact. transferred to 
the periphery. For there is a world market through which tr�ns-
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ference is inevitably effected to the periphery· of the essential 
structures of relative prices that prevail at the center. 

There is no reason why· product per head should be the same 
in the. different branches of a centta1 capitalist economy. For this 

·product is made up of two components. the reward of labor and 
the a·eward of capital, and. for product per head to be identical, 
five conditions would. have ·to be fulfilled: (1) that the quantity of 
Jabor provided per occupied person (per annum. for instance) be 
the same; (2) that the organic composition of labor (Emmanuel's 
expression), meaning the proportion of kinds of labor with differing 
levels of skill. be the same; (3) that ·the rates of reward of labor (with 
the sante sJcill) be the same; (4) 'that the amount of capital used.; 
per worker (the organic composition of capital), be the same; and 
(5) ·that the rate of reward of capital be the same. 

There is, however, a tendency in the capitalist mode of production 
toward the fulfilment of precisely these conditions. Capitalism 
does in fact tend to make labor-time _uniform, to reduce it to its 
simplest, least skilled category, and reward it at a uniform rate, 
just as it tends toward equalization of the rate of profit. Further
more, there is a tendency toward intensive use of capita1 in all 
branches of the economy; this constitutes the way in which pro
ductivity is increased. True, between one branch and another the 
organic composition of capital is different. and the higher the 
degree of disaggregation in the analysis, the wider is the range. 
with the new dynamic industries having the organic composition 
tha� increases most rapidly. It is this uscatter" of organic compo
sitions that explains the fact that sectoral productivity is unevenly 
distributed at the center. But this �'scatter,. is even more pronounced 
in the periphery. If we break down the national economy into 
about ten branches. we find that the organic compositions at the 
c�nter range from 1 to 4, and so, wi_th an average rate of profit of 
15 to 20 percent. productivities vary from 1 to 2, whereas in the 
periphery, with the same breakdown, the range of organic compo
.sitions extends from 1 to 35, and that of productivities from 1 to 
10. Such a big divergence for the organic compositions of capital 
in the periphery is possible only if the capitalist mode of production 
has not taken hold of all the branches of production, as it has at the 
center. It is this circumstance that accounts for the sectoral 
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differences in reward, -and constitutes the pri'ncipal aspect of the 
problem of unevenness jn the distribution of income in the Third 
World. 

To this main cause of unevenness in the-distribution of income 
must be added some other causes- which are also Important, and 
which are connected with the incomplete extent of the development of 
capitalism: a low level of uniformization of labor·tim'e (especially 
between agriculture, where capitalist forms of organization d

.
o not 

prevail. and the urban sector). different rates of profit for foreign 
monopoly- capital and dependent national capital; etc: There are 
also some factors of a secondary order, such· as: (1) the respective 
levels of employment in the rural and urban ·areas, which have a 

determining influence in the division of income between wages 
and incomes of enterprise and of ownership; (2) the structures of 
distribution of ownership of capital and enterprise. which mainly 
determine the way income of enterprise is distributed in the urban 
areas; (3) the structures of distribution of landownership and of 
the way the land is exploited which mainly determine the distribution 

of nonw�ge incomes in the rural areas; and (4) the distribution of 
the 1abor supply in accordance with the levels of skill -and degree 
of trade-union and political organization of the different groups, 
which is what largely determines the structure of the distribution 
of wages. 

The considerable divergences that are sometimes to be seen in 
the underdeveloped countries. between the average wage and the 
average income of the most deprived .strata, especially the peasantry. 
are �he inevitable consequence of the juxtaposition of two economic 
systems that belong to different epochs, and whose levels of pro· 
d uctivity are not to be compared. It would be wrong to draw the 
hasty conclusion that one of the aims of economic policy must be 
to reduce the level of wages. In fact, a higher level of productivity 
lnot only makes possible higher wages but also, to a large extent, 
demands this. The Marxist conception of the value of labor power 
brings out this .connection. This is why comparisons between 
standards of living, when types of income �re too different, become 
dubiously valid -not to mention comparisons between standards 
of satisfaction, welfare, or happiness, which often lure economists 
beyond the realm of science. Such comparisons overlook price 
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levels, which differ markedly between rural and urban areas in 
the underdeveloped countries; the foodstuffs provided by a food
gathering economy, which very easily are gathered in some parts 
of TropicaJ Africa, but which can be sold at high prices in the 
towns; the high cost of housing. in the urban centers, even in the 
shanty-towns; the products of the food-gathering economy and of 
hunting, which do not figure in the national accounts; the different 
way of life in the towns, which entails new demands.- fares, enter
tainment that has to· be paid for, etc. The ·intensity of labor also 
has to be taken into consideration. It is often forgotten that the 
income of the traditional peasant corresponds to a hundred working 
days per a�n�m, whereas that of the town worker corresponds to 
three hundred working days. If we allow for all these factors in 

the problem, the difference between recorded incomes, which is 
sometimes of the order of 1:10, often loses its dramatic character. 

The problem of the "privileged wage earners" lies elsewhere. 
The hierarchy of wage levels is usuaUy more pronounced in the 
underdeveloped countries than in the central economies .. In the 
modei·n sector of the economy, both the plantations and the 
towns, the mass of unskilled workers. relatively more numerous, 
make up the most deprived group in the nation. It is in relation 
to this mass.· and especially where unemployment in the towns 
and the underemployment of the landless peasants a�tain vast 
proportions, in relation to this mass of underemployed persons, 
who are mainly unskilled, that the wages of the skilled workers 
(both manua] workers and office workers) confer a sense of privilege. 
The same applies to the groups employed in public service, especially 
where there is a widespread feeling that their numbers are too 
large and that recruitment is governed by the pressures of the 
"'little society of· the town," anxious for jobs. If, in addition, 
incomes of national capitalist enterprise are not present, then the 
privileged situation of these groups of workers acquires political 
significance. 

. 

· 

. 

. It is generally supposed that there is bound to be an increasing 
divergence in the underdeveJoped countries between the average 
income of the mass of the workers, the growth of which can only 
follow the very slow growth of the national product, and that of 
the more highly skilled categories, which will follow the income of 
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similar worker:s in the advanced countries. Actually, these imitation 
effects are confined to the most highly skilled categories, the ones 
who are in a position to emigrate from their. own country: this is 
what is called the "brain drain:· The few data available for 

t assessing long-term movements give cause to think that the gap 
was very large from the outset, perhaps just as large as today, 
especially wherever the heterogeneity of the two worlds, the. tradi
tional· one and the modern one installed by colonization, caused 
the supply of labor to be inadequate in the new sector. Gradually 
the gap becomes narrower for the mass of unskilled workers in 
the modern sector, as emigration from the country to the towns 
develops. whereas it wid_ens for the more highly skilled categories. 

In the advanced countries. wage earners constitute the gre-at 
bulk of the working people. between 60 and 90 percent of the 
occupied population. Consequently, in the long run the average 
\\'age cannot evolve very differently from the national product per 
head. Again. in the industrialized countries, the working class is, 
broadly speaking, fairly solid as regards unity in struggle, through 
its organization in trade. unions - except wheret as a result of 
racial d ifferences (as with the black and white workers in ·the 
United States, for instance) or national ones (as with native and 
immigrant workers in some European countries), this solidarity is 
broken or at least impaired. The growth of wages therefore tends 
to be fixed at a uniform rate for workers in all branches of the 
economy, around the average growth rate of productivity, rather 
than around the varying growth rates of productivity in each 
separate branch. This being so, wages policy is a fundamental 
clement in national policy on income distribution. 

· 

The situation is different in the underdeveioped countries, 
where wage earners make up only a small part of the occupied 
population -between l percent and a maximum of 30 percent 
-and where solidarity is not so strong, owing to the backward 
state of trade-union organization and the g�p that exists between 
the worlds of the country people and those of the towns. There is 
therefore no obvious relation between the long-term evolution of 
wages and that of the national product. We find that· in some 
countries in some recent periods a very low� or medium� growth of 
the national product (between 0.2 and 3 percent) was accompanied 
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by a marked growth of real.wages (over 6 percent per year in Jamaica 
and in Colombia; 4.5 percent in Ceylon; over 8 percent in Zambia .. 
Rhodesia, Nigeria, and T�nzania), or else, contrariwise, very low 
rates of growth of real wages, even negative rates, in cases where 
the growth of production per head· was relatively better (Taiwan, 
Burma, South Korea, India. Philippines, etc.). Phenomena like 
this are not open to simple explanations, for there is not the 
slightest correlation between the movement of wages and the pace 
of industrialization, or eve� the movement of profits. Cases are 
known (Belgian Congo, Puerto Rico) where a steady increase in 
wages has stimulated enterprises to choose more efficient methods 
of production. As regards response to chronic inflation, we find 
every possible case: belated adjustment of wages, steady advance 
of real wages, or. on the contrary, steady reduction of real wages. 
Elastic behavior by wages, upward or downward in real terms, is 
only possible because the probJem of wages does not constitute 
the main axis of income distribution in the given country. 

The large divergences, both absolute and relative, in the levels 
of remuneration of the different categories of working people in 
the underdeveloped countries - between those in the countryside 
and those in the towns, between the skilled, and the unskilled, 
between those employed by certain large enterprises and the rest 
- even if expl icable on strictly economic grounds, constitute an 
obstacle to the building of a coherent nation. It is conceivable 
that an economic policy of development might aim to work sys
tematicalJy against the ... natural laws" of the economy, seeking to 
reduce these divergences in order to ensure national cohesion. But 
this policy can be justified only if the reduction in the rewards of 
the privileged categories of workers that it undertakes to achieve 
is not ef(ected for the benefit of other categories of income, such 
as incomes of private enterprise. whether national or foreign, but 
for that of the community as a whole, and provided that the 
categodes affected by this policy· are c1ear1y aware that this is so. 

An egalitarian policy of this sort is politically rational, since 
the aim of national cohesion is essential for development. It 
means, however, that a price system must be adopted that differs 
from that of market prices. The actual price system in the under
developed countries. which is largely determined by th�t prevailing in 
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the advanced countries, as a result of' international competition 
and the substitution of some products t�r others, corresponds to a 
relatively uniform distribution of productivities. In view of the 
much wider "scatter" of productivities, in the underdeveloped 
economies, the rewarding of labor and of capital, respectively, on 
a uniform basis would result in a system of prices that would not 
be rational from the standpoint of economic calculation when it 
came to choosing the sectors of the economy to be developed. Two 
price systems would therefore be adopted, with ratjonalities. situated 
on different planes: a system of actual prices intended to ·uiron 
out" inequalities in rewards and ensure national cohesion, and a .  
system ofrefere.nce prices serving the needs of economic calculation. 
Only in the course of development would the unevenness between 
productivities be reduced and the two systems draw close together. 

The nature of the· political relations between foreign capital, 
the loca1 business bourgeoisie, the privileged strata of wage 
earners, and the administrative bureaucr�cy is what ultimately 
determines important �spects of the evolution of this �ocial distribu· 
tion of income. When there is no business bourgeoisie, as is often 
the case in Black Africa, the pri�ileged wage-earning strata may 
become, along with the administrative bureaucracy, the principal 
transmission be1t of domination from without. But this does not 
always happen. In Zaire, for instance, between 1960 and 1968 it 
was the bureaucracy that grabbed- the li<;>n's share, while ·the 
condition of the working class, along with that of the peasantry. 
was worsened. 

In the capitalist mode of production, the. equilibrium prices 
that ensure supply is adapted to demand are prices of production 
in the Marxist ·sense. These prices presuppose equal· rewards of 
labor in all branches (a single labor market) ·and an equal rate of 
profit on capital (equalization of the rate of profit). Consequently, 
if the same fraction of profit bas to be saved in order to ensure 
expanded reproduction in all branches (let us·sayt for simplicity's 
sake, if all the profit is reinvested, eliminating consumption by 
the capitalists), the structure of growth- the sharing of invest
ment between the different branches- is determined by the struc
ture of prices. If there were no capital market to e�sute the 
circulation of capital from one branch to another, the�e would be 
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no guarantee of coherence between the structure of growth and 
that of demand, modified in its proportions by this very growth. 
The circulation of capital is therefore a necessary law of the way 
the capitalist mode of prOduction functions. But th.is circulation 
comes up against a permanent obstacle: the ownership of capital. 
The enterprises and branches that are called upon to grow faster, 
as a result of the evolution of demand, are afraid, sho.uld they 
need, in order to finance their investments, to draw upon external 
capital to too large an extent, that they may lose control of their 
affairs. They therefore try to include in their prices a margin large 
enough to make possible an adequate volume of self-financing. 
The circumstances of competition make such an operation possible, 
more or Jess. A price system that would be rational from the 
standpoint of growth would imply (leaving out of account any 
consumption by the capitalists) a structure of prices by which 
each branch could finance its own growth, in accordance with 
demand, without calling in external capital, and so different rates 
of profit, or e1se, on the contrary, an equal rate of profit and a 
perfect circu.lation of capital. The actual price system in the 
capitalist countries is neither the one nor the other, but something 
in between; the margins for self�financing vary widely, depending 
on many factors - including, for instance� the degree to which 
the given branch is monopolized. To this must be added the 
distortions that uneven indirect taxation causes in the price system. 

It will be said that an enterprise or a branch has a higher 
productivity than others if it ensures, with equal rewards of labor, 
a higher rate of profit; and this is indeed the tendency if the 
branch h�s to have a bigger growth rate in order to meet a 
change in the size of demand. 

·Now. the price structure at the center is largely transmitted to 

the periphery for the reasons that also explain the mechanisms of 
transmission of the· value of the dominant currency: psychological ! 
mechanisms connected with consumption m�dels, competition by 
imported goods with local products that are more or less subject 
to substitution, etc. . . . 

This transmission of the price structure of the center determines in 
the periphery unevennesses of productivity between branches that 
express the uneven degree of modernization - of penetration by 
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the capitalist mode of production. These unevennesses of productivity 
are often reflected in unequal ·rates of profit, but a�so in unequal 
rewards of labor, especially where sectors that do not belong to 
the capitalist mode are concerned, as is often the case with rura1 
production. This price structure _has, therefore, nothing rational 
about it from the standpoint of the needs of a growth organized 
in order to put ari end to the historical lagging-behind - uneven 
between one sector and another- which is characteristic of the 
periphery. 

The transmitted price system is seen to be even more irrational 
if we consider that. with 'the .generalization of monopoly in the 
central.capitalist economies, the tendency to equalization of the 
rate of profit is continuously under challenge. The marginalist 
theory of general equilibrium was constructed on the basis of an 
assumption of perfect competition. Taking the hypothesis of sudden_ 
cartelization of an economy in a state of competitive equilibrium, 
Joan Robinson drew the twofold conclusion that the national 
income would be redistributed in favor of the entrepreneurs and 
that the orientation of production would be altered. If, indeed. we 
assume that elasticity ·of total demand for products varies from 
one branch to another, just as elasticity of the supply of the 
factors varies, then it follows that more products for which .the 
demand is less elastic will be manufactured than products for 
which the demand is more elastic; while, similarly, those sectors 
where the supply of labor is highly elastic wil1 deve1op, whereas 
those where it is less so will decline. 
· It must be added that increasing the degree of monopoly in the 
economy does not increase the volume of saving in the apparent 
proportion resulting from Joan Robinson's analysis, acc�rding to 
which what is lost by the factors of production is gained ·by the 
entrepreneurs. Indeed, when distribution is altered to the advantage 
of profit, the technique of production utilized tends to become 
more primitivet as Sraffa has shown. The level of the national 
product thus declines, and the entrepreneurs do not recover every
thing that· the factors lose. Full development. of the product!ve 
forces ·is fettered. Furthermore, this more uneven distribution of 

income aggravates the contradiction between the capacity ,to produce 
and the capacity to consume- a contradiction that becomes a 
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supplementary reason for an equilibrium of underemployment. 
Baran and Sweezy show that in monopoly capitalism the actual 
surplus is Jess than the potential surplus. 

Analysis of the phenomenon of monopolization in terms of 
elasticity of the demand for products is, of course, far from 
satisfactory. The overall conception of the d�gree of monopoly in 
the economy takes into account the fact that every system containsi 
potentialJy, a certain degree of monopoly. There is a1ways a curve 
of total demand for every commodity, whether this commodity be 
produced by a single enterprise or by an .infinity of enterprises. 
The hypothesis of complete carte1ization merely reveals the degree 
of internal. monopoly itl the economy� and renders this effective. 
The method would theoretically enable �s to measure the degree 
of monopoly in an economy in which production was entirely in 
the hands of the monopolies. It does not enable us to follow the 

actual evolution of the process of concentration. Now, analysis of 
this evolutjon. and of the distribution of monopoly. superprofit -
uneven as between different branches- is of decisive significance 
for the theory of prices. While analysis of the elasticity of demand 
enables us to understand the extent to which transfer of the 
profits of one branch to another can take place, it is in terms of 
the overall strategies of the firms concerned that we need to 
analyze the struggle - by means of prices and by other means 
(investments, purchase of blocks of shares. monopoly of trade� 
marks, etc.)- which goes on between monopolies in one and the 
same branch. 

Looked �t in another way, the world system of relative prices 
is, in part, the result of unequal exchange. This exchange
and the unequal specialization on which it is based - serves a 
function, namely, to increase the rate of profit on the scale of the 
system as a whole. It is in these terms that we need to interpret 
the results of Kalecki's analysis of the effects of monopoly. He 
believed he could define the reasons why the share of the national 
income obtained by labor had remained stable in the advanced 
countries in. the course of history: the progressive increase in the 
degree of monopoly had been balanced by an evolution in the 
terms of trade to the disadvantage of raw materials. 

It needs to be added that the price o( a raw material becomes 
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pu1·ely conventional if its processing is carried out by firms that 
are integrated with those providing this raw material. This is the 
case, for instance, with the bauxite produced in Jamaica, Guinea, 
and elsewhere by the same groups that control its transformation 
into alumina in Cameroon and into aluminum in Can.ada or 
Ghana. Depending on whether the group•s interest lies in localizing 
its profits in the periphery or in the center, it will fix high or low 
prices for the bauxite or the alumina. · 

The view that the system of declared (book) prices constitutes 
. an objective criterion by means of which the rationality of economic 

choices can be judged is without any scientific· validity. The tech· 
niques for evaluating projects, based on calculatio�s of profitability 
that rely on such a price system, which are advocated by the 
World Bank belong to the realm of pure ideology. 

The Choice of Production Techniques in the Periphery: 
The Irrationality of the System 

Marginalist theory claims that choice of technique· is dictated 
by endowment in factors and that the economic system is rational. 
that is, that it ought to lead to light techniques being chosen in 
the underdeveloped countries. It is a matter of observation, however? 
that this is not so. Why not? 

Does investment, under the particular conditions of the inter
national integration of the underd!!veloped economies, take the 
direction that is most favorable to maximizing the pace of accu
mulation? The problem has three aspects. (1) The question of the 
total rate of investment: What is the mechanism that determines 
the division of the national income between consumption and 
investment? Does this mechanism, under conditions of under
development. determine a division that is particularly favorable to 
investment? Is it possible to det�rmine a priori the proportion of 
the national income that it would be rational to devote to investment? 
In other words, up to what point is the restriction of consumption 
advantageous to a society which wants to speed up the rate of 
capital formation? (2) The question of the choice of investments= 
What are the mechanisms that guide investments toward one 
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industry rather than another. differing in capital-intensity, and 
toward the use of one. technique rather than another? What are 
the effects on the rate of development of these mechanisms as 
they function in the settfng of underdeveloped economies? Is it 
possible to establish a priori an order of priority among useful 
investments? (3) The question of international specialization from 
the standpoint of the differing capital-intensity of industries: What 
are· the mechanisms that guide a country's production mainly 
toward light industry or mainly toward heavy industry, when this 
country is integrated in the world market? Are the results of these 
mechanisms of international specialization favorable, in the case 
of the u�derdeveloped countries, to development at the most 
rapid pace? To what extent should organized _investment-effort be 
based on the internal economy, . and to what extent should it 
depend upon international exchange? 

Marginalism considers that it  is the rate of interest, and that 
alone, which determines the direction taken by investments
that is its theoretical position. It considers, moreover. that only a 
rate of interest freely arrived at on the money market is capable 
of guiding investment in a rational way and determining the rate 
of growth that conforms to individual preferences - that is its 
doctrinal position. As the marginalists see the matter I the rate of 
interest is what adjusts the supply of capital to the demand for it. 
Now, production methods that are more capital-intensive cause 
the process of pl'oduction to be prolonged and require a sacrifice 
from the consumer, w_ho regularly prefers present consumption to 
consumption of an equal quantity in the future. The money 
market thus makes possible, through rates of interest, adjustment 
of the division of inc�me between consumption and investment in 
accordance with the rate of "subjective underestimation of the 
future." It determines the general rate of development that conforms 
to individual preferences. Furthermore, it is held, the rate of interest 
detennines, besides the general rate of formation of savingt optimum 
distribution of investments between branches of production and 
optimum choice of production techniques. It is the rate of interest 
that ensures that no capita] is invested in any branch beyond the 
point at which the increase in productivity resulting from the 
additional investment becomes less than it would be in other 
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branches. Interest is, in fact (say the marginalists), not merely the 
yardstick of preference for the present but also that of the marginal 
productivity in value terms of the capital factor. 

Does the rate of interest really play the decisive part in deter-
mining the total amount of investment and the direction taken by \capital? No, it does not. In the context of the capitalist mode of 
production, the division between consumption and investment is 
determined by the level of real wages (the rate of surpl.us value) 
and not by individuals' preference for the present. · . 

Indeed, how does Bohm-Bawerk set about proving that this 
division conforms to "individual time-preferences"? He starts from 
the principle that more intensive use of capital· goods ·always 
makes possible increased production, but also requires a len&thening 
of the production period. This "length of the production process" 
is only a clumsy way of measuring the "capital-intensity" of 
production, something that the .Marxist ·concept ·of the organic 
composition of capital expresses more clearly. This being so. 
Bohm-Bawerk's claim is no different from Marx's, namely, that 
the techniques that are most capital-intensive are also the most 
productive. The consequence of Bohrn-Bawerk's argument, however, 
seems less pertinent. Since the longer the production process, the 
more productive it is, the production of intermediate goods ought 
to develop ad infinitum. Yet this is clearly not the case. Why not? 
Because, Bohm-Bawerk tells us, owing to the subjective under
estimation of the future, although the physical volume of production 
can be increased indefinitely if we lengthen the duration of pro
duction, the value of this production; inc-reasingly large in volume, 
but also increasingly distant in time, first grows and then shrinks, 
so that there is an optimum duration of production. For this to be 
so, however, we must presuppose, a priori, that the rate of subjective 
underestimation of the future is higher than the rate of growth of 
physical productivity when the production process is lengthened. 
To get out of this difficulty, Bohm-Bawer� then puts forward 
another proposition: the period of production cannot be lengthened 
indefinitely because the means of subsistence needed by the workers 
who make the instruments of production have to be produced. 
What does this new proposition mean? Th�t the labor force can 
be divided into two categories: one engaged in producing consumer 
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goods, the other in producing equipment for production. Bohm· 
Bawerk's new proposition means that it is not possible to reduce 
the fraction of the labor. force engaged in ultimate production 
below the number needed to produce consumer goods equivalent 
to the wages distributed. The pace of development then appears 
as being fundamentally dictated not by the rate of subjective 
underestimation of the future, but by the rate of surplus value. 

And so here we come once more upon Marx's fundamental 
proposition. Sraffa proves how the social relation that dictates the 
level of real wages (the value of labor power) determines at the 
same time the average rate of profit and the system of re1ative 
prices. This "rediscovery" finally exposes the ideological character 
of ·the marginalist analysis ·and strips the practice of econo,mic 
choice under capitalism of all rationality- or, more precicely. 
reduces this rationality to what it really amounts to: the means of 
reproducing capitalism•s own social conditions of reproduction. 

The division of available income between immediate consumption 
and investment, or, in other words, the growth of future consump
tion. is thus a social choice. It is governed, in the capitalist mode 
of production, by the socia1 relation between bourgeoisie and pro
letariat. In a rational society it can be governed only by a collective 
choice, effected on the basis of long-term considerations related to 
society's aims (which go far beyond the time-prospect of capita1ist 
economic

. 
calculation). This is the answer to the first question. 

Where choice of production techniques is concerned, current 
theory sti11 resorts to a type of margina1ist analysis. A certain kind 
of production can be carried on equa11y well with various combi
nations of factors. If the rewards of the factors are given, it will be 
possib1e to choose from among the different possible techniques 
the one which, with a given stock of factors of production, weighted 
in accordance with their relative rewards, makes it possible to 
maximize immediate production. 

The employment of a more advanced technique, characterized 
by a higher capital-intensity, is accompanied by an increase in the 
productivity of labor. Two cases can then arise. In the first, the 
improvement in the productivity of labor is less than proportional 
to the increase in capital-intensity. In this case, the productivity 
of capital diminishes. Here we have the classical hypothesis: if, in 
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order to make one unit of the product, one can-employ less labor, 
then one must necessarily employ more capital. In the second 
case, the improvement in the productivity of labor is more than 
proportional to the increase in capital-intensity. In this case, 
obviously, the productivity of capital is also improved. The first 
case enables one to choose between different .. efficient" tech
niques, while the second enables one to eliminate the "inefficient'' 
ones, that is, those that are inferior, whatever the relative rewards 
of the factors may be. 

What policy should be recommended in an. underdeveloped 
country suffering fro� a substantial degree of structural unem
ployment - in other words, where shortage of capita) is the factor 
limiting growth, whereas labor is available in unlimited quantity? The 
techniques that, though the lightest, are inefficient in the sense 
defined above inust, of course, be ruled out. Among the efficient 
techniques, it is often recommended that the one· be chosen . that 
is most economical of the scarce factor', and that therefore maxi
mizes the productivity of capital. This amounts to saying: the 
lightest technique among all the possible efficient techniques: 
Choice of a zero reference for wages Jeads regularly to preferences 
such as this. 

This line of reasoning is highly questionable, even if we accept 
the assumption that the labor factor is ind�ed available in unlimited 
quantity. For, among a variety of efficient techniques, a less light 
technique may, at the prevailing rates of reward of the factors, 
enable . a surplus to be produced which, a11otted to investment, 
will provide the condition for growth later on. Calculation based 
on a zero reference price for wages rules out this choice, since it 

. amounts to ignoring the fact that, in reality, wages are distributed 
that, being allotted to consumption, reduce the nation's capacity 
to obtain a surplus to be.allotted to investment. The rule wi11 thus 
be that the heaviest technique will remain preferable, because the 
)improvement in the productivity oflabor that goes with it provides a 
surplus that, when invested, makes possible growth at the rate 
desired by the community. Competition drives entrepreneurs to 
choose the technique that maximizes surplus .. This is doubtless 
why, in economic life, in the present-day world of business, the 
choices made are not very different in the underdeveloped countries 
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from what they. are in the industrialized ones. Often, when different 
choices are made, this happens more for reasons connected with the 
size of the market than for reasons connected with the level of 
wages. In any case, these choices are almost always - and for
tunately - remote from those that would be dictated by a calculation 
based on a zero reference price for wages. This reveals that the 
problem of the choice of techniques is a pseudo-problem, as often 
happens with marginalism. The re·al problem is that of the choice 
of  branches. 

The surpJus can be allotted in its entirety to investment, or it 
can be consumed, wholly or in part. If one. regards the growth of 
wages as the ultimate objective of development, one will endeavor 
to ensure a parallel growth of the surplus and of wages. Given 
that the surplus available for investment will grow more slowly in 
proportion as the rate of wages is authorized to grow faster, and 
that growth of employment depends on growth of the surplus 
reinvested. it will be possible to define a social optimum -func;tion 
that will enable that combination of rates of growth of the surp1us 
and of wages to be chosen that will maximize the wage bill not at 
the end of a period but during the whole period, of ten or fifteen 
years, for example. . 

These arguments are not of merely t�eoretical interest. The 
countries that began to industrialize later than others have indeed 
experienced rapid rates of growth both of productivity and of 
employment whenever they have granted priority in their develop
ment to the most up-to-date industries, using the most advanced 
techniques. As a general rule there are no grounds, in an under
developed economy, for making choices· different from those that 
would �e made in a country that wa� already well industrialized: 
it is necessary to choose the most efficient technique, the one that 
maximizes surplus, at the rate of rewards of the factors that 
actually prevails. In fact, accelerated accumulation in the modern 
sector will be accompanied by an improvement in wages, whereas 
in the tradiiional sector, where productivity is relatively stagnant, 
.rewards will increase more slowly, if they increase at all. There is 
therefore no reason to be surprised if average incomes in the two 
sectors are very much out of line with each other, and if this 

unevenness becomes still more marked as deveJopment progresses. 
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Although the spontaneous movement proceeds along this path.
of increasing differences in the. rewards of labor. it is to be . 
considered that, during the long transitional period, a genuine 
policy of development will not be able to tolerate this increasing 
inequality, for this breaks up national unity, the very precondition 
of development. The state must, �hen, plan pric-es and wages so 
as to ensure national cohesion. In ord�r to do this, the local price 
system will have to be isolated from the wor1d system. But it must 
be appreciated, at the same time, that planning - the choice of 
the sectors to be developed - can then not be based upon the 
system of prices chosen, the rationality of which (the political 
necessity for so1idarity between the workers in sectors with differing 
productivities) lies elsewhere. It will be necessary to have a system 
of reference prices. for economic calculation purposes, such that 
the choices made lead to the development of modern branches. In 
proportion as the traditional sector is encroached upon and reduced, 
the system of prices that is rational from the standpoint of political 
cohesion will approach closer to the system that is rational from the 
standpoint of economic choices. 

We still have to answer the third question, regarding the way in 
which unequal international specialization takes shape. In a closed 
economy, a certain level of national income, accompanied by a 
certain distribution of this income, entails a particular orientation· 
of demand and in consequence requires a particular orientation of 
production in conformity with this demand. The first industries 
eStablished in Europe depended on techniques that were relatively . 
light. because these were more profitable. But the development of 
an industry (e.g., textiles) necessitated increased production in 
other branches (e.g., the making of machines). The most profitable 
technique in these branches might be the heaviest. Marx examined 
this problem when studying the mechanism of the equalization of 
profit. Equilibrium is obtained when the orientation of production 
conforms to social demand, on the one hand, and on the other 
ensures equal reward of aU capitals. The tendency for capital to 
prefer to go into light industry is thus .limited by the - necessary · 

development of complem-entary industries. 
It should be noted that this definition is quite different from 

that which identifies light industry with th� making of consumer 
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goods and heavy industry with the production of capital goods. 
Produc.�ion of coal, for example, uses more labor per unit of 

capital than production o( plastic objects? or of beer. Nevertheless, 
there is a link between the two phenomena: if, in any sector or 

industry, a more modern technique is put into effect, then the 
national production becomes "heavier" on the average. But then 
the production of capital goods has increased more than that of 
consumer goods. The increasing heaviness of techniques runs 
parallel with the shifting of the productive forces from ultimate 
production toward intermediate production. Under conditions of 
international integration, however, when capitalism is developing 
in a framework dominated by external exchange, the comple
mentary goods may be imported. 

It is the search for profit, and that alone, that leads central 
capit.al to establish light rather than heavy industries in the periph
ery. With the same productivity, wages are lower in the periphery 
than at the center. In a given branch of production, using the 
same techniques, the increase in profit resulting from emigration 
of capital from the center to the periphery will be the greater in 
proportion to the "lightness .. of this branch. It is this force that 
accounts for unequal specialization. 

Unequal International Specialization, Domination by Foreign Capital. 
and Transference of the Multiplier Mechanisms. 

Disarticulation 

In distinguishing between the primary eff�cts produced by an 
initial independent change in an economic magnitude from the 
successive waves of secondary and tertiary effects that if induces, 
theory has brought out the cumulative character of the majority of 
economic processes. Between the values of the different magnitudes 
considered in the initial situation. on the one hand, and, on the 
other, at the end of the infinite series of decreasing waves induced 
by the initial change, simple mathematical procedures enable us 
to reveal the multipliers that epitomize the volume of the change 
effected, and so the inducing power of the initial change. 

· We have seen the role played by two of these multiplier mech-
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anisrns in the origin of the economic cycle: the multiplier that 
measures the relation between the inducing investment and the 
growth of income induced, and the accelerator that measures the 
relation between the growth of the inducing income and the 
induced investment. 

Keynes's analysis of the multiplier assumes the setting of an 
advanced capitalist economy paralyzed by the inadequacy of demand� 
and possessing an installed production capacity that has to be set to 
work. In this setting Keynes assumes that supply responds at once 
to the solicitations of demand- that is, that p�oduction can be 
increased without any fresh investment. Any initial independent 
demand (not oniy an independent investment, but also the creation 
ex nihilo of an initial demand by the state, or a surplus in the 
trade balance. etc.) makes it possible to reanimate the productive 
system. 

· 

. 

In cases in which expansion of production in order to meet the· 
pressure of demand requires an investment, we leave the strict 
framework of Keynes's analysis. If, in order to bring about this 
expansion, all the income saved during the first period has to be 
invested, we are back in the ••classical 't case - in other words, 
the multiplier no longer makes sense; its. "value'' becoming infinite. 
But if only part of this saving has to be invested in order to bring 
about this expansion, the multiplier recovers a finite value, Keynes's 
£'propensity to save" being replaced by a propensity to hoard, .or 
the propensity to consume by a propensity to consume and to 
invest. If we accept that wages are destined to feed the demand 
for consumer goods. and profits to supply saving (with a view to 
investment)t we shall have an inherent disequilibrium in the very 
mechanism of accumulation when the ratio of profits to wages 
increases faster than the ratio between the vo1ume of equipment 
needed in order to ensure a given increase in consumption and 
the volume of this increase in consumption. In this case the 
hoarding of part of the saving occurs not, as in Keynests doctrine, 
.through some alleged "liquidity preference" but because of the 
'iffip�ssrffilityo� inve�t�n� .P•·�f!.!ably the whole of the saving taken 
frotw·�mcome� a gap tharexpresses a contradiction between 
soCietyts capacity to produce and its ca · o e.· Hoarding 
anses rom the fact that the new demand requires. in order to 
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create its own supply. that only part of the saving be invested. In 
this case, investment of the entire saving is not profitable. The 
bridge between the theory. of hoarding and analysis of the require� 
rnents of production is established without the need to bring in 
this psychological factor, the marginal efficiency ·of capital. which 
constitutes the weakest point of the Keynesian theory, and without 
'f?ringing in the rate of interest and of uliquidity preference, •• 

which compel Keynes to accept the quantity theory of money. 
Hoarding in the underdeveloped economies is a totally different 

phenomenon from this forced hoarding. which reflects the capitalist 
·mode of production's inherent contradiction between capacity to 
produce and capacity to consume. In the precapitalist economies, 
hoarding arises from the soc ial fact that the domtnant classes 

ppropnate t e surp us m a settm m w tc are not at all 
o mvest a sav ing in order to · uarantee their future 

income. hen integrated mto the world capitalist system, these1 
economies retain precapitalist forms of appropriation of the surplus, 
such as ground rent. Hoarding, which used to take the form of an 
accumulation of "'real values.

, 
(gold and land), now takes the 

form of accumulating the local currency. The hoarding of precious 
metals must be identified with luxury consumption, since gold has 
to be produced, or paid for with real exports. If the hoarders buy 
land, the sums that are spent in this way pass into the hands of 
other individuals: demand is shifted but not sterilized. Nevertheless, 
this attraction to land does increase the inequality of distribution 
of wealth and income. If, finally, hoarding takes the form of an 
_accumulation of currency, the quantity of money adjusts itself 
automatically to economic need, so that this hoarding is sterilized 
as regards its effect on the level of economic activity while retaining 
its function for the hoarder himself, namely, accumulation of 

potential purchasing power. reinforcement of his social effectiveness. 

Since expansion of production under the conditions of the 

underdeveloped world obviously necessitates investment, and the 
specific forms of precapitaHst hoarding do not constitute a leak or 
drain9 in the Keynesian sense, the multiplier effects of an indepen
dent investment ought to be maximal. But they are not, and this 
for two reasons. 

· 

rhe chief reason is that the P!Ofits on invested capital are to a 
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large extent exported, since this capital is foreign-owned. Now, it 
is profit that constitutes the income destined essentially to finance 
induced investments. Export of profits thus transfers to the center 
the driving power of the primary investment. 

The second reason for this poor capacity to generate a cumula
tive process reflects the specific contradiction of peripheral capitalism. 
If, in the periphery. wages are Io� but the techniques employed 
are advanced (similar to those employed in the advaneed countries), 
then overall equi1ibrium between society's capacity to produce and 
capacity to consume will not be achieved: profi�s, which will be 
high in these countries? will not be reinvested, for lack of outlets. 

Turning now to the accelerator. let us recall lh�t its effect is to 
increase induced investment - the increase in demand for· capital 
goods being more than proportional to that for consumer goods 
- because modern production techniques require the installatioTJ 
of durable plant that takes many years to depreciate. We have 
seen that, at the beginning of the cycle, the accelet:ator helps to 
slow down the effects of the multiplier. but also to intensify the 
fluctuations in overall demand. 

Once the accelerator has been transferred to the place where 
the equipment goods are produced,- then if, as is the case,- the 
unequal international division of labor assigns· this branch of \production to the center of the system, it will be �t the center that 
the reinforcement effects that speed up the pace of accumulation 
will be felt. 

This transference of the cumuJative effects of investment results in 
�aking the underdeveloped economy that disjointed type of economy 
that bas been depicted in inter-industrial tables for the last twenty 
years. Here, too, structural co�parison between advanced and 
underdeveloped econo mies has meaning only if these tables, when 
compared. are compiled at the �arne levels of aggregation. A 
q�alitative difference in structure is then perceived, which can be 
summarized by saying that the inter-industrial tables of the under
developed countries are "empty, •• or that the .. technical coefficients .. 
are negligible. For a level of aggregation that retains .fifteen sectors. 
the total of inputs (those of diagonal being excluded) represents over 
twice the va1ue added in the advanced economies of the West, and 
less than half that for the average underdeveloped countries (those 
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where product per head is between SlOO and S200). This means, if 
imports (or exports) represent ·in both cases about 20 percent of the 
gt·oss domestic product, that at this level of aggregation, external 
exchanges make up, in the' advanced countries, about 6 percent of all 
exchanges* ·internal and external, as against 12 percent in the 
underdeveloped countries. If we exclude ultimate exchanges, both 
internal and external -that is, the spending of income on ultimate 
goods (both for consumption and for investment), local and foreig� 
alike - and if we accept that ultimate goods represent about half 
of imports, then external intermediate exchanges amount to 5 
percent of the total intermediat� exchanges (internal and external) 
of the ad�anced countries. as against 16 percent in the case of the 
underdeveloped ones. The higher the level of disaggregation, the 
bigger the range becomes. At the level of sixty branches, the 
range is between 3 percent and 15 percent. Although moderate at 
the overall level, the percentages are, of course, much higher for 
the main branches ·of processing industry (here the range is between 
10 percent and 60 percent), and are probably even higher still in the 
case of certain especially important firms. . 

This means that the advanced economy is an integrated whole, 
a feature of which is a very dense flow of internal exchanges, the 
flow of exter�al exchanges of the atoms that make up this whole 
being. by and large, marginal as compared with that of internal 
exchanges. In contrast to this, the underdeveloped economy is 
made up of atoms that are relative1y juxtaposed and not integrated, 
the density of the flow of external exchanges of these atoms being 
much greater, and that of the flow of internal exchanges very 
much 1ess. 

The consequences that foUow from this disarticulation are crucial. 
In a structured autocentric economy. any progress that begins at 
any point is spread throughout the entire organism by many 
convergent mechanisms. Contemporary analysis has stressed the 
"leading" effects of an increase in primary demand. Fonnerly, 
analysis emphasized other channels of diffusion: the reduction in 
prices resulting from progress, and so, along with this, the change 
in the structure of relative prices, of demand, and of real income. 
the possible increase in profits and change in the distribution of 
investments. If the economy is extraverted. all these effects are 
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limited, being largely transferred abroad. Any progress realized in 
the oil industry wiU, for instance, be w.ithout the slightest effect 
on the economy of  Kuwait, since nomad stock breeding seUs nothing 
to and buys nothing from the oil sector. This progress will be diffused 
in the West, in aU the countries that consume oil. 

In thjs sense, one ought not to speak of underdeveloped national 
economies, but to reserve the adjective "national'·· to the auto
centric advanced economjes, each of which alone constitutes a 
true, structured economic space, within which progress is djffused tfrorn industries that can be regarded as poles of development.
The underdeveloped economy is made up of s�tors, of firms that 
are juxtaposed and not highly integrated among themselves, but 
are each of them strongly inte rated into entities tne centers o 
gravtty o wh1ch he in the cen of the ca 'ta1ist wor d. What we 
liave ere is not a nation, in the economic sense of the word. with 

1 an integrated internal market.. Depending on its geographica� size 
and the variety of its exports, the underdeve1oped economy may 
appear as being made up· of_ several "atoms" of this type, all 
independent of each other (as with Brazil, or India) or of a single 
"atom" (e.g., Senegal, which is entirely organized around the 
groundnut economy)� 

The consequence is that the false, nonstructured economic 
spaces of the underdeveloped world ca.n be broken up and divided 
into microspaces without serious danger, something that cannot 
be done without intolerable retrogression in· the case of the integrated 
spaces of the advanced countries. The weakness of national cohesion 
in the Third World is often a· reflection of this fact, which is also 
the source of micronationalism; the area interested in the export 
economy has no need for the rest of the country. which ·rather 
constitutes a burden upon it. 

The effects of this disarticulation are plainly to be seen in the 
historical geography of the '11lird World .. The .areas interested in 
lan export product that is comparatively important for the develop

ment of capitalism at the center experience brilliant .periods of 
very rapid growth. But because no autocentric integrated entity is 
formed, as soon as the product in question ceases to be of interest 
to the center, the region falls into decline: its economy stagnates, 
and even retrogresses. Thus, Northeastern Brazil was. in the 
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seventeenth century, the scene of an "economic miracle•· that led 
nowhere·- the moment that the sugar-growing economy lost its 
importance,. the region fell into a state of lethargy, to become 
later on the famine area that it is today. Even in little Senegal. 
the river region was a prosperous one in the days of the gum 
trade. When gum was replaced by synthetic products, the region 
became an exporter of cheap labor, this being the only livelihood 
avai1able to its population. When the iron ore of Lorraine is 
eventually worked out. this may create a difficult reconversion 
problem for the region, but it will be able to overcome these 
difficu1ties, for an infrastructure of integrated industries has· been 
formed on. the basis of the mineral, which could be imported from 
elsewhere. But when the iron ore of Mauritania is worked out, 
that country will go back to the desert. 

3. MARGINALIZATION 

Hypertrophy of the Tertiary Sector 

The tertiary sector (commerce, services, administration, etc.) 
provides between 40 and SO percent of the product in the advanced 

capita list countries, whereas in the underdeveloped ones it repre
sents between 30 and 60 percent: around 30 percent in the countries 
least integra ted in the world market (countries in the interior of 
Africa, Afghanistan, etc.),. and more than SO percent (often a 
great deal more) in. those where the degree of integration is high� 
Moreover, in the advanced countries the share of the secondary 
sector is close to that of the tertiary, whereas in all the under
developed countries it is much smal1er. We find the same distortion 
in the way the occupied population is distributed between sectors. In 
the advanced countries it-is distributed more or less equally between 
the secondary and tertiary sectors. with a tendency for the occupied 
p�pulation engaged in the tertiary sector to increase as the average 
product per head increases, whereas in an the underdeveloped 
countries the prop011ion of the labor force engaged in tertiary 
activities is very much greater than that engaged in secondary-
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sector occupations. Thus. paradoxically, so far as the place held 
by the tertiary sector in the economy is concerned, the underM 
developed countries seem to be closer to the United States than to 
Western Europe, and even more advanced than the United States, 
if only one pattern of development is recognized. 

If. however, we look at the comparative historical evolution of 
these proportions in the formations of the center and in those· of 
the periphery, we find a very different dynamic in the two cases. 
In the advanced countries, the movement of transference of the 
occupied population from one sector to another is not linear: 
between 1820 and 1880-1890 a transfer took place from agriculture 
into both of the other two sectors in proportions more or less equal 
and unchanging. In the twentieth century the decline in the 
agricult�ral population proceeded faster, but it was now more and 
more (especiaJly after 1920) the tertiary sector that benefited from 
this population transfer. The evolution of the share contributed by 
each sector to the national product was· approximately parallel, 
except that in the twentieth century the share of the tertiary sector 
in comparison with that of the secondary increased at an even 
faster rate than as regards the Jabor force employed in these two 
sectors. 

In the Third Worldt on the contrary, the occupied section of 
the nonagricultural population went �nto the tertiary rather than 
the secondary sector, and this happened from the beginning of 
the process of modern _urban growth, in connection with integration 
into the world capitalist system. The proportion· of the popu1aticin 
engaged in the sec9ndary sector declined. even in this so--called 
initial stage of industrialization. In Egypt between 1914 and 195� 
the percentage of the population employed in industry, building. 
and construction work generally fell from 34 to 25 percent of the 
nonagricultural employed population. In the ·Maghreb, around 
1955, indus try, the crafts, and bui1ding employed 45 percent of 
all urban labor,_ as against 55 ·percent engaged in commerce, 
transport. services, and administration; In the Ivory Coast, around 
1965, the secondary sector employed o�ly 33 percen� of non
agricultural labor. 

In other words, in 'the central model. industry, as 'it develops� 
provides work for a larger number of workers than the riumber of 
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craftsmen that it ruins. Industry recruits from declining agriculture 
and from the natural increase in the population. In the periphery 
industry employs workers in fewer numbers than those of the 
craftsn1en it .ruins and the peasants who are "releasedn from 
agriculture. The effect of competition from foreign industry is 

obvious. Thus, urban growth is accompanied in the Third World 
by an increase, both absolute and relative, in unemployment, 
such as did not occur in the West except during brief periods, 
situated mainly (apart from the time of the great crisis of the 
1930s} between 1820 and 1870. In Egypt, for example, the per
centage of the employed population in the towns fell from 32 

·percent in. 1914 to 22 percent in .1960. In the Maghreb and West 
Africa the unemployed accounted in and around 1965 for between 
15 and 20 percent 'of the urban labor force. 

· The hype11rophy ·of administrative activities in the underdeveloped 
countries is now one of the commonplaces of .. underdevelopment ... 
An analysis that seeks to go beyond mere description of the 
problem needs to answer a whole series of questions in this con
nection. On the general plane, first of all, what are the comparative 
rates of growth of public expenditure and of the material basis of 
the economy, at the centet· and in the periphery? Is the tendency 
to distortion toward administrative activities a deep4rooted and 
long-established tendency of the periphery (apparent in the colonial 
period, for instance) or is it a recent tendency (connected with the 
political. structures that ·have emerged from decolonization)? Is 
this ·distortion more pronounced, in the present period, in the 
periphery than it is at the center? Still on the general plane, how 
is this public expenditure financed: what in particular is the 
dynamic of its sources of finance (local taxes, 1ocal loans and 
external loans, inflation), as compared with the dynamic at the 
center? On the sectoral plane, we need to analyze the comparative 
stru'cture of public expenditure in the periphery and at the center 
(productive and unproductive expenditure), and also the comparative 
structure of the way this expenditure is financed (what categories 
of income ultimately pay for this expenditure? 

In Egypt the rate of growth of the administrative services (4. 7 
percent per annum between 1914 and 1960) was much higher 
than that of the production base of the economy (1.8 percent). To 
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this expenditure were added very considerable investments in the 
irrigation infrastructm-e (especially between 1882 and.1914). Broadly, 
it was the demands of the world market. (development of the 
cultivation of cotton on irrigated land) and extended schoo1ing 
that were the chief causes of this evolution. AU these forms of 
public expenditure were financed strictly without any inflation or 
external aid, which appeared only recently (from _1957 onward), 
with a regressive and rigid fiscal structure based on customs 
duties and indirect taxation. The tax burden increased steadily, 
from a very low level (about 7 percent in 1914) to a very high one 
(about 30 percent in 1960). In the Maghreb a progressive-increase 
in public expenditure has been observed, affecting both current 
administrative charges and the equipment of the countries concerned, 
an increase proceeding, in percentages of the· gross internal product, 
from 12 percent and 4 percent, ·respectively, in 1880T to 18 percent 
and 9 percent in 1955, in Algeria; from 11 and 3 percent in 1910 
to 17 and 8 percent in 1955 in Tunisia; and from 10 and 3 
percent ·in 1920 to 12 and 5 percent in 1955 in.Morocco. Financed 
exclusively out of local resources until the time of the Second 
World War, this development is now financed from abroad to the 
extent of 40, 35, and 40 percent respectively of the local resources 
of these three countries as they were around 1955. For the countries 
of West Africa as a whole, current administrative expenditure 
increased from 12 percent of the gross domestic product in 1950 
to 18 percent in 1970. For the countries of Central Africa as a 
whole, total public expenditure· (on the civil service and on equip· 
ment) increased from 15 to· 20 percent of the gross domestic 
product between 1960 and 1968, and the· deficit in their treasuries_ 
increased from 5 to 6 percent of total expenditure. 

Development. Underdevelopment, 

and Unproductive Activities 

Basing themselves on the classical division of economic activities 
into three sectors - primary (agriculture and mining), secondary 
(industry and building). and tertiary (transport, commerce. services. 
administration) - Colin Clark and Fourastie formulated a general 
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theory of the phases of evolution, which can be summarized as 
follows: in the first phase, development of the secondary sector 
takes place at the expense o(the primary sector: in the second phase 
the tertiary sector takes over from the secondary. and its relative 
share in economic activity as a whole increases more and more 
rapidly, reducing the relative proportions of the primary and even of 
the secondary sector. 

Actually, this classification forms a bad instrument of analysis, 
because it is based on a narrow "positivist-empiricist" approach. As 
for strictly economistic theory, this is unable to account for the 
specific functions of the tertiary sector at the center and in the 
periphery of the contemporary world capitalist system. 

The. distinction between the primary and secondary sectors was 
originally put ·forward by the Physiocrats. Do primary activities 
·'extract" more from·nature. than the activities that are described as 

'"processing.,? Despite the reply given by Ricardo to Adam Smith. it 
is possible to consider that there is some truth in this distinction. 
Appropriation of the soil, before the capitalist mode of production 
appeared t constituted the basis of reca itaJist modes of production 

- m urope, of the feudal mode This appropriation, respected by 
· 

tsm, as hindered the penetrat1on of capttahsm into agricul
-tme:-rtre posrhon .. occupted by ground rent reflects this historical 
pet:UJiarhy. Nevertheless, with the penetration of the capitalist 
mode into agriculture, capital comes to occupy an increasing1y 
important positio·n in this activity. The capitalistic na.ture of pro
duction has been marked from the outset in mining activity, which 
it seems, for this reason., less artificial to include in the secondary 
sector, along with the processing ind.ustry and building. 

But the artificiality of the threefold classification becomes espe
cially obvious when one looks at the content of the tertiary sector. Here 
we find. along with activities, such as crafts. that produce services 
(hairdressing, for example), the activities of those liberal professions 
that have to a greater or ·lesser extent been turned into "public 
services" (teachers, doctors and nurses in state hospitals, lawyers, 
and judges, who all play the same economic role), and the capitalistic 
production of commercial and banking services, or even the capitalistic 
production of services similar to those that the crafts and the liberal 
professio�s provide (e.g., a hairdressing salon or a barrister's 
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chambers). A predominant ro1e is not commonly played by 1abor in 
all these activities. either from the social standpoint (predominant 
income) or from that of technique (share of wages in the value of the 
finished product). In banking and commerce· it is capital that 
predominates, even if this factor does not mainly take the form of 
machinery, but rather that of monetary reserves or .stocks· of goods. 

This being so, a return to the classical tradition, as deepened by 
Marx's analysis, is not so useless as marginaJism has supposed. This 
tradition makes a fundamental distinction between productive and 
unproductive labor. The sphere of productive activity provides 
society with material products. in the places where they are to be 
consumed. It can be subdivided into two sectors: the primary, in 
which landed property has played, historically at least. the dominant 
role (agriculture). and the secondary; in which it"is capital that plays 
this historical role (industries in the strict sense. together with 
mining and transport). In contrast to this. unproductive activity· 
extracts nothing from nature - which does not mean that it is 
useless. This approach is profoundly sociological:. it corresponds to 
the fact that. in order to extract a certain amount of wealth . from 
nature. men are organized in society and are obliged to devote part 
of their time not to direct production" but to social tasks. 

The concepts of productive and unproductive activity are relative 
to a given mode of production- here� the capitalist mode. Productive 

'means here productive of profit,. which· is functionally aestined to 
accumulation. that is, to the wiOenmg and aeepening of!Jie field Of 
action of the ·capitalist mode of production. As Adam Smith 

• 

observed. one becomes poorer by employing servants, but richer by 
emp1oying workers. Any attempt to identify this problem with that 

,or the utility "in itseJf' of any activity. regardless of the mode of 
production in which this activity takes place, proceeds from an 
unhistortcal outlook. It is ultimately pointless to inquire whether the 
building of the pyramids. or of the cathedrals of the Middle Ages, 
was or was not useful for mankind, or whether, in the ideal society of 
the future, labor-time will be progressively reduced in favo1· of 
activities that do not constitute "labor,.. because they lack the 
latter's compulsory character: 1eisure, education, sport, etc-. 

An explanation of the rapid and recent gro.wth of the tertb.ry 
sector in the advanced capitalist countries must take into account 
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the internal dynamic of capitalism, the conditions in which surplus 
value is realized: the system cannot function unless surplus va]ue is 
spent in its entirety. In �rder to overcome the fall in the rate of 
profit, one can try to increase the rate of surplus value. But such an 
increase - whether at the center or in the periphery - aggravates 
the inequality in the distribution of income and depriv-es investment 
of its outlet: the contradiction is intensified in society between the 
capacity to save and the possibility of investing new capital profitably. 
AJl that remains is to .. squander" surpJus value. 

The changed conditions of competition, associated with the 
appearance of n1onop�lies. themselves lead to this squandering. 
SelJing costs. to which Ch�mberlin drew attention for the first time 
in the 1930s, both reflect the sharpening of competition between 
monopoHes and also offer a solution to the problem. Furthermore, 
competition bet�een states becomes more acute, and rnilitarizationt 
the consequence of this. has, since 1914. brought a valuable contri
bution. State intervention, which Keynes called for, constitutes the 
third source of waste. even though some of the state's activities may 
result in civil expenditure of a useful kind (education, social 
services). Baran and Sweezy have shown that the amount, both 
absolute and relative. of this wasted surplus cannot but go on 
inct·easing. 

Where the underdeveloped countries are concerned. however, 
neither Colin Clark's apologetical thesis nor the Marxist analysis of 
Bat·an and Sweezy enables us to find the answer to the question 
presented by the hypertrophy of the tertiary sector. This answer lies 
in the conditions governing the integration of precapitalist societies 
into the international capita1ist market. an integration that entails 
three main consequences. 

First. competition by the industries of the· dominant centers 
prevents the local capital that is accumulated from making its way 
into investment in industry, and diverts this capital into complementary 
activities connected with the export economy, especia11y commerce. 

· Second, the hypertrophy of certain tertiary activities with low pro· 
ductivity (smal�·scale retaH trade, including itinerant trade, various 
services, etc.) is a manifestation of concealed unemployment, result
ing from the processes ·of matgina1ization that are specific to the 
development of peripheral capitalism. 
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Third, the strengthening of the position of ground rent,, a 
characteristic result of the international integration of the peripheral 
formations, also entails a particular orientation of the spending _of 
income, marked by a distortion in favor of certain tertiary activities 
(personal services. for example). In ·the formations of central 
capitalism, landed property has lost its predominant_position in the 
economy and in society, in favor of capital. In the p�!l.P.herx. 
however, the intensification of external exchan es- in the frame
war o a specialization based at the outset upon the ex ort of 
agncu tura produce - has strengthened the predominance of ground 
re� wherever an uneguaT distribution pf landownership, either pte.: 
existent or arising as a consequence of the commerdaliz.in f 
pro uctton. as rna e t 1s poss1 e. Now, ground rent does. not 
necessarily have to 5e saved, as profit on capital must be, in order to 
be invested in the· moderniza:tion that competition makes necessary, 
for it is an income derived from monopoly, and can therefore be 
spent in its entirety. Such spending is a luxury expenditure that is 
focused. so far as material goods are concerned. upon imported 
goods and, so far as locaJ products are concerned, upon services 
(servants, leisure services, etc.). 

The hypertrophy of the tertiary sector is therefore merely the 
manifestation of a specific law of overpopulation of the pe�iphery, 
which itself results from the extraversion of the peripheral economy 
and the mechanisms that exclude from· production· an increasing 
section of these countries' labor power. 

4. DEPENDENCE 

Commercial. Financial, ·and Technological Dependence 

So far as commer�ial exchanges a�e concerned, domination by 
the center is not a consequence of the fact that the· periphery's 
exports are made up of basic products, but .of the. fact that the 
peripheral economies are only producers of basic products- ii:t 
other words, that this production is not integrated into an auto-
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centric industrial structure. What results from this is that, taken as 
a whole, the periphery does most of its trade with the center, 
whereas the central· economies do most of their trade amon·g 
themselves. 

· 

Domination is also expressed in the structure of the financing of 
the economy.. At the center, capitalism being national, this fmancing is 
internal; but in the periphery it comes to a large extent from foreign 
capital, at least so far as productive investments are concerned.! 
Now, if productive investments are financed by foreign capita], they 
must inevitably lead, sooner or later, to an outflow of profits, so that 
growth is blocked. External aid (public and free of charge, or partly 
·so) then becomes a necessary condition for the system of uinter
national specialization" to function. The effect of this is that 
responsibility for the direction that development is to take lies with 
those who provide the funds. It intensifies the mechanisms of 
�conomic domination, in addition to .those of direct political dom
ination. 

There is not much information about the movement of exported 
profits. The ba1ance of payments of a large number of under
developed countries are not well·documented, and in some cases 
(including several African countries) the information is totally 
imaginary. The official figures for the export of profits reveal a wide 
"scatter,. of the underd.eveloped countries from this standpoint: 
exported profits represent from 2 to 25 percent of the gross domestic 
product, and from. 8 to 70 percent of exports. These are very high 
proportions for the countries·belonging to the upper categories, such 
as certain oiJ.:producing or mining countries. The way this burden 
has evolved during the process of colonial development is hardly 
open to question, even though scientific studies of the subject are very 
few. It is easier to appreciate this movement if we start by looking at 
the b�lance of payments of the advanced countries. For Britain, 
income originating abroad increased from 4 percent of the national 
income in 1880·1�84 to 10 percent in 1910-1913; in France. from 2.5 

to 5 percent; in the United States, income of external origin 
increased between 1915 and 1934 about 2.5 times as fast as the 
national income. Between ·1950 and 1965 income from American 
investments abroad increased 2.3 times as fast as income from 
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internal investments, with the proportion represented by the former 
rising from 8.8 percent to 17.8 percent of the total profits of 
American companies. 

A11 these figures are inclined to err by underestimation, and they 
are only partly indicative of the decisive role played by foreign 
capital in the periphery. The statistics of the balance of payments 
cover. in the best of cases, only the profits that are actually exported. 
In Egypt. for instance, between 1945 and 1952 the profits of foreign 
capital represented 20 to 30 percent of the total amount of the 
reward of capital, and exported profits. represented 15 percent. 
Export of the profits of foreign capital reduced Egypt's growth rate 
between 1882 and 1914 from 3.7 percent per annum (the potential 
rate if these profits had been reinvested)· to 1. 7 (the actual rate), 
and, similarly, from 3 or 4 percent to 1.4 percent in the period 
between 1914 and 1950. In the Ivory Coast private_ transfers increased 
from 7.3 billion CF A francs in 1950 to 25.2 billion in 1965, 
amounting to much more than the public aid and private capital 
that flowed in between the same years (from 4.6 to 15.4 billion). For 
the five franc-area countries of Central Africa the outflow of profits 
amounted as an annual average between 1960 and 1968 to 44.2 
bii1ion CFA francs, whi1e public aid and foreign investment flowing 
into these countries did not exceed 34.4 billion. Gross exportable 
profits came to 13 percent of the gross domestic product in the Ivory 
Coast, and 13 percent also for all the countries of the UDEAC taken 
together. For nine countries of West Africa, during the ten years 
1960-1970, the outflow of profits (92 billion CFA francs, or 10 
percent of the gross domestic product) was greater than the inflow of 
private capital together with public aid. 

Harry Magdoff has shown that the information available to us 
( understates the significance of the phenomenon. The accu.mulatimi 

abroad of the profits of American enterprises has been so great that 

it has made them. in the course of twenty years, the third economic 
power in the world. It needs to be added that the available 
information shows only what these flows amount to at market prices, 
and the latter already contain a massive transference of value. . 

History shows that the dynamic of foreign investment leads to a 
reve�al in the balance of flows, with the backflow of profits 
eventually exceeding the inflow of capital. It also shows that the 
dynamic of foreign investment is very different in the young 
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capitalist countries, namely, the new central formations in process 
of development- in the nineteenth century the United States, 
Japan, Gel'many, Russia, and later Canada, Australia, South Africa 
- from what it is in the peripheral formations. 

The young capitalist countries on the road to independent 
development - in other words, autocentric and to a large extent 
autodynamic development - were able to receive substantial amounts 
of foreign capitaL This flow nevertheless played, in their case, only 
an auxiliary role, secondary in quantitative terms, and also of 
diminishing importance. Thus. in the United States the proportion 
of foreign capital in the national wealth declined steadily from 10 

percent in J 790 to S percent in 1850-1870, to fall to 1 percent in 1920 

and disappear altogether thereafter, and the experience of Sweden, 
Canada, Germany, Japan, and Australia was similar. In these 
countries investment as a whole, foreign and local alike, induced a 

growth that was rapid because autocentric. Under these conditions, 
the problem of the flow of exported profits became of secondary 
significance. These countries, having begun as borrowers, them
selves became lenders. exporting capital in their turn, Jike the old 
metropolitan centers (Britain and France. later Germany). 

This was not.the situation of the countries of the periphery, which 
never arrived at the stage of exporting capital. but only passed from 
being "young bon·owers·• (with the inflow of capital exceeding the 
outflow· of profits) to being "old borrowers•• (with the outflow of 
profits exceedi�g the inflow Qf capitaJ). The date at which the 
turning point was reached varied, of course, from country to 
country. For the old. peripheral countries, such as Argentina, it 
had already occurred at the end of the nineteenth century. Broadly 
speaking. Latin America and the Asian countries that were reduced 
to colonial status long ago (India and Indonesia) became ''old 
borrowers" several decades, and in some cases half a century, ago; 
whereas Tropical Africa is only now reaching this state. The 
development·of new wealth, of inter�t to foreign capital, such as the· 
oil of the Middle East since the Second World War, may temporarily 
set moving a new wave of i.J:lvestment and thereby revive the situation 
ofuyoung borrower" for the countries concerned. But for a11 that, it 
cannot make possible an escape from this process. 

What is true of the balance of private capital is also true of that of 
public funds. Although in this sphere the conditions are regarded as 
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being particularly favorable (substantial propottion of gifts, favor· 
able interest rates for loans, etc.), depreciation of the public debt 
absorbed, already in 1965·1967: 73.percent of the flow of new public 
contributions in Africa; 52 percent in East Asia; 40 percent in 
Southern Asia and the Middle East; 87 percent in Latin America. 
According to the calculations of the IBRD, if the amount of new 
loans stays at the present level for another ten years, in 1977 these 
proportions will be, respectively, 121, 134, 97. and 130 percent for 
the regions mentioned. 

From these historical experiences of the periphery we can 
conclude that as development - that is, the·development of under
development -proceeds, the balance of payments of the periphery 
tends to worsen, both because the periphery. passes from the "young 
borrower'' to the "old borrower,. stage and because the increasing 
commercialization of the economy, in the setting of unequal inter
national specialization, .gives rise. to· growing waves of imports, 
induced, indirect, and secondary. 

The reversal of the balance of financial flows is delayed so Jong as 
the profits of foreign capital can be systematically reinvested, which 
is what happens during the prosperous .periods of colonial developM 
ment. But the national wealth then passes increasing1y irito the 
control of foreign capital, and the profits of develop�ent are to an 
increasing extent annexed by foreigners. T� this basic mechanism is 
added the �ncreasing competitive powet· of the foreign capitalist 
sector that, in some cases, ousts the local capital constituted in the 
first stages of integration into the international markets. This was 
what happened in Senegal, the bourgeoisie of which country, who 
had played their part in the economie de traite in the nineteenth 
century, were ruined between 1900 and 1940. The gradual transfer 
of the national wealth into foreign hands may attain, as in Black 
Africa, very high proportions: 15 to 80 percent of the gross domestic 
product (in money terms) of the countries of Black Africa comes 
from the foreign-owned sector. In the Ivory Coast in 1965 foreign 
income accounted

. 
for 47 percent of the country,s nonagricultural 

product and 32 percent of the. gross domestic product. In the 
Maghreb, then a "colony of settlement/' these two proportions were 
in 1955 respectively 70 and 57 percent. 

Forces exist, of course, which hinder the geometrical progression 
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of foreign profits from attaining the astronomical levels that calculation 
designates. These are the same forces as those that prevent the total 
income from capital from accounting for an increasing share of 
income within an economy � All these forces - apart from monetary 
accidents ·(inflation) or . political ones. (nationalizations) - arise 
from the faiJ in the rate of profit. For if the reward of capital were 
stable, its accumulation would lead to a n  increase in the share of 
profit in the n·ational income. It remains true that, in the model of 
prosperous underdeveloped countl'ies, such as Rhodesia or South 
Africa, the polarization of contra] of the national wealth in the 
hands of minorities becomes extreme. 

Appropriation by central capital of the surplus generated in the 
periphery results directly from appropriation by this capital of the 
principal means of production. Is this direct appropriation a 
necessary condition for transfer of the surplus? Certainly not. There 
is reason to think that technological dependence will gradually tend 
to replace domination through �irect appropriation. Monopoly of 
the supply of specific types of equipment, after�sales services and the 
supply of spare parts, patents, and all the various forms of 
"good wilr' will make it increasingly possible to exact a substantial 
share of the surplus value generated in an enterprise without even 
being its legal owner. It is possible today to conceive a wholly 
dependent economy in which industry would still be national, and 
even publicly owned. 

The Tendency to Deficit 
in the External Balance of Paymet!ts 

of the Periphery 

The history of the periphery shows two phases in quick succession: a 
first' phase ·marked by a: surplus in the balance of payments, 
corres·ponding to the opening up of a country as a colony, the 
establishment of the underdeveloped economy, the development of 
underdevelopment, followed by a phase of chronic tendency to 
deficit, corresponding to the crisis of this system, the blocking of 
growth based upon external demand. The foreign�ex.change standard 
conceals for a time this tendency toward external deficit; sooner or 
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later, however, this obliges the underdeveloped countries to go in for 
monetary independence - an independence that cannot represent a 
real solution of the problem, but can only give rise to additional 
monetary disorders. 

Since the underdeveloped economies· are extraverted, all their 
problems emerge in the balance of payments. Every considerable 
economic change that occurs in the course of development has an 
effect on the various elements in the balance of payments. Can the 
same be said of the advanced countries? .There, too, it is hard to 
imagine any big change that would be without effect on the 
conditions governing relations between the national economy and 
foreign countries. But the two problems are different.in ·kind. It is 
possible to construct a valid model of the development of capitalist 
economy withou·t br1nging international relations into the schema of 
this development: capitalist economy forms a coherent entity that is 
self-sufficient. Such an entity is inconceivable in relation to an 
underdeveloped country, which, by definition, cannot be Isolated 
from the international market .. 

The problem therefore does not consist in discovering whether 
there are mechanisms that ensure spontaneous equilibrium in the 
external balance in general, and in particular in relations between 
the dominant advanced center and the dominated underdeveloped 
periphery: such mechanisms obviously do not exist, at least not in a 
form that would ensure automatic equilibrium. The problem is to 
discover why, despite the absence of such mechanisms, the system 
does nevertheless function. Now, function it does, and ensures a 
relative equilibrium in the relations between the advanced capitalist 
countries, as in relations-between these countries ·and those of the 
system's periphery. If, as regards· re1ations between advanced countries, 
the system works, it does so through continual crises, which make 
up the history of the development of capitalism: the classical cyclical 
crises of the nineteenth century and the first third of the. twentieth, 
external monetary and political crises of · particular states, the 
"dollar shortage" crisis of the period ·after the Second World· War, 
and then the crisis of the international monetary system. Pennanent 
structural adjustment fonns the backdrop of this history - an 
adjustment that is always characterized by unevenness, asymmetry, 
and domination (yesterday by Britain. today by the U�ited States). 
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As regards relations between the center and the periphery, 
adjustment that is fundamenta11y unequal in character takes place 
through a permanent tendency to external deficit on the part of the 
underdeveloped countries; a tendency that is continually being 
overcome, thanks p�ecisely to this structural adjustment. The 
periphery is so shaped as to conform to the needs of accumulation at 
the center. the price structures and the distribution of relative 
profitability being established in such a way that the development of 
capitalism in th� periphery remains peripheralt that is, based 
essentia1ly upon the external market. The adjustment is therefore 
accompanied by a chronic tendency toward deficit in the periphery's 
external b�ance. Attempts to explain the phenomenon of asynunetry 
in the balance of payments without referring to the structural 
adjustment (that is, to the mechanism of international specialization) 
can only be partial and descriptive. This is true of explanations that 
describe the state and movement of 44elasticities" and upropensities" 
that. are as they are just because they express the deepest mechanisms of 
structural adjustment. 

How the phenomenon is manifested. If we assume a stable 
exchange (gold standard or foreign�exchange standard), the tendency 
to deficit is constantly being overcome by the slowing down of potential 
growth. It is very hard to register this phenomenon in statistical 
terms: it operates as an underlying tendency that does not show itself 
in obvious outward symptoms. When, however., the exchange is 
allowed to fluctuate freely y the tendency to disequilibrium is constantly 
reflected in devaluation of the currency. It is therefore easier in this 
case to register the phenomenon. even though the devaluation may 
have been caused by internal inflation and not by disequilibrium of 
the external balance. Only a knowledge of the actual history of the 
is-suing of money enables one to place responsibility where it 
belongs. One may also try to disclose the phenomenon by observing 
the movement of the international reserves (in gold and foreign 
currency) held by the underdeveloped countries. 

From what date, approximately, did the balance of payments of 
the periphery become chronically deficitary? It is hard to say, for the 
reversal of the situation seems to have occurred at different periods 
in different countries. It seems that the balance of real payments of 
Cuba and ofthe French and British colonies in Africa, for example, 
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was for a long time chronically in surplus, a fact. that caused some to 
say, mistakenly, that the import of monetary liquidities must have 
been paid for by real exports. Already in the nineteenth century. 
however, the rate of exchange of nearly all the states . of Latin 
America was regularly lowered. In the case of Brazil, the deficit in 
the external balance was no less responsible for this than ·was the 
inflationary issue of paper money. The same thing happened in 
Argentina between 1880 and 1900. This means that probably the 
external balance of these countries - big suppliers of basic products, 
they were more fully integrated into the international market than the 
recently colonized countries of Africa and Asia - was already in the 
nineteenth century chronically deficitacy. 

· 

For the twentieth century there can be no doubt about it • . The 
gold value of the different currencies fell everywhere between 1929 
and 1937; but its fall was 

·
noticeably greater in the case of. the 

underdeveloped countries than in that of the advanced ones. If some 
of the former retained unaltered their rate of exchange with the 
metropolitan country (French, Belgian, Portuguese, Spanish; British 
colonies, and colonial members of the sterling area), this was not 
because they experienced no difficulty in keeping their balance even. 
Rather it was in spite of these ·difficulties that the metropolitan 
countries acted in this way, so as to allow the income mechanism to 
exhaust its effects. We have seen that their r�serves in foreign 
currency (which for them take the· place of gold as international 
currency) were less in 1937 than they had been in 1929, which shows 
that the tendency to deficit wa$ chronic. The situ ation in Latin 
America also reflects such a deficit. For even at the depreciated rates 
that these countries adopted. the deficit persisted, as is shown by the 
fall in their central reserves of gold currency between 1927 and 1937 
(an entire cycle), as well as in their currency reserves generaUy. For 
the advanced countries, on the contrary, all these reserves increased 
during the same period·. . 

After the Second World War a system of relatively 'rigid ·r�tes 

took the place of the fluctuating exchanges of. former times. 
Nevertheless, devaluations have ·occurred very frequently in the 

underdeveloped countries, with the approval and even on the 
recommendation of the IMF. They have sometimes been necessitated 
by previous internal inflation, but often also by the chronic external 
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deficit, this having n1erely been reinforced· by inflation. At the same 
time, the periphery's international reserves have diminished. It is 
true that the immediate postwar period was also marked by an 
external deficit in several of the advanced countries: the system was 
then - during the reconstruction period - almost exclusively to 
the advantage of the United States. The center (the United States, 
Europe, Japan) was notJ as a whole, to recover its traditional 
position until this first stage had been passed, and not without 
serious problems of readjustment between the separate advanced 

1 countries themselves. However, between.1948 and 196 7 the currencies of 
Europe lost only 5.2 percent of their value in relation to the dollar
as against 11 loss of 38.4 percent suffered by the currencies of the 
Mlddle East; 46.1 percent by .those of the rest of Asia· (Japan 
excluded); 47.6 percent by those of Africa; and 62.2 percent by those 
of Latin America. 

Asymmetry in international relations: current explanations. Kin
dleberger seems to have been the first writer to try to give a 
systematic explanation of the asymmetry in the behavior of the 
external balances of trading partners. It was not, to be sure, with 
regard to the problem of reJations between the underdeveloped 
countrjes and the advanced ones that he made his analysis, but in 
connection with the problem of relations between Europe and the 
United States in the years following th� Second World War. Harrod, 
defending British interests, blamed the "dollar famine" on the 
policy of the United States, and in particular on the overvaluation of 
the dollar in relation to gold, together with the American customs 
tariff, which he considered too high� Kindleberger answered Harrod 
in the terms of a general theory. He started from the observation 
that the mechanism that causes the underdeveloped countries to be 
victims of the conjuncture in all its phases is similar to the 
mechanism that now operates in relations between Europe and the 
United States. In 1949 even a minor recession in the United States 
resulted in European exports to that country falling by about SO 

percent. Kindleberger considers that for the effects of a variation in 
the· national income in the United States and in Europe on 
international economic relations to be symmetrical, five conditions 
need to be fulfilled: (1) the degree of dependence by one region upon 
another (measured by the ratio of exports to national income in each 
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of the two countries) . must be of the same
. 

orde� of magnitude; 
(2) inflationary and deflationary pressures must work in the same 
direction of both countries; (3) price elasticities must be the same for 
the exports of both countries; (4) innovations must not always 
originate in the same country; and (5) in both countries the response 
of supply to the urgings of demand must be the same. 

Now, in the relations between the United States and Europe. just 
as in the reJations between the advanced countries in general and the 
underdeveloped countries, these five conditions are n.ot present. 
There is therefore asy�metry in the balance of payments. The listing 
of these five conditions constitutes, however, only a description of 
the phenomenon, but not an explanation. 

· 

I
. The same applie·s to Raul Prehlsch's thesis regarding the asymmetry 

between center and periphe�. According to this, fluctuations in 
income are assumed to have been greater in the nineteenth century 
in the advanced countries (mainly Britain) than in the under-
developed ones. During depression periods the fall in the national 
income, which was relatively more serious in Britain tb an in the 
countries of the periphery, entailed a fall in the imports of the 
dominant center of that time that was relatively greater than the fall 
in the imports of the peripheral countries. Britain then attracted the 
gold of these countries to itself, since the balance {assumed to be in 
equilibrium over the period of the cycle as a whole) was,. during 
depression, unfavorable to the underdeveloped countries. On the 
contrary, however, during periods of prosperity, the symmetry of the 
phenomenon caused gold to flow back to the underdeveloped 
countries: the relatively greater expansion of the national income of 
Great Britain entailed an increase in the level of British imports 
that was greater than that of the imports into the underdeveloped 
countries. In the twentieth century, Prebisch considers, the phe
nomenon has lost its symmetry because the United States's pro· 
pensity to import has been continually falling, while that of Britain 
has remained stable. 

-

Prebisch's proposition to the effect that the balance of the under
developed countries was in equilibrium over a long period in the. 
nineteenth century, and is today chronically unfavorable, is .not 
based on the relative size of the fluctuations at the center and in the 
periphery of the system, nor on the absolute size of the propensities 
to import, but exclusively on the movement of the center,s propensity to 
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import. What.,then, does his thesis signify? Quite simply, that the 
development of the c�nter is based on the internal market (that 
constituted by the advanced countries as a whole). whereas the 
development of the periphery is based on the external market (the 
advanced countries). It is this fundamental asymmetry in the 
structure that explains the evolution of the ratio of propensities to 
i'mport. But this movement is not peculiar to the twentieth century. 
It dates from the integration of the periphery into the world market. 
How. then, are we to explain \vhy the chronic tendency of the 
periphery's external balance to show a deficit has appeared only late 
in the day? By bringing in the factor that Prebisch neglects in his 

analysis, namely. the movement of capital. Prebisch takes int.o 
account only the trade balance, ignoring the other items in the 
bal�nce of payments. The chronic tendency of the trade balance of 
the underdeveloped countries to be unfavorable can be offset by the 
influx of foreign capital. This influx·, at certain periods only of the 
cycle (those of prosperity), may indeed cause the fluctuations in the 
balance of these countries to be greater, but it nevertheless contributes 
to equalizing the surpluses and deficits over the cycle as a whole. It is 
true that this inflow carries the implication of a backflow of profits 
that must eventually exceed 1t in volume. It is this backflow of 
profits, growing bigger and bigger, that in the end becomes 
responsible, together with the movement of the trade balance 
already analyzed, for the chronic deficit in the balance of the under
developed countries in our time. During the nineteenth century the 
increasing flow of foreign capital, exceeding the backflow of pro�ts, 
made up for the progressive worsening in the trade balance. In the 
twentieth century the increasing backflow of profits, exceeding the 
inflow of new capital, is added to the progressive worsening of the 
trade balance, and so makes the overall balance of payments even 
less favorable. 

Kindleberger's analysis remains restricted to the sphere of the 
trade ba]ance, and therefore n'eeds to be completed in the same way 
as Prebischts. Furthermoret this analysis, toot remains purely 
descriptive. Why is the developed countries' propensity to import 
what it is and that of the underdeveloped countries what it is? Why 
are the price elasticities and the responses of supply to the pressures 
of demand what they are? 

The answer is forced upon· us: it is the place of the external 
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market in the development of peripheral capitalism that explains the 
way these propensities move. Thus, the degree of dependence upon 
external trade is the product of a historical change the stages of 
which we have traced; what are called "deflationary,. pressures are 

accounted for by the state of maturity, the price elasticities by the 
degree of monopolization of the economy- monopolized industrial 
production resists a fall in prices more firmly than agricultural 
production, which has remained competitive. As for innovations, 
obviously they must come from the advanced countries t not the 
underdeveloped ones. These innovations and the "demonstration 
effects" they engender in the underdeveloped countries reinforce the 
propensity to import by diverting deniand from local goods toward 
imports. Finally, supply is markedly elastic in a capitalist structure 
in which the dynamic entrepreneur runs ahead of dell)and, but not 
very e1astic in a structure in which the enterprise follows demand 
(itself external). This situation intensifies the effect of the difference 
in the degree of monopolization of production upon the relative 
elasticity of prices. 

The causes of asymmetry in international relatio'!s: dependence. 
It is the center that takes the initiative in trading relations -. the 

· center that .imposes upon the periphery the particular forms its 
specialization assumes. This asymmetry, which reflects the commercial 
dependence of the periphery, is shown in the anteriority of the 
center's exports in re1ation to its imports (the exports of the 
periphery, which has submitted to the forms of specialization 
required by the center). 

The periphery's commercial dependence is aggravated by its 
financial dependence. The basic reason for this is that the investments 
of foreign capital in the underdeveloped countries automa:ticaUy 
engender a reverse flow of profit transfers. At the average rates of 
reward of capital, which range between 15 and 20 percent, the .back
flow of profits does not take long to become bigger than the inflow of 
capital investment, and, after a certain level has been reached� the 
balance of external payments tips. This reversal reflects the transition 
from the phase in which the territory newly made accessible to 
capital is being "opened up" to the phase in which it is being 
exploited "at cruising speed." The absence of stimulating· side 
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effects of foreign investment in an underdeveJoped country· means 
that such investment does . not play the role of catalyst of the process 
of accumulation that can be played by foreign investment in 
countries with a capitalist structure. 

· Under the conditions of foreign investment in an underdeveloped 
country, equiHbrium in th.e balance of payments necessitates a rapid 
growth of exports - nof only more rapid than the growth of the 
gross domestic product but also more rapid than the growth of 
imports. Now, there are many forces that tend to hasten the growth 
of imports into the underdeveloped countries, the principal ones 
being: (1) urban development, together with inadequate increase in 
agricultural production of foodstuffs, which make necessary increasing · 

imports of basic food products (wheat, rice, etc.); (2) increase in 
administrative expenditure, out of proportion with the pos.sibilitie 
of the local economy; (3) change in the structures of incom 
distribution1 with "Europeanization" of the way of Jife and consumer 
habits of. the privileged strata (demonstration effects}; and (4) 
inadequate industrial development and disequilibrium in the indus
trial structures (excessive predominance of consumer-goods indus
tries), which necessitate imports of production goods and inter
mediate goods. The combined working of these forces renders the 
underdeveloped countries dependent on external aidt which tends to 
become permanent. . 

· 

The dialectic of this specific contradiction bet�een the tendency 
to external deficit and the resorption of this deficit through structural 
adjustment of the periphery to the center's needs for accumulation 
explains why the history of the periphery consists of a series of 
"economic miracles" -brief periods of very rapid growth whiJe the 
system is being established, followed by periods of blocked deveJop
mentt stagnationt and even regression: miracles without any future 
and take-offs that have failed. 

The foreign-exchange standard, with integration of the periphery 
into monetary systems dominated by the centra] metropolitan 
countries, eliminates the temporary difficu1ties ·that result from 
disequilibrium in the balance of payments, even if this is persistent: 
this disequilibrium js bound eventually to be resorbed by the 
working of the income mechanism. Adoption of the foreign·exchange 
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standard enables the system to recover equilibrium by slowing down 
the growth of the underdeveloped country through acceptance of a 
"domination" rate of exchange, which facilitates the structural 
readjustment. 

If this monetary integration is abandoned and independent 
monetary systems are established in the periphery, does this affect 
the mechanisms of structural adjustment? Not automatically. If we 
continue to think of development merely in. terms of increasing 
international specia1ization -that is, development, first and fore· 
mostt of production for export on the world market- then external 
equilibrium can be obtai�ed only at the cost of checking development. 
even peripheral development. The underlying tendencies to disequi· 
librium continue to operate, and sooner or later control proves 
ineffectual and it is necessary to devalue the currency. 

The Role of the Monetary Systems of the Periphery 
in the Shaping of Dependence 

The alleged "perverse mechanisms" of issue. Most. of the under
developed countries now have an independent monetary system, that 
is, a central bank that is empowered to ·aid the national treasury 
and that manages the country's external holdings, in accordance 
with principles similar to those that apply in the.advanced countries. 
Control of exchange and transfers is practiced, usually with a hope 
that liberalization may become possible: cortrol is looked upon as a 
sad necessity due to the difficulties of the balance of payments, 
rather than as a regular instrument of economic policy. 

None of the national currencies of the Third World can aspire to 
play the role of a key currency in the international monetary systemt 
even though some of them are strong, because the extern a] balances 
of these countries are unfavorable. Thus the external holdings of the 
Third World countries consist largely of foreign currency, meaning 
key currencies (the dollar first and foremost, followed by the pound 
sterling) and the currencies of the other advanced countries, partic
ularly the old metropolitan cent�rs. In this sense, all these countries 
live under a foreign·exchange standard regime. The term is used 
more narrowJy when speaking of an organism that agrees to 
exchange its local currency at a fixed rate and in unlimited quantity 
(without any control) for the dominant currency, and. vice versa. 
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Systems based on this principle were until recent times characteristic 
of aJmost all the countries of the periphery. The most straightforward is 
certainly the Currency Boards system, in which an issue of the local 
currency is backed only ·by an equivalent deposit of sterling. 
Actually, this local currency has no existence of its own - it is 
sterling that circulates under a special denomination. In the monetary 
system of the French colonies, the mechanisms of which still govern 
the African countries of the franc area, the same situation prevails, 
despite appearances to the contrary; the central banks of these 
countries are in fact merely outposts of the Bank of France, which is 
the only real central bank of the franc area. It alone is empowered to 
give public support - and only to the French treasury, moreover 
-and it alone manages the external holdings of the area as a whole. 
Transfers b�ing free and unlimited, at a fixed rate, and the network 
of commercial banks consisting of branches of the metropolitan 
banks, the various masses of currency are in practice all one mass. 
The "franc area" might well be caned. instead, the .. area of the 
French franc.

,
. There can be no talk of a monetary area here except 

where the · partners possess a certain degree of independence in 
monetary policy, that is, when their central banks are equally 
endowed with ·the general powers that are characteristic of such 
institutions, while undertaking to supply each other with their 
respective currencies at a fixed rate. In this case, the monetary 
institutions of the center of the area agree to supply advances to 
those of the periphery, if need be. This is the case with Mali, the on1y 
country that rea1ly belongs to the "franc area.,, 

This margin of freedom can be expanded to the point at which 
there is almost an independent national monetary system. Even 
then, however, it is to be observed that, among the three possible 
forms of backing for issue of currency (external holdings, aid to the 
economy, aid to the public treasury), the first-mentioned, the 
external element, plays a larger part than in the advanced countries. 
This fact reflects the extraverted character of economic activity. 

However, it enables economists of the classical school to put 
forward a new thesis, that of the "perverse rnechanjsms" of issue, 
according to which issue is not, in these countries, in conformity 
with need defined as the second member of the quantitative 
equation (PT: Jevel of prices multiplied by volume of transa 
being determined automatically by the external balance. 
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thesis, upheld by Chabert. has been refuted by Newly� and Rowan 
and also by Ida Greaves.) The consequence i� said to be that issue is 
excessive in periods of prosperity, when the external balance is 
favorable, and this sets off local inflation, whereas in depression 
periods, the balance being unfavorable, it is inadequate, and this 
delays recovery. · 

Let us assume that the balance is favorable . . An importer obtains 
foreign currency, which he exchanges for local notes and deposits in 
a (foreign-owned) commercial bank. The cash-in-hand of this bank. 
having increased, it is in a position to grant more credit to the local 
economy. If advances are in fact asked for, and if the ba_nk agrees to 
grant these, so that the coefficient of liquidity is restored to its 
previous level, the volume of liquid assets in ·money form will have 
increased by a multiple of the difference in the balance. if there is a 

fixed ratio between the use of fiduciary money and that of represen
tative money t determining a rigid coefficient of 1iquidity. Contrariwise, 
says this thesis. if the external balance is unfavorable, the banks are 
obliged to restrict the volume of credit. If local producers were to ask 
their bank to grant them more credit, the bank would not be able to 
do so. This is just where the mistake in the argument lies. 

Let us take a concrete example. In Southern Rhodesia, between 
1946 and 1951, the external balance was unfavorable. On the one 
hand, therefore, local currency was taken to the Currency Board to 
be changed into sterlin'g for payment of the deficit. On the other, 
however, the banks changed sterling (their own) into Rhodesian 
notes in order to finance a considerable expansion of their local 
credits. Some will then say· that the deficit in the balance was 
covered by an influx of short-term credit from abroad. The formula
tion is ':Inacceptable because of its ambiguity: it implies that this 
inflow of credit is induced by �he disequilibrium in the balance and 
that it is necessarily equal to the latter. 

· 

. It is important to distinguish between what I call the balance of 
real payments -·made up of exports and the flow of capita) 
intended for long-term investment, constituting the c�edit side, and 
imports and the backflow of profits .from foreign investments, 
constituting the debit side - and the balance of movements of bank 
capital (import and export of funds by the banks on their own 
account. and not as representatives of a client). · · 
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The balance of real payments is whatever it is. I have said that 
there is a tendency toward long-term equilibrium of this balance 
through the income-effect (a deficit constitutes a transfer of purchasing 
power) but that_ the deficit is· not reabsorbed automatically- especially 
given that the rate of exchange is rigid and transfers are unlimited. 
In the case of independent currencies, there is in addition to this 
income-effect also an exchange-effect (disequilibrium leads to deval
uation, which acts upon the balance in either a favorable or a 
perverse direction,.depending on the elasticities) and this sometimes 
contributes to bring�ng about short-term re-equilibration. 

As for the balance of movements of bank capital, this ·is 
independent and not induced by the balance of real payments. 
Therefore, although the balance of real payments automatically 
affects circulation, this effect is without importance. since it can be 
either counterbalanced or not by the movement of' bank capital, 
which is always determined solely by the economy's need for money, 
and is limited by nothing else. 

· 

This is why it is possible for the volume of liq uid assets in money, 
and even the volume of circulation, to increase although the balance 
of payments shows a deficit. There is no proof that imports and 
exports of money are induced by external payments; this is the 
finding of the best empirical studies that have been made of the 
working of monetary systems based on the foreign-exchange standard. 

·This analysis leads us to the real problem, namely. how the 
network of commerch1I banks is constituted, and what economic 
activities (extraverted or autocentric) it serves. If the network is 
made up of branches of the metropolitan banks� then the thesis of 
perverse mechanisms loses al1 validity. But this applies also, to a 
large extent, if the banking network is national. In this case, if a_ 
need for money is felt- a demand for internal credit- the 
external deficit merely leads to a reduction in the foreign-exchange 
cover, -a reduction that reflects a diminution in the extraverted 
character of the economy. 

Concomitance between the movements of the external balance, of 
the volume of money, and of prices confers no greater scientific 
validity upon the quantity-theory explanation. It is normal for prices 
to fall in a period of depression (especially the prices of raw 
materials), for the volume of money to shrink, and for the external 
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balance of the underdeveloped countries to worsen. But it is the fall 
in prices that causes the extemar defiCit, not the other way round. 

The foreign-exchange standard system, which is typical of the. 
underdeveloped countries, was not introduced without protracted 
preliminary tentative measures. True, it was introduced without its 
theory having been worked out beforehand: thus. for a long time, 
cash vouchers cil·culated in the West Indies that were not convertible 
into gold but were convertible into bil1s on the metropolitan country. 
The exchange fluctuated with the state of the ·externa� balance, 
because there was no organ that ensured exchange at a fJ.Xed rate 
and in unlimited amou.nts. 

In general, all through the nineteenth century, the colonies, the 
coon tries of the East, and those of Latin Americ·a made use of gold, 
or more commonly silver, coins .(China, India, Dutch East Indies. 
Persia, and Latin America with the exception of Brazil). Only 
gradually was the ·foreign-exchange standard system introduced, 
beginning in 1898 in India and then becoming widespread at the 
beginning of the twentieth century, especially in the colonies. A 

direct gold-exchange standard was introduced in Argentina in 
1899, when the Conversion Office undertook to exchange gold for 
theJocal currency and vice versa. The same system was introduced 
in Brazil a little later. China alone continued to use its silver coins 
and its ingots of the same metal. As for Latin America,_ that was aU 
through the nineteenth century the region par excellence of paper 
money, which·circulated.alongside silver coins that were more or less 
at a premium, depending on the volume of issue. Mexico moved 
belatedly from this situationt in which the rate of exchange ·fluctuated 
with the price of sil�er, to the foreign�exchange standard� The other 
states hesitated to take this decision, and only hi the twentieth 
centu.-y did they at last stabilize their currencies by setting up 
central systems of the modem type (inconvertible credit money) .. 

The experience of Latin America, where paper money issued by 
the state treasuries circulated, is worth some attention. Mo.ney, here 
introduced into the economy not by way of commercial bank credit 
but through the budgett may prove to be excessive· in quantity; In 
the case of a budget deficit, money incomes are created without any 
real counterpart. Let us assume that the budget is balanced-�· A mere 
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disequilibrium of the external balance results in a fall in the rate of 
exchange. This brings in its train price inflation through the 
increased price of imports. If the disequilibrium of the external 
balance is part of a permanent tendency, as is the case with the 
underdeveloped countries unless exchange control is applied, then 
what occurs is an endless series of devaluations, price increases, and 
fresh deva1uat1ons. Let us now. assume that the balance of real 
external payments is, like the budget. in equilibrium. The money in 

'circulation may prove to be insufficient. Money being introduced 
into the economy only by way of state expenditure, a trader who 
finds himself momentarily short of liquidities applies to the foreign
owned commercial banks. In order to respond to his application, the 
lattet· need an extra quantity of the local paper money that is legal 
tender in the given country. They import "funds that belong to them, 
and buy local currency on the exchange market. This transaction 
tends· to raise the rate of exchange, which in turn causes prices to 
fall. In this case the amount of money does indeed adjust itself to 
requirements; but only at the cost of continual upsets in the Jeve] of 
the exchange rate and of prices. 

lndepende.nt monetary systems ·have been established in Latin 
America on the basis of the paper-money system previously obtaining 
there, and in ·Asia, the Middle East, and the English-speaking 
countries of Africa on the basis of the previous foreign-exchange 
standard system. Only the French�speaking. countries of Africa 
remain outside this movement. 

Freedom to fix the rate of exchange does not mean tbat the latter 
ceases to be .determined by the cover and by the state of the external 
balance. If the cover of the money. issued sti11 consists of foreign 
exchange,. fluctuations in the value of the foreign currency will 
continue to be transmitted. As for the external balance, this 
operates via the rate of exchange to influence the market - whether 
free, official, or black. Only exchange control is capable, by 
imposing equilibrium on the country's balance, of keeping its 
currency in-good condition. 

Under the foreign-exchange standard system1 local issue is 

controlled, just like issue in the metropoHtan country, by the central 
bank of the metropolitan country. This means controJ of credit, the 
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importance of which econ·omists tend to exaggerate. Generally 
speaking, those who have shown that circulation has adapted itself 
to needs have rejected the possibility of r�al · management of the 
issuing of money. All the same, it has been said t�at, with the 
abolition of convertibility into gold, on the one hand, and the 
development of the monopolies, on the other' an inflationary issue 
(with the agreement of the central bank) has become 'a real 
possibility. In this sense, management of credit (checking or agreeing to 
this issue) has become significant-, even though it is limited by the 
impossibility of issuing· currency if the economy does not require 
this. 

Does the creation of a� independent monetary system in a 
dependent peripheral economy give the central bank a sjmilar power 
to control credit? If we assume that freedom of transfer is maintained, 
the central bank remains powerless, since the (foreign·owned) 
commercial banks can refuse to submit to ·the discipline of a 
restriction on credit, and appeal to their head offices. The ce�tral 
authoride� are thus in danger of clashing with the foreign-owned 
commercia] banks if there is disagree'!lent on general policy. In this 
struggle the government possesses, of course, one effective means of 
coercion, namely, possible control of transfers. All the methods by 
which the foreign banks may try to get around the regulation of 
credit by the central bank are liable to be neutralized by control of 
transfers. But this means, for an underdeveloped country, necessarily 
excluding itself from the international capital market. How, indeed, 
is it possible to distinguish between the capital that comes in to be 
invested and the capital that the banks import in order to supply the 
economic system with the liquidities necessitated by development? 
The central bank can now dictate to the expatriate banks. This 
advantage is nevertheless bought at a very high price, since, hence· 
forth, (1) the fluctuations in the balance affect issue directly; (2) the 
foreign·exchange backing of the currency. is paid for in real exports; 
and (3) the foreign·owned commercial banks make the economy pay 
for a service they can no longer render - providing advances 
backed by the guarantee of a staJlle and widely accepted currency. 

The fluctuations in the volume of reserves that constitute the 
cover of the local issue compel the banks to regulate the .volume of 
credit in accordance with the vicissitudes of the balance of payments. A 
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deficit in the balance may thus lead them to restrict the volume of 
credit allowed. Restriction of the volume of activity risks aggravating 
the external deficit. Conversely. a surplus in the external balance 
brings no advantage to the local economy. Not only may the banks 
find themselves in a situation such that, no additional credit being 
asked for by the local producers (because the volume of exports, 
already considerable, cannot be increased), the surplus of foreign 
exchange rendered is steriJe, but also, should an injection of credit 
actually. take place, it is possible that the tendency to increased 
prices that it entails (together with other effects, such as the 
excessive demand pressing upon the local market, as a result of the 
country's prosperous condition following a successful export dri�e) 
may prevent the volume of exports from growing, or even reduce this 
volume, with the consequence that the country will soon lose its 
favorable situation in relations with the outside world. 

· 

It must be. added that monetary independence implies a real cost 
for the underdeveloped systems. The foreign exchange that forms 
the cover for the local currency is hence forth obtained by means of a 
real surplus of exports over imports, which was not the case with a 
foreign-exchange standard: then the cover was provided, if necessary 
free of charge. by an import of capital through the foreign-owned 
commercial banks. It is only because they do not distinguish 
between the balance of real payments and the balance of bank flows 
that conventionill economists are able to claim that the foreign
exchange standard system is equivalent to a 100 percent system 
of gold circulation. . 

With. the establishment of control over transfers and consequently 
the ending of these bank flows, does the service rendered by the foreign
owned banking system to local·economic activity justify what it costs? 
This question raises a serious problem indeed, that of the real cost of the 
banking system to the economy. The interest paid to the banks by the 
rest of the economic system for the service constituted by short-term 
loans destined to ensure the normal functioning of the economy 
constitutes a transfer of income the explanation of which is to be 
sought in history. If aU the entrepreneurs of the nineteenth century 
had possessed an initial stock of gold equal to the volume of 
necessary liquidities, and if the production of new gold had kept in 
step with the pace of economic growth, then short-term credit 
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would not perhaps have developed in the way it has. But, in fact, 
gold circulated in quantities that were incre�singly inadequate. 
although it was the only currency acceptable in the society of those 
days. The banks were able to use this situation in order to i�sue 
fiduciary money; the convertible note, or representative money. in 
return for the payment of interest. They then ran the risk, to be. 
sure. that was implicit in convertibility. since at any moment ·the 
entrepreneur might demand metal coins. It may be claimed that 
since convertibility has peen abandon·ed, this risk no longer applies. It 
is true that the commercial banks do still run a certain risk, since the 
receiver of credit may always ask for banknotes. But if these banks 
accept the disdpJine of the central bank they are in practically no 
danger. Interest no longer appears as corresponding to risk. The 
central bank has becom.e a public service providing the economy 
with instruments of payment. Interest is no-longer the reward for 
this service but a convenient device for restricting demand for 
money (which may account for Keynes's attempt to explain theoreti
cally the ro1e of interest on these grounds). There are other ways of 
restricting the supply of money:· the quantitative and qualitative 
control of credit has multiplied these techniques. In any case, th� 
payment of interest by borrowers of bank credit does not impoverish 
the economy in the least, since it passes from the hands of those for 
whom it wou1d have constituted additional profit (the entrepreneurs) 
into the hands of those for whom it will constitute the same kind of 
income (bankers' profit), even though this does have an effect on 
the pace of development and the direction taken by. it. 

It is not at all the same in the underdeveloped countries, where 
this payment represents a rea1 loss for the economy. In so far as the. 
banking network is foreign-owned and can transfer freely the funds 
that move from or to its head offices. this cost can be justified by 
reference to the advantage constituted by making a reliable currency 
available to borrowers. As soon as control over transfers is established, 
however. no special guarantee is provided from outside the 'economy. · 

This is why the underdeveloped countries have been led to go 
further. So long as an extraverted economic structure is accepted 
there is no reason to reject the foreign -exchange standard. This 
certainly does make impossible any local control over credit� but 
such control is pointless except in an autocentric economy. And 
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what it actually comes down to is the possibility for the central 
bank to refuse to accept a price increase desired by the monopolies 
as a mean.s of redistributing income in their favor, and considered 
unacceptable by the state� either for reasons of economic equilib
rium or even for political reasons. But this problem of planning 
does n.ot exist for a dependent peripheral economy. 

If monetary independence, which implies nationalizing the foreign
owned banks, is a necessity, this is because bank credit must be 
made to serve a different policy - a policy of structural trans
formations aimed at strengthening the autocentric character of the 
economy. 

The functions and orientation of bank credit in the dependent 
peripheral economies. The criticism leveled at the monetary system of 
the underdeveloped countries, to the effect that it supplies the 
economy alternately with too much money or not enough, is there
fore without foundation. The monetary and banking system, even 
when foreign-control1ed, supplies the economy with as much money 
as it requires. But to whose requirements does the activity of the 
expatriate commercial banks correspond? That is the real question. 
Alienated economists, especially those of the monetary school, 
pretend to be unaware of the structural re1ations that exist between 
the world of business and that of finance. Now, the banks never 
serve the. economy "in general,' but a specific group of economic 
activities. 

In the underdeveloped countries the banks have a history that is 
closely linked with the history of the instaJlation of peripheral 
capitalism in these countries. The European banks established 
branches there when international trade had attained large-scale 
dimensions, and with the aim of facilitating this· trade. Gradually, 
·starting from this extraverted sector, banking activity spread to the 
branches of capitalist production directed toward the home market, in 
the context of the import-substitution industrialization of recent 
decades. It  is important to note, however. that a larg� part of these 
activities, often the major part, is controlled by the big muiti· 
national companies. These possess substantial financial resources, 
scattered alJ over the world. Depending on the difference in the 
rates of interest pre�ailing in this place or that, they will draw upon 
bank credit in one center of their activity in order to finance 
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operations located in another center. By internal book entries -
the conventional prices at which their various establishments sell 
each other their produ�ts - they will be able to transfer their 
financial resources in disregard of any controls over transfers that 
there may be. Thus the policy of local control of credit increasingly 
ceases to· matter to them: in fact, control over these companies, to 
be effective, would have to be international· in scope. 

From another angle, when a sector of national capitalism has. 
come into existence it has been obliged to set up its own financiaf 
institutions, because the foreign banks confined their support to 
the foreign capital with which they were connected. The example of 
Bank Misr in Egypt is typical. In Tropical Africa local priv�te 
c�pital complains that the foreign· banks regularly r.efuse to give it 
support. 

If this is so, it is because the function of the monetary system 
cannot be reduced to putting short-term liquidities at the disposal 
of economic activity. Besides this passive function .it has an active 
one, which is essential to the working of the mechanism of accumu
lation. Without the intervention of credit it is impossible to realize 
surplus value. The ways in which short-term saving is transformed 
into long-term investment, to use the financial jargon, are indeed 
various. But this indispensable transformation has always been 
carried out in the autocentric economies, either by the banks, or by 
specialized institutions. or by the public treasury. Whereas in the 
autocentric economies the financial institutions have facilitated the 
tr�nsfonnation of re·serve saving into·Jong-term investments, iri the 
underdeveloped countries everything tends to foster. the use of 
savings, including sums the saver would like to invest on a long
term basis, either for short�term financing of the economy (in so 
far as this· saving, deposited in the banks, i� used to finance 
external trade operations) or for financing state expenditure, much 
of which. unproductive for the economy, is productive only of 
interest for the holders of state bonds. Here the transforming 
mechanism works in reverse. 

The efforts made in recent times by many states to create a 
monetary and financial market, the promotion by the st�te of 
fmancial institutions_ of a public or semipublic character- stock 
markets, saving banks, industrial and mortgage credit- have 
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produced only poor results. The cause of these setbacks lies in the 
actual situation of the underdeveloped economy. The �reation of 
fmancial institutions may wen favor the mobilization and centrali
zation of capital: these funds will nevertheless lie unused if local 
industry fails to come into being as a result of foreign competition. 

Monetary disorders and inflation in the periphery of the world 
system. Critics of the foreign-exchange standard not only charge 
this system with insusceptibility to management in accordance with 
local needs but also declare that it favors the automatic trans
mission of fluctuations in the value of the dominant currency. 

True, as Bloch·Laine writes (p. 39): "When products are freely 
exchanged and the different masses of money are in practice all 
one mass; the price level necessarily tends to be the same every· 
where; if this is not so,- the disparities are to be imputed to 
structura� causes (cost of transport, of labor, or of power, for 

example) that are immune to monetary manipulation." In cases. 
however, where un1irnited exchange at a fixed rate has been 
abolished, and where there is a managed· currency backed by 
foreign exchange, this one-way influence nevertheless remains basically 
the same: if the value of all the foreign exchange is reduced, so that 
the cover possessed by the local currency declines in value, this 
currency itself very soon loses its initial value, because it owes this, 
to a large extent, to public confidence. 

It is not only beca:use imports become dearer that the local 
currency loses value. One might we11 suppose that the rise in 
internal prices would be localized in the international sector, while 
the domestic sector remained unaffected. This is what usually 
.happens in relations between advanced countries when exchange 
rates are readjusted. Here we have an apparently paradoxical 
situation: in the advanced countries, in which all the sectors of 
activity "hold together," a price rise can be restricted to a single 
sector, whereas in the underdeveloped countries, where two sectors 
coexist without interpenetrating and the economy does not form an 
integral unity, a rise in prices in the capitalist sector linked with 
the international market is passed on in full to the native sector, 
which seems to be independent of it. 

Pet·haps the explanation of this phenomenon should be sought 
through analysis of human behavior. There are people whp endeavor 
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merely to adapt their nominal. income to the. level of prices. They 
follow the economic movement. Their behavior is neutral. Others, 
on the con_trary - and. these are the economkally dominant categories 
- are constantly engaged in trying to discover what the value of 
money is going to be. As they have reserves of money at their 
disposal, and as a large fiduciary element enters into the deter� 
mination of this value, they exert a serious influence on the way it 
evolves. ln an underdeveloped country the individual who possesses 
a big income is often a landowner. He dreams of how he will spend 
his income, and he knows that he has to buy the luxury goods he 
wants from abroad. The valJ.Ie pf money means for him the value of 
the relevant foreign currency. In an advanced country, on the 
contrary. the indiv1dual possessing a big income is normally an 
entrepreneur. He dreams of investing his money, and he knows 
that most of his production expenses- purchase of machinery, 
payment of wages- will be paid out in the country where he is. 
The devaluation of the currency abroad does not devalue the local 
currency. to his way of thinking, except, and only except, in so far 
as foreign trade supplies his country�s internal market. CondilJac 
devoted a chapter of his Essay on the Nature of Commerce to 

·studying the mechanisms by which the tastes of the ruling class 
determined all pric�s and the amounts in which goods were pro
duced. 

The continuous creeping inflation that characterizes the func� 
tioning of the capitalist system in the age of monopoly (and which 
is responsible for the abandonment of convertibility into gold,_ as it 
provides the framework of monetary policy), thus transmits the 
climate of permanent price increases from the center of the system 
to its periphery. 

· 

The development of capitalism in Europe and in the United 
States pro.ceeded in a climate of monetary stability and declining 
prices (the fall in prices being itself brought about by development, 
which was· reflected in a steady redqction in real costs). In the 
underdeveloped countries, however, the current development of 
peripheral capitalism is proceeding in a climate of price increases 
transmitted from outside. · 

It has often been maintained that inflation favors forced· saving 
at the expense of free saving. This is true only when the state, the 
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promoter of inflation,: uses the purchasing power it has created for 
productive investment. More generally, inflation is a way of redis· 
tribu�ing income.· In the underdeveloped countries the price rise 
transmitted from without enables the profits of the foreign monopolies 
to bite intQ the share of the weaker national sector. This tran�fer is 
riot in the least a mere theoretical mechanism. The Africanization 
of certain sectors of activity . (road transport, forestry, building. 
etc.), in most of the countries ·of Black Africa where this has taken 
place in· the last twenty years, has been accompanied by a marked 
lowering in the profitability of these activities, to the advant.age of 
those. whether upstream or downstream. which are controlled by 
foreign capital. This lowering· of profitability has been greatly 
facilitated by the increase in prices, which has been uneven as 
between sectors. The other powerful element in an underdeveloped 
�conomy often consists of the landlords. They spend their extra 
income, due to inflation, upon luxury imports. ·Furthermore, in the 
general increase in prices. the ratio of wages to profits behaves very 
differeatly in the advanced and in the underdeveloped countries. In 
the former, wages, broadly· speaking, follow the rise in prices, and 
the gains in productivity due to technical progress are thus constantly 
shared and shared again between the two categories of income. Over 
a long period experience shows that the share going to wages re· 
mains more or Jess the same. In the underdeveloped countries wages 
follow the rise in prices much less consistently, for deep structural 
reasons and in the first place because of the pressure of the excess 

·supply of labor resulting from the breakup of the· precapitalist 
rural miHeus. At best, real wages manage to remain steady, despite 
improved productivity. What applies to wages applies also to the 
incom� earned by the peasants who produce commodities. especiaUy 
for export. Creeping inflation constitutes a principal factor in the 

worsening of the double factoral terms of trade, a steady reinforce
ment' of unequal exchange. 

Transmission of the creeping inflation in the advanced centers 
to the world system as a whole is clearly not the only cause of 

inflation and monetary disorder in the periphery. According to Eli 
Lobel, three types of disorder need to be distinguished. The first 
two (disproportionate increase in consumption, public or private, 
and strains connected with industrialization) originate within the 
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economy and may have effects on the external balance, while the 
third originates in the external balance itself. 

Increase in consumption, public or private, at a rate that 
exceeds the growth rate of the productive. economy, with its mani
festations either in a budget deficit or in disproportionate credits 
for consumption purposes, or to cover. the structural ·deficits of 
enterprises, constitutes the most familiar example of disequilibrium-of 
internal origin. In such a case it may be necessary to devalue the 
currency: this will have effects comparable to an increase ·in the -
amount taken by taxes and the subsequent reduction in demand, 
although these effects will be less selective.· , 

Some strains can set off a price spiral without total supply and 
demand being thrown off balance. This assumes a balanced budget, a 
neutral credit policy (the liquidities created not exceeding the desired 
increases in cash in hand), an equally neutral wage policy (wages 
rising in step with productivity), and no difficulties as regards the 
ba1ance of payments. Nevertheless, a policy of accelerated indus
trialization may result in inflationary strain if the production of 
consumer_ goods, and especially -foodstuffs, ·develops more slowly
than industrial employment, which risks bringing about an increase in 
the prices of agricultural produc-ts, and so an increase in wages, 
and so of all prices, a subsequent deficit in the public finances 
caused by increased rewards together_ with d::lay in receipts � and 
strains in the external balance, because the price increase restricts 
export possibilities, and eventually h·as repercussions in the monetary 
sphere. There is in practice no way of avoiding strains of this kind, 
which necessarily accompany accelerated development: they can 
only be contained by means of constant readjustments (e.g., of the 
state's financial structures). It is clear that in this case inflation 
makes the situation worse. 

A policy of industrialization based on "import·substitution," 
even if we assume that the quantity of agricultural products 
available keeps pace with industrial employment, may have the 
same effects if the infant industries produce at higher cost than the 
prices of the impor�ed g�ods they replace. In such a case though, 
the currency may have to be devalued, which will have the same 
effect as a protective tariff for the infant industries. It would have 
to be selective, however (multiple exchange rates), if it is desired to 
avoid ·a general increase of internal prices. 
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Analysis of the imbalances originating in the external balance of 
payments starts from the case that is simplest but also certainly the 
most fundamental: the flooding in of an external inflation, by way 
qf a pilot currency� which is what happens to countries that are 
integrated in a currency area, or that, though not so integrated, 
have an essentially bilateral foreign-trade structure. Here the rigidity 
ofthe.system does not allow of much adjustment. On the world scale 
something like this happens when inflation spreads from countries 
whose national currency serves as reserve currency for others in the 
outside world. 

The fall in the price of exports causes - quite apart from any 
action that may be taken to alter the rate of exchange, if this 
entails a disturbance in the external balance- a necessary con
traction in imports, which is. not always parallel to the fall in the 
·income of exporters, and, consequently, sectoral imbalances between 
the supply and demand of different products, and spiral increases 
similar to the preceding ones. What is essential here is rather to 
combat possible speculative movements by trying to maintain key 
supplies at a satisfactory level; but this cannot always be done. 

The increase in export prices dres not always, however 1 produce 
symmetrical inverse effects. On the contrary, we see here a tendency 
for internal prices to become aligned with external ones, and a 
spiral of continuous increase may occur if the excess income 
encounters a feeble elasticity of supply. This is how this situation, 
which theore�ically provides the possibility of accelerated accumu
lation, very often prevents this potential extra accurnu1ation from 
being realized. 

The structural conditions of underdevelopment reduce very 
considerably the possibility of mastering external relations and 
putting them at the service of a development policy. It is th

.
erefore 

important not to confuse udevelopment inflation," which has been 
effectively carried out by some countries at certain periods, with 
"inflation without development," which constitutes the experience 
of the underdeveloped countries. 

Inflationary e�periences in the Third World, which were practically 
confined to Latin America down to the Second World War, have 
become a common factor during the last �enty years. Inflation in 
Zaire resulted from the sudden coming to power of a new social 
class, the· state bureaucracy, who sought to annex a part of the 
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national income but were unable either to encroach seriously upon 
the share taken by foreign capital (owing to the outward orientation of 
some of the activities of this capital, or even, as regards the 
autocentric industrial groups of Kinshasa. hE?cause. these foreign
owned enterprises were strong enough to be able to adapt themselves 
to inflation) or to levy tribute directly from the peasant masses 
(who resisted. either by open rebellion .or by passive resistance 
through ceasing production for export). With the aid of the United 
States and the IMF an equilibrium was restored after eight years of 
inflation, marked by very considerable changes in· relative prices 
and real incomes in Zaire as compared with the situation in 1960, 

reflecting a transfer of income from the peasants and lower-paid 
wage earners {the real wages of the working class were cut by haJf) 
to the new ruling class. This equilibriu�, a regressive one, has a 
content that is more biased toward consumption by the new 
privileged strata. so that the equilibrium of the public finances and 
that of the balance of payments (on which the former is based) are 
extremely fragi1e. 

Most of the inflation in the Third World of today is of this 
type- for example, that in _the Indonesia of Sukarno, that in 
Mali, or that in a number of countries of Latin America. In some 
cases there is juxtaposed to this type of inflation a process of credit 
inflation associated with a disordered process of industrialization, 
mediocre in its effect, for the same reasons of predominance by the 
new bureaucracy. 

These particular processes of adjustment lie behind the struc
turalist thesis regarding inflation. But the same results can be 
secured without inflation. Thus, in the former French colonies of 
Black Africa, where the monetary system. forbids any budgetary 
inflation, a progressive increase in the tax burden in the form of 
indirect taxes has reduced the real income of the agricultural 
producers and the wage earners in the towns, for the benefit. of the 
same social strata as in the previously mentioned cases. 

, 

Quite different is inflation employed as a method of forced 
saving, in the context of a nation·al policy of systematic autocentric 
development, such as occurred in Japan between 1877 an� 1914. 
Here the state's aid to the old merchant families who, around 1870, 
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became transformed into industrialists, was effected by way of 
loans without security. These advances weighed heavily on the 
market. causing prices to r�se, and thus made possible a transfer of 
purchasing power from the peasant masses to the new bourgeoisie, 
who used this. purchasing power to pay for the machinery they 
imported from abroad. This" deliberate inflation of credit made 
investment possible before real saving had been obtained from 
production. The issue of currency, always ahead of requirements, 
certainly entailed a secondary price increase, but basically it made 
possible an increase in the level of economic activity. Part of the 
purchasing power created by the state for the benefit of the entre
preneurs found its way on to the external market, as it was 
necessary to import large quantities of machinery .. These imports 
were paid for by_ liquidating the nation's stocks of gold and silver. 
In the Japanese case, the surplus of imports over exports was due 
to a sudden increase in imports of investment goods, and not to an 
increase in imports of luxury goods resulting from a transfer of 
income to the parasitical rich classes, as in the case .of the under
developed countries. It was not external demand in general that 
had risen but only the level of demand for investment goods. The 
difficulties of the external balance were thus, in this case, the result 

of the .af;celeration of growth through internal inflation and not the 
cause _of the increase in prices. 

It is in�eresting to compare this. pattern of development-inflation 
with that of, the inflation and . price rise in· the underdeveloped 
countries during the Second Wor_ld War. Here. the price increase, 
though internal in origin, was nevertheless closely bound up with 
the balance of payments. However, it occurred in a special war 
situation, so that some of its negative effects on accumulation were 
unable to take concrete form. 

Indeed, since the demand of Great Britain and the United 
States increased during the war. as in a period of prosperi�y. and 
since th.e need, as well as the possibility. for these countries to 
export manufactured goods declined during this period, these cir
cumstances resulted· in an improvement in the terms of trade for 
the overseas countries. which favored local accumulation. A large 
part of this surplus income realized through the improvement in 
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the balance of payments would in normal times have been spent on 
luxury imports. ·This surplus income thus constituted in part a 
forced saving that soon found investment locally, all the more so 
because the absence of foreign competition and the acute reduction 
in imports favored the creation of local industries. It is true that 
some contrary forces worked against this development, such as the 
decline· in the productivity of agriculture due to the impossibility of 
importing fertilizers, and the difficulty in getting machinery from 
Europe and America. Accordingly, part of this surplus income was 
directed into the local market for luxury goods (building of luxury 
vilJas, etc.), where it caused a price increase. Thi� unrestrained 
consumption of luxury products resulted, moreover, in investment 
in fast-food outlets, which served as a pole of development for local 
luxury expenditure. Part of the deficit in the balance of the Allied 
countries was paid for by liquida.ting gold reserves, and also� 
especially, by transferring foreign investments to local ownership 
-starting with the least _profitable of these investments. In this 
way the war contributed to the formation of local capital, if only by 
this transfer of ownership, the consequence of which was to be that 
the profits subsequently realized would no Joriger be exported. 
Later, the deficit in the European balance was paid for either . in 
depreciating currency or in "war debt" (sterling credits, for. example), 
which also depreciated as the European currencies were· inflated. 
European inflation was thus transmitted to the overseas countries, 
where it was inten_sified by the expenditure of the foreign armies. 

The final outcome, despite the particular]y favorable conditions 
for local development, was rather meager. Inflation was ·reflected 
in increased gross investment, but at the same time the war 
involved such a squandering of capital (nonreplacement of worn
out equipment, as in the case of railways, roads, harbors, etc.) that 
it is very hard to decide whethert ultimately, net investment was 
positive. Altogether, this type of inflation seems to have been nega
tive in its effect. What did play a positive role was not the inflation 
itself but the momentary dis�ppearance of foreign competition. 

Thus, monetary structures are not the_ main thing in under� 
development. Whatever the_se structures may be, the· value of 
money at the periphery of the system cannot Cliffer from that of the 
dominant currencies of the· center. 
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The Functions of the Periphery 
in the Movement of the World Conjuncture 

Current _economic theory, which identifies the underdeveloped 
countries with the advanced countries as they were at an earlier 
stage of their development, fails to take account of the conjunc
tural.phenornena that are peculiar t9 the perip�ery. It takes refuge 
in a mechanistic theory of the conjuncture transmitted from the 
advanced countries to. the underdeveloped ones either through the 
channel of monetary mechanisms or else through that of the 
external-trade multiplier. Actually, the economies of the system's 
periphery have no real conjunctural phenomena of their own, even 
transmitted from outside, because they are without any interna1 
dynamism of their own. 

The periphery does nevertheless occupy a position that can be 
important in the development of the cycle, or of the fluctuations in 
the conjuncture, on the world scale. It ·provides a field of possible 
extension for the capitalist mode·of production at the expense of 
precapitalist milieus. Although this extension of the capitalist 
mode of produCtion is not essential to the working of the mechanism of 
accumulation, it does play the role of a catalyst and an accelerator 
of growth at the center. It certainly played an important role from 
this standpoint in the initial period of colonization. It seems to 
have lost this importance in the present period, but may perhaps 
recover it in the setting of a new structure of international special
ization. 

Critique of economic theories of transmission.- Contrary to the 
schemas put forward by. Haberler and Clark, the economic oscilla
tions experienced by the underdeveloped countries bear little resem
blance to a cycle. When the conjuncture is favorable in the 
advanced countries, the level of exports from the underdeveloped 
countries goes up. 

The incomes that benefit first and foremost in these countries 
consist mainly of ground rent. Most of the profits of enterprises of 
the capitalist type are exported, and wages may be assumed to be 
relatively stable. The elasticity of the rents drawn by the landowners, 
however, enables this income to absorb the supplement engendered 
by the increased price and volume of exports of agricultural 
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produce. The small peasants also benefit to some extent from this 
prosperity (though less than the landowners, because they have to 
deal through intermediaries, in the shape of merchants who may 
absorb part of �he extra income)_ This prosperity of ground rents 
finds reflection in a marked increase in imports of Juxury goods 
and to a lesser extent in the level of imports of the cheap manufac
tured goods that the small peasants buy. Conversely, if the con
juncture is unfavorable in the advanced countries, primary products 
are sold in smaller quantities and at lower prices. The whole 
economy of the underdeveloped country suffers from this, but 
wages, being relatively rigid, are less affected than rents. As for 
profits. the volume of which also diminishes, they are still by 
definition exported and so do· not affect the situation in the undet:
developed country. If, however, exports decline, and with them 
ground rents, then imports·. of luxury goods and ·goods for con
sumption by the peasantry will soon suffer �he same fate. . 

The cycle is therefore not in the least transmitted by way of the 
balance of payments. The latter continues to be kept in equilibrium, 
in periods of prosperity and depression alike, since exports, rents, 
and imports an vary together in the same direction. Haberler's anal
ysis, which might have some vali�ity in the case of rel_ations between 
countries with a central capitalist structure, has none in' the case of 
relations between countries with such profound1y .different structures 
as those of the center and the periphery. 

Can we say that the cycle is transmitted directly by fluctuations 
in the voJume of exchanges? No, for the special role of ana1ysis of 
the foreign-trade multiplier is to show that the primary fluctuations 
in the volume of external exchanges (fluctuations due to the state 
of the conjuncture abroad, constituting an indepen�ent datum) 
give rise to secondary internal fluctuations. Here we have nothing 
of that kind. It is in this sense that it can be said that there is no 
true cycle in the underdeveloped economies. The fact that rent 
constitutes the elastic income in these economies means that the 
multiplier does not function there. The increased purchasing power 
available as a result of the· i�creased value of exports is not mainly 
spent and partly saved - it is spent in its entirety. The increased 
demand does not here give rise to induced investments. As the 
accelerator is transferred abroad, thefe is no true cycle, not even a 
transmitted one, but only a sinusoidal osciUation of total income. 
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A study of the history of the world conjuncture leads to the 
following observations: 

(1) Fluctuations in the total real income seem to be less marked 
in the underdeveloped countries. taken as a whole, than in the 
advanced countries, at 1east in the twentieth century - which does 
not mean that they may not have been more marke� in certain 

underdeveloped countries. Furthennore, while the magnitude of 
conju.nctural fluctuations is comparable between the different ad� 
vanced countries� the "scatter'! in the underdeveloped countries 
in· this respect is very considerable. Fluctuations are more violent in 
proportion to the degree in which the country is integrated into the 
internatio�al market. In a country that is wel1 integrated they may 
be no less violent than in the most advanced countries. 

· (2) Fluctuations in the unit value of export prices for primary 
products varied between 5 and 21 percent, depending on the 
particular product, between 1900 and 1970. The magnitude of 
these fluctuations increased by successive stages during the three 
peacetime periods·: 11 percent per annum for 1901-1914; 13 to 15 

percent from 1920 to 1939; and 18 percent from 1946 to 1965. 

Cyclical fluctuations in prices averaged 27 percent. Annual fluctua
tions in the vo1ume of exports averaged 19 percent. After 1945 they 
amounted to 24 percent. Cyclical fluctuations in the volume of 
exports have been, on the average, of the same magnitude as those 
of prices. Finally, fluctuations in receipts from exports (cumulative 
effects of fluctuations in price and in volume) have amounted to 22 

percent, ·both annually and cyclically. This magnitude gets bigger 
as time goes by: 19 percent in 1901-1913; 21 percent in 1920-1939; 

and 30 percent in 1946-1965. The variations in real values (obtained 
by dividing these variations in nominal values by the index of prices 
of British manufactured .exports) show that the variations in real 
values (13.5 percent for th.e period 1902-1960) have been the same 
as the variations in nominal values (13. 7 percent). 

(3) There are no precise rules for the way the trade balance 
behaves, either in the· advanced countries or in the underdeveloped 
ones, for exports and imports vary in the same direction and in 
similar proportions. Even so, there is a certain tendency for the 
imports of the underdeveloped countries to shrink less sharply than 
their exports. 

(4) The contraction in the trade of the advanced countries is due 
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mainly to contraction in the volume of both their exports and their 
imports. The contraction in the trade of the under9eveloped countries, 
however, is due mainly to the fafl in the prices of their exports, to the 
deterioration in their terms of trade that this expresses, and to the 
weakening of.their real capacity to import that results from it. 

(5). The cyclical movement of the balance of payments is due to 
that of capital far more than to that of the trade balance. The fluctua
tions in the value of exports are not compensated by equal and in
verse fluctuations in the movement of capital. On the contrary, these 
oscillations reinforce the first-mentioned ones. It is during depres
sion periods that least foreign capital flows into the periphery. While, 
therefore, the fluctuations in the tota1 value of exports are compen
sated by equal fluctuations in import� (connected with the movement 
of ground rent), the oscillations in the movement of capital; which 
reinforce the tenns of the trade balance, have the �ffect of periodically 
upsetting the balance of external payments, in one direction or the 
other. True, the outward .movement of the exported profits of 
foreign capital serves to mitigate this disturbance. In fact. it is in a 
period of prosperity, when foreign capital is flowing in, that the 
volume of profits exported is also greatest. However, the magnitude 
of the fluctuation in capit�l movements· often proves greater than 
that in the movement of profrts. . 

(6) Fluctuations in national income increased shar ply after 
1914. both -in the advanced countries and· in the underdeveloped 
ones. as did fluctuations in exports and imports and in prices. 
Since the Second World War; fluctuations have lost their regular 
cyclical character, giving place to a shifting conjuncture with 
movements of limited magnitude . 

(7) Fluctuations in industria1 production in the underdeveloped 
countries depend on the destination of its products and on the 
degree of the given country's dependence on foreign trade. Fluctuations 
in agricultural income in the underdeveloped countrfes depend on 
the same factors, that is, on the extraverted or autocentric character 
of economic activity. 

(8) Fluctuations in the total real income of the underdeveloped 
countries are often smaller than those that occur in the advanced 
ones. Fluctuations in income in current prices are, however, notably 
bigger, owing to the great volatility of prices in these countries. 
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From these obseryations I deduce the following four propbsitions: 
1. The cycle is not transmitted through fluctuations in the 

quantity of money. While i� is true that,. the balance of payments 
being positive for the underdeveloped countries in a prosperity 
period and negative in a depression period, these countries see 
their resources in international liquidities alternately increasing 
and decreasing, infernal circulation remains neutral, that is, pro
portional to money income (real ·income mu1tiplied by the price 
level) .. 

2. Nor is the cycle transmitted by the trade balance, through 
the working of the multiplier. The behavior of the trade balance is 

in fact extremely variable. both in differ:ent periods and in different 
countries. It must be added that even when the balance is positive 
in an underde:velopecl country, we do not observe a wave of induced 
secondary investments engendered by this net surplus. 

3. The cycle is, then. quite simply the cyclical aspect of the 
moveme�t in the income of those agriculturists who live by exporting, 
which takes the form of a cyclical deterioration in the terms of 
trade for their exports .. This osci11ation has secondary effects on 
industrial production destined for the 1oc.al market, as also on 
services as a whole; but these effects are rather weak. in so far as 
the oscillation parallels the general movement of imports. The cycle 
of the underdeveloped countries is merely the cyc1e of their capacity 
to import. 

4. In the international cycle, the underdeveloped countries play 
·an important role at the moment of recovery, because they provide 
supplementary outlets for the exports of the advanced countries, 
through the possible breakup of precapitalist milieus. In a period 
of recession, trade between the advanced and the underdeveloped 
countries often declines less than that between the advanced countries 
themselves, and often the imports of the advanced countries increase 
during·depr�sion (as was particularly the case in the nineteenth 
century). 

The role of the periphery in the world conjuncture. The periphery 
plays a role which is far from negligible in the mechanism of. 
international recovery. The pojnt is that, however deep a depression 
may be, it can come to an end sooner in the underdeveloped 
countries than in the centra) capitalist economies, because it is 
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more superficial in the former. During a depression in the advanced 
countries a considerable mass of labor is thrown out of emp1oyment. 
All incomes contract - profrts first and foremost, but wages, too. 
During the preceding period of prosperity, new enterprises were set 
up, which are now working at a reduced rate. The burden of 
unutilized productive capacity weighs heavily, maki.ng recovery all 
the more difficult. In the underdevelope� countries, on the other 
hand, while oscillations in the predominant form of income, ground 
rent, are very considerable, this is not true of the mixed incomes of 
the bulk of the population, and �pecially of income fro� sub .. 
sistence economy. From a certain moment onward, the relative 
rigidity of the underdeveloped markets may thus constitute a factor 
of recovery. The existence of exchange· relations· between the perip,hery 
and the center of the system offers the latter the possibility of tinding 
new external markets through the disintegration of the indigenous 
precapitalist economy. 

The further disintegration of primitive indigenous production at 
the end of the depression is reflected in a new wave of exports ·from 
the advanced countries: However, the money incomes distributed as 

a result of this imply a future increase in imports. This is why the 
opening of new external outlets does not constitute a final solution 
of the problem. In theory, this opening of a new field for ·the 
extension of capital is not needed in order that recovery may take 
place. This recovery is due very largely to a deepenfng of the 
internal market caused by the gener_alizing of a new, more capital
intensive technique. Nevertheless, we observe, after each depression at 

the center, the opening of new outlets in the ·periphery, which thus 
play an active role in the mechanism of international recovery. 

The same thing happens during the cumulative process that is 
characteristic of the prosperity 'period. For the development of 
prosperity, marked by the growth of total income, is reflected in an 
increase in the share taken by profits, and consequently in an 
increase in the relative volume of saving that is accumulated. The 
relative share taken by wages decreases. Accordingly, capacity to 
consume falls farther and farther behind capacity to produce. The 
new equipment created by investment of the additional saving is 
not long in throwing on to the market a mass of consumer goods 
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that cannot be absorbed. The working of the accelerator maintains 
for a time the ilJusion of the profitability <?f the new equipment 
made necessary by the increase in the absolute volume of consumption. 
There is thus overproduction of consumer goods, since the purchasing 
power distributed and destined for purchase of these goods (mainly 
wages) is less than the total value of this production. Trade 
between the advanced and underdeveloped countries continues, 
·also, to conceal this imbalance, and so contributes· to protracting 
the periods of prosperity. Exchange between advanced and under
developed countries in no way constitutes, of course. the solution to 
alleged general .overproduction by the capitalist countries. Develop
ment of the capitalist countries is perfectly possible even when 
there are no precapitalist milieus to be disintegrated. But the 
advanced countries, which are always ahead of their backward 
partners in exchange, take the offensive by exporting·to them. Only 
later does the structure of the underdeveloped countries""become 
modified. adapting itself to the evolution of production in the 
advanced countries so as to make possible the export of primary 
products to_ them. Imbalance is t�erefore a permanent feature of 
trade relations between the center and the periphery of the system. 
This permanent imbalance is; however, always being corrected. It 

therefore plays, in the development of the most advanced countries, 
only the role of a catalyst, comparable. to credit. It is the products 
that tend to be overproduced d_uring the prosperity phase that are 
the first to seek an outlet in the economies of the periphery -
namely, manufactured consumer goods. Contrariwise, the growing 
demand of the advanced countries, during the prosperity phasef for 
those products tha(are relatively least plentiful leads to adjustment 
of the structure of the underdeveloped countries to the needs of the 
most. advanced economies. The underdeveloped economies specialize 
in producing goods the supply of which tends to be less than the 
demand for them in the advanced countries during the prosperity 
phase: primary products that contribute to the equipment of the 
advanced countries- in the main, raw materials. Exchange of 
consumer goods, in respect of which supply is greater than demand, 
for intermediate goods, in respect of which, on the contrary, demand is 
greater than supply, thus facilitates the upward trend in the advanced 
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countries. We can now appreciate better the real place occupied by 
the periphery in the world conjuncture. Although the extension of 
the capitalist mode of production to the periphery is not essential 
to the working of the mechanism of accumulation, this extension 
plays the role of a catalyst and an accelerator of growth at the 
center. 

This is so, for example, in the present period. Capitalism has 
been experiencing. since the end of the Second World War, a 
period of brilliant growth, in which the Third World has played 
only a very secondary part. It is the· modernization of Western 
Europe that has been the essential factor in this "miracle." Modern
ization means deepening (not spreading) the capita1ist market, a 
solution which- always possible, as Marx and Lenin showed
has become real through the conjunction of elements situated on 
different planes (such as the political planet e.g., fear of communism), 
so that any mechanistic "economistic" interpretation· is ruled out. 
!he Eurppean Common Market and the influx pf American capital 
into Europe constitute the most obvious expressions of this phe
nomenon. 

Nevertheless, although during this period the extension of capi
talism to the periphery has not played an important role, this does 
-not mean that it has always been so, nor that it will always be so in 
the future. In the past, the extraordinary wave of extension of the 
capitalist market to the coJonies during the nineteenth centUry very 
certainly played an important part in the relatively peaceful course 
taken by accumulation at the center. This first wave determined an 
initial series of forms of international· specialization between· center 
and periphery, the latter, of course, adapting itself to the require
ments of the former. These forms of adaptation implied, after a 
certain level had been reached, a relative blocking of the mechanism of 
the extension of capitalism - whence the crisis of the 1930s. 

The type of growth that the capitalist world has known. since 
1945 is tending in .its turn to exhaust its possibilities. The world 
monetary crisis is perhaps a symptom of this. What will take over 
the ro]e of ensuring the growth· of capitalism? I see three possibilities. 
First, progressive integration of the countries o_f Eastern Europe 
into the world market, and their modernization. Second� the 
contemporary scientific and technical revolution, which along with 
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automation, the conquest of tbe atom, and the conquest of space, 
may open up substantial possibilities for deepening the market. 
Third and last I a new wave of extension of capitalism to the Third 
World. based on· a new type of international specialization made 
possib1e by the technical revolution of our time. In this context, the 
countries of the center would specialize in ultra-modem activities, 
while forms of classical industry that had hitherto been reserved for 
them would be transferred to the periphery. Once again, by 
adapting itself to the requirements of the center, the periphery will 

1have played an important role in the mechanism of accumulation 
on the wodd scale. 

5. THE BLOCKING OF TRANSITION 

The capitalist mode of production possesses three means of 
checking the tendency of the rate of profit to fall - means that 
constitute the three profound tendencies of this mode's dynamic of 
accumulatiod!J The first, which Marx studies at length in Capital. 
is increasing the rate of surplus value; in other words, aggravating 
thecondtftons of capttah.st exploitati&n at the center of the system, 
which implies relative impoverishmentt1rhe �econd means is spreading 
the capitalist mode of production to new regions where the rate of 
sii.rp1us value· 

is higher and where it is therefore possible to obtain a 
superproht through unequal exchangedfhe third means consists 
in developing various forms of waste: selling costs, military expendi6-
ture, or luxury consumption, making it possible for profits t�at 
cannot be reinvested owmg to tfie made uacy of the rate of profit 
to 6e spent never e ess. ts trd means was only glimpsed by 
Marx� its httge-scale development being a feature of our own time. 

Only the expansion of the sphere embraced by capitalism falls 
within our purview here. What needs to be .grasped is that this 
extension is the work of central capitalism. which strives in this way 
to find a solution to its own problems. It is because central capitalism 
holds the initiative in this extension that relations between center 

. and periphery continue to be asymmetrical - indeed, this is why a 

perippery exists and is continually being renewed. 
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The transition . to periphera1 capitalism already reveals this 
asymmetry, reflecting the fact that the source of the initiative is the 
center. The process of development of peripheral ·capitalism goes 
forward within a framework of competition (in the broadest sense 
of the word) from the center, which i� responsible for the distinctive 
structure assumed by the periphery, as something complementary and 
dominated. It is this competition that determines three types of 
distorti.on in the development of peripheral capitalism as compared 
with capitalism at the center of the system: (1) a crucial distmiion 
toward export activities, which absorb the major part of the 
capital arriving from the center; (2) a distortion toward tertiary· 
activities, which arises both from the special contradictions of 
peripheral capitalism and from the original structures of the peripheral 
formations; and (3) a distortion in the choice of branches of 
industry, toward light branches, together with the utilization of 
modern techniques in these branches. This threefold distortion 
reflects the asymmetrical way in which the periphery is integrated 
in the world market. It means, in economistic terms, the transfer 
from the periphery to the center of the multiplier mechanisms, 
which cause accumulation at the center to be a cumulative P.rocess. 
From this transfer results the conspicuous disarticulation of the 
underdeveloped economy, the dualism of this economy, and, in the 
end, the blocking of .the economy's growth. 

It is the distortion toward export activities that constitutes the 
main reason for the blocking of a dependent and limited form of 
development. The fact is that the center's needs for primary 
products (agricultural and mineral)· froin the periphery follow, 
broadly speaking1 the average rate of growth of the center. The 
countries of the periphery have to pay for their i11creasing imports 
with exports that need to increase at a faster rate so as to ensure· 
that the profits exported by �oreign capital are covered. The rate of 
growth of the center thus dictates that of the periphery; This 
blocking is, of course, only reJative. Theoretically, it is not insur
mountable. There are no vicious circles of poverty rendering impossible 
any genuine autoc�ntric development, breaking with the orienta
tion that is biased toward export activities. Large-scale organized \l investment would create its own market, by expanding the domestic 
market. But that would imply breaking with the rule of profitability. 
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Economists want to stay within the setting of respect for prot .. � 

ability, as they decline to reject the requirements for investment of 
foreign capital. For this capital, local invest�ent directed toward 
the domestic market aggravates the external disequilibrium if it 
does not enable the volume of exports to be increased (or the 
volume of imports to be reduced) by the amount needed in order to 
export the_ profits made. Since a transformation of the economy 
based on large-scale imports of foreign capital entails substantial 
secondary waves of induced. imports, direct and indirect, the 
requirement of external equilibrium gravely restricts the poss�bilities 
of autocentric development financed from without. 

Experience shows that the development of underdevelopment is 
neither regular nor cumulative. in contrast to the development of 
capitalism at the center. On the contrary, it is jerky and made up 
of phases of extremely rapid growth, followed by sudden blockages. 
These are manifested in a double crisis, of external payments and 
of public finances. 

· Let us assume a growth rate of 7 percent per annum in a 
perip�eral economy. For a capital-output ratio of about 3 (a 
modest estimate), investments should represent 20 percent, approxi
mately, of the gross domestic product. Let us assume that half of 
these investments are financed by foreign capital rewarded at rates 
oflS·percent (again, a modest estimate). If imports increase at the 
same rate as the product, it will be possible for the balance of 
external payments to be kept level only if exports can grow at a rate 
much greater than 12 percent per annum. The following table 
shows the factors in this dynamic of growth. 

YearO Year 10 Year20 

General e�onomic equilih!ium. 
Gross domestic product 100 200 400 

+imports 25 so 100 

-exports 15 53 135 

= Liquid assets 110 197 365 

[continued 011 page 290] 
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YearO Year 10 Year20 

Consumption, private and public 90 157 285 

+ annual investment 20 40 80 

(ofwhich, external financing) (10) (20) (40) 

(�ccurnulated foreign capital) (0) (150) 
, 

(550} 

Balance of pay merits 
Exports 15 53 135 

+flow of foreign capital 10 20 40 
- --

== Total 25 73 175 

Imports 25 so 100 

+ backflow of profits 0 23. 75 

Furthennore, if  the tax burden is at its maximum and is 
constant (say, 22 percent. of distributed income, assumed to be 
spent wholly on consumer goods)' al lowing for the needs of financing 
public investments (the other half of investments). equilibrium in 
public finance would require that the advance of current public 
consumption should grow at a lower rate (4 or 5 percent only), that 
is, that current public expenditure should make up a decreasing 
proportion ofthe gross domestic product, as shown in the following 
table: · 

YearO 

GDP · 100 

National con sumption 90 

Public receipts 20 

Public expenditure:· 
Current expenditure 10 

Investments 10 

Year 10 Year20 

200 400 

157 285 

35 64 

15 24 

20 40 

It is clear that things cannot go on like this. While tl:ie exports 
of a particular product or of a particular country may increase at a 
very high rate for a certain period, for the periphery as. a whole, 
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exports that are destined for the center cannot grow faster th ... � 
demand at the center - that is, approximately at the rate of \ 
growth of the center: it is impossible for a country to catch up on 
its historicaJ handicap while sticking to the basis of international 
specialization. But, above all, on this basis the imports into the 
periphery must increase faster th�n the_ gross domestic product. 
This tendency, observed historically, is easy to explain by two 
fundamental cause.s. First. international specialization means for a 
country of the periphery a relative narrowing of its range of 
productive activities, whereas the increased income that reflects 
growth means an expansion in the range of demand. Second, the 
disarticulation that is characteristic of international specialization 
implies a more rapid gtpwth of intennediate imports. Added to this 
is the very high import-content. both direct and indirect, of capital 
formation ·and public expenditure. 

From a different aspect; current public expenditure must grow 
faster than income. There are several reasons, too, for this require· 
ment. The public investments in the infrastructure called for by 
international specialization involve recurrent operational expend· 
itures that' will increase like the accumulated investments, namely. 
much faster than th_e product. The ba1ance available to ensure the 
socia1 services essential to growth (education, bealth, not to mention 
the classical administrative needs) cannot be reduced, in relative 
terms. in such a drastic way: the spontaneous tendency is here, on 
the··contrary, for the shar-e taken by this kind of expenditure to 
increase.· And the burden of taxation has its limits. 

The twofold crisis of public and external finances is thus 
inevitable, and thenceforth growth will be blocked. The mechan_ism 
of this dynamic will not be able to function unless a start is made 
from a low 1evel «?f international integration, unless a resource of 
interest to the center is suddenly opened up (making possible a big 
increase in exports), unless the prosperity that results from this 
attracts a large influx of foreign capital, and unless the tax burden, 
low to begin with, can be increasingly lightened. Gr�wth will then 
necessarily be very strong: there will be a "miracle.'• But this 
eventually comes to an end: there is no "take·off," whatever the 

J level of income per head that may have been attained. This is why 
no underdeveloped country has so far taken off,. either from among

. 
_ 
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those whose income per head is of the order of $200 or from among 
those where it is higher than $1,000 or $2,000. Autocentric and 
autodynamic development never becomes possible there, whereas 
at the center it was possible from the start, even with very low 
income levels. 

None of the features that define the structure of the periphery ·is 
thus weakened as econom'ic growth proceeds: on the contrary, 
these features are accentuated. Whereas at the center growth 
means development, making the economy more integral, in the 
pel'iphery growth does not mean development, for it disarticulates 
the economy - it is only a "development of underdevelopment. •• 

We see how mistaken it is to identify underdevelopment with a 
ow level of product per h�ad. After all, in Kuwait the product· per 

head in 1960 ($3,290) was greater than in the United States ($3,020), 

and in Venezuela it was higher than· in Roma.nia or Japan ($780� 

against $710 and S660, respectively), while in Portugal it was 
hardly bigger than in several African countries ($349, as against 
S230 for Ghana). As for Gabon, its product per head is today 
approximately the same as that of the France of 1900. 
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The Contemporary 
Social Formations 
of the Periphery 

1. THE HISTORICAL FORMATION OF THE 

CONTEMPORARY PERIPHERY 

The tendency of the capitalist mode of production to become 
exclusive when based on .expansion and deepening of the home 
market is accompanied by a tendency for the social structure at the 
center to come close to the pure model of Capital, characterized by 
polarization of social c1asses into two basic classes: the bourgeoisie 
and the proletariat. The. social classes formed on the basis of 
former modes of production (landowners, craftsmen, merchants, 
etc.) either disappear or are transformed (e. g., into an agrarian 
bourgeoisie}. True, the social system gives rise to new stratifications at 
the same time as it becomes simpler: "white co11ars'' and "blue 
collars/' cadres and unskilled workers. native and foreign workers. 
etc.- But these new stratifications are all situated within the frame
work of the essenf 'll division between bourgeoisie and pro1etariat, 
for all the new developing social strata are made up of wage-earning 
employees of tbe capitalist enterprises. The rele�ance of the new 
stratifications is therefore not economic- since from this stand
point the positions of the new strata are identical, being all sellers 

293 
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of their labor power - but political or ideological. Moreover, the 
{ concentration of enterprises by the fonnation of monopolies modifies 

the forms in which the bourgeoisie m41nifests itself. But the alleged 
dichotomy established between dispersed ownership and control 
(said to have passed into the hands of the "technostructure," to use 
the word coined by J. K. Galbraith) is only an illusion. For the 
"technocrats" who take decisions take them in accordance with the 
logic and in the interest of capital, which exercises a more and 
more concentrated control. Nevertheless, the fact that the social 
structure is thus directly molded ·by the movement of the economy 
itSelf leads to the ideologization of economics, that is, to economism. 
The illusion is created that the economy is a force above society, 
which the latter cannot control. This is the source of modern 
alienation and the reason why economics claims to fill the entire 
field of social science. 

If, however, the capitalist mode of production, introduced from 
outside- that is, based on the external market- does not tend 
to become exclusive, but only dominant, it follows that the forma
tions of the periphery will not tend toward this essential polarization. 
Contrasting with the growing homogeneity of the social formations 

{ of the center will be the persisting heterogeneity of those of the 
periphery. a heterogeneity that does not mean mere juxtaposition. 
For, just as the precapitalist modes of production are here integrated 
into a system subjected to the distinctive purposes of dominant 
capital (the peasant goes on -producing within the .setting of his 
former mode of production, but henceforth ·produ�es commodities 
that are exported to the center), so the new social structures form a 

structured, hierarchical totality, domin�ted_ bythe "great absentee" of 
colonial society: the dominant metropolitan bourgeoisie. The eco
nomic system of  the periphery cannot be understood in itself, for 
its relations with the center are crucial; similarly, the social structure 
of the periphery is a truncated structure that can only be under
stood when it is situated as an element in a wot'ld social structure. 

The form assumed by peripheral formations will ultimately 
depenp on the nature of the precapitalist formations subjected to 
attack, on the one hand, and, on the other, on the forms taken by 
this external attack. 

The precapitalist formations that were attacked fall into two 
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main types: on the one hand, we have the Oriental and African 

formations, and, on the oth er, the American fonnations. The 
former were combinations structured, on the one hand, by the 
various modes of production. the dominant mode being the tribute
paying mode - either in its early form (based, that is, on a surviving 
village community) or in its developed form (and in this case being 
gradual1y transformed into a feudal mode of production), with the 
sim ple commodity mode and the slaveowning mode being . so to 
speak, in the service of this dominant mode - and, on the other 
hand, by relations of long-distance trade with other formations. 
The simple . early variety was the African type, while the developed 
one was the Asian and Arab type. The American formations were 
different. The New World was not uninhabited when the Europeans 
discovered it, but it was quickly peopled with immigrants who 
mostly arrived before the final triumph of the capitalist mode of 
production at the center (that is, before the Industrial Revolution). 

The native inhabitants were either driven back or exterminated 
(North America, the West Indies, Argentina . Brazil), or else 

• 

entirely subjected to the requirements of European Jt.lerchant capital 
(the Andean are�s of South America). The attack also took various 
forms. The Americas, Asia and tbe Arab world, and Black Africa 
were not all transformed in the same way, because they were not 
integrated at the same stage of capitalist development at the center 
and therefore did not fulftl the same_ functions in this development. 

As there are alreaqy systematic studies con cerning .America, it 
will not be necessary to dwell much on this continent. More space 
will be devoted to the Arab world and to Black Africa. 

The American Peripheral Formations 

The Americas played an essential role in the mercantile period 
of the formation of the cont�mporary world system. At the outset 
the pre-Columbian format�ons were either destroyed or subjected to 
the merchant capital of the rising European center. Merchant 
capitaC ancestor of fully developed capital, established annexes in 
Amel'ica, in the form of enterprises for the exploitation of precious 
metals (mainly silver) and producing some exotic  commodities 
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(s ugar . later cotto1n, etc.). European merchant capitalists, who held \ the monopoly of th1s exploitation, thus
· 

accumulated the money
capital needed�for the subsequent complete development of capital. 
Exploitation took various forms: "pseudo-feudal" (the encomienda 
of Latin America) or ••pseudo-slaveowningH (mines) Qr slaveowning 
(plantations in Brazil, the West Indies, and in the British colonies 
in the southern part of North America). They were a11 none the less· 
in the service of nascent European capitalism:. they produced for 
the market, and so must not be confused with the true feudal or 
slaveowning modes of production. Moreover, these annexes them
selves developed annexes of their own: enterprises supplying th�m· 
with foodstuffs for their manpower and the materials f<=>r use in 
their exploitation. These subsidiary enterprises so�etimes had a 
ufeudal" look abont them. especially in Latin America; where 
stoc kbreeding took place on a large scale; but they did no t in any 
way become really feudal, being functionally intended to produce 
for the capitalist market. They belonged in most cases to the 
simple petty-commodity. mode of production, being formed by 
European immigrants, particularly the British in North America,. 
on free land and in free· towns, where farmers and craftsmen also 
produced for the market constituted by the plantation areas belonging 
·to merchant capitaL 

It was during this mercantilist period that Latin America acquired 
the main structures that characterize it, to this day. These were 
based on agrarian capitalism of the tatifundia type, the labor force 
of which was supplied by peasants of degraded status (peons and 
former slaves). To this was added a local merchant bourgeoisie of 
the contprador type, when the monopoly of the mother country 
became overstretched. Along with this, a petty urban community·of 
artisans, sm all traders, officials, domestic servants. etc. , in the 
image of that existing in the Europe of the time, came into being. 

At the beginning of the nineteenth century, independence meant 
transfer of power to the landowners and the Creole �..:omprador 
bourgeoisie. The structures described were to persist and bec<?me 
reinforced throughout the century, .as trade was intensified with 
Great Britain, the new metropolis , which established all over the 
continent a network of import-export firms and banks, and drew 
additional profits from financing the public debt of the new states. 
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The installation of oil and mining capital in the twentieth century 
(mostly from the United States), and then the establishment of · 

import-substitution industries, engendered a limited proletariat, 
the higher categories of which were to appear all the more privileged. 
comparatively speaking, as the agrarian cri-sis brought about a 
steady impoverishment of the poor· peasantry and an increase .in 
rural and urban unemploym�nt. Sometimes. and right from the 
beginning in assoCiation with foreign capital, the oligarchy of : 
landlords and coniprador merchants invested capital amassed in 
agriculture and trade in developing the new light industry or in 
highly profitable activities connected with expanding urban areas 
(investments in house property, in the ''tertiary" sector7 etc.). 

Historians of Latin America- among others, Andre Gunder 11 
Frank, Celso Furtado, Fernando Cardoso� Enzo Falleto, Darcy 
Ribeiro'-have shown how the 1atifundia-owning and Creole com
prador bourgeoisie served as a transmission belt for rising dominant / 
European capitalism. While in Europe liberal t}_tought was the 
banner of the industrial bourgeoisiet in Latin America it was the 
banner of landowners and traders. 'Fhe nineteenth century witnessed, 
from 1810 to 1860-1880, a long series of civil wars between the "Euro
pean party," in favor of free trade, and the "American party,'' 
representing the interests of national development and advocating 
protectionism. The final victory of the former at the end of the 
century, when capitalism at the center entered its imperialist 
phase, was to blight every hope of industrial development _and 
assert the dependence of Latin America. Porfirio Diaz in Mexico 
was a symbol of this national surrender. The taking over: by foreign 
capital of industrial and mining enterprises until then belonging to 
Latin Americans that followed. especially in Chile after 1880t 

paved the way for imperialist capital. 
Nevertheless, a new industrial bourgeoisie was constituted in the 

wake of the dominant foreign capital, particular1y _during the First 
World War, during '\J'le 1930s7 and especially during the Second 
World War. Limited in -its development by the submission of Latin 
America to the requirem.ents of free trade, this new industrial. 
bourgeoisie attempted to challenge, partially at least, the power of 
the landowners and traders. To ·achieve this, it tried to win the 
support of the masses, and this gave Vargas' regime in Brazil, that 
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of Peron in Argentina, and that of Cardenas in Mexico their 
popullst character. But this bourgeoisie aJso tried to ensure that 
this popular support could not turn against it; hencet it forbade the 
popular classes to organize freely outside its control. After the 
Second World War, desarrol/ismo, a non populist, technocratic 
ideology took over, marking also a step backward toward a compro
mise characterized by an appeal for external aid and association 
with foreign (now U.S.) capital. The new bourgeoisie often came 
from the same families of great landowners and traders who were 
formerly dominant, in association with foreign capital. The steady 
progress of the dominant foreign capital and its ever growing 
technological monopoly indicate the submission of these national 
bourgeoisies. The failure of this development�model, shown in the 
exhaustion of the possibilities of industrialization by import-substi
tution and the eco�omic stagnation of the 1950s and 1960s, wa� to 
lead to the first breaks in the system in the direction of socialism, 
in Cuba and in Chile. 

The Arab and Asian Peripheral Formations 

The start came much later in Asia and in the Arab world. It was 
onJy in the second .haJf of the nineteenth century·· that the former 
feudal classes turned into big capitalist landowners producing for 
the world market. Developments of this type· were, moreover, ver' 
uneven, affecting only a fringe, sometimes a very narrow one, of 
the vast continent. The extreme case is that of Egyp�, entirely 
transformed into a cotton farm for the milis of Lancashire by its 
few thousand big landowners. For a long time. the power of 
survival of the village community was to resist, in a number of 
regions, the development of agrarian capitalism -less so in India, 
where the British rulers gave the zamindars ownership of the land, 
forcibly breaking up the vi1lage communities; more so in China and 
in many areas of the Persian and Ottoman empires, which escaped 
direct coloniaJ subjection. It was only recently, often not until the 
period since the Second World War, that small-scale agrarian 
capitalism (with rich peasants of the kulak type) made its appearance, 
particularly where �gra.rian reforms liquidated or Hmited the large 
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estates. The belated and limited character of the development of 
agrarian capitalism, and the phenomena characteristic of the struc
tures of the urban comm.unity and of the ideology and culture of 
the new dominant classes that emerged from the transformatiqn of 
the old ones, or the phenomena characteristic of the forms of 
colonial subjection, restricted to a greater or lesser degree the 
expansion of the comprador trade sector,. either to the advantage of 
European firms or to that of a partJy Europeanized bourgeoisie of 
cosmopolitan background (Levantines, for instance). Later on, ·as 
in Latin America, sporadic industries founded by foreign capital 
made it possible f�r local oligarchies to associate themselves with 
the new activities. The structure of these new formations then 
tended to be similar to that of Latin America, with the lag being 
made up for an the faster because the penetration of modern forms 
of foreign capital was more powerful . 

. 

The case of British India has been studied by R. C. Dutt. 
Palme Dutt. and Freder�ck Clairmonte. From the beginning of the 
nineteenth century, the British systep1atica1ly destroyed the Indian 
textile industry by economic means (prohibition of imports into 
England) and also extraeconomic m�ans (destruction of the indus· 
trial towns of Surat, Dacca, Murshidabad. and others). They 
imposed agricultural specialization. by creating from scratch a 
pattern of large landed property, reinforced by the exemption of 
cotton fields from. the land tax. Independent India and Pakistan 
inherited thiS structure. Since independence, partial agrarian reforms 
have opened the way to a more thorough development of kulak-type 
agrarian capitalism. Along with t�iS', there is a tendency for the 
center of gravity of urban capitalism to move from comprador 
commercial capital to state capital as progress is made ·in indus
tri at ization by import-substitution� 

Dutch colonialism ·:n Indonesia created directly for its own 
benefit industrial plantations producing for export. The relative 
weakness of local large landownership that resulted from this 
policy explains the greater specific weight possessed by the petty· 
bourgeoisie and accounts for the particular nature of Sukamo's .. 
subsequent regime. The same thing happened, to some extentt in 
Malaya, in Indochina, and in the Philippines. Special circum
stances, notably conflict between different imperialist interest�,� 
enabled Thailand to escape colonial subjection. 
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For these reasons, the history of the contemporary Thai social 
formation is particularly interesting. The manifestations of chaos 
and alienation that dependence entailed elsewhere are less noticeable 
here. Because it escaped direct shaping by colonialism, Thailand, 
for a long time a backward but not underdeveloped country, was 
able to recover and, by mea:ns of uenlightened despotism,,. to 
achieve a national unity and a state modernization mo�e coherent ( and more solid than elsewhere. It was only after the Second World 
War that the country's process of underdevelopment accelerated, 
with its integration into the world system. The same applied to 

Afghanistan. Iran resisted for a .shorter time, the Anglo-Russian 
agreement of 1907 and the exploitation of the oil of Abadan- having 
entailed its integration into the world system as a semicolony. 

The history of the formations of the contemporary Arab world 
covers a period that can be clearly divided into three parts. The 
first was marked by awareness of the European danger, and some
times by an attempt to imitate Europe iri order to offer a better 

resistance to it. The failure of this attempt was followed by the 
stage of colonial subjection during which the Arab formations 
acquir·ed their final dependent peripheral character. The third 
stage, during which this dependence was challenged, began during 
the 1950s. 

The Arab formations had been based on long-distance trade. 
The shifting of the center of gravity of world trade from the 
Mediterranean to the Atlantic Qcean, with. the rise of European 
mercantilist capitalism. entailed the decline of the Arab world. 
Consequently, at the dawn of imperialist aggression, in the nineteenth 
century, the Arab world had lost real unity, and henceforth was 
only a heterogeneous conglomerate, subject moreover to a foreign 
power: the Ottoman Empire. Imperialism was bo-th to i-:-:entuate 
the division of this world and to revive its unity. 

The limits of Arab civilization coincided with those of the {mercantile formations allied with the nomads. When they .penetrated 

peasan� countries, t.he Arabs failed to set their mark on the peoples 
concetned, except in Egypt. This explains their failure in Spain,. 
where the Arab merchant class remained urban, amid a Christian 
countryside. When they were driven out of· Spain, the Arabs left 
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only monuments behind them. Similarly, the Turks failed in the Bal
kans . The failure of Arabization in Iran, Anatolia, and beyond, and 
that of Islamization in Abyssinia, reflect the same limitation. 

The Arab world felt very early on the reality ·of the danger from 
European imperialism. A lready in the sixteenth century, in the _age· 
of mercantilism, European merchants obtained from the Ottoman 
state the trading privileges conferred on them by the £4Capitulati�ns. ·• 
The Arab merchant class was thus already defeated; Europe .had 
won the·battle. The next three centuries were a p�olonged slumb�r 
during which the East was unaware of what was happening in the 
West. For the commercial development of mercantilist Europe had 
its c�rollary in the decline ·of the mercantile world of the Arabs. 
The Arab cities wilted, and the country districts became dominant, 
with all their heterogeneit y; and the very centers where the causes 
of the decay of the Eastern world might have been reflected upon 
ceased to exist. The awakening, a rough one, came at the beg inning 
of the nineteenth century, with Bonaparte's Egyptian campaign. 

The long effort of resistance made by the Arab world was to 
culminate in defeat, and dates can b,e given for this defeat: 1882 in 
the case of Egypt, the period 1830-1911 in the Maghreb, 1919 in 
the Arab East. Then came the period of At'ab revival, the period of 
the anti·imperialist struggle. All through this century of history, 
two charac�eristic features appeared and developed everywhere in 
the Arab world, with a greater or lesser degree of clarity or of delay 
in appearance in different parts of it. First, the revival was marked 
by the rise of � new class, the modern petty-bourgeoisie of the 
towns, brought into being by the very process of integration of the 
Arab world into the imperialist sphere. This.·petty-bourgeoisie took 
over from the old ruling classes, which were rapidly collapsing, and 
even from the new bourgeois classes engendered by integration into 
the world capitalist system. Secondly, this revival expressed itself in 
a growing sense of Arab unity. Since the Arab world had never, 
except in Egypt, been a peasant world, the revival could not base 
itself on genuine national peasant cultures; it therefore fell to the· 
bourgeoisie of the towns to revive the former unity of the Arabs in 
language and culture. Where, as in Egypt, the revival could .base 
itself on national peasant unity, there was a delay in the appearance of 
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the sense of Arab unity, with, instead, a revival of (Egyptian) 
national feeling. 

Egypt was the first province of the Arab world to react against 
the threat from without. But it was the danger from Israel ·that 
made Egypt realize that its fate was bollnd up with that of the 
Arab world as a whole. The Arab East did not really wake liP until 
imperialism installed itself in the heart of the region by creating the 
state of Israel. From the start, therefore, the anti-imperialist 
struggle here was identified with th� struggle against Zionism. The 
Maghreb, geographically remote, and colonized moreover by another 
power, France, was not to wake up to the problems of Arab unity 
until 1967. Gradually, the Palestine problem became the pivot of 
the "Arab question," the test of capacity for the various social 
cl_asses that aspired to lead the anti-imperialist national movement. 
It was on this test thaf there came to grief both the comprador, 
latifundia-owning . bourgeois generation and then the petty· 
bourgeoisie. 

The Arab "renaissance .. of the nineteenth century (the Nahda) 
was centered mainly in Egypt and Syria. In Egypt there had 
already been in the eighteenth century� with Ali Bey, a first 
attempt at mOdernizing the Egyptian state, something that required its 
emancipation from the Ottoman yoke. The circumstances following 
the aqventure of Bon.aparte's armies led to a second attempt being 
made, by Mehemet Ali .Pasha. The Egyptian ruling class-. of 
foreign origin (Turkish, Albanian, Circassian)- was the Pasha's 
military bureaucracy t which levied tribllte from the peasantry, 
made up of families of smalt holders. Their surplus was used by the 
Egyptian state to finance modernization in th� form of irrigatio� 
works and the establishment of a national army and of industcy. 
The Anglo-Turkish alliance in 18�0 dealt a blow to this attempt at 
modernization. Europe, hastening to the rescue of the Ottoman 
Sultan, whose armies had been beaten by the Egyptian Pasha's 
forces, compelled Mehemet Ali to sllbmit to the Capitulations, thlls 
plltting an end to the effort to develop indllstry. The Pasha's 
successors, from 1848 to 1882, gave up this independent policy, in 
the hope (in the case of the Khedive Ismail) of Europeanizing and 
modernizing Egypt with the aid of European capital, integrating 
the country into the worJd market (by developing the growing of 
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cotton)) and appealing to the financial houses of Europe to find the 
capital for this outward-oriented development. This was the ·setting 
in which the ruling class of Egypt was to undergo a change of 
structure, takin� possession of the land, with the help of the state,\ 
and transforming themselves from a mandarin-type bureaucracy. 
into a class of latifundia-owners. This did not mean "feudalists," 
as has often been said, but agrarian capitalists, whose prosperity 
depended on the world market. Egypt having thus been made into 
a cotton plantation for Lancashire, when the British threat to 
Egypt's independence materialized, the Egyptian ruling class quickly 
agreed to submit, on being guaranteed the maintenance of its 
privileges. It was well repaid by the British and became the ·biggest 
beneficiary of the opening up of the Nile valley. 

The urban Third Estate, made up of clerks and craftsmen, 
vestiges of the mercantile world of former times, with �heir rural 
equivalent, the vil1age notables, reacted in a different way. As the 
heirs of the traditional culture they felt the danger of colonialism as 
the destroyer of the values of Arab and Egyptian civilization. They 
also experienced very soon the harmful effects of competition by 
imported goods. Rejecting European domination for these reasons, 
disappointed in the Khedive and the Turco·Circassian aristo�racy, 
they were brought to rethink seriously the problem of national 
survival. It was this Third Estate that began the urenaissance" in 
Egypt from 1860 onwa�d. This attempt nevertheless ended in 
def�at, despite some successes: revival of the language, remarkable 
adaptation of the language to the needs of cultural and technical 
renewal, awakening of the critical spirit. Hassan Riad remarks: 
·•1n face of the (imperialist) danger ... the aristocrats had thrown 
over all the country's traditions. through selfish interest and also 
owing to their Turkish origin, without, however, really assimilating 
European culture. The Third Estate clung desperately to tradition 
in order to safeguard their personality. At one and the same time 
the power of the foreigners threatened them, fascinated them, and 
led them to examine their coq.ntry's traditions with a critical eye. In 
the brief interval that history ailowed them between the moment 
when the danger from without was felt (1840) and the moment 
when it materialized in the occupation of Egypt (1882), the thinkers of 
the Thh·d Estate failed to overcome this contradiction between 
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their wiH to defend their personality and their will to catch up on 
their bac·kwardness .... Eventually they found themselves in a 
dead end, the empty assertion of their personality which was 
gradually to lead to that neurotic loyalty to tradition which paralyzes 
movement.'' 

Syria provided the second pole of this nineteenth�century Arab· 
revival. Syria's traditional orientation toward the Mediterranean 
explains the country's early awareness of the imperialist danger. 
Held fast in the Ottoman grip, however, the economy of the 
countries of the Mashraq was stagnant in those days: away from 
the trade routes of former times ·and also from the new colonial 
deve1opment to which Egypt was exposed, the Syrian towns were 
without their brilliant elites of an earlier age. As in Egypt, there
fore, the .. renaissance .. was fostered by the semipopular elements of 
the Third Estate (craftsmen. clerks, religious leaders). 

The Egypto-Syrian Nahda thus failed to formulate a coherent 
and effective program for the social changes that were needed in 
order to resist imperialist aggression. It was nonetheless a decisive. 
moment in the shaping of modern Arab feeling, for it renewed the 
circulation of ideas between the uprovinces" of the Arab world, 
and it remodeled the language on a uniform basis, while adapting 
it to the common requirements of modernization- thus. in short, 
giving new life to the. principal instrument of Arab unity. 

Mehemet Ali's attempt in Egypt was, with that of Japan, the 
only attempt at modernization made in the nineteenth century 
outside the European world. The Pasha's failure was due to two 
sets of causes: the proximity of Europe, which did not leave him 
time to reform the state and industrialize the l.OUntry, and the fact 
that the local social conditions were insufficiently �ature. The 
social formations of the Arab world were not preparing the birth of 
capitalism from within. Hence the Pasha

,
s attempt to institute a 

state mercantilism to remedy the nonexistence of an indigenous 
bourgeoisie rested on a fragile social basis. Japan, on the other 
·hand, which did not suffer from Egypes strategic geographical 
position, was not the object of early .European covetousness. More
over, Japan's feudal social formation predisposed it to the birth of 
an indigenous capitalism. 

After the defeat of the Nahda came a dark period marked by 
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self·absorption on the pal't of each separate province that 1asted, 
broadJy speaking, until the Second World War. This was the belle 
epoque of triumphant imperialism. It was also that of the failure of 
the bourgeois nationalist movement that ·bad withdrawn into the 
separate provinces of the Arab world. Finally, this was the period 
when the Zionists installed the�selves in Palestine. The political 
history of Egypt in this period was analyzed for the first time in 

1 Hassan Riad's book, L 'Egypte nass�rienne. I am here following the 
essential thread of his account. 

The military defeat suffered by Arabi in 1882 marked the end of 
the hopes that had been placed in the Nahda. The Third Estate 
was swept away, firsCpolitically and then economically. "The 
generation of petty officials, narrow-minded and submissive, who 
were their successors quickly accepted foreign rule and took refuge 
in rejection of the values of the modern world, in an opposition 
that was reactionary and that involved no risks." At the same time, 
in the setting of colonial development, an Egyptian bourgeoisie was 
formed� at first merely agrarian buf later partly agrarian and partly 
mercantile, and even industrial. Th� highly concentrated aristocracy 'of 
large·scale capitalist landowners ventured after 1919 into commerci id 
and industrial undertakings, with the formation of the Misr group 

· in association \l.rith foreign capital, that of the Levantine bourgeoisie of 
Egypt (Greeks, Europeanized Jews, Europeanized Eastern Christians), 
and also British, Frerich,' and Belgian big capital. This class 
became the ruling class of Egypt, the transrnissi�n belt for imperialist 
domination right down to 1952. As Riad writes: "After the miscarriage 
of nineteenth�century renaissance, Egyptian society stopped thinking. 
The aristocracy, anci the bourgeoisie that emerged from it, were 
thenceforth satisfied with a European veneer,. and the petty·bour· 
geoisie with cafe chatter. There was practically no · proletariat, and 
the deprived masses of the people. increasingly numerous,_ were 
dehumanized, reduced to the daily striving for the piastre that 
would enable them to go on living. � . .  All the conditions were thus 
present in colonia) Egypt for the forming, by reaction to them, so 
to speak, of an intellige·ntsia, that is, of a group of men in sear,ch of 
the truth beyond the limits of a. crude society into which they could 
not integrate themselves, even �aterially, because of its inadequ�te 
development. . . . This is the setting in which we must see the first 
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Egyptian nationalist party, that of Mustafa K�mil and Mohammed 
Farid, the history of which extends from 1900 to the First World 
War. Established by men who beJonged to the first generation of 
the intelligentsia . . . this first nationalist party cannot be regardecJ 
as the party of the Egyptian bourgeoisie: The Egyptian big bour
geoisie of that time was a bourgeoisified aristocracy reconciJed to 
the foreign yoke. Nor was it the party of the rural bourgeoisie ... 
which had its own organization, the Umma party, jealousJy con
servative on ideological and social questions and a faithful supporter of 
the efficient British administration - which shows that already at 
that time the middle classes of the countryside felt solidarity with 
the aristocracy in face of the danger represented by the growing 
masses of landless peasants. . .. It was nevertheless a bourgeois 
party in the quite precise sense that its modern ideology was 
derived from the European bourgeois tradition. . .. Despite the 
wretched state of Egyptian society, the apathy of the impoverished 
masses. the instability of the petty�bourgeoisie, the reactionary 
attitude of the rural middle classes, and the open treason of the 
aristocracy and the bourgeoisie that had emerged from it, the 
nationalist party's call found many echoes. In critical moments the 
party became the rtation, whose potentialities it symbolized ... . 
But the history of the nationalist party was to be a brief one . . . . At 

* the very moment when the entire nation ro�e up, in 1919, it 
vanished from the scene, yielding place to a party that represented 
more accurately the Egyptian society of that time: the Wafd.'' 

T�is Wafd, whose history is the history of E(Jvot between 1919 

and 1952. was not the party of the Egyptian bourgeoisie either. 
That bourgeoisie continued to be basically pro-king and pro-British. 
The inconsistency of the Wafd was to be on the scale of that of the 
petty-bourgeoisie: "This is why the Wafd showed itself in the end to be 
as conservative, where the main problems were concerned, as the 
parties of the monarchy, and why it never gave any thought. for 
examplet to land reform. This is also why the British were never 

" 

deceived by its nationalist demagogy .... The Wafd never contem-
plated for a moment Egypt's ceasing to be a c1ient-state of Great 
Britajn .... Doubtless, the British side in the negotiations showed 
cleverness in exploiting the existence of a monarchy ready to .accept 
frankly the foreign presence in Egypt so as not to have to make 
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more than tl:le minimum of concessions to the W�fd, even purely 
formal ones. When, however, a serious danger threatened the 
entire edifice of· Br�tish power, Britain quickly found a basis for 
compromise. This happened in 1936 and 1942, in face of the 
Fascist menace (the Anglo-Egyptian treaty of 1936 was to govern 
for twenty years the interests· reserved by �rita in in Egypt. The 
negotiating of it, which had dragged on since 1924, was suddenly 
speeded up by the threat to Egypt from Italy, which had installed 
itself the year before in Ethiopia) .... The ·successive concessions 
made by Britain, along with the rapid development of light industry 
between 1920 and 1945 . .. facilitated compromise .... Thanks 
to this cohesion the system continued· to function in spite of crises: 
for twenty-five years the alternation between Wafdist parliaments 
and royal dictatorships was adequate to ensure the survival of both 
the foreign interests and those of the aristocracy .... The breath· 
less pace of economic development - that is. ultimately, the gal
loping increase in the numbers of the deprived masses, which even
tually made up 40 percent of the urban and 80 percent of the rural 
population -:- with the impoverishment of the middle strata, on the 
one hand, and the appearance of communism on the political scene 
and the crisis of the colonial system in ,Asia, on the other, were 
responsible for the clashes of the second postwar period.,, 

Throughout this long period of Egypt's provincia) turning 
inward upon itself, during which imperialist domination was not 
fundamentally challenged but only criticized for the forms it took. 
and arrangements were being sought whereby it could be made 
"bearable," national feeling was strictly Egyptian. There w� no 
attempt to set Egypt's anti-imperialist struggle in the wider conteXt 
of the Arab world. True, the Palestinian revolt in 1936 called forth 
some echoes in Egypt, especially among the masses of the people, 
where there was a feelitig that the �gion as a whole was oppressed . 
by the same imperialism, with Zionism seen as the agent of this 
imperialism. However, this feeling remained diffused among the 
masses, who had no party or organization· of their own through 
which to express themselves. The movements that found expression 
were those of the collaborating bourgeoisie and of the erratic and 
unstable petty-bourgeoisie. These, moreover, were no longer rooted 
in the history of Egypt, for they were products of colonialism. This 
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rootless�ess was clearly voiced by Taha Husayn when he declared 
that Egypt owes nothing to the East, being the child of Greece and 
of Europe. Hassan Riad spoke of "a superficial Westernism under 
which lies henceforth a real cultural vacuum. An easy position in 
which to give oneself satisfaction very cheaply: since we have never 
been 'Orientals' we have always been the equals of the 'West· 
erners,' from whom we have nothing to learn." 

The same provincialism was characteristic of the political life of 
the Mashraq during this period. f:Iere, however, because the impe
rialists divided the region ax:tificially between th� British and 
French Mandates, _and because the installation of the Zionists 
offered a direct threat to the life of the region, the national reaction 
was more unitary and Arab in character. 

Ottoman rule over the Fertile Crescent preserved the unity of 
this region until 1919. True, this ru)e did not form an effective 
safeguard against imperialist penetration, for the entire Ottoman 
Empire had been in a condition of underdevelopment" and indirect 
colonial subjection ever since the Capitulations had given unequal 
privileges to European capital and European goods. The destruc
tion of maritime Syria, which occurr� as far back as the Crusades, 
had given the Europeans (especially the Italian cities) pre�eminence 
in the seaborne tra:de of the Mediterranean area. The opening up 
of the routes across the Atlantic and around _the Cape had deprived 
the Fertile Crescent of most of its commercial role. From the nine-, 
teenth century onward the development of E · �'ean "�pitalism 
hastened the process of degradation of the A_rab East. The ruin of 
the crafts in Syria dates from the first ·half of the nineteenth centu� 
ry and resulted from the influx of British cotton goods. Lat�r, the 
penetration of European finance capital was to take place by way 
of the Ottoman state debt. This debt absorbed, in 1874, four·fifths 
of the Ottoman government revenues. In order to meet these exac
tions, Istanbul intensified its exaction of tdbute from the subject 
territories: at the end of the nineteenth century over 80 percent of 
the revenue collected in the vilayets of Syria and Mesopotamia was 
paid to the central government as tribute, less than 20 percent 
being thus devoted to the expenses of the local administration. To 
this was added direct penetration by European capital. Before 
1919. however, this did not amount to much: a few industrial 
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enterprises in Syria, the management of the railways and the ports. 
and the establishment of some public services (electricity, water 
supply). The big schemes were still in the planning stage (the 
B.erHn-Baghdad railway, the exploitation of oil in the Mosul region) 
when the First World War broke out · 

The integration of the Fertile Crescent into the world capitalist 
system thus did not begin on a large scale until the period of the 
Mandates. In Syria . this integration remained very slight until the 
second postwar period, for the possibilities of developing commer
cial agriculture are limited by the poor agricultural resources of 
this region. Nevertheless, in the 1950s the Jezirah (the semiarid. 
steppe situated between the Tigris and the Euphrates, which until 
then had been occupied only by nomad· herdsmen) began to be 
opened up. This piece of colonial development was carried out by 
the Syrian town bourgeoisie, using modern capitalist methods: trac
tors, a small wage-earning labor force, large tracts of land leased 
from the state or from the nomad chieftains. It was to make possi· 
ble a big growth in agricultural exports: cotton, wheat. and barley. 
In the traditionally rural West, progress was hindered by tbe social 
organization of the .peasantry. For Syria, having lost its former 
trading role, had undergone a real process of social regression. The 
country's population had fallen from about S million in the best 
periods of the past (Antiquity and the Abbasid caliphate} to Jess 
than 1.5 million on the eve of the First World War. This popula
tion was still highly urban in character: in 1913 the towns held a 
third of the country s inhabitants, the nomads accounted for a 

quarter, and the agricultural districts had pardly 40 percent. The 
trading role of the Syrian towns was thenceforth trivial, since they 
served only the Mesopotamian and Arabian hinterland� The ruin
ing of the crafts through competition by European imports aggra
vated the crisis. It was then that, in order to survive, the urban 
ruling classes of Syria "feudalized" themselves, that is, endeavored 
to obtain frpm the peasants of western Syria the surplus that they 
could no longer obtain from trade. The formation of the latifundia 
goes back to the nineteenth century, when the mercantile bourgeoi- . 
sie, which had lost its function, began to turn toward the country
side. Between the two world wars, within the framework of the 
Mandate, this feudalization process speeded up, thanks to the 
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"French peace," which made it possible to subject the peasants 
who-until then had been able to resist oppression. Since the path of 
industrialization was practically closed by the domination of 
French capital, the urban bourgeoisie had no other outlet. After 
Syria became independent, it got its second wind by establishing 
light industries (textiles, food processing) and by the agricultural 
4?onquest of the J ezirah: "The growth of agriculture was a victory 
for the townsmen,'' ·as Rizkall a Hilan says. Only after 1955 did this 

. process draw to a close, losing momentum and compelling Syria to 
take a new road, that of state capitalism. 

We see very well, in the case of Syria, how, between 1920 and 
1955, integration into the world capitalist system enabled the local 
bourgeoisie to develop, and how this integration shaped a national 
bourgeoisie of the client-depend.ent type .. It is thus easier to under· 
stand why, with its bourgeoisie satisfied in this way, Syria, which 

·· had been the lively center of Arabism in 1919, could doze for 
thirty-five years in a condition of dull provinci�lism. 

The same thing happened in Iraq. The British established 
themselves there in 1920, in a semidesert region even lacking any 
towns worthy of the name: there was nothing comparable to Syria, 
even in that country's decadent state. However. the natural potentiali
ties of the country we�e great. The British set about reviving an agricul· 
tural life that had disappeared centuries before: the irrigation 
works undertaken in the period of the Mandan.. were Lv play a 
decisive part in forming a new agrarian bourgeoisie, owners of 
latifundia. The British distributed 90 percent of the land to a thou-

1 sand sheikhs, the chieftains of seminomadic tribes. The oilfields 
developed by the Iraq Petroleum Company were to do the rest. 
This process of development created, out of an Iraq that'·had been 
nationaJist, Pan-Arabist, and turbulent in 1920, an Iraq that 
remained until 1958 a loyal client·state of Great Britain. 

The urban world of the Fertile Crescent. however wretched it 
had been at the end of the Ottoman period. had been resolutely 
nationalist and in favor of Arab unity. In face of the imperialist 
threat it had long been pro-Ottoman, its "nationalism" wavering 
between uMoslem nationalismu in an "Ottoman•' or an "Arab" 
form. Disappointed by the inadequacy of. the Ottoman reforms 
(especially the Tanzimat of 1839)., and still further disappointed 
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when the Young Turk reform movement firmly took the road, after 
1908. of rurkish nationalism, with even an antireligious aspect, the 
Arab townspeople of the region turned toward Arab nationalism, 
and looked around for the external alliance that would enable them 
to free themselves from the Ottoman yoke. British diplomacy was 
able to make use of Arab nationalism and to cheat it. At the end of 
the First World War, the urban bourgeoisie had thought it aStute · 

to give themselves "kings," chosen among the "desert grandees," 
thus reviving. the traditional allianc� between the trading towns and 
the nomads. In fact, the "desert grandees;• the Hashe�ite family, 
accepted the partition of the region between the British and the 

French and were rewarded by being made kinglets of the British 
Mandates: Faisal I was given Iraq, and his brother Abdullah got 
Trans jordan.: 

The drift into provincialism in Iraq was faciHtated by the poten
tial wealth of the country and its development, as well as by the 
intelligent policy followed by the British. It is true that the political 
history of Iraq from 1920 to 1958 was highly unstable, but this was 
on1y at the level of changing alliances between government cliques, 
for. down to 1958 the dual status quo - social (the domination of 
the new latifundia-owning class) and external (Iraq•s position as a 
client-state) -was not questioned by any regime. During the 1920s 
the old Arab nationalism. of the Ottoman period disappeared, as 
the new coJtaborating latifundia-owning bourgeoisie took shape. 
The new opposition tnat began to arise during the 1930s did not go 
beyond the intellectual grouping of the Ahali club. This club was l 
not "the party of the bourgeoisie," any more than the Wafd was in 
Egypt, for in Iraq as in Egypt the bourgeoisi� was co11aborationist ... 
The c1ub was thus merely a r.ather isolated group of the uintelligent� 1 
sia" type. But from this group there emerged the principal politi
cal forces of the future. which were to take over in 1958: fro1 
petty-b�urgeois populism, ancestor of the Baath, ·to. the more 
radical eJcments of Iraqi communism. 

French imperialism had a much harder task in Syria than faced 
the British in Iraq. In Syria there was neither oil nor potentialities · 

for agricultural development, making it possible to rally the bour· 
geoisie around the mandatory regime. The Syrian bourgeoisie was, 
moreover, much more lively at the end of the Ottoman period than 
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that of Iraq, to such an extent that it set the tone of the region. 
giving Syria its "Levantine" character, open to influences from the 
Mediterranean and so from the West. Under these conditions· 
French imperialism had nothing more to offer the bourgeoisie of its· 
Syrian cities than the indifferent .. outlet" provided by intensified 
exploitation of the peasants of the western parts of the country. 
And it tried to make use of religious differences among the people. 
But Syria felt even more keenly than Iraq about the establishment_ 
�f the Zionists in Pal_estine, for Syria and Palestine had always 
tonned a single l'egion of the Arab East. The bourgeoisie of 
Jerusalem, Damascus, Haifa, and Beirut belonged to the same 
families. The region was partitioned artificially in 1919 between 
France and Britain, and its southern section, Palestine, tur-ned over 
to the Zionists in accordance with the Balfour Declaration of 1917. 
The Syl"ian people felt this alienation of Arab territory almost as 
bitterly as the people of Palestine itself. The fall of France in 1940 
created the conditions for eliminating French imperialism from this 
region. First Great Britain, from 1941 to 1949, and then the 
United States, with the series of three coups d •etat in 1949, took 
over control, without changing the basic social aiJiance between the 
new bourgeoisie· and imperialism. 

· 

{ Fronl 1920 until 1948, then, imperialism was master of the 
entire region. In Egypt, as in Iraq and Syria. the n�rir.flal bourgeoisie, 
essentiaiJy agrarian and Jatifundia-owning, enriched and strengthened 
by following in the wake of the imperialists, accepted a narrow 
provincial existence in the service of its foreign lords. Imperialist 
domination through this class did not seem to be seriously threatened, 
·since the "opposition" remained very weak, lacking any rea] class 
backing - an inte11igentsia-type opposition torn between its dis· 
satisfaction, especially on national grounds, and the attractio-n it 
felt for the proimperialist national bourgeoisie. 

The betrayal by the Arab Jatifundia�owning bourgeoisie had as 
col"oliary the abandonment of the Palestinian people to the mercy 
of Zionist colonization. Thus the year 1948 marked, with the .. 
creation of the State of Israel, the end of an era and the beginning 
of a challenge to the imperialist system throughout the region. 

The twenty years from 1947 to 1967 were marked by three 
fundamental features. First, the bankruptcy of the Arab national 
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bourgeoisie and the rise of the nationalist petty�bourgeoisie. ·Second, 
the elimination of · Britain ·from the region in �avor of the two 
superpowers. the United States and the Soviet Union. and the 
working out of a modus vivendi dividing the region between these 
two. Third. the affirmation in deeds of the expansionist nature of 
Zionist colonialism. 

· .The social equilibrium that had been the basis for the dreary 
provincialism of the 1920-1947 period had been conditioned by the 
class alliance between the predominant imperiaJism of the region, 
that of Br�tain - with France playing an accessory role - and the ! 
latifundia·owning bourgeoisie of the various "states . ., This system 
was capable of functioning so long as colonial development could 
guarantee some .. crumbs'' for the petty·bourgeoisie. However, the 
internal contradictions of the regime of imperialist domination set 
limits to this system . Hassan Riad has analyzed, so far as Egyp.t is 
concerned, the increasirtg economic and social contradictions that 
were expressed in the tremendous growth in the masses of p�o· 
Jetarians and semiproletarians after the Second World War, the 
increasing misery of these masses, the rise in unemployment, the 
growth of the dissatisfied petty-bourgeoi�ie, and, in the political 
sphere, the �mergence of new forces, mainly the communist movement 
and the Moslem Brotherhood. In Syria and Iraq, the same phenomena· 
expressed the same_ fundamental contradictions. although the still· 
recent character of co .. .>nial development put off the moment of 
collapse longer than in Egypt. 

It was Egypt. therefore, that opened the new period, with the 
military coup d'etat of.1952. Hassan Riad and Mahmoud Hussein 
have analyzed the stages of the shift from the former social 
relations, based on the alliance between British imperialism and 

_the latjfundia-owning and comprador bourgeoisie, to the new 
alliance between the Soviet Union and Egyptian state capitalism. 
This shift began with the land reform. of 1952, which, abolishing 
the power of the latifundia�owners, gave the le�ding position in the 
countryside to the kulaks, and continued with the nationalizations 
of 1957 and then of 1961, which transferred to the state the \ 
ownership of undertakings belonging to Western capital and its 
partner, the Egyptian bourgeoisie. It had as corollary the gradual 
affirmation of a new ideology, that of Nasserism. The new Egyptian 
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ruling class being formed, timid at first, continued the old bour
geoisie's policy of withdrawal into provincialispJ. It was the imperialist· 

Zionist aggression of 1956 which forced it to ·react and declare for a 
Pan·Arab po1icy. In the same timid way, the new regime for a long 
time sought an internal compromise with the national bourgeoisie, 
just as it attempted to preserve the traditional foreign alliances. 
The refusal of the IBRD to finance the Aswan High Dam, Egypt's 
retort by nationali�ing the Suez Canal in July 1956, the tripartite 
Anglo-Franco-Israeli aggression in October, and the halting of the 
aggressors by the Americans and the Russians ensured the regime's 
drift toward state capitalism in 1957. 

The Egyptian example was to exert a very great force of 
attraction elsewhere in the Arab East. In Syria, the fall of the 
Shishakli dictatorship in 1954 brought to power a heterogeneous 
coalition composed of the new petty-bourgeois social forces of the 
Baath Party and the forces of the traditional bourgeoisie of the 
National Bloc. The coup d'etat of 1963 put the Syrian Baath in 
power, alone this time, and the movement toward a new state 
capitalism was resumed. Between the first plan of 1960-1965, still 
based on iliusions about active participation by Syrian and Western 
private capital, and the plan of 1965-1970, in which nationalization 
measures and Soviet aid were given pride of rb,-.e, we note the 
same evolution as in Egypt, between the peri�d before 1957 and 
that of the 1960-1965 plan. 

In Iraq the outcome of events was the same. The front formed 
in 1957 put an end -to the power of the Hash�mite dynasty and the 
Jatifundia-owning bourgeoisie by the coup d'etat of July 1958. 

Between 1958 and 1963 the new regime wavered between a Nasser
type line and a "left-wing" line. This was because matter_s had not 
proceeded in Iraq as in Egypt or Syria: The Anglo-Hashemite 
domination had been complete and had gone on for a long- time: 
aJso the masses intervened with great vioJence; the forces of popular 
resistance (the militia) settled accounts with their enemies, liquidating 
the latifundia-ownif?,g bourgeoisie. The continual hesitations of the 
Kassem government led to its fall in 1963, gi¥ing place to a right
wing Baathist regime. 

Thus, both in 1948 and 1956 it was Israeli expansionism which· 
unmasked the nature of the latifundia-owning comprador bour-
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geoisie of the Arab states, exposing its submission to imperi. 
and the demagogic nature of its intermittent and purely vt 

"Pan-Arabisrn."· It also forced each Arab state to emerge fron __ 4'-� 

isolation. For Israel by its very nature threatens the existence of 
these states, additional regions of which it must nec�ssarily �nnex 
in order to attain its objective of creating a state to· include the 
majority of Jews of the world. Twice therefore, in 1948 and 1956, 
the Israeli aggression had as its consequence the revolt of the Arab 
masses against their governments and the transfer of local power 
from the hands of the latifundia-owning comprador bourgeoisie to 
the petty-bourgeoisie. The third _Palestinian war, initiated by Israel 
in 196 7, culminated in a new and profound crisis of the Arab 
world, demonstrating the failure of the nationalist petty-bourgeoisie, 
which did not manage to do any better than the latifundia-owning 
comprador bourgeoisie that it replaced. 

For a long time the Maghreb was kept untouched by the 
currents affecting the Arab East, because of French colonial rule. 
its specific forms of oppression, and the loc�l problems to which it 
gave rise, as also through its geographical remoteness and its 
specific features- particularly its Berber character. French coloniza
tion in Algeria, probably because it began long before the age of 
imperialism, and because of the late development of French capitalism, 
took the form, in part, of a settlement of "poor whites. t' This aim 
of agricultural colonization applied, too, in relation to Tunisia and 
Morocco. Only later on were more advanced forms of colonization 
developed in the Maghreb, and partic��arly in Morocco, character-· 
ized by investment in mining and even in industrial enterprises by 
French financial capital. Analyzing the differences in social struc
ture brought about by colonia1ism in each of these three countries, 
I wrote, in The Maghreb in the Modem World (p. 10�): "The 
Algerian landed aristocracy had long disappeared - indeed Abdel 
Kader (1830-1848) himself did· more to destroy it than did coloni
zation- while in Morocco this class was actually reinforced by 
colonization. The situation 1n Tunisia lay somewhere between these 
two extremes. Even though these -structures are today gradually 
losing their importance in the face of the rapidly rising tide of the 
petty�bourgeoisie - a phenomenon common to aU three countries 
-they did for a long time condition the nature of the national 
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movement.'' The war of extermination- undertaken during the 
conquest of Algeria, down to 1848, gave a popular p�asant cbaracter 
to-Algerian resistance, wbile it led to the destruction or large-scale 
emigration of the urban elites. The new urban strata created by 
colonialism had no ties either with the countryside or with the 
former urban- ruling classes. That is why their "nationalism" was 
for so long of a superficiarsort and their demands "assimilationist" 
in character, as Fer hat Abbas defined them even after the Second 
World War. Opposition from the upieds noirs, .. the French settlers, 
made this prospect impossible, however. The resistance movement 
gradually shifted its basis to the popular elements in the towns and 
the Algerian workers in France. From this movement came the 
armed insurrection of 1954. And it was during the Algerian war 
(1954-1962) that Algerian nationalism was truly reborn. This long 
gap, from 1850 to 1945, between the early period of Algerian 
nationalism and its rebirth in our own time, is without parallel in 
Tunisia and Morocco, which were colonized later. That is why the 
modern national movement there did not have popular antecedents 
such as it had in Algeria. In Tunisia the national movement, which 
-began in the thirties among bourgeois and pett .. ''l)urgeois circles, 
never cherished the lfassimilationist,. illusion. But it was always 
"bourgeois,. and "moderate/' as symbolized by the man with 
whose name it has· been linked from the �eginning: Bourguiba. 
When this movement was overwhelmed by' the revolt of the peasant 
masses in 1954, the situation was brought under contro1 thanks to 
the policy of concessions followed by France which culmin�ted in 
Tunisian independence in 1956. In Morocco, brought under colonial 
rule still more recently, continuity is still more marked. That is why 
the modern urban nationalist movement had to line up behind the 
country's traditional elites, who remained in unchallenged control until 
independence was achieved. 

On emerging from the long night of French colonialism, -the 
Maghreb had difficulty in rediscovering its personality. isolated asjt 
was from the Arab East. Its nationalism was then purely l_ocal, 
although the feeling of belonging to the Arab world was not 
absent. I wrote of the ·period after independence (p. 188): "The 
political development of the Maghreb states over the last decade 
(1960-1970) has to some extent demonstrated that fundamental 
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social realities must eventually break through the veneer of apparent 
·political reality, itself produced by the arbitrary consequences of 
colonialism. The national· movement in Algeria. after reaching its 

peak of radicalism during the- first .years of the. war, was finally 
captured by petty-bourgeois social elements, representatives.-of the 
class which ... was to be the principal beneficiary of independence. 
In Tunisia ... under the growing influence of the petty-bourgeoisie. 
whose rise parall�led that of its counterpart in Algeria, the Neo� 

Destour, gradual1y slid away from the free-enterprise capitalism 
toward 'nationalist socialism.' ... Algeria evolved from left to. 
rig�t, and Tunisia in the opposite direction. In Morocco, the 
regime has not yet found a comfortable resting place; petty-bour
geois pressure almost succeeded for a time in 1960, but ultimately 
failed, its failure marking the return to power of the conservative 
traditional ruling class. t\lgeria and Tunisia have practically completed 
their current evolutionary cycle: from 'moderate' nationalism in 
Tunisia, and from' revolutionary peasant radicalism in Algeria, to 
petty-bourgeois nationalist ·socic�.lism.' Morocco has not yet completed 
this chapter of her history, but the political· and social elements 
behind petty-bourgeois socialism are already massing their forces." 

The petty-bourgeoi.. nationalism on which imperialist domination 
rests in our time, through the perpetuation of underdevelopment, is 
the sa�e everywhere, whatever its foreign-po1icy orientations may 
be. At the same time, because the Palestinian theater is far from 
the Maghreb and the threat from lsrae1 is not felt there, awareness 
of the necessary unity of the anti-imperialist struggle is more 
confined than in the Arab East to circles ·lacking mass influence. 

The African Peripheral Formations 

Leaving aside the question of .. race'• - in Africa the people are 
neither more homogeneous nor less mixed, since prehistoric times. 
than are the other "races" -a common; or kindred, cultural 
background and a social organization that still presents many 
similarities from one area to another make Bla�k Africa a single 
entity. This living entity, vast and rich. did not wait for coionial 
conquest either to .borrow from or to give of itself to the other great 
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regions of the Old World. But these exchanges did not break up 
the unity of Africa's personality; on the contrary, they helped to 
assert and enrich it. And the colonial conquest strengthened this 
still further. 

Looked at from within, however, Black Africa seems extremely 
variegated. It is true that hardly a single one of the present states, 
which are the result of an artificial carve·up, constitutes the sole or 
even the main basis of this diversity. One would be wrong, though, 
·to think that this pattern, recent as it is, has not already left its 
mark on Africa and is not likely to consolidate itseff, at least as far 
as the near future is concerned. Of even greater significance are 

some tOO or 200 regions, varying in extent, which often overlap the 
t'ronticr-s of the p1·cscnt states. They do not derive their definition 
from their geogt·aphical posWon alo11e, but a1so and above aU from 
the homogeneous nature of their social, cultural. economic, and 
even political conditions. 

Over and above this unity and this diversity the continent is 
divisible into three macro regions, based upon ·' effect� of the 
most recent pe�iod of Africa's history, the period of colonialism. 

Traditional West Africa (Ghana, Nigeria, Sierra Leone, Gambia, 
Liberia, Guinca�Bissau, Togo, former French West Africa), Cameroon, 
Chad, and the Sudan together constitute "th� Africa of the old 
colonial economy, the economie de traite. '! This whole is divisible 
into _three subregions; (1) the coastal zone, which is easily accessible 
from the outside world and which constitutes the rich area; (2) the 
hinterland, which mostly serves as a pool of labor for the coast and 
as a market for the industries established there; and (3) the Sudan. 
The traditionat Congo River basin (Zaire, Congo·Brazzaville, 
Gabon, and the Central African Republic) form a second macro· 
region: uthe Africa of the concession�owning companies." 'The 
eastern and southern parts of the continent (Kenya, ·Uganda, 
Tanzania, Rwanda, Burundi. Zambia, Malawi, Angola, Mozam· 
bique, Zimbabwe, Botswana, Lesotho, Swazitand, and South Af.ric4) 
constitute the third rnacroregion, "the Africa of the labor reserv_es.'' 

Ethiopia, Somalia. Madasgascar, Reunion. and Mauritius, like 
the Cape Verde is1ands on the opposite side of the continent, do 
not form part of any of these three macroregions, even though here 
and there in them are to be found some aspects of each - combined, 
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however, with features of other systems that have played an impor
tant part in their development: the slaveowning mercantilist system 
of the · Cape Verde islands, Reunion, and Mauritius, and the 
pseudo-feudal systems of Ethiopia and Madagascar. 

The mercantilist period extended from the seventeenth century 
to the early 1800s, and was characterized by the slave trade. It was 
not only the coastal zone that was affected by this trade� through 
its effects a decline in product.ive forces occurred throughout the 
continent. There were two distinct slave-trading areas: the area 
dependent on the Atlantic trade (by far the most harmful, owing to 
the great numbers involved), which extended along the coast of the 
continent from St. Louis in Senegal to Quelimane in Mozambique; 
and the area dependent on the Eastern trade, operating from 
Egypt, the Red Sea, and Zanzibar toward the Sudan and East 
Africa. This type of mercantilist activity was carried on after 1800 
in the Eastern area, because the Industrial Revolution that shook 
the foundations of society in Europe and North America did not 
reach the Turco-Arabian East. 

The period between 1800 and 1880-1890 was characterized by 
an attempt -at least in certain regions within the influence of 
Atlantic mercantilism- to establish a new form of dependence 
between these regions and that.part of the world where capitalism 
had assumed its fully developed industrial. form. The zone of 
influence of Oriental mercantilism was not affected by this proces5. 

The 'next period, that of colonization, completed the work of the 
previous period in West Africa, took over from Oriental mercan� 
tilism in East Africa, and developed with tenfold vigor the present 
forms of dependence. 

The premercantilist African forma�ions, the on1y ones that 
really deserve to be called traditional, were independent formations 

but were not isolated from the rest of the world; on the contrary, 
they maintained with the Arab formations of North Africa relation
ships of long-distance trade that fu1filled essential functions for 
both groups of formations. 

The mercantilist period saw the emergence of the two poJes of 
the capitalist mode of production: the creation of a proletariat and 
'the accumulation of wealth in the form .of money. During the· 
Industtial Revolution, the two were brought together: money-wealth 
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turned into capital, and the capitalist mode of production reached 
its completed· stage. During this period of incubation covering 
three centuries, the American periphery of the Western European 
mercantilist center, played a decisive role in the accumulation of 
money-wealth by the merchant bourgeoisie of the Atlantic countries. 

Black Africa played a no less important role as the "periphery of the 

periphery." Reduced to the function of supplying slave labor for the 
plantations of America, Africa lost its independence. It began to be 
shaped according to external requirements, namely, .those of mer
cantilism. 

The devastating effects that the mercantilist slave trade had in 
Africa are now better known, thanks to such works as those of 
Boubacar Barry on the Waalo (Wolof), from which the following 
main points emerge. 

While the premercantilist trans-Sahara trade, in which the 
W aa1o participated, had strengthened state centralization and 
stimulated progress in that independent Senegalese kingdom� the 
Atlantic trade that replaced it (after the Frenc' 'ttled 1!1 1659 at 
St. Louis) did not give rise to any productive forces but on the 
contrarY. caused these to regress and brought about disintegratiQn 
of the society and state of the Waalo-waalo. This was why force 
had to be used by the French to cut off the former trans-Sahara 
Jinks, to suhjugate that region of Africa, and to alter the direction 
of its external relations so as to suit the requirements of the French 
trading post of St. Loujs. African society had tried to react against 
this, and Islam had provided the framework for this resistance .. 
The traders of St. Louis paid with weapons for the slaves tlfey 
bought. This upset the former balance of power between {1) the 
king. who maintained a permanent army of captives under crown 
control; (2) the assembly of grandees that nominated him and 
possessed a system of appanages juxtaposed with and superimposed 
upon the co1lective dan .. ownership (lamanat) of lands by the village 
communities; and (3) the viJlage communities themselves, based 9n 
the lllmanat. The customs d ues paid to the king by the traders of 
St. Louis encouraged a permanent civil war that involved the 
leading notables; who engaged in raiding the communities in order 
to obtain slaves. The Moslem priests (marabouts) tried to organize 
a resistance movement of the communities; their aim was to stop 
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the slave trade, i.e., the export of the labor force (but not to en·d 
internal slavery). Henceforth, Islam changed its character: from 
being a religion of a minority caste of traders it became a popular 
movement of resistance. The first war led by the marabouts. in 
1673·1677, failed in its attempt to convert the people of the river 
region and to stop the slave tr��e. A century later, in 1776, the 
Toorodo revolution in the Toucouleur country overthrew the military 
aristocracy and ended the slave trade. But in the Waalo kingdom, 
being too near to St. Louis, the attempt made by the Prophet Diile 
in 1830 failed in the face of French military intervention in support 
of the king. 

Secondly, study of the Waalo case is of special interest because 
the slave trade took place' alongside the trade in gum. However, the 
latter did not ha�e the s�me impact on African society. The export 
of goods (instead of labor) does not necessarily have a negative 
effect, but may, on the contrary, lead to progress. This type of 
export was not characteristic of the mercantilist period for Africa 
as a whole, which almost exclusively suppiied slaves. But here, 
exceptionally, it playea an important role, because the slaves, like 
the gold of Galam, mainly followed the Gambia route. Now, the 
gum was supplied by the Waalo, but also and especially by the 
Trarza Moors. The latter could export it either via St. Louis, to the 
French alone, or else via.Portendic, which was open to competition 
by the English and the Dutch. To cut off the Portendic route; the 
French helped the Trarza to settle on the river, and to cross it 
during the "Gum War" in the first quarter of the eighteenth centu

ry. These circumstances thus introduced into the region a specific 
secondary contradiction between the Waalo and the Trarza. It is 
thjs contradiction that explains the failure of the ••war of the 
mara bouts" in the seventeenth century, led simultaneously by the 
marabouts who were hostile to the slave trade, and by the Moors, 
who were putting increasing pressure on the Waalo in order to 
monopolize the gum trade. 

. 

Along the coast, from St. Louis to Quelimane, the slave trade 
affected. almost the whoJe of the continent, except the northeastern. 
area (the Sudan, Ethiopia. Somalia, and East Africa). There were 
wars and anarchy everywhere, with the flight of peopJes �oward 
regions of refuge that were difficult to reach but also, for that same 
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reason, very often poor - such as those of the paleonegritic peoples in 
the overpopulated mountains of West Africa. All this resulted in an 
alarming decrease in the population. The precesses of integration 
of peoples were stopped, along with those of the construction of 
large entities that had begun in the premercantilist period. Instead 
there took. place a fragmentation, isolation, and tangling-up of 
peoplest which is the root cause of one of the most serious handi· 
caps of contemporary Africa. 

. It is impossible to conclude this chapter without touching on the 
question of the Oriental mercantilist period- if one can define in 
this way the relations of Egypt and Arabia· with the Africa of the 
Nile and the East coast, along the Red Sea and the Indian Ocean 
as far as Mozambique. Neither the Ottoman -Empire, nor Egypt 
under Mehemet Ali, and still less the southern Arabian sultanates, 
were mercantilist societies similar to those of Europe from the 
Renaissance to the Industrial Revolution. The disintegration of 
precapitalist relations- the necessary condition ff''" the formation 
of a proletariat - was almost nonexistent. All that l wish to bring 
out here are the main trends in the evolution of the Sudan� which 
Mehemet Ali \\!aS to conquer in the second half of the nineteenth 
century. It was during the premercantilist period that two sultanates 
were established there, based on long-distance trade with Egypt 
and the East; the Sultanate of Darfur, still p�werful at the time of 
the Egyptian conquest. and the Sultanate of Fung, between the two 
Niles, which was weakened as a result of the wars waged against it 
by Ethiopia. Mehemet Ali's aim was simple: to loot the Sudan of 
gold, slaves, and ivory, and to export these in order to intensify the 
industrialization of Egypt. This was a process of primitive accumu
lation simiJar to that of the European mercantilist period; and this 
is the justification .for our speaking of Oriental mercantiJism. The 
Industrial Revolution had, however, already occurred, and this was 
known to the Pasha; consequently the premercan tilist perh;>d and 
that of the developed capitalist system were here mixed up togethet. 

in an attempt to industrialize Egypt by raising funds through state 
taxation of the peasants, the monopoly of foreign trade, and, 
whenever possible, the looting of colonies. 

Down to 1850 it was the Egyptian anny itself that hunted for 
slaves and robbed the Sudan of local products. After that date, the 
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soldiers handed over their task to Sudanese nomads, particularly 
the Baqqara, who sold the slaves they seized to Turkish, Coptic, 
Syrian, .and European merchants established un,der the aegis of the 
Khedive. These operations soon resulted in change� in the social 
system of the nomads concerned; their clan organization was 
replaced by ·"nomad feudalism/'· a quasi-state organization founded 
on a territorial basis and dominated by warrior nobles. In the zones 
of secondary agriculture that had been conquered, the Egyptian 
army destroyed the old chiefdoms and subjected the vi1Iagers to a 
tax in kind (livestock and grain) for the purpose of feeding the 
officials and the army of the conquerors. Sheikhs were appointed 
by the Egyptians and made responsible for the collection of taxes; 
they rapidly became rich by this means. Moreover, the best lands 
were taken from the· communities and given to Egyptian beys· and 
to some of these Sudanese sheikhs. Peasants were taken from their 
vilJages and attached to these lands, half as sJaves and half as serfs; 
the proceeds of the (largely commercial) farming of these 'lands 
went to swell the Egy.t-'tian treasury. Other peasants, hunted by. the 
nomads and impoverished by the sheikhs, flocked into the market 
towns established by the army at crossroads and on the borders of 
the slave·raiding areas. A craft industry grew up, distinct from 
agriculture, while on the lands given to the beys and sheikhs Egyptian 
farming methods were introduced, with higher productivity. By 
1870 it  was feasible to replace the tax in kind with a money tax, 
because of the increased marketed surplus. The Sudan was becoming 
unified, Islamized, and Arabized. 

The Mahdist revolt, 1881-1898, was· a rebellion of those who 
were oppressed by this system: the people of the village communi
ties, the slave-peasants of the estates, and the craftsmen, slaves, 
and beggars of the market towns. The successful revolt drove out 
the Egyptian army, the beys, and the sheikhs. But after the.Mahdi's 
death,· the state organized . around the Caliph Abdullah changed 
in content. The military leaders of the revolt, who liad sprung from 
the people, together with the Baqqara warrior chiefs who jnined it, 
organized for their own advantage a ·state similar to that of ·the 
Egyptians; they seized the estates and levied taxes on their own 
account. It is true that the export of slaves was prohibited by the 
Mahdist state; but this traffic had largely lost its old importance, 
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because the labor force was not used on the spot. The new state 
intended to continue exploiting the masses for its benefit and to 
that end destroyed the popular elements grouped around the 
Mahdi's family. They were imprisoned, and the most important of 
the people's military leaders were executed. Furthermore, the 
Mahdist sta te gradually resumed the export of slaves, but this time 
for its own benefit: the caliph organized slave· raiding among the 
neighboring peoples of the Upper Nile, outside his own territory, in 
Darfur. and in Ethiopia; he kept a large number to strengthen his 
army and his economy, but authorized Sudanese merchants to 
export some of them. The caliph's army, which had lost the 
popular character that constituted its strength at the time of the 
revolt, was unable to withstand the British colonial expedition at 
the end of the century. 

The slave trade organized from Zanzibar in the nineteenth 
century certainly falls within a mercantilist framr·· ... k. f<'r centu· 
ries, Arab trade on the coast, premercantilist in type, had brought 
these regions of Black Africa into contact with India, Indonesia, 
and even China. Here products were more important than slaves, 
as is shown by the very smaJl black population of southern Arabia 
and the countries bordering the Indian Ocean. There was, though, 
one exception, at the time when the Abbasid caliphate was organizing 
sugar·cane plantations in Lower Iraq for which· it imported black 
slaves. This experiment was quickly ended by the. revolt of these 
slaves (the Qarmathian rebellion). In the nineteenth century the 
slave trade suddenly became much more important. There were in 
fact two new markets: the is1and of Reunion, which was supplied in 
this way - although the slaves were disguised as .. contra�t labor'' 
since the British had abolished the slave trade- and the island of 
Zanzibar itself. In 1840 the Sultan had transferred his capital there 
from Oman and gradually established a slave-plantation economy 
producing the cloves for which European trade now offered a 
market. Zanzibar, hitherto an entrepot. now became a plantation,
on a model very similar to that of the West Indies. Reunion, or 
Mauritius - an Arab West Indies. Thus we once again see that 
integration into the world capi talist system was responsible for a 
devastating slave trade that had. nothing in common with the long
distance trade of the precapjtalist period. 
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The slaye trade disappeared with the end of mercantilism. 
Capitalism at the center then took on fts complete fonn; ·the func
tion of mercantilism- the primitive accumulation of wealth-:
lost its importance, and capital's center of gravity shifted from the 
commercial sector to industry. The old periphery of the plantations 
of America- and that periphery•s own ·periphery. the- Africa of 
the slave trade - had ·now 'to give way to a new periphery whose 
function was to provide products that would help to reduce the 
value of both the constant and the variable capital used at the 
center: raw materials and agricultural produce. The condition 
ensuring that these products were supplied on terms advantageous 
to the center has been revealed by the theory of unequal exchange. 

However, central capital had only very limited means of achieving 
that goal, until the end of the nineteenth century. It was only when 
monopolies appeared· at the center that large·sca1e exports of 
capital became possible, and that central capital had the means of 
organizing directly in the periphery, by modern methods. the pro
duction that suited .it, under conditions that were convenient to it. 
Until then the center could only rely on the ability of local social 
formations to adjust themselves to the system's new requirements. 

The project of agriculturaJ colonization in Waalo, turning it 
into a country of plantations for cotton. sugar cane. tobacco. etc., 
first formulated by the. British governor of St. Louis, O'Hara, iJ?
the latte� part of the eighteenth century. was put on the agenda 
again during the French Revolution and the First Empire as a 
consequence of the slave revolt in Santo Domingo. When Waalo 
was ··bought" in 1819 by Governor Schmaltz, the experiment 
began. Barry analyzes the causes of its failure: the resistance of the 
village communities to their dispossession in favor of European 
planters, which had been a�eed to by the aristocracy in return for 
extra '"customs,., was the main cause. Another cause was the lack 
of manpower, since there was no reason why the peasants should 
leave their communities and become proletarians on the planta
tions. The king provided some warriors who to all intents and 
purposes were slaves -long·term recruits. But the scheme could 
only use makeshift methods. It was not until the colonial conquest 
that a proletariat could be created: by taxation. by pure· and simple 
dispossession. and by forced labor. The fact remains that the Waalo 
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agricuJtural colonization scheme ended in failure in 1831. But the 
attempt had accentuated the people's hatred of their own aristoc
racy and had ·prepared the way for their conversion to ISlam: outside 
the range of the official authority, Muslim communities organized 
themselves. When Faidherbe conquered the Waalo between 1855 
and 1859, with the intention of restarting the agricultural coloniza
tion scheme, and at last procuring for French industry the cotton it 
needed, the vanquished aristocracy embraced Islam, which thus 
changed its content a second ·time: instead of being a resistance 
ideology, it was now to become a means of integrating the new 
periphery. 

Other African societies made an effort to adjust themselves 
spontaneously to this process, even before they were conquered. 
Walter Rodney points out that, a11 along the Benin coast, the slaves 
who were still being raided for, but who could no Jonger be exported, 
were put to work inside the local society, to produ('�> among other 
things the exports that Europe demanded. Catherine Coquery has 
analyzed in these terms the prodigious developm�nt of. palm groves 
in Dahomey. Onwuka Dike has shown how another society, that of 
the Ibo, unable to make use of slaves, neverthe1ess adapted itself to 
the production of palm oil for export. 

The collection of products for export and the conveyance· of 
imports received in exchange strengthened the position of the 
Dioula MusJims. a minority inherited from remote premercantilist 
days. The "DiouJa revolution" enabled them to establish a state 
under their own control. But this belated episode occurred when 
the colonial period had already begun. The state had scarcely been 
founded by Samory when it had to face the conquerors who destroyed 
it; they reorganized the channels of trade in the directipn that 
suited them and reduced the Dioula to the subordinate functions of 
colonial trade. 

The partitioning of the continent. which was completed by the 
end of the nineteenth century, multiplied the means available to 
the colonialists to attain the purpose of capital at the centert 
nameJy, to obtain cheap exports. To achieve this end, central 
capita)- which had now reached the monopoly stage- could 
organize production directJy on the spot, and there exploit both the 
cheap labor and the natural resources (by paying a price for the 
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latter that did not enable alternative activities to replace them 
when they were exhausted). Moreover, through· direct and brutal 
political domination, incidental expenses could be kept down by 
maintaining the local social classes as transmission belts and using 
direct political methods of. coercion. Hence the late development 
in Africa of the peripheral model of industrialization by import:
substitution. It was not until independence that the locat· strata 
who took over from the colonial administration constituted the first 
element of a domestic market for luxury goods. 

However, although the target was the same everywhere, differ
ent variants of the system of colonial exploitation were developed. 
These did not depend, or only slightly, on the nationality of the 

colonizer. The classical contrast between French direct and British 
indirect rule is not very noticeable in Africa. It is true that a few 
differences are attributable to the nationality of the masters. British 
capital, being richer and more developed, and having, moreover, 
acquired the "best bits,'' carried out an ear1ier and more thorough 
development than French capital. Thus, the structures established 
in the Gold Coast from 1890 onward, 'and still characteristic of Ghana, 
did not appear in the Ivory Coast until after the abolition of forced 
labor. Belgium, a s·mall power that had been forced to come_ to 
terms with the "great powers," did not possess the direct colonial 
monopolies that France used to advantage. Portuga� similarly 
agreed to share colonies with big Anglo-American capital. 

In the region I have called "Africa of the labor reserves," central 
capital needed to have a large proletariat immediately available. 
This was because there was great mineral wealth to be exploited 
(gold and diamonds in South Africa, and copper in Northern 
Rhodesia), and a settler agriculture that was exceptional in Tropi
cal Africa (the o]d Boer colonies in South· Africa, and the new 
British ones in Southern Rhodesia and, in the extreme north of the 
region, in Kenya, separated until 1919 from the southern part of 
the Africa of Jabot reserves by German Tanganyika). In order to 

obtain this proletariat quickly, the colonialists dispossessed the 
African rural communities by force and deliberately drove them 
back into confined. poor regions, with no means of modernizing 
and intensifying their farming. They thus compelled the traditional 
society to become a supplier of temporary or permanent migrants, 
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so providing a cheap proletariat for the European mines and farms. 
and later for the manufacturing industries of South Africa, Rhode
sia, and Kenya. Henceforth we can no longer speak of a traditional 
society in this part of the continent, since the society of the labor 
reserves had acquired a wholly new function. The African social 
fonnations of this region, distorted and impoverished, lost even the 
semblance of independence: the unhappy Africa of apartheid and 
Bantustans was born, and was to supply the greatest return to 
central capitaL 

Until recently there was no known large-scale mineral wealth in 
West Africa likely to attra�t foreign capital, nor was there any 
settler colonization. On the other hand, the slave trade was very 
active on this coast and caused the development of complex social 
structures that made possible the large-s.cale production of tropical 
agricultural products for export. 

The net result of these methods, and the structures to which 
they gave rise, constituted the economie de traite. The principal 
methods were these: (1) the organization of a dominant trade 
monopoly, that of the colonial import-export houses and the py
ramidal structuring of the trade network they dominated, in which 
the Lebanese occupied the intermediate positions while the former 
Af•·ican traders were crushed and had to be content with Sl;lbordinate 
positions; (2) the taxation of the peasants in money terms, which 
forced them to produce whatever the monopoJists ·offered to buy; 
(3) political support to the social strata and classes that were allowed 
to appropriate de facto some of the tribal lands, and organization 
of internal migrations from regions that were deliberately left poor 
so as to be used as labor reserves for the plantation zones; (4) polit
ical alliance with social groups which, in the theocratic fram�work 
of the Muslim confraternities, were interested in putting to com� 
merci�1 use the tribute they levied from the peasants; and (5) when 
the foregoing procedures proved ineffective. recourse pure and 
simple to administrative coercion: forced labor. 
. Traditional society was distot·ted to the point of being unrecog

nizable; it lost its independence, and its main function was now to 
produce for the world market under conditions which, because they 
impoverished it, deprived this society of any prospect of radical 
modernization. This traditional society was not, therefore, in transition 
to modernity; as a dependent, peripheral society it was compJete, 
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and hence a dead end; its progress blocked. It consequently retained 
certain traditional appearances, which constituted its only m·eans of 
survivaL The economie · de traite defined all the subordination· 
domination relationships between this pseudo-traditional society 
integrated into the world system, and the cent.ral capitalist economy 
that shaped and dominated it. The concept of the economie detraite 
has often been used as a mere descriptipn of the exchange of agri· 
cultural products for imported manufactured goods: actuaUy; it 
describes analytically the exchange of agricultural commodities pro
vided by a peripheral society' shaped in this way, for the products of 
a central capitalist industry, either imported or produced on the 
spot by European enterprises. 

The results of this economy have varied in different regions. 
When. at the beginning of colonizatiou, Lever Brothers asked the 
governor of the Gold CoaC\t to grant CO!lcessions that would enable 
them to develop modern plantationst he refused because "this was 
not necessary!' It would be enough. the governor explained, to 
help the "traditional" chiefs to appropriate the best lands so that 
these export products could be· obtained without extra investment 
costs. The complete model of the economie de traite was achieved 
in the Gold Coast and German Togo by the end of the nineteenth 
centm·y and was reproduced much later in French West Africa and 
then in French Equatol"ial Africa. This lateness. which reflects that 
of French capitalism, explains the attempts to form quasi-settler 
colonies even in not very favorable conditions {French planters in the 
Ivory Coast and Equat_orial Africa) I and the corresponding main
tenance of forced labor right down to our own time, after the 
Second World War. 

The economie de traite takes .two main forms. Kulakizationt 
i.e. I the constitution of a class of native planters of rural origin; the 
quasi-exdusive appropriation of the soil by these planters and the 
employment of wage labor is the dominant form on the Gulf of 
Guinea, where conditions made possible the development of the 
economie de t!aite. But in the savannah country, extending from 
Senegal to the Sudan. through n.orthern Nigeria. the Moslem con�. 
fraternities facilitated a different type of economy: the organiza
tion of export production (groundnuts and cotton) in the context 
of vast areas subject to a theocratic-political authority - that of 
the M urid confraternities of Senegal, the sultanates of Nigeria, the 
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Ansar and Ashiqqa in the Sudan - which kept the form of a 
tribute-paying social formation. but one that was integrated into 
the international system, since th� surplus appropriated in the 
form of tribute exacted from the village communities was itself 
�arketed. It was the Egyptian colonization of the Sudan that 
created the most advanced conditions for the development of this 
type of organization, which in that country tends to become a 
latifundium. pure and simple. The British merely reaped the fruits 
of this evolution .

. 
The new latifundja-owners who rallied after 1898 

to the colonial administration cultivated cotton for the benefit of 
·
British industry, and powerful modern technical facilities were 
made available to them. 

But the second mutation of ls1am in West Af•·: · . after the 
colonial conquest, opened the way to an evolution of the same 
kind, though slower and less overt. "Taken overH by the aristoc
racy and the colonizers, Islam became the ideology of those controlling 
the peasants in order to organize the export production desired by the 
colonizers. The Murid phenomenon in Senegal is the most striking 
example of this second mutation. Small matter that the initiators 
of the confraternity and some narrow-minded colonial administrators 
thought themselves hostile to each other. In fact, the confraternity 
was the most important vector of ·expansion of the groundnut 
economy, by getting the peasants to submit to. the aim of that 
economy: to produce a great deal and to accept a very low and 
·stagnant reward for this wot·k, despite progress in productivity-

To organize the economie de traite it was necessary to destroy 
the precolonial trade and to reshape the circuits in the direction 
required by the outward orientation of the economy. For before the 
conquest there had existed regional complementarities with an 
important natural basis (forest and savannah) and strengthened by 
the history of the relations between the different societies of West 
Africa. The inteJ;nal trade in cola and salt, the exchanges between 
livestock breeders and farmers, the disposal of exported commodities 
and the dissemination of imported commodities, constituted .a dense 
and integrated network, dominated by African merchants. The 
colonial trading houses had to capture all those flows and guide 
them all toward the coast, and for this reason colonialism destroyed 
the internal African trade and then reduced the African traders to 
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the mle of subordinate primary collectors. when it did not purely 
and simply do away with them altogether. The destruction of 
Samory's trade, like that of the trade of the half-breeds of St. 
Louis, Goree, and Freetown. the destruction of the Hausa and 
Ash anti trade of Salaga and that of the lbo of the Niger delta bear 
witness to this devastating socioeconomic effect of the economie de 
traite. 

At regional level, then, the colonial economy necessarily engendered 
a polarization of dependent peripheral development. The wealth of 
the coast had as a necessary corollary the impoverishment· of the 
hinterland. Africa, whose geography and history dictated a continental 
development - organized around the major river arteries of the 
interior. facmtating transport, irrigation, and the supply of pow�r 
- was doomed to be developed only in its narrow coastal zone. 
The exclusive aJlocation of resourees to the latter zone - (a planned 
policy of the economie de traite)_ - accentuated the regional imbal-· 
ance. The massive emigration from the hinterland to the coast is 
part of the logic of the system: it makes cheap labor available to 
capital where capital requires it, and it is only the ideology of 
"universal harmoniesH that sees in these migrations anything but 
movements that impoverish the zones of origin of the migrants. 
The economie de traite culminated, moreover, in balkanization, 
since the �·gaining" microregions had no interest in sharing with 
their reserves in the hinterland the crumbs of .the colonial cake 
that they secured for themselves. 

It was not possible to establish this .system in the third macroregion 
of the continent, Central Africa. Here the ecological conditions had 
protected the peoples, who had taken· refuge in areas difficult to 
penetrate from the coast, from the ravages of the slave trade. The 
low population density and the absence of adequate hierarchical 
structures made theeconomie de traite model impossible. Discouraged, 
the colonizers abandoned the country to adventurers who were 
willing to try "to get something out of itH without big resources; 
since the undertaking· did not �ttract capital . The concessionary 
companies that, from 1890 to 1930, ravaged· French Equatorial 
Africa with no result other than a paltry profit, and King Leopold's 
policy in the Congo, have been duly denounced. In the Belgian 
Congo, where the alternative of industrial plantations estab1ished 
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directly by big capital was adopted (Lever Brothers, who were 
refused permission to establish themselves in the Gold Coast, were 
wekomed by the Belgians), it was only after the First World War 
that, as an extension of these plantation zones controlled by foreign 
capital, a smaJJ-scale economie de traite emerged. As to French 

Equatorial Africa, it was not until 1950 that the first symptoms of 
the economie de traite appeared. But the imprint 1eft by the 
concessionary-company period, still omnipresent, justified the titl.e 
of .. Africa of the concessionary companies" that we give to t�is 
region. 

In all three cases the colonial system organized society so as to 
produce, under the best possible conditions from the point of view 
of the metropolitan country, export commodities th� .. .1:-'rovid�u only 
a very low and stagnant reward of labor. Once. this aim. was 
achieved, there were no Jonger any traditional societies in contem
porary Africa, but only dependent peripheral societies. 

The original history of Ethjopia must be $een as a contrast to 
the wretched dependent societies established by colonialism in 
Africa. The cur�ent prejudice is to consider colonialism as a stage 
in modernization. In fact Ethiopia was fortunate not to have been 
colonized. The ancient state of Axum belonged to that group of 
trading centers of Antiquity in which the briUiant civiHzation of the 
court derived its t·esources from the taxation of long-distance trade. 
Abyssinia, isolated by the Moslem establishments along the coast, 
became feudalized from the ninth century onward; the scattered 
ruling class tried to survive by .taxing its peasantry. In the ninth 
century the Negus Menelik. aware of the imperialist danger, took 
the initiative and conquered the southern half of present-day 
Ethiopia (including the Galla and Sidamo countries) befdre the 
arrival of the Europeans. He subsequently modernized his state, 
without aJienating it, by the methods of "enlightened despotism.u 
The ·exploitation of his own Abyssinian peasantry and that of the 
conquered regions enabled hini to mobilize a large surplus for the 
state and thus to stre�gthen the administrative apparatus. Preserving 
control of the system, the empire obtained from abroad the means 
necessary to achieve its goal, particularly firearms. !fhe historic 
significance of this effort can be judged if it is recalled that the 
Galla and Sidamo peasants were at that time ignorant of the use of 
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the plough and, like those of the other regions of Black Africa, 
cultivated by means of the hoe. The Ethiopian administration and 
feudal lords introduced the use of the plough between 1880 and 
1935. The British, French, and Belgian colonial administrations 
had aimed at the same goal and failed. There can be no doubt 
that, between 1880 and ,1935, the modernization of Ethiopian 
agriculture, and the rat'es of growth· of its productivity, were far 
more marked than elsewhere in Africa. Indeed, it was this progress. 
that gave rise to a population·growth that was also higher than in 
colonial Africa. Ethiopia, isolated from the world market, did not 
suffer from the competition of imported products. The . surplust 
necessarily formed of foodstuffs, was destined for the home market; 
hence the development c� this period was autocentric. The result 
was a more cohesive national state, with Jess alienated elites, 
despite the persistence of problems of regionalism that showed 
there were limits to the methods of enlightened despotism, which 
were inadequate ·to assimilate the variegated . peasant masses and 
fuse them into a single nation. It . was on1y after the �talian 
conquest of 1935 and, above all, after the Second World War that 
Ethiopia really entered the world system. It is also since then that 
the phenomena of underdevelopment have :begun to appear. 

2. THE GENERAL .CHARACTERISTICS 
OF PERIPHERAL FORMATIONS 

Despite their different origtns , the peripheral formations tend to 
converge toward a pattern that is essentially the same . This phe� 
nome:h.on reflects, on the world scale, the increasing power of 
capitalism to unify. All peripheral formations have four main 
characteristics in common: (1) the predominance of agrarian capi
taJism in the national sector; (2). the creation of a local, mainly . 
merchant, bourgeoisie in the wake of dominant foreigri capital; (J) 
a tendency toward a peculiar bureaucratic development, specific to 
the contemporary periphery; and (4) the incomplete, specific character 
of the phenomena of proletarianization. 
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The Predominance of Agrarian Capitalism 

The predominance of agrarian capitalism is the most striking 
and obvious of the classical fe.atures of the underdeveloped societies. 
The classicaJ image of the dominant class in the underdeveloped 
world is that of the large landowner - not the feudalist., but the 
planter, producing for the export market. Its most characteristic 
fonn is the Latin American latifundia-owner. Cuba was the most 
complete example, because the system was established there from 
the beginning to serve this fun�tion, without the existence of any 
process of internal change or transfonnation of precapitalist for
mations. The fact that this Iatifundiary form used servile labor 
(slaves and peons) for a long time before evolving toward the 
systematic use of wage labor shows that, when capital finds that it 
lacks labor, it does not hesitate to use politica1 means to obtain 
what it needs. 

When the formation of the capitalist ]atifundium proceeds by 
way of transformation of precapitalist ·formations, it encounters 
resistance from internal social forces, which .are all the livelier 
because the village community forms the basis of these precapitalist 
formations. In some cases when these forces are completely overcome, 
the finished pattern is realized, as in Egypt. Often, however, 

� evolution proves unable to reach this point. When _this is the case, 
' the result is the constitution of agrarian capitalist formations that 
' are integrated into the world market because of their primary 
'· 
..., function but are none· the less clothed in feudal-type fonns. The 

systems of groundnut cultivation in the Murid region of. Senegal 
and the sultanates of northern Nigeria, and the economic system 

I 
of the Sudan, exemplify this process of incomplete transformation. 
The new ruling classes take directly for themselves only a part, 
often a small part, of the land. They continue to benefit from the 
tribute-paying system on which their position was originally based. 
In the above-mentioned African countries this tribute is levied in 
the name of new religious functions. since the peasant society is 
integrated into a system of confraternities. Isolated from the world 
market, the locat ruling class can only levy a tribute in the form of 
subsistence goods, to provide for its own consumption and that of 
its hangers-on and its machinery of government. Once integrated 
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into the market system, it can sell the tribute· prod nets and adopt 
European patterns of consumption. But it can obtain increasing 
tribute .only if the peasants agree as a result of a new force; in t�is 
case, religion. 

Paradoxically, where the road is c1osed because the original 
precapitalist formations are not sufficiently well-developed, it is the 
most dynamic and modern· form of agrarian capitalism that clears 
a way for itself. This is the case with the formations in the native 
plantation zones of Black Africa where the rich peasant has at once 
become the central figure of the new formations, whereas elsewhere 
agrarian reforms have not been able to favor kulakization until the 
internal contradictions of a latifundiary system integt·ated into the 
world market have develo,t3ed (e.g., in Egypt, India. Mexico). Even 
where the conditions for transforming precapitalist formations 
integrated into the world market into formations of kulak-type 
agrarian capitalism are not favorable, it is in this direction that the 
tendency runs. We then see me�ger forms of sporadic agrarian 
microcapitalism, as in the savannah country of Niger. The concen
tration of modern means of production (animal-drawn equipment) 
through cooperatives, and the hiring out of these means, which is 
often found in Africa, reflects the power of this tendency toward 
ca pital'ism. 

In the East and in Latin America the new dependent national 
bourgeoisie generally grew out of the classe.s of large landowners 
and. higher civil servants, and in some cases also out of the 
merchant class. The large landowners, often merging with the 
political ruling groups, by adapting to the requirements of export 
agriculture, grew stronger and changed into bourgeois-type land· 
owners. This large land-holding class was missing in Black Africa. 
Export agricultqre was often canied on in large European plantations, 
as in the Belgian Congo and French Equatorial Africa. In· other 
regions the economie de traite resulted from the work of millions of 
small pea�ants gathered in village conununities. The survival of these 
community relations slowed down the process of differentiation that 
goes with the commercialization of agriculture. Nevertheless, under 
certain conditions, a rural bourgeoisie could most easily be formed 
within this type of small peasant economy. 

For this to happen, four conditions had to be present. The first 
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of these conditions seems to be the existence of a trad\tional society 
that is sufficiently hietarchical, so that �ertain strata of the traditional 
chiefdom have enough social authority to be able to appropriate 
large tracts of tribal land for themselves. This is how the traditional 
chiefdoms in Ghana, southetn Nigeria, the Ivory Coast, Uganda, and 
the Kilimanjaro region were able to set up a pl antation economy 
for their own benefit; anything of this kind was practically nonexistent 
among the Bantu peoples, who did not have such a hierarchy. It 
should be noted, however, that those (semifeudal) hierarchies that 
were too pronounced and well-developed, as in the lslamic.savannah 
regions. did not foster the development of a rural bourgeoisie. 

The second condition is the existence of an aveiSge popalation 
density of between ten and· thirty persons per square kilometer. If 
the density is Jess, exclusive appropriation of the land becomes 
ineffective and the potential supply of wage labor inadequate. The 
mechanics of proletarianization are much easier when Jabor can be 

. enrolled from ·outside the loca1 ethnic group, as happened with the 
Volta people in the Ivory Coast. During a second phase, the junior 
members and dependents of original planter families may in turn 
join the proletariat. If the population densities are too high, as in 
Rwanda and on the Bamileke Plateau in Cameroon, the tribal 
chiefs have difficulty in appropriating sufficient lands. 

The third condition is the existence of rich crops, so that there 
is adequate surplus produced per worker and per hectare from the 
earliest stage of deve1opment, when mechanization is very slight 
and therefore the productivity of agriculture. which is still largely 
extensive, is only mediocre. This is why it was not possible to ·do 
with cotton in. Uganda, groundnuts in the Serer region, or in 
general other food crops that are too poor, what could be done with 
coffee and cocoa in other pl�ces. 

The fourth and last condition is that the political authority does. 
not oppose this type of spontaneous development. Facilities offered 
for private appropriation of land, freedom of labor, individual 
agricultural credit have everywhere played an important role in the 
formation of this rural bourgeoisie. The role play�d by the abolition of 
forced labor in the French colonies in 1950 was characteristic in this 
connection. The typical bourgeois demand for freedom of labor made 
it possible for the planters in the Ivory Coast to use for their own benefit 
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a flow of immigrants whose numbers were incomparably greater than 
those provided by forced labor- which, moreover, had only been 
assigned to the French planters. It also became possible to organize 
a large-scale political battle in the countryside by obtaining support 
for the planters from the peasants who had been the victims of 
forced labor. On the other hand, the paternalism of the Belgian 
pay.sannats unquestionably played a negative role and held back 
trends toward bourgeois development in certain regions such as 
Lower Congo. Only after this policy had been abandoned, with the 
coming of independence, could a bourgeois development of this 
sort make headway :there. accelerated by the possibility of using 
foreign labor, thanks to 'he refugees from Angola. The policies of 
apartheid and "defense ·of African traditions,. practiced in South 
Africa and in Rhodesia also obstruct the progress of a rural 
bourgeoisie. 

Does the same apply to pqlicies of "rural guidance," ·•rural 
action," and "cooperative" development.? These policies are imple
mented according to the· same 'rather naive, paternalis�ic formulas 
everywhere, reflecting the utopian wish to see progress in the 
countryside take place everywhere at the same sustained pace. 
They have not prevented the development of a plantation system in 
places where this was possible, nor have they brought about 
appreciable qualitative changes elsewhere. 

There are stiJl enormous areas that are riot affected by the 
movement because the prevailing conditions do not allow of change; 
the part of Africa ''that has not taken off' and that "cannot take 
off,'' as Albert Meister puts it. This is a1so uproblem-free" rural 
Africa, in so far as it can absorb population growth by merely 
extending the traditional subsistence economy without changing its 
structures. The incorporation of this Africa into the colonial world 
gave _rise to a very limited development of export crops, often 
imposed by the government in order to ensure the payment of 
taxes. In some cases, when the terms of trade between these export 
products and the manufactured products that could be obtained in 
exchange for. them deteriorated, or simply when the power of the 
government imposing them grew weaker t these crops were replaced 
by subsistence crops. The development of a parasitic urban economy 
and resultant inflation often underlie the deterioration in the terms of 
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trade: e.g., the d·ecline of the cotton economy in Zaire, which is the 
most spectacular example of this process .. Similar phenomena can 
be fourid in Mali, Guinea,· Chad� the Central African Repub1ic� 
Senegal, etc. 

The predominance of agrarian capitalism brings about agrarian 
crisis, which is also a general phenomenon in the Third World. 
Since the natural population growth cannot find a normal outlet in 
industriaJization, _pressure on the land increases. Also, agrarian 
capitalist forms result in the eviction of overabundant farm labor 
from the production circuits. In the precapitalist systems, however 
large the theoretical surplus of labor, all the people nad the rtght of 
access to the land. As capitalist forms develop, this right is lost. 
The consequences of this process are an increase in the proportion 
of land1ess peasants and the elimination of a growing fraction of 
these peasants from the production circuit. At the same time the 
mechanisms of unequal exchange cause the rural population to 
grow poorer in spite of improvement in the productivity of their 
labor. These are the profound reasons for the exodus from the 
rural areas, and the increasing speed of this exodus, despite the 
lack of sufficient jobs in the towns. 

The Limits Imposed by Foreign Capital. 

The predominance of the commercial capitalism that acco·mpanies 
export agriculture is the second aspect of the problem. The comprador 
trade that arises assumes mainly two forms. This function can be 
carried out by a new urban bourgeoisie originating in the landed 
oligarchy, which was generally the case in Latin America ·and in 
many .countries of the East. But it can also be carried out directly 
by colonial capital, as happened in Black Africa. When this has 
occurred, the room left for the formation of a local merchant 
bourgeoisie is extremely limited. 

In the Eastern world the urban bourgeoisie geperally appeared 
much earl�er than the rural bourgeoisie, whose development was 
obstructed by the semifeudal relations existing in the rural areas. 
On the other hand, the fact that the urban civilization was very old 
made it easy for the old-type merchants to change into that modern 
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type of bourgeoisie that the Chinese Marxists have dubbed 
pradorJt - middlemen between the dominant capitalist world an

.
a l 

the rural hin�erland. More often than not, this bourgeoisie. of 
traders, together with the large landowners and the senior levels of 
administration, cooperated with foreign capital in setting up industries. 
The main nucleus of the national bourgeoisie ·came from these 
higher strata of society and' not from the rural bourgeoisie or the 
Third Estate. As for the various strata of the Third Estate, especially 
the craftsmen. competition from foreign and local industry either 

I proletarianized them or plunged them into irreversible regression. 
The large-scale· undereu1ployment in the major cities of the East 
is due mainly to this phenomenon. · 

This model for the constitution of a national bourgeoisie is 
different" both front the European model and from that of contem- · 

porary Black Africa. In Europe the bourgeois classes of the Ancien 
Regime did not often play the chief part in the formation of the 
new industrial bourgeoisie. They frequently· became feudalized 
through the purchase of landsJ while the new rural bourgeoisie and 
the craftsmen . provided most of. the entrepreneurial elite of the 
nineteenth century. In the East the weakness of the rural bourgeoisie 
and the inability of the craftsmen to progress because of intemationa] 
competition caused the national bourgeoisie to be highly concentrated 
from the very beginning. The concentration of landownership, of 
which India and Egypt provide the best �xamples, and the constant 
transfer of urban fortunes to the countryside for the purchase of 
land, enhanced the concentration of wealth and the merging of the 
large landowners with the new urban bourgeoisie. 

· In Black Africa, where urbanization developed only in the 
coloniaJ period and large landownership hardly exists, the constitution 
of an urban bourgeoisie was long· delayed. The traditional merchants 
had little ability to ·modernize their methods and enter into the 
modern trade circuits, for lack of financial resources. Their develop· 
ment remained limited, and. their field of operation often restricted 
to traditional trade (e.g., cola, dried fish). Some of their activities, 
such as trade in salt and metals, even disappeared altogether. 

Certain sectors became quite profitable I however, as the voluJ 
trade increased. This happened with the cattle trade in the · 

Bend I Nigeria. and the Sudan, and with the dried fish tra 
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Mali, Chad, and the Gulf of Benin. Some of these traders ventured 
into trade in modern items such as cloth and hardware but 
genera11y met with very limited success. The spirit of enterprise. 
however, was not lacking, as was evidenced by the migration of the 
Sarakole and Hausa to the far-off Congo, attracted by the diamond 
traffic. But numbers remained smaH, financial resources poor, and 
technical knowledge scanty. 

For several centuries before the colonial conquest trade was 
carried on in coastal establishments where a merc�9wt' bour��»oisie, 
European in origin on the west coast and Arab in origin on the east 
coast, quickly became a community of mixed blood .. This might 
have been the starting point for a national bourgeoisie of traders. 
Actually, although these traders followed the colonial conquest, 
they did not set themselves up in the new inland towns in the heart 
of the regions whe.re agriculture was becoming commercial. ·Their 

·development, which had begun too late, was suddenly halted by the 
victorious competition of the big monopolies of colonial trade at 
the beginning of the twentieth century. This was the cause of the 
bankruptcy of the merchants of St. Louis and Goree at the end of 
the nineteenth century, ruined by competition from firms based in 
Bordeaux and Marseilles. Their children all became civiJ servants. 

The development of commercial relations in the countryside was 
also bound to give dse to a bourgeoisie of small merchants. Here, 
again, however, the power of the big commercial monopolies 
barred their advance beyond the level of retail trade. �nd wholesale 
trade in small quantities, to that of large·scale wholesale and import· 
export trade. The one field left to the local merchant bourgeoisie 
was trade in local food products. which to this day. has remained 

- very fragmented, and is often reserved for the women. In ·certain 
places there seem, nevertheless,_to be some tendencies toward 
concentration. 

All these strata that might have become bourgeois suffered from 
the absence of a rich landowning aristocracy in association with 
whom they might have been able to accelerate the rate of their 
accumulation. The fact that the African markets were very small 

also played a negative ro)e. The needs of commerce were met by a 
very small number of agencies of the big firms located in the ports 
of call. and by petty immigrant traders (Greek, Lebanese, and 
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Indian). Only exceptional recent circumstances- when European 
business withdrew after independence. or ·when the state intervened 
actively on· behalf of national traders - have enabled the latter to 
enter the worlds of large-scaJe. whplesale and import-export business. 

In general. control by foreign capital over national enterprises is 
more effective or Jess depending on whether or not these enterprises 
form part of trade circuits including external exchanges and, 
consequently. dominated by foreign capital. In Senegal, for instance, 
the margin from which accumulation for the benefit of the local 
bourgeoisie can be taken is completely determined by the hierarchical 
relations between the bourgeoisie at the center and the bourgeoisie 
at the periphery. Left to spontaneous economic laws alone, this 
margin always tends to be reduced to zero, because changes in 
relative prices cause profits to be transferred from the national 
bourgeoisie to the bourgeoisie at the center. These mechanisms 
expJai� the downfall of the Senegalese bourgeoisie between 1900 

and 1930, and the poor results obtained in the modern sectors tha·t 
are grafted onto the world market, �.g., truckers. 

Arrighi used the term "lumpen-bourgeoisie" for this micro· 
bourgeoisie · formed in the wake of foreign capital. which can only 
develop within the strict bounds assigned to it by the policy of the 
dominant capital. This wretched form of national capitalism is 
often found in Afri�a. where the bourgeoisie is mainly recruited 
from ethnic groups _that have- traditionally been traders (Dioula, 
Hausa, Bamileke,· Baluba, Bakongo� etc.), or in certain countries 
consists of "market-women." Although strictly limited by the 
degree of toleration shown by the dominant capital, this bourgeoisie 
can, amid the general poverty, constitute a local social force of decisive 
importance, as is the case in southern Nigeria. where· this type of 
"African enterprise, is often- cited as an example of the success of a 
policy o f  promoting indigenous private enterprise. 

Where the main aspect of colonial ec�nornic dependence was to 
be found in the fieJd of trade relations, and where the main form of 
foreign capital was old-styJe colonial merchant capital, even this 
limited type of n�tional capitalism had no possibility of developing. 
In the French colonies, especially, the mediocre dynamism of the 
metropolitan capitalism itself gave disproportionate specific weight 
to this old-style merchant capital of Bordeaux and Marseillest a 
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survival from the olden days of monopolistic companies and the 
slave trade. In our time, however, since the center of gravity of the 
dominant foreign capital has shifted from the trading houses to the 
large interterritorial mining and industrial concerns, this sector has 
lost its importance and is having to be relinquished to local capital. 

The change in relations as a result of political independence h�s 
also had a decisive influence. The national bourgeoisie ...... � blossc::1ed 
all the more remarkably because of the many links with the state 
apparatus - family ties: corruption, etc. - which have favored its 
constitution. In the most extreme cases of concentration of local 
power, it has been the higher strata of the bureaucracy - merged
with the landed oligarchy, where this exists -· that have, either 
openly or through intermediaries, fonned the comp,rador neobour
geoisie. Thus they have not only been able to take over .the 
functions of colonial trade but have even managed to secure 
association with foreign capital in the modern sectors such as 
mining, industry, and banking. 

After the First World War the latifundia-owning and comprador 
oligarchy went over, in Latin America and the East, to sporadic 
industrialization through import-substitution. As a rule, it joined 
,forces with the foreign capital that dominated this new light 
industry. 

There are striking differences between the industrialization 
.movement in BJack Africa today and the pattern this has assumed 
in the East and Latin America. In the first p]ace, the movement in 

Black Africa was launched much later. The pacte colonial and the 
smallness of the markets were certainly the reason for this lag. But 
even after independence, wherever industrialization took pl�ce, it 

was carried out almost exclusively by foreign capital. Modern 
industry, even light industry, requires too much capital for partici
pation by local national capital to be possible, deprived as it is of 
the source of accumulation constituted in the East by the large 
landowners. The result is that there is practically no small-scale 
African indus try. Those indus tries classified as such in statjstical 
data are usually in fact urban craft entel·prises (e.g., bakeries, 
carpenters' shops) with very slight chances of accumulating capital. 
European enterprise penetrates very far down the scale of business 
activity. 
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The African rural bourgeoisie cannot itself create· a modem 
industry because it does not have the financial resources. Those of 
its members who have gone into state service invest the money of 
their relatives who have remained on the plantations, In sectors 
that do not need too large amounts of capital. such as road 
transport, taxis , services, building. Conversely, civil servants buy 
plantations or lands cultivated as market gardens; but the meagerness 
of private urban fortunes limits the size of such transfers. 

Whereas in the East cap�talism started in the cities and spread 
later, and with difficuJty, to the countryside, the opposite process is 
more usual. in Black Africa, where, from the beginning, rural 
capitalist activity was diviqed among tens of thousands of planters; 

On the other hand, the highly concentrated big bourgeoisie of the 
towns, often allied to the c1ass of large landowners, which is 
common in the East and in Latin America, does not exist in Black 
Africa. 

Contemporary Tendencies Toward 
the Development of National Bureaucracies 

The contemporary world sees bureaucratic machinery developing in 
all fields of social life (state and business administration,· trade 
union and political life, etc.) that in its scope and efficiency is on a 
completely different level from anything that existed in the past, at 
least in the capitalist formations at the center. Some say that it has 
been made necessary by the development of "technology,'' sometimes 
adding (Burnham �nd Galbraith) that this phenomenon represents 
a transfer of political power from parliamentary democracy to state 
technocracy .. The proof that it is required by modern technology· is 
said to be found in the· development going on in Russia and in 
Eastern Europe, the convergence of the systems that is taking place 
despite the fact that the means of production are publicly owned in 
one part of the world and privately owned in the other.. The 
t·equirements of accelerated development in the Third Worfd, it is 
said, only strengthen this general trend. 

This theory does not stand up well to analysis. The capitalist 
mode of production at the center implies polarization of society 
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into two classes, the bourgeoisie and the prolet ariat (even if in
crea singly large sections of the latter- cadres of every type
though wage earning, deny that they are members of the proletariat). 
When the bourgeoisie exercises political power and administ ers the 
economy, it cannot carry out all the functions of management and 
execution itself. As society progresses, these �echanisms become ever 
more complicated, and this phenomenon becomes more "":trked. That 
is why .social bodies responsible for these duties are set up: higher ad· 
ministration, police , army, technostructures of large firms, groups of 
professional politicians, etc. Some of these bodies have lost th�ir tradi
tional function- e.g., the professional politicians who, in ·the context 
of parli amentary democracy, served as negotiators on behalf of different 
interests when capital was stiJI dispersed and competitive. With the 
rise of monopolies , these men have been replaced in their functions 
by the technocrats of the large firms· or the state, and this has led 
to the decline of parliamentary government in the West. It is only 
during periods of sedous crisis, such as the one that gave rise to 
Nazism, that the bourgeoisie loses control of these bodies, which 
then seem to constitute an independent social force. In the countries of 
the Soviet bloc, the strengthening of the technocratic machinery 
and its demand for democracy (lim.ited t o  the technocrats) reflect 
an e\•olution toward a new form of generalized state capitalism, 
mainly characterized by the re�establishment of the ·market mecha
nisms and the ideology that goes with this : economism . 

But nothing justifies transposing these analyses to the periphery. 
In the East and in Latin America the domination of central capital 
engendered, as we have seen, social formations comprising local 
ruling c1asses (large landowners and comprad or bourgeoisie) on 
whom the local political power devolved. These classes exercised 
this power within the framework of the world system, that is, to the 
benefit of the center and of themselves. This did not happen in 
certain other regions of the periphery. In the Maghreb, for instance, 
because of direc t colonization and the settlement of .. poor whites," 
the possibi lity for social classes similar to those in the East to be 
formed was extremely limited. In BJack Africa, generalized direct 
colonization. which was especially crude and brutal, for a 1ong time 
reduced the local population of vast areas to the condition of an 
undifferentiated mass, since the traditional hierarchical structures 
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had largely lost their significance, all the new economic functions 
having been taken over by foreigners. 

With the coming of political independence and the formation of� 
natjonal states, th� connection between the new bureaucracies and 
the social structures took on very different forms. In places where 
the peripheral formations were advanced, the national bureaucracy 
found itself, in relation to the social structure, in a position appar· 
ently similar to that of the national bureaucracy at the center. This 
was only apparent, however. Since the peripheral economy exists 
only as an appendage of the central economy, peripheral society is 
incomplete ; what is missing from it is the metropolitan bourgeoisie, 
whos� capital operates as the essential dominating force. Because. 
of the weaker and unbalanced-development of the local bourgeoisie, . 
the bureaucracy appears to have much more ·weight. Where the 
pe�ipheral formations are not very highly developed, the local 
bureaucracy is even the only actor on the stage. Elsewhere, however, 
a specific contradiction may devel(jp. The state either fulfils its · 
function within the system- that is, at best, helps to promote a 

local peripheral bourgeoisie- or it seeks to free the nation from 
domination by the center through promoting national industry, 
which th�n must be publicly owned, and so may come into conflict 
with the social groups from which it has arisen·. 

The trends for state ·capitalism to develop, found throughout the 
Third World. thus originate in the dominant place held by foreign 
capital and the weakness of its counterpart, the urban national 
bourgeoisie. Often, especially in Africa, this national movement 
was led by the urban petty·bourgeoisie (civil servants and office 
workers), together with a bourgeoisie of small entrepreneurs and 
planters, where there were any. The traditional e1ites in the country
side generally backed -the colonial order which they felt safeguarded 
tradition, threatened by cultural modernization in the cities. The· 
urban bourgeoisie was overwhelmed by the petty·bourgeois nation· 
alist movement. 

Independence suddenly increases the specific weight of the new 
state bureaucracy in the national society- all the more so b�ause 
the rutal bourgeoisie (where it exists) is still dispersed and limited 
in its horizon. The bureaucracy inherits that prestige of state power 
that is tradi!ional in non·European societies and is strengthened by 
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the experience of the colonial administration's power, which seemed 
absolute, and by the fact that the petty�bourgeoisie from which this 
bureaucracy stems h as a monopoly of modern education and tech· 
nical skill. 

· 

The new bureaucracy tends to become the main social driving 
force. What will most probably be the fonn of development of 
national capitalism? Private capitalism or state capitalism? Actual ly, 

these two fonns-combine in different ways, dependll•o on the stage 
of development attained at the end of colonization. 

T�e deveJopment of capitalism under colonial rule was first 

based on the transformation of subsistence agriculture into export 
agriculture, and on mining. The rate of growth of colonial capitalism 
was thus determined by the growth rate of the developed countrieS' 
demand for basic products from the colonies. At a later stage, the 
local market created by the commercialization of agric JJiture and 
related urban development made it possible for units of light in
dustry- almost exc1usively financed by colonial capital - to be 
set up. In certain cases foreign capita) had not exhausted potential 
development of this type when independence came. and so the new 
local administration has had to leave untouched the economic 
structures inherited from the co1onial period. But in other cases the 
new administration has been impelled to covet the foreign-owned 

. sector, which constitutes its only means to expand rapidly by acquiring 
an economic basis. It then tends to change from a c1assical admin
istrative bureaucracy into a state bourgeoisie. . 

In the first case, as the fm·eign sector develops. a certain place 
may be found for national capital through the state

,
s efforts to 

promote this type of development. But this place is necessarily very 
limited. In .the other case, the development of national capitalism 
at the expense of the foreign sector offers greater possibilities and 
can take various forms, benefiting either private or state-owned nation� 
al capital. The transfer of foreign�owned plantatjons to the we11-to-do 
classes of urban society, and acquisition of shares in new foreign� 

owned industries, are examples of this type of process. In aU cases, 
however, the state's role is essential , because the process would be 
impossible through the operation of economic forces alone. The 
local bourgeoisie of planters and traders does not possess the finan� 

Cial resources to buy up the investments of foreign capital . In order 
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to do this,. public funds must b e  made available. This drift toward 
state capitalism constitutes the essence of what is caJied "Third 
World socialism . .

, 

Some circumstances have favored making the ongoing evolution 
more radical and bending .it toward what is called the socialist type 
of. organization (in the sense that it is inspired by the Soviet state 
mode]); others, on the contrary, favor what are called liberal. forms 
(in the sense that they dr .w inspiration from the Western mode of 
economic organization). When advanced colonial-style development 
had been arrested for a long time, so that problems became more 
critical, pressure from the masses in town and country led, after 
independence, to the adoption of a more severe attitude toward the 
private bourgeoisie'. Similarly, a.nd paradoxically, when there is no 

private bourgeoisie. because of backwardness caused by colo�ial 
development, the administration's influence over the life of ·the 
country can enhance trends toward state control. On the other 
hand, an ongoing colonial style of development, as in the Ivory Coast, 
can strengthen liberal tendencies and change the relations between 
the private bourgeoisie and the adminis.tration. In general, however, 
state bourgeoisies have never eliminated private bourgeoisies but 
have been satisfied with absorbing them or merging with them. 
The rural bourgeoisie of p1ant�rs in particular has always main
tained a dynamic economic role and an important political position. 

Phenomena such as the role of the privileged strata and cJ�ses 
in the Third World cannot be understood without prior analysis of 
the structure as a whole.· ColonialisJ.n, especially in Black Africa, 
was led to favor, during the preindependence phase. certain differ
entiations in the reward of labor. Direcf colonial rule became less 
and less bea�able. Urban growth and the creation of industries 
made it essential for the city wage earners, brought into contact 
with European modes' of consumption. to receive higher pay. 
Moreover, the solidity of traditional social relations in the country· 
side, which were slow in disintegrating, limited the inflow. of labor 
into the towns. Revision of wage levels was made possible by the 
shifting of the center of gravity of foreign capital from old·style 
merchant capital to th.a.t of the big firms with a high level of pro· 
ductivity. In the Belgian Congo, the most highly industrialized 
country in Africa, between 1950 and 1958 real wages in industry 
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doubled, without this increase hindering the progress of new industry; 
on the contrary, it stimulated modernization and· expansion. Instead 
of relying on a dependent, peripheral loca] bourgeoisie, colonialism 
sought to make concessions in this way only to social strata with a 

Iow level of skill, avoidjng the constitution of more demanding 
elites. 

· 

The scope and distribution of these petty privileges were changed 
after independence. Inflation in the ·ex-Belgian Congo between 
1960 and 1968 ended in a considerable change in the distribution 
of native income, but with the share· taken by foreign capital re
maining unchanged. The setting up of a local bureaucratic machine 
(and simultaneous creation of a bureaucracy whose upper levels today 
constitute by far the most privileged strata of the Congolese com· 
munity) was financed, on the one hand, by a drastic reduction in 
the real income of the peasants producing for export (a deterioration 
of the internal terms of trade for them that was much worse than 
the deterioration of the external terms of trade), and, on the other, 
by a no less drastic reduction in the rea] wages paid to workers in· 
industry and comme1·ce, which fell back to the 1950 level. Ryelandt 
showed the regressive .. nature of these changes: the larger import
content of the new income distribution, which involved greater 
consumption; the twofold, potentially permanent, structural crisis 
of the public finances and of the balance of payments that was 
entailed; and the increased dependence on the· outside world implied . . 
With inflation absent, similar phenomena are characteristic of the 
development of the countries in the franc a�a, as well as in other 
countries such as Ghana, where there was only moderate inflation. 
The mechanism worked as follows: freezing of wages and of prices 
·paid to the producer for agricultural products; increased indirect 
taxes to bala.nce public t1nances; leading to an internal increase in 
prices and a drop in the incomes of peasant farmers and wage 
earners. The peasat:tt classes everywhere react to this deteriorated 
situation by withdrawing from the market and going back to a sub& 
sistence economy. thus diminishing the tax base available to the 
state for raising revenue. 

Despite this, there is a deep-rooted tendency throughout the 
Third World today for po1iticaJ and social changes that go in the 
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same direction. namely, overthrow of the local political power of 
the large landowners and the comprador bourgeoisie. wherever 
these exist, direct exercising of authority by the bureaucracies, civil 
or military (the army often appearing as· the vehic1e for ·the new 
regimes, since it is the bestftorganized and · sometimes the only 
organized body), and the creation and subsequent development of 
a public economic sec.0r. A similar evolution takes place, through 
a continuous internal movement, even when there is no old authority 
to be overthrown. This phenomenon can be explained by the con
tradictions specific to perip�eral formations. Because of inadequate 
industrialization and the absence of the foreign bourgeoisie, petty
bourgeois-style strata (civil servants, office workers, sometimes 
survivors from the crafts, small traders, middle peasants, etc.) 
acquire great importance. The expansion of the educational system 
and increasing unemployment giye rise to a crisis of the system. 
The very requirements of accelerated industrialization in order to 
ove�·come the crisis lead to the development of a p ublic sector, 
since the rules of profitability (which determine the flow of foreign 
capital) and the insufficiency of private local capital hold back the 
necessary rate of industrialization. The subsequent strengthening 
of the state bureaucracy can lead to a general application �f state 
capitalism. This development is more radical or less so depending 
on whether or not it nationalizes foreign capital and on whether 
state capitalism tolerates to� greater or lesser ext�nt a local private 
sector, and associates itself with it. Even in extreme cases, however, 
state capitalism tolerates, and even encourages, the development of 
private capitalism in rural areas (kulakization· subsequent to agrar· 
ian reforms is an example)- even if it tries to organize this devel
opment by controlling it� through cooperative systems . for example. 

If it does not call in question the country's integration into the 
international market, this state capitalism must remain fundamen
tally peripheral, like its predecessor. private capitalism. and merely 
reflect the new lines of development of capitalism at the periphery 
- the transition from the old forms into the future forms of inter
national specialization . . 

The national bourgeoisie continues with differing degrees of 
success the work ·started by foreign capital, namely, the development 
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of plantation economy and light industry. For a certain time it has 
even been able to expand by gradually taking over foreign enter
prises. In order to go further it would be necessary to overcome 
serious handicaps in food cropping and to create those large eco
nomic spaces that are the necessary condition for further develop
ment. 

Meanwhile, peripheral capitalism. is engendering a special 
structure, mainly based on a development of agrarian capitalism in 
which the kulak form tends to become predominant. This struc,:ture 
is dominated by the industrial and financial capital of the center, 
and the main transmission belts tend to be represented either by 
the bureaucracies or by the local state bourgeoisies. 

The first of these two models is undoubtedly the. poorest. It 
corresponds to the situation in those Third World countries in 
which import-substitution industries are still directly dominated by 
foreign capital, and where a local business bourgeoisie cannot be 
formed. This is typical of Africa as a whole. Herein lies the funda
mental failure of capitalist development policies in Africa. In the 
Ivory Coast, for example, after fifteen years of exceptional economic 
growth, there is no national bourgeoisie, apart from a few artificial 
enterprises that have been set up i� between the state and foreign 
capita), and somewhere along the way collect a commission that is 
due merely to bureaucratic collusion. 

In these formations, the basic national pro]?lems remain unsolved. 
Africanization of appointments corresponds to the aspirations of 
the petty-bourgeoisie, which seeks not to transform the colonial 
system but to take over the jobs held by its· predecessors. The 
administrative bureaucracy serves it as a model here. 

The second model appears when the bureaucracy seeks to play a 
role in the process of production. It then becomes a state bourgeoi
sie: that is, it takes over, by controlling the economy 1 part of the 
surplus generated in the country. This bureaucracy nonetheless 
remains dependent in so far as the economy itself is dependent and 
as domination by the center makes it possible for the latter to 
appropriate the main part of the surplus for itself. 
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Proletarianization and Marginalization: 
The World Dimension of the Class Struggle 

Current writing on employment, unemployment, and the social 
distribution of income in the Third .World countries has recently 
uncovered a-number offacts that have begun to worry the conven

tional theorists of underdevelopment. 
Firstly, there is the inequality in the social distribution of income, 

which is not only very marked but also increasing. A comparison 
between the various countries of the Third World shows that the 
higher the average income is per head� the more marked is the 
inequality in income distribution. Thus: for the whole 'of Latin 
America. the 20 ·percent of the population that is richest receives 65 
percent of the national income (as against 45 percent in the United 
States), with 5 percent taking 33 percent and 1 percent taking 17 
percent; whilet at the other end of society, the poor half qf the 
population receives· barely 13 percent of the income. 

In Black Africa, for the coastal countries that are regarded as 
relatively developed and where income per head is around $200t 93 
percent of the population - made up of the urban (20 percent) 

and rural (73 percent) masses- receives only 55 percent of th� 
national income. Although the average monetary· income for the 
urban popular masses is about twice that of the r11ral masses, in 
terms of standard of Jiving, and allowing for the differences in the 
way. of life and cost of living between town and country, these 
averages in fact indicate comparable degrees of poverty. _The privi· 
leged stratum is therefore very sma11 (7 percent of the population). 
It is smaller still in the less-developed savannah countries of the 
interior where average income is around $100, and the privileged 
stratum makes up not more than 2 percent of the population (al

though it takes a relatively smaller proportion - less than 10 

percent- of the total income). In other words , when we pass from 
the present stage of some of the countries still underexploited to 
that of the ones that have been more fully opened up, we observe 
no change at all in the situation of the bulk of the population. 
whose average income remains at $70-80 per head per year; on the 
other hand, a small minority is being built up whose income is 
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gradually approaching the average income of the developed coun
tries ($1 � 500 per head). 

This increasing inequality in the social distribution of income is 
a cause for concern for at least two reasons. Th� urst is Lilat the 
evolution of the system in no way suggests that, by gradual expansion, 
this privileged stratum will extend to em�race the whole population. 
Even. when the rate of growth of overall income is very high (between. 
7 and 10 percent per annum, for example), the numerical growth 
of the privileged stratum remains small (increasing at the rate of 
3-4 percent a year at most). In other words, the priviJ�ged stratum 
reaches a ceiling of some 20-25 percent of the population irrespective 
of the time-prospect. even if this be a century. The second reason is 
that this evoJution is radically different from that �hich characterized 
the development of the countries of the center. All studies done in 
this ticld show that, at the center, the pattern of income distribution 
- in particu lar, between wages and profits - is relatively rigld, 
however far back we go into the nineteenth century. On a first 
estimate, the rate of surplus value has fluctuated only a little 
around its average of 100 percent since 1850 (although there have 
been a number of waves several decades in length and, along these 
waves, some more or less severe conjunctural fluctuations, depending 
on the particuJa_r period). This difference in situation means that the 
argument according to which inequality is th�. price that has to be 
paid for growth in the Third World is false. \. In reality, increasing social inequality is the mode of reproduction 
of the conditions of externaJly oriented development. I� opens up a 
much bigger market for luxury consumer goods, in particular for 
consumer durables, than would have existed if the distribution of 
income had been more even. When the privileged elite reaches 
20-25 percent of the population, this means that durable luxury 
goods make up approximately the same proportion of total demand. 
At this level, and taking into account requirements in capital, tech
nicians, ancillary infrastructure, etc., for the production and con: 
sumption of these luxury goods, the process of resource allocation 
is distorted to such an extent as ·to undermine alJ possibility of 

. decisive progress in the sectors producing mass consumer goods. 
Inequality in the distribution of income is increased owing to 

the constant spread of unenlployment and underemployment. With 
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rates of urban growth of between 4 and· 10 percent per annum, 
according to country and period, in tbe Third World of today, the 
rates of groWth of wage-paid employment are between 30 and SO 
percent lower, that is, tt�y range between 2 and 7 percent. At these 
rates, the population of alJ the towns of the Third World would rise 
from 300 million in 1970 to 2 billion in the year 2000, while the 
mass of unemployed would increase by 200 million adults. 

· It is everywhere observed that the ratio of wage earners to total 
urban population is falting; and this general tendency is even mo!e 
marked if we consider only the wage earners of the modem 
productive sector , industry in particular. On the other hand, with 
capitalist development in the periphery, other categories of employ
ment appear and increase at high rates. Some of them are the 
countcrpati of the increasing inequality in income distribution 
(domestic servants. persons employed in services, etc.). Others are 
attempts· to cover up di_sguised unemployment (hawkers, etc.). 
Under these conditions, the border zone bet":'een ·unemployment 
and employment is widening to the extent of removing all meaning 
ft·om the official statistics on unemployment - as official organi
zations such as the ILO have now found out. 

It is very tempting for the ideologists who avoid studying the 
functioning of the socioeconomic system, in order to attribute 
changes to natural phenomena independent of the system, to have 
recourse to the theory of Maltl:ius. The most glaring example of 
this type of aberration was provided by McNamara, president of 
the World Bank, when: he compared the "cost" of a child in the 
Third World (around $600) to the cost of the means of avoiding it 
($6). This comparison clearly has no sc;ientific value whatsoever, 
since the "cost'' must be compared with the "benefit" in terms of 
the value of the labor that the child in question will provide 
throughout his adult working life. In reality, the ultimate motive of 
the Malthusian campaign lies elsewhere, and McNamara's formula 
is put forward only to mislead. 

The predominant "neo-Malthusian" trend can in fact be summed 
up in the two following propositions. First, our planet is experiencing 
an unprecedented population explosion. Projections over thirty or 
titly years or more,. based on present rates of population growth, 
show that astronomical figures of population will be reac.hed that 
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make one feel giddy, and spell a danger of absolute overpopulation 
in relation to natural resources. and in particular to land. The 
exploitation of these resources will take place. it is said, under 
conditions of diminishing returns that will therelore require pro
portionately higher investments to obtain a given rate of growth. 
Second, a high rate of population growth increases the non
working proportion of the population (the young). who have to be 
cared for by that proportion responsible for production . This 
distortion lowers· societfs capacity ·to save and con sequently slows 
down its potential economic growth. H shuts the underdeveloped 
countries still more firmly in ua vicious circle of poverty." 

The facts as they appear at first sight may tend to confirm these 
two propositions. Stagnation in agricuJture in many regions of the 
Third World, or at least stagnation in agricultural output per 
head, limits the possibilities of financing accelerated industrialization.· 
It brings us to the paradox that the countries of the Third World, 
which are agricultural countries, are finding it harder and harder· 
to feed themselves and that the increasing imports of food products 
they need in order to· feed their town populations reduces their 
ca.pacity to import equipment. Now. thi� stagnation is often due to 
the sho1iage of aub)e lands, or te the high cost involved in 
increasing the area of such lands (irrigation, etc.). The exodus 

from the coWltryside caused by the overpopulation of certain 
regions leads to a high rate of urban growth .. Even rapid industrial
ization is unable to cope with such a growth; therefore unemploy
ment results and assumes alarming proportions. The cost of install
ing a social infrastructure (investment . costs and running expenses, 
in particul ar as regards education} being very high under conditions 
of a high rate of population growth l this lessens the capacity of a 
society to keep up with the grov.rth of its population. 

This reasoning leads to an obvious conclusion: a decrease in 
population gl'ov.1h would not only make it possible, with a given 
rate of growth of the economy, to increase income per head, but it 
would also ensure a higher rate of overall economic growth, since 
an allocation of resources would become possible that is relatively 

more favorable to accumulation. Hence the world campaign for 
birth control. 

This very broad reasoning · is, at all events, not valid for the 
Third World as a whole, which is highly heterogeneous as regards 
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the ratio between population and natural resources. Many regi�ns 
of the African continent, for example, were more densely populated in 
the past than they are today. The flourishing kingdom of Kongo 
had two million inhat..tants in the sixteenth century, when the 
Portuguese visited it. At the time of the. colonial conquest, after 
three centuries of s1ave trading, the region. did not contain even a 
third that many people. Even now, it has hardly got- back to the 

figure of the sixteent� century. · The depopulation · resulting from 
slave trading often led to a regression of agricultural techniques· 
and productivity. But the devastation of Africa did not stop with 
the end of the slave trade: colonial rule continued · this work. 
Forced labor (porterage in Central Africa, road and railway con� 

struction, etc.), compulsory military serVice, the herding of the 
population into cramped "reserves" intended to provide cheap 
migrant labor. all contributed to the depopulation of the rural 
areas. taking away a large proportion of their labor force. These 
phenomena led to a· deterioration in the food and health conditions 
of the populatiqn, and sometimes to famines; they were instrumental 
_in the spread of serious endemic dfseases (such as sleeping sicknesS). 
The same is true for- the American Indian territories. 

Today, everywhere in Tropical Africa, there are large areas of 
potential arable lands that have yet to be cultivated. But the low 
population density of the rural areas is a serious handicap to the 
raising of agricultural productivity. The capital outlay needed for 
the development of these lands is so high that the reduction of. this 
cost per head that can be obtained through an increase in population 
density will outweigh the additional cost (in particular for education) 
that a high population gr�wth would require, in order to ·get this 
better density. As an example, let us consider two agricultural 
�egions, A and B, of 100 square kilometers each, with different 
population densities: 10 inhabltants per km2 in A (which has 1,000 

inhabitants) and 30 in B (with 3,000 inhabitants). The cost of the 
transport network to be set up in the region in the course of the 
year is independent of the population density: 200 kms. of road,_ 
costing 1 billion CFA francs. The relative advantage of B over A 
can therefore be estimated at 666 million, this being the m�ginal 
benefit to community B, with a population three t_imes thilt of A. 
What would be the discounted cost of education if the population 
were to rise from 1,000 to 3,00_0 in thirty-five years (ass� 
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high population growth rate of 3 percent per annur", The community 
with a fixed population of 1 ,000 inhabitants needs 8 classes at an 
annual cost (investment and running costs) of about 20 million. 
Community B win require 24 classes (annual cost: 60 million). The 

. transition from situation A to situation B over thirty-five years 
would therefore involve, in discounted terms; an additional (marginal) 
cost that will depend on the discount rate. At a rate of 5 percent 
the cost of education· is equivalent to only half the benefit to be 
gained from a trebled density of population; at a rate of 10 
percent, it would be one-third. In this ·case, the cost of population 
growth is much less than the benefit to be derived from a higher 
density of population. 

But the argument in cost-benefit terms is not the main one. \. Ester Boserup has shown that population pressure has, in the 
course of history. been a favorable and decisive factor in the 
intensification of agriculture, a precondition for raising productivity. A 
number of modernization programs in Tropical Africa have fail�d 
because, among other things, they ignored the· fact 'that under 
conditions of a weak pressure of population on the land, extensive 
cultivation with low productivity can successfully combat the proposed 
�hange. The forms of social organization related to the type of 
extensive agriculture constitute a serious handicap. It is noted that 
the areas of high population density (such as the Ibo or Bamileke 
regions) have experienced a greater degree of development than the 
vast underpopulated areas. Again. the development of export crops 
requires a relatively high population density. The reason why these 
regions of potential growth have failed to give the results that 
might have been expected from them Jies in the general policy 
adopted by peripheral capitalism, ·which confines them to the role 
of suppliers of export crops. or of a pool of cheap labor for the 
modern economy of the plantation zones ot of the towns. In Japan, 
however. important progress was made in rice production and this 
made it possible to feed a very large town population, since the 
entire (autocentric) economic policy contributed to this progress: 
intensified agronomic research made possible improved cultivation 
of food cl"ops for the home market, improvement of this sector of 
agriculture being necessary as part of the overal1 strategy. 
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The same applies in Latin America and in some regions of 
western Asia, the southern part of the Indian subcontinent and 
Southeast Asia (Thailand, Indonesia excluding Java, etc.). There 
are only a few regions of the Third World (the Caribbean, the 
Egyptian Nile valJey, the delta areas of Asia, Java) that are not 
underpopulated in the se�se in which I have defined this phenomenon .. 

Although it does not stand up to the facts as regards agriculture, 
is the neo-Malthusian argument of some va1idity in explaining 
urban unemployment? The argument that, if urban growth can be 
slowed down, the increase in both employment (in relative terms) 
and urban income per head will be higher overlooks two facts. The 
first is that industrialization at the center of the system absorbed 
an urban population increasing at very high rates (rates of 3 

percent in the nineteenth century were as costly as rates of 7 

percent today) because this �ndustrialization was autocentric. The 
second is that externally oriented development gives rise to a 
distortion in resource -allocation which, coupled with technological 
dependence, is the source of increasing underemployment, whatever 
may be the demographic characteristics of urban growth� Thus,_ 
when population growth is lower, we find that the overall rate of 
growth of output is also lower. 

The important phenomenon of marginalization, which is entirely 
independent of demography, manifests itself as the increasing gap 
between economic dynamics and population dynamics. It may 
therefore give the impression that the population explosion constitutes 
a barr�er to development. In fact. overpopulation is only the 
appearance outwardly revealing the functioning of a certain socio
economic system, that of peripheral capitalism. 

The failure of birth control. campaigns is often attributed to the 

inadequacy of the means utilized, to the ignorance of the peoples 
involved, and to the irresponsibility of the agencies responsible for 
the implementation of these campaigns. The question ought rather 
to be asked whether, at the level of the families addressed, the aim 
of reducing the number of children is justified. In the context of 
marginalization - that is, of increasing underemployment and· 
poverty- a Jarge family constitutes, in reality, the only form of 
social security. A strategy for development may weJI include measures 
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with respect to population, either to slow down -·· �0 speed up its 
growth. But these measures will bring results only if there is com· 
patibility between the motivations of the individual families and the 
objectives of the nation. This presupposes that the strategy followed 
aims at autocentric, independent development. The independent 
precapitalist societies already knew- how to influence the population 
variable, using the means then available to them. And if today 
�hina has succeeded in controlling this variable, it is because 

other, more fundamental problems in defining an independent 
development strategy have been· sofved. 

All the computations in "cost-benefit'• terms disregard the vital 
psychosocial aspect of population phenomena. The history of all 
known civilizations shows that every period of intensive change and 
development has been characterized by a population explosion. No 
civilization with a stagnant population has ever been progressive. 
The population challenge, the stimulating conflict that it gives rise 
to between generations, the readiness to absorb new ideas and the 
active search for new so1utions t explain why this is so. 

The world campaign for birth control in the Third World 
ex:presses, in fact, the fears of the developed countries faced with 
the danger of a radical challenge to the international order by .the 
peoples who have been its firs� victims. Taken to the limit� .a 
development of the spontaneous trends in the present system would 
require a reduction in the population of the periphery. The con· 
temporary technical and scientific revolution within this system in 
fact rules out the possibility of productive employme!lt of the 
marginalized masses of the periphery. The literature on the 
·•environment" has made Westerners aware of the rate at which 
they are exploiting the natural resources not only of their own 
countries but of the entire planet. If the masses of the Third World 
could divert these resources and exploit them for their own benefit, 
the conditions under which the capitalist system functions at th.e 
center would be upset. 

.. 

The center and the periphery both belong to the same system. 
To understand this set of related phenomena, one should therefore 
not reason in terms of nations, as if the latter constituted indepen
dent entities, but in terms of a world system (a world context for 
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the class struggle), possessing strong links and weak links, which 
are the.points of maxh1um contradiction. 

The controversy relating to the question of unequal exchange 
concerns the main problem of our day. Since the relations between 
the center and the periphery of the system are relations of domination, 
unequal relations resulting in a transfer of value from the periphery 
to the center, should not the world system be analyzed in terms of 
bourgeois nations and proletarian nations, to use expressions that 
have become common? If this transfer of value from the periphery 
to the center leads to a larger increase in the reward of labor at the 
center than would otherwise be the case, ought not the proletari�t 
at the center to side with its own bourgeoisie in order to maintain 

the status quo in the world? If this transfer lowers both the reward 
of labor and the profit margin of domestic capital at the periphery, 
is there not reason for national soJidarity between the bourgeoisie 
and the proletariat of the periphery in their struggle for national 

economic liberation? 
· 

This argument remains confined to a "classi,cal'· context, that 
is, it is pre�Leninist. By this, we mean that it deals wjth the 
question as if the world system were simply the juxtaposition of 
national capitalist systems. In reaJity, the class struggle takes place 
not within the context of the nation but within that of the world 
system. 

The main contradiction of the capitalist mode of production is 
that which exists between production relations that are based on 

private ownership of the principal means of production (which 
become capital), and are therefore restrictive, and productive 
forces that, as t�ey develop, �eflect the necessarily social nature of 

the organization of production. The monopolies carry this contra
diction to its highest degree: the time is ripe for socializing the 
ownership of the means of production. This maturity is reflected in 
the monopolists• increasing recourse to state intervention, needed 
to coordinate the monopoliest activities and to support them. 
Hence national economic policy takes over from laissez�laire, which 
was possible only so long as the spontaneous market mechanisms 
made it possible to increase accumulation, only so long as the 
capitalist mode of production was progressive. But recourse to the 
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state does not cause the contradiction to disappear .. Fore�: state is 
the monopolies' ·state, and the rationality of the system remains 
capitalistic. 

, 

The main contradiction, between productive forces and productio� 
relations, is expressed, on the social level, in the contradiction 
between the two opposing classes. of the system: the l;>ourgeoisie 
and the proletariat. So long as we confine ourselves to the frame of 
reasoning of the capitalist mode of production, matters remain 
quite simpJe. But capitalism has become a world system. The 
contradiction is not between the bourgeoisie and the proletariat of 
e�ch country considered in isolation, but between the world bour
geojsie and the world proletariat. But this world ·bourgeoisie and 
this world proletariat do not fit into the framework of the capitalist 
mode of production- they belong to a system of capitalist formations, 
central and peripheral. Therefore the problem is� what constitutes 
the world bourgeoisie and the world proletariat, respectively? 

As regards the world bourgeoisie, this consists principally of the 
bourgeoisie at the center and, secondarily, of the bourgeoisie that 
has been constituted in its wake at the periphery. But where is the 
world proletariat situated? What is its structure? For Marx, there 

' 

was not the least doubt: in his time, the main nucleus of the 
proletariat was to be found at the center. At that stage of the 
development of capitali�m. it was impossible to understand the full 
implication of what was later to become the colonial problem. 
Since the socialist revolution did not take place at that time at the 
center, and ·since capitalism ·continued to develop and became 
monopolistic, the world conditions of the class struggJe altered. 
This was clearly expressed by Lenin in a line that has now been 
taken o\'er by Maoism, namely, that, "in the last analysis, the 
outcome of the struggle will be determined by the fact that Russia, 
India, China, etc., account for the overwhelming majority of the 
population of the globe:• This ll)eant that the central nucleus of 
the proletariat henceforth lay at the periphery and not at the 
center. 

The main increasing contradiction of the system is expressed in 
the tendency of the rate of profit to fall. There is only one way to 
combat this on the world scale; raise the level of the rate of surplus 
value. The nature of the formations at the periphery makes it 
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possible to raise this rate to a much higher degree tbere than at the/ 
center. Consequentl,r the proletariat at the periphery is being more 
severely exploited than the proletariat at the center. 

But the proletariat at the· periphery takes different ·forms. It 
does not consist solely or even. mainly of the wage earners in the 
large modem enterprises. It also includes the mass of peasants who 
are integrated into the world trade system and who, like the urban 
working class, pay the price of unequal exchange. Although various 
types of social organization (very precapitalist in appearance) form 
the setting in which this mass of peasants live, they have eventually 
become proletarianized, or are· on their way to suffering this fate, 
through their integration into the world market system. The peripheral 
structure- the condition for a higher rate of surplus value- also 
gives rise to an increasing. mass of urban unemployed. These are 
the masses, in our contemporary world, "who have nothing to lose 
but their chains." Clearly. they are also forms of incomplete 
proletarianization at the periphery. Their revolt, the most important 
one, leads to a worseni�g o( the conditions of exploitation at the 
center, since this is the only means available to capitalism to 
compensate itself for the shrinking of its area of in�uence. 

We must try to transcend a sterile controversy. The contention 
of some that the proletariat at the center remains the principal 
nucleus of the world proletariat, is not Leninist: it denies the 
worldwide character of the system. The thesis that suggests an 
opposition between proletarian nations and bourgeois nations also 
denies the worldwide character of the system, the effect that the 
revolt at the periphery must have on conditions at the center, and 
implies that the bourgeoisie of the periphery, equally "exploited" 
(the term is inaccurate: only its scope for expansion is limited), can 
oppose its counterpart at the center. But the violence of the main 
revolt means precisely the opposite; for the bourgeoisie of the 
periphery is obliged to make its own proletariat pay for the 
plundering from· which it suffers. 

Furthermore, the picture that represents the proletariat at the 
center as being collectively privileged, and therefore necessarily in · 
league with· its own bourgeoisie in the exploitation of the Third 
World, is only an oversimplification of the facts. It is true that, 
with equal productivity, the proletariat at the center receives, on 
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average, a better reward than the workers at the periphery. �ut in 
order to counteract the law of the tendency of the rate of profit to 
fall at the center itself, capital imports labor from the periphery at 
a lower wage (reserving for this labor. the most thankless tasks), in 
order to depress the labor market of the metropolitan countries. 
This import is assuming considerable proportions: in Western 
Europe and in North A�erica, immigration from the periphery has 
been increasing since 1960 at rates of between 0. 7 percent and 1.9 

percent per annum, depending on the country and the year; in 
other words 1 at levels far higher on the average than the rate of 
growth of the national labor force. This additional im�igrant labor 
force constitutes also a disguised transfer of value from the periphery 
to the center, since the periphery has borne the cost of t�aining this 
labor force. 

Similarly, there is the mobilization of the internal colonial 
reserves: thus we have the proletarianization of the blacks in the 
United States, now forming the bulk of the proletariat of many 
large industrial towns in North America. The extreme form of this 
system is to be found in the racist countries: South Africa, Rhodesia; 
Israel. Thus the world system increasingly mingles together the 
masses it exploits, raising the need for internationalism to an even 

�higher degree than before. At the same time. it uses this process of 
mingling to develop racist and chauvinist tendencies among the 
"white" workers for its own benefrt. Capital. through its development 
at the center itself, continually gives rise to unification and differ
entiation. The mechanisms of centralization for the benefit of 'the 
dominant capital also operate between the val'ious regions of the 
center: the development of capitalism everywhere means developing 
regional inequalities. Thus each developed country has created 
within itself its own underdeveloped country: the southern half of 
Italy is �ne example. The resurgence of regionalist movements in 
our time would be difficult to understand without this analysis. It 
follows that even if the concept of the labor aristocracy, in the .. 
Leninist sense, has now been overtaken in reality by more complex 
differentiations) the concept of aristocratic nations conceals these 
complex differentiations. 

In putting forward the existence of the theoretical concept of 
marginalization. Jose Nun denies that Marx's analysis·' of the 
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capitalist mode of production can explain this new and specific set 
of facts. For, he says, Marx's Capitol is an analysis of the pure 
capitalist mode of prodl:lction; whereas marginalization, peculiar to 
the peripheJ;"y. belongS to the analysis of formations .. the theory of 
which (historical materialism), merely outlined in the works of 
Marx, is yet to be perfected. 

Capitol is, to be sure, n6t the theory of the world capitalist 
system. It IS clear that Marx proposed first to clarify the main 
point: the theory of the capitalist mode of production. He also did 
not fail to analyze the relations between the center and the periphery in 

the genesis of this mode, in his chapter on primitive accumulation. 
But he could ·not possibly set out the theory of the future world 
system. 

How can this necessary theory be constructed? Two ways are 
open, One, outlined by Jose Nun, attempts to propound this' theory 
of the wodd system without basing it on the theory of the capitalist 
mode._ This is clear in Nun's repeated contrast between the plane of 
the theory of the capitalist mode and. that of the theory of formations. 
But here, as Fernando Henrique Cardoso observes, historical mate· 
rialism turns into metaphysics if it attempts. to derive general iaws 
o� history over and above those governed by the modes of production. 
There is no possible general theory of fonnations, but only the theory 
of particular formations or groups of in�erconnectt�d formations. 
There are no general laws of social formations, but only a set of 
scientific concepts that make it possible to formulate laws for 
particular formations. These concepts are those of mode of produc
tion, intercoMection between different modes, dominance, instance, 
and articulation of instances. 

-

How then do we proceed to deduce the laws of the capitalist 
system, conceived as a structured group of capitalist formations 
that, central and peripheral alike, are alJ dominated by the capi:
talist mode of production? Not by looking for specific social laws 
situated at a level other than that defined by the above-mentioned 
concepts -for example, by looking for a specific "law of popu
lation." as suggested by Nun -but simply by making a concrete 
analysis of the functioning of the system, using the concepts in 
question. We then notice that the phenomena of marginalization
are no more than an expression of the fundamental Jaw of the 
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capitalist mode of production under the concrete.conditions of the 
world capitalist system. · 

As Cardoso says, the general law of accumulation and of 
impoverishment expresses the .tendency inherent .in the capitalist 
mode of productionJ the contradiction between productive forces 
aJ:Id production relations. between capital and labor. This contra
di9tion rules out an analysis of the capitalist mode of production in 
terms of harmony, and leads us to understand that the quest for an 
ever increa_sing rate of surplus value in order to compensate for the 
downward trend in the rate of profit makes a harmonious develop
ment impossible. This law operates within a concrete historical 
framework. In Marx's time, England provided this framework, 
because the world system was not yet established. Today, this 
framework haS been enlarged to include the capitalist world as a 
whole. Hence the ''harmony .. achieved here, at the center, where 
the rate of surplus value cannot be raised; must ·be counter
balanced by an increasing "disharmony" elsewhere, at the periphery, 
which is made to pay for the fundamental contradiction of the 
mode. This disharmony is revealed in the "marginalization" group 
of phenomena, which are the way in which the general law of 
capitalist accumulation finds expression today. 

One final problem is- whether marginalization constitutes a 

concept. In fact, it is only a convenient way �f describing a group 
of phenomena resulting from a law (that of capitalist accumulation) 
that operates within a concrete framework (that of the present-day 
capitalist system), just as the expression ·•industrial reserve armyn 
conesponds to a realistic description of the effects of the same law 
within a different context (that of England at the time of Marx). 
There is therefore no need to raise the question of the meaning of 
marginalization in functionalist terms. The marginalization of today 
and the industrial reserve army of yesterday are .t;esults of the 
system. Their function. which is the same. is to enable the rate of 
surplus value to be raised. Socia] disharmony is necessary for the 
functioning of the system. 

' 
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The most popular theory regarding the origins of_ the development 
of English-speaking North America and the .. White" Dominions is 
th�t of Max Weber, according to which these countries owe the 
dynamism they have shown to the Protestant ideology of their 
popuiation, which is contrasted with Latin Catholicism. 

Colonization by European settlers formed, as a whole, part of 
the gradual formation of a periph�ry. In Latin America, its function 
was to set up, from the start, the peripheral structure toward which 
tended later on the national societies of the other regions that were 
to form the Third World. The settlement of the "poor whites/' as 
in the Maghreb and in Kenya, performed the same functions of 
peripheral agrarian and commercial capitalism. It was only in the 
extreme and exceptional cas�s of North Ainericat Australia. and 
New Zealand - and also, with some special characteristics, of 
South Africa, Rhodesia, and Israel - that colonization by European 
settlers ended in the creation of new central formations. 

The British colonies of North America, taken as a whole, were 
no exception-to the rule. The West Indies and the slave colonies-of 
the southern part of North America were no different from the· 
Spanish and Portuguese colonies. They fulfilled the same peripheral 
functions within the framework of the same mercantilist system. The 
exception was constituted not by the British colonies in North America 
as a whole, but by New England alone. This was not formed as a 
periphery of the mercantilist system: from the start, it was special, 
and not shaped by the metropolis as a dependency. New England 
was a by-product of the proletarianization process in England. The 
destitute emigrants who were to form the population_ of New 
England were of no interest to mercantilism �n the metr9politan 
country, which allowed them freedom to organize themselves for 
their own survival. The petty-commodity economy of farmers and 
craftsmen that they organized was poor but autocentric. This type 
of society based- primarily on the simple commodity mode of pro
duction � only seldom realized throughout history - has the capacity 
to give rise to capitalism. Thus, gradually. New England acquired the 

�function of metropolis in the American system. It replaced Britain 
as the new center dominating the British slave colonies. This 
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substitution was only partial, untiJ the war of independence, but it 
then became total. Freed from the monopolistic control of metro
politan merchant capit.al, the United Sta;tes became a full-fledged 
center before reaching the position of world metropol.is. 

There is a widespread trend in current American literature that 
seeks to "rehabiJitate""' the South by attributing to it a decisive role 
in the development of the United States. Among others, Douglass 
North has shown the strategic role of cotton exports from the South 
in financing the United States's ••take-off' in the nineteenth century. 
The ideologists of the system have concluded from this that develop
ment is possible with an externally orientated economy. based on 
the export of raw materials. This view disregards the decisive fact 
that it was the North that animated the life of the United ·States 
from the end of the eighteenth century onward, and that the South 
remained its domestic colony, as was shown by the Civil War. 

The history of Canada was no different. Here also, from· both 
the French and British standpoints, what was involved was not a 
periphery but a d istinct by-product of social changes· in Europe. 
When, by the Treaty of Paris of 1783, France preferred to retrieve 
Martinique rather than Canada, which· she had lost twenty years 
earlier, Voltaire declared the choice to be an intelligent one: 30,000 
Negro slaves were worth more to French mercantilism than a few 
"thousands of acres of snow" inhabited by poor devils who had 
not hing to export . 

· 

In much the same way took p1ace the original fonnation of a 
white Oceania based on petty-commodity production. But for a 
long time this remained predominantly agricultural . exporting to 
Europe rather than to the periphery, as in the case of North 
America. For that reason , it experienced greater difficulties in 
passing over to the industrial stage. But again the dynamism of the 
simple commodity mode of production, unhampered by precapitalist 
modes. showed its ability to move forward to that stage. Here, it is 
worth comparing Australia and Argentina . At the end of the. 
nineteenth century, the two countries were in an identical situation: 
exporters of agricultural products (meat and wool) supplied by a 
commodity economy of independent producers. But, in Austra1ia, 
the discovery of go1d Jed to  the creation of a working-class nucleus. 
It was the latter that insisted on a protect ionist policy to maintain 
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its level of employment. This .protectionism altered the center ,of 

gravity of the economy and of the society from the externally 
oriented sector to the ·autocentric sector, and so made possible the 
entire subsequent development. The compradors of Buenos �ires· 
and the cattle breeders of La Plata imposed free trade on Argentina; 

and ·that country, which in 1900 enjoyed the highest standard of 
living in the worldt then began to slip down the slope of under
development. 

Much the same can be said about white South Africa. The 
patriarchal Boer economy was at first a simple commodity economy 
linked with the maritime navigation system of the seventeenth to 
tne nineteenth centuries: the Boers supplied ships with dried meat, 
under conditions similar to those which ·characterized the nascent 
capitalist agriculture of the European metropolises. At that stage, 
white society was stin isolated from the black world that surrounded 
it, but which it did not exploit� it drove this black world back, in 
the same way as had happened with the North American Indians 
earlier. At the end of the nineteenth century, the British conquered 
the country. not for any attraction the Boer economy might have 

had for them but in order to work the goJd and diamond mines 
that had recently been discovered. For that purpose, they required 
a proletariat, and this was derived from the black population. It 

was the British colonial administration that created the system of 
reserves: th� British were the originators of apartheid. The Boers 
were then of no importance; they lived in an autocentric economy 
that made it impossible to proletarianize them for the benefit of the 
new British capital dominating the externally oriented mining 
sectors. 

Gradually, however, the Boers• petty-commodity economy gave 
birth to a local capitalism, which was autocentric even though 
partly grafted onto the externally oriented colonial economy. ·This 

later took ovt!r economic and po1itical control from British capital,· 
relying on its state power and exploiting for its own .benefit the 
internal colony constituted by the reserves. 

In the analysis of this particular formation made by Ralph 
Horwitz and Serge Thion; among others, 

·
south African racism no 

longer appears as an epiphenomenon inherited from the past that 
the present economic system could do without if it chose. The 
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reserves play an essential role in the service of the modern sector; 
the supplying of cheap labor. Henceforth, the economy must 
necessarily remain essentially externally oriented. The reason is 
that the internal market is restricted by the low wages of the 
Africans, whiJe the export sector takes advantage of these wages 
which. combined with the use of modern techniques, produce 
particularly high profits. The mining �conomy set up by British 
capital was the first to benefit from the system of reserves and 
apartheid. The patriarchal Boer agrarian economy. which appeared to· 
be threatened by modernization and concentration, managed to 
survive despite its backward techniques , thanks to the cheap labor 
available. It i.'> also because of the limited interna] market that the 
state has had to take the initiative in creating autocentric industries. 
The system. which is perfectly coherent, is not likely to collapse by· 
itself, as a result of an alleged contradiction between the economic 
structure {which is said to be interested in improving wages) and 
the politico-ideological structure. The naturaJ solution for the 
system is expansionism, that is, the extension of the dominated 
area in order to make up for the narrowness of the domestic· 
market. The link with Rhodesia. South Africa's designs upon 
Angola and Mozambique. the economic annexation of Malawi, the 
threat that hangs over Zambia, ;Madagascar, and Tanzania, show· 
that fifteen years of growth have brought South Africa to this 
conclusion. To the optimists who think that ecoriomic wealth must 
necessaril)• lead to a reduction in social distortions. ·south Africa 
provides a hard refutation. 

In Jsracl the Zionist colonies are also the by-product of pro
letarianization in Central and Eastern Europe. They also are 
organized in a petty-commodity production economy that has given 
rise to a local capitalism. Here also the state plays an important 
role in this process: it is the Zionist bureaucracy of the Histadrut 
that organizes and exploits this capitalism for its own benefit. 
Machovet has shown that there is nothing here of a ''socialist" 
nature and that the Histadrut is not a social-democratic trade 
union. Backed by imperialism- at first British, then American
and with international Zionism as its tool, the Histadrut, having 
benefited from a capital inflow that is totally out of proportion with 
what is known as "aid" to the underdeveloped countries, maintains 
a tight control over this inflow. As regards the Israeli working 
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class t this consists of immigrants . who are ranked on the basis of a 
racial hierarchy (Jews from Central and Eastern Europe on top, 
Jews from the Arab countries· underneath) and still retain petty· 
bourgeois aspirations of �liJnbing the social ladder out of the 
working class. This autocentric society had no room for the Arabs 
that fonned the population of Pa1estine. They had to be exter· 
minated or driven out. Today; Israel has reached the crossroads. 
One way forward is to consolidate this autocentric economy, giving 
it the status of an independent .imperialist capitalism (even if it has 

I to be small·scaJe and hence necessarily allied to other imperialisms, 
as a minor partner but not as a vassal) and opening up the markets 
of the Arab world to its products- in other words, carving out a . . . 
share of periphery for itself from the. Arab world. The alternative is 
to set up an internal colony by extending its frontiers so a� to .' 

acquire an Arab proletariat. In both cases, expansionism, �ither by 
peaceful or warlike means, is the law of the system. 

We must take care not to confuse these models of the genesis of 
new capitalist centers based on petty-commodity formations with 
that of Japan. The Japanese model· is no different from that of 
Europe. The social formation of precapitalist Japan, at the periphery · 

of the tributeppaying system of eastern Asia, was similar to that of 
Europe at the periphery �f the tribute·paying systems of the 
ancient East. From the start, therefore, Japan gave birth to its own 
autocentric capitalism. The fact that it came later, so that it was 
able to draw inspiration from the European development, did not 
do it any harm, as would have been the case had the country been 
colonized. Fortunately for Japan, since it was Jacking in resources, . 
it was of no interest to the Europeans an� Americans, who looked 
instead toward China. 

A few other precapitalist societies also escaped the world capitalist 
system for mere or .less prolonged periods (Ethiop.ia, Yemen,· 
Afghanistant Thailand). Precapitalist but not underdeveloped 
(peripheral capit.alist), these societies did not, however, give·rise to · 

an independent autocentric capitalism, because their original for· 
mations (of the central tribute·payi�g type) did not permit it. This 
explains why, sooner or later, they gave in and started, in the· 
aftermath of the Seco�d World War, along the road of under· 
development. 
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3. FOR A STRATEGY OF TRANSITION 

The Soviet Mode of Production 

What is  the present position of socialism? If we start from the 
principle that the socialist mode of production is not a commodity 
mode, that products and labor power are not commodities in this 
mode, then the Soviet mode cannot be considered as socialist. It is 
not capitalist either, of course. The capitalist mode is not only 
characterized by the generalization of the commodity fonn of �he 
product and the commodity nature of capital but also by distribution 
of surplus value in proportion to capital invested, that .is, surplus 
value is converted into profits and value into price. This feature is 
not present in the Soviet mode, because capital is entirely owned by 
the state instead of being in private ownership, which is �ecessarily 
divided. 

· 

This difference is the justification given for qualifying the Soviet 
system as socialist. What this means, however, is reducing the 
concept of production relations to that of Q_»rne"hip rel�s�.ib.i! 
is, reducing society to its economlc infras�ructure and eliminating 
t.fi'e question of relations betWeen the economic msfance and the 
pO!!!tcal and Jdeological instances. The attempt to see matters m 

trus way accounts for the disappearance of study of .the tribute
paying ("Asiatic") mode of production from Soviet writing. In that 
mode. pl'oduction relations cannot be reduced to ownership relations, 
since there is no appropriation of the land, and we can only speak 
of control over the means of production, a collective control, that 
is, a class control exercised by the state. Can the Soviet mode of 
production be regarded, then, as a tribute-paying mode? Certainly 
not: the tribute-paying mode does not know the commodity form of 
the produ�t and of labor power; the surplus is extracted in kind 
and according to Jaws unrelated to the market. 

However, to describe the Soviet mode as state capitalism is also 
unsatisfactory. This epithet describes a variety of situations; advanced 
capitalism in which the centralization o� capital leads to monopolies 
and to specific forms of interpenetration between the state and the 
monopolies; the forms, contrasting directly with na:scent capitalism, in 
which the state plays a decisive role in setting up new enterprises of 
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a capitalist nature; those which are peculiar to some underdeveloped 
countries �n which the state takes over from inadequate private enter
prise; and, lastly, those peculiar to the period of transition, a·s it1. 
Russia under the NEP (New Economic Policy). 

I shaH therefore. speak of the Soviet mode of production as a 
specific mode. Its characteristics are: (1) the ma:in means of.' 
production- here, equipment produced by social labor- are 
owned by the state; (2) labor power is a commodity; (3) products 
tor consumption are also commodities; and (4) capital goods are 
not commodities, at least at the beginning, though they soon tend 
to become so. 

Over a long period of time, not yet in fact ended in Russia, the 
allocation of investments was contro11ed by the Plan, irrespective of 
the mal'ket and the equalization of profit that it presupposes. This 
enabled the rate of accumulation to be increased- through priority 
allocation of resources for the production of capital goods intended -
for the pr�duction of other capital goods, and not to satisfY 
immediately the ultimate demand for consumer goods. This procedure 
removed the need to maintain a certain ratio between the two 
sections of social production. as required by the market; or, more 
precisely, mad� it possible to postpone the point in time when 
adjustment between them became necessary. The purpose of this 
procedure was dearly transitory. 

Hence, as soon as the main objectives of accumulation had been 
attained, the system began to evolve toward the adoption of resource 
allocation rules that were closer to those of the capitalist mode. 
The completed model of this type of mode of production was 
formulated as early as 1908 by Barone: he considered that the task 
of the planning ministry of a socialist country was to take the place 
of the market by making an ex ante calculation that should lead to 
results similar to those achieved ex post in an economy of pure and 
perfect competition. The discussion in Soviet economic writings 
falls entirety. within this framework. Two questions are raised: (1) 
Is the allocation of resources to Department I during a transition 
period an efficient means of speeding up accumulation, and how 
far should this ·deliberate distortion be pursued? (2) What is the 
most effective method for achieving an allocation of resources that 
conforms to the laws of the market (that is, to equal rewarding of 
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capital): decentralization of management, or (on the contrary) 
complete centralization accompanied by strict adherence to the 
calculation regarding the pseudo-market made by the central 
planning department? 

However. ne3ther the one nor the other of the two questions 
belongs to the problematic of sodalism. Socialism is not·4'capitalism 
without capitalists . ., Marx and Engels had already foreseen the 
danger of an interpretation of this kind, which they attributed. to 
the persistence of capitalist ideology in the workers' movement. To 
prove his thesis, BarQne had to separate the problem of production 
from that of distribution. and also the problem of infrastructure 
(the economic instance) from that of the superstructure (the ideology). 
Following this line of thought, Russia has created a mode of 
production sui generis. The persistence and strengthening of the 
state reveal the class nature of the mode of production and the 
specific nature of the articu)ation of instances that this mode calls 
for. 

The Soviet mode of production implies the dominance of the 
ideological instance. In this respect, it signifies a break with the 
capitalist mode and a return to the type of articulation characteristic of 
the precapitaHst modes. The control and appropriaUon of the 
surplus by a state-class are apparent as soon as one abandons the 
capitalist ideology according to which the objective rewarding of 
capital is associated with a social-class distribution of income. The 
system only works if the control over the surplus exercised by a 
state-dass is accepted by society. The ideology then becomes the 
3nstrument for reproducing the conditions for the functioning of 
sodety, as in precapitalist modes. Its two necessary foundations are 
elitism and nationalism. Elitism ensures that control of the surplus 
by a minority class is accepted. It dictates social reproduction 
procedures based on esoteric respect for "knowledge,,. uscience/' 
and "technique." At the same time, it fosters the myth of social 
mobility. The function of the elite that for�s the state-class is to 
ensure the nation's cohesion and strength. It is to the extent that it 

achieves this objective that it can be accepted by the proletariat, 
which sells its labor power. External successes are therefore almost 
vitally essential to the system. 

In the capitalist mode, democracy derives from two internal 
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requirements of t_he system: on the one hand, the· competition 
between private capitalists, and, on the other, the dominance of 
the economic instance and the economistic nature of the ideology. 
The absence of democracy and freedom of debate in Russia is 
therefore not a reflection of "deviations" or "shortcomings,', and 
stiJl less "vestiges of the past." On the ·contrary, it is  a necessary 
condition for the functioning of a system that cannot survive if its 
elitist and nationalist ideology is questioned. 

The essential law of the capitalist mode is the law of accumulation. 
The capitalist mode "internalizes., economic progress, which in the 
noncapitaJist modes is not an internal requirement for reproduction. 
Competition is at the root of this peculiarity of the capitalist mode, 
which is solely concerned with expanded reproduction, in contrast 
to precapitalist modes based on simple reprodu�tion. The dis
appearance of competition, by renewing the "externalizitio-ii'r--of 
economic progress. is the prerequisite for society's recovery of 
control over its own future; and this i s  the recondition for an end 
to a tena ton. n this respect, the socialist mode will recover the 
Eharacter of the precapttalist mo es w · 

t e economic instance. ut while the precapitaJist modes suffered 
from a lack of development of the productive forces, which confined 
them to simple reproduction. the socialist mode can opt for .an 
expanded reproduction, which is nevertheless different from that of 
capitalism, in so far as it wilJ be controlJed. 

The Soviet mode - at least so long as capital goods are not 
commodities- does not include· competition. The aim of accelerated 
maximum accumulation for the purpose or-·•catching up'' with the 
advanced capitalist countries is the chief motive of economic 
·progress. directly reflected ·at the ideological and political level. 
This dominance of the political instance actually makes possible 
accelerated accumulation by partially freeing the economic instance 
from the constraints of the market. At this stage, the principaf law 
of the Soviet mode is accelerated accumulation. The main, specific 
contradiction of this mode does not lie within the economic instance 
but between it and the politico-ideological instance. It brings the 
declared socialist objective into conflict with the methods and 
objectives of accelerated accumulation. 

This contradiction has been gradually transcended by the decline of 
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the socialist elements and the increasingly strong imposition of 
.,capitalism without capitalists." This explains why the mode tends 
to evolve toward re-estabJishing the commodity nature of capital 
goods. This does not _necessarily imply competition. When the 
latter is actu ally re-established through the medium of a real 
market (as in Yugoslavia), the unity of the given society is broken 
and the groups of competing workers become alienated in an 

economistic commodity ideology; the so�ialist objective recedes 
from view, and economic progress, again internalized in the 
economic mechanism; leads society to lose control of itself. But when 
competition is not re-established, the Plan being substituted for the 
market according to Barone's theses, ecoriomic progress remains 
independent of the economic mechanism and directly dependent on 
the political instance. But the ideology of this nonsocialist mode is 
also an ideology of economistic commodity alienation. prerequisite 
for the reproduction of a class society. This mode is governed by 
the law of uneven development of the se�tors of activity: those of 
which the progress is ess�ntial for the strengthening of the dominant 
ideoJogical instance will receive an allocation of resources that is 
systematically biased in. their favor, at the expense of progress in 
the other sectors. Th•s explains the impressive achievements in the 
military field (necessary for the success of nationalism) and in the 
sectors serving privileged consumption (necessary for the success of 
elitism), accompanied by a persistent inefficiency in the other 
sectors, in particular, those concerned with the production of goods. 
needed for the reproduction of the labor force, which is itself 
treated as a commodity. 

The Soviet phenomenon is sometimes explained as a "degenera· 
tion" due to the backward state of Russia. In fact, the spontaneous 
trends of the center are moving in the same direction, and it can be 
said that the economistic ideology that has been at the root of 
Soviet orientations right from the start is derived from the deveJoped 
center. 

At the beginning of this century. Russia was not a peripheral 
country but one of a backward central capitalism. Its structures 
were different from those of underdevelopment, that is, from those 
of dependent capitalislJl. Thus the Revolution of 1917, though 

intended to be socia list by the Bolsheviks who carried it out, made 
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it possible to speed up the process of accumulation without basically 
altering the capitalist model of accumu1ation. The abolition of private 
ownership of the means of production in favor of state ownership 
was the· condition of this acceleration. History has shown that it 
was possible , under Russian conditions, to achieve the task of 
accumulation as it would have been possible under capitalism, but 
with different forms ·or ownership. This possibility is reflected in 
the Soviet theory of socialist revolution seen as a change in the 
forms of ownership that allows the adaptation of the latter to the 
level of development of the productive forces (the potential productive 
forces, that is, corresponding to the industrialization target achieved). 
This theory leads to an economistic ideology of transition formulated 
in such terms as: pri�rity of heavy industry over light industry and 
of industry over agriculture; copying of Western technologies and 
consumption patterns, etc., in order to "catch up'' with the 
advanced countries. 

Since England. was where industrial capitalism began, all the , 

other countries that are now developed were to a certain degree and 
at one time "backward'" in relation to it. But none of these 
countries was ever a periphery. After a certain time lag, Continental 
Eut·ope and North America overtook (and then surpassed, in the 
case of the United States and Germany) Great Britain, in forms 
similar to those of the .Eng lish model. Japan eventually finished up 
with a first-c lass model of complete capitalism ; but already in this 
case the forms of the transition period presented some interesting 
peculiarities, in particular the C(fntral ro1e played by the state. 
Russia carried out the most recent experiment with this model of 
accumulation, original only in that state ownership was not jusf a 

transitory form. 
· 

In aJl these models, the transition period was characterized by 
submission on the part of the masses, reduced to the passive role of 
a pool of labor gradually transferred to the modern sector being set 
up and later enlarged, up to the point when the whole society had 
been absorbed by it. The kolkhoz and administrative oppression 
fulfiUed this role, which in the English model was performed by the 
Enclosure Acts and the Poor .Laws. 

· 

The quest for maximum growth at all costs is mi.rrored in the 
slogan of the Stalin era: "Overtake and then surpass the United 
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·States in aU fields of production." Formulated in this way, both at 
the theoretical and practical levels, the target deliberately ignores 
the content of this measurable economic growth. But the aggregates 
m�sured in national accounting include only magni�udes with 
commodity values, i.e., those of interest to the capitalist mode of 
prQduction. The mind that focuses on the gro�s domestic product 
forgets that the growth of this magnitude is obtainable, in the last 
resort, through the destruction of productive forces: man and 
natural resources. The latter are, in fact, only means in the 
capitalist mode of production, the sole end being profit maximiza· 
tion. In economic jargon, "the cost-benefit analysis of t�e firm 
internaJizes the external economies "· - those external economies 
that arise precisely from the destruction of human forces and 
natural resources. This explains why the capitalist mode of production 
has an inherent capacity for growth - in the economistic sense -
larger not only than all previous modes of production, but also, no 
doubt, than that of socialism, if the latter places man above the 
quest for profits. . 

In precapitalist modes, man is stiJI . alienated in nature, but 
social relations are obvious; hence the dominance of the ideological 
instance. Poverty confines men to a model of simple reproduction, 
but ideology provides a justification· for this model through its 
"eternalist" vision of the world. This is why men build pyramids 
and cathedrals. The capitalist mode internalizes technical progress 
in the economic instance, and this niakes possible rapid acct�muJation, 
and hence frees man from alienation in nature. But, at the same 
time, alienation is transferred to the social plane. For the price of 
this accumulation is the submission of society to the law of .profit. 
This submission is expressed in terms of the degradation of man to. 
mere labor power and ·disregard for the natural ecological environ
ment . Capitalism has stopped building cathedrals without, for aiJ 
that, liberating man. For the short time-prospect that it offers from 
the start is the root of the social problems over which it has no 
cont1'ol. 

�y turning the prel'equisite of capitalist accumulation into an 
absolute, economism denies the world system, in which it sees only 
a juxtaposition of national systems , unevenly developed but not 
arranged on a hierarchical basis and integrated into one whole. 
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So far as it is concerned, the periphery is condemned to degenerate ' 
even if. by chance .• a political authority with socialist aims were to 
take over there. The miracle of the socialist revolution can only 
come from the center. The mechanistic pre-eminence of the pro· 
ductive forces in these views comes remarkably close to the most 
bourgeois �'philosophies of history. •• 

In fact. from the end of the nineteenth century, German social· 
democracy interpreted Marx in economistic terms. The Hnear 
mechanistic conception of a chain that, starting with technology, 
goes on to the productive forces, th� production relations, and class 
consciousness, overcame the dialectical analyses made ,by Marx 
when he considered the relations between the infrastructure and 
the superstructure. Kautsky popularized this mechanistic ideology. 
which found fertile soil nofin backward regio�s of·the capitalist 
wor1d but in its most developed centers: in Germany under a 
Marxist disguise; in Britain with the Labour ·Party, in an openly 
eclectic version; in the United States in fonns that were even more 
alienated in the liberal ideology. The f�ct is that at the center the 
working class was steeped in bourgeois ideology; like the bour
geoisie, it accepted the fetishistic alienation of commodities and 
economism. 

Kautsky's ideas regarding the organization of the working class 
were not unre]ated to this economistic ideology. The idea of a party 

that represents the external consciousness of the proletariat, an 
elite versed in social science and applying it, is the product of the 
superticial adherence of the European working class to "Marxism" 
after 1870. The workers' alienation, henceforth accepted- whereas 
until 1870 the proletariat still clung to communist utopias -
�esuJted in a separation, in the so·called Marxist parties, between 
theory and practice, in the liquidation of the philosophy of praxis 
in favor of economistic dogmatism. Nevertheless, the Bolsheviks 
wer·e to base themse]ves on those forms of organization because 
centralization - which in Germany reflected the elitist economistic 
ideology- was a vital practical necessity in oppressive Russia, 
where:the working class was a minority and the intelligentsia was in 
opposition. Hence the "dialogue of the deaf' between Lenin, who 
was surprised by Kautsky's "treason" in 1914, and Rosa Luxemburg,. 
who understood it better. 
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The Bolsheviks therefore set out, as from 1917. on the road that led 
to present-day Russia. It is true that circumstances, like the 
devastating civil war. the breakup of the proletariat, etc., provided 
them with the necessary incentives. It is equally true th�t Lenin 
became concerned about this; but neither Trotsky nor Stalin, 
representing the two sides of the same economistic coin, had this 
worry. The former awaited the miracle of liberation from the West, 

and the latter was convinced that one had to imitate, to "overtake" 
before surpassing. It was the Chinest: Cultural RevoJution that was 
to reinstate Marx by giving· its rea] meaning to the law of uneven 
development, and breaking with this line of adapting production 
relations to the spontaneous develo ment of the roductive forces. 

e history of China is not the onJy proof that the Soviet mode 

is better suited to the advanced countries than to the backward 
ones. In Eastern Europe itself, the most convincing economic 
performances have occurred neither in backward Russia (in spite of 

centraJization) nor in Yugoslavia, equally backward (in spite of 
decentraJization), but in East Germany. The working class of the 

center, molded by decades of capitalist alienation, as reflected by 
its adherence to "economism,u was prepared to overcome the 
contradiction of the capitalist mode without liberating itself from 

this alienation. This is why it accepted fascism and why it accepts 
trade-union bureaucracy, and the elitist party as candidate to the 
succession to the bourgeoisie, which is capable of bringing centraJi
zation to the level required to overcome the contradiction between 
the social character of production and the constricting forms of 
private ownership. 

The Spontaneous Tendencies of the System 

The historic experience of Soviet Russia reminds us that the 
spontaneous tendency of the capitalist system is not such as to give 
rise to socialism. In the absence of conscious action, the capitalist 
system overcomes the contradictions that are characteristic of it at 

a certain stage in its development, while at the same time it retains 
its essential determinant, that is, commodity alienation. We then 

move on to a new stage in capitalism. which is never "the highest" 
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but only higher, and in which the fundamental contradiction of the 
capitalist mode is expre�·sed in new forms. 

In the central capitalist system, awareness of belonging to a 
social group (the proletariat fot· example) does not by itself define 
class consciousness. The latter may be a "refonnist consciousness." 
At th� periphery, however, a social awareness of this type is not 

I possible since the objective functioning of the system does not 
integrate the masses. Consequently, awareness of the situation 
must lead to a rejectiQn of the system. The only question then is 
whether in a given count�y and at a given time the ·popular 
masses· that are proletarianized, or on the way to becoming �o, 
atttibute their fate to the objective functioning of the system or 
whether they see in it the effect of aberrant or even supernatural 
social forces, in which ca�e their political action is· doomed to 
remain at the stage of revolts without a strategy. 

At the center, a social-democratic consciousness alienated "in 
"economism.'' combined with the laws of increasing concentration 
of ec·onomic power, speed up the movement toward a sort of state 
capitalism. Already in the course of its historical development, 
successive solutions to the fundamental contradiction of the mode 
of production have been found, in the form of the limited company, 
then the trust, the · holding company, and the conglomerate. The 
combination between social-democrats and technocrats renders 
possrble a "convergence•• of the systems of Western liberal capitalist 
origin and of Soviet origin. Orwell's 1984 and Marcuse's One-Dimen
sional Man remind us that this prospect, far from being impossible, 
forms on the contrary a feature of spontaneous evolution. 

At the periphery, the tendency is for �daptation of the higher 
forms of dependence. Can a spontaneous development of this type 
create the conditions for its own transcendence within the frame
work of the system, in which case it would appear as a necessary 
stage? One would doubt this: the model on which it is based is in 
fact a model of reproduction of its own conditions. This deepening 
of dependent peripheral development follows paths that in 1;he 
future will constitute the main forms of adv�nced underdevelopment. 
Technological domination manifests itself through the priority 
given to the development of sectors that must be competitive at the 
international level, whether this involves exports or luxury goods, 
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the promotion of which reflects the adoption of Western con
sumption patterns. 

In the early stages of the formation of the peripheral economies, 
the technological gap being as yet narrow, the dominant central 
capital must. in order to ensure the functioning of the system ·in its 
favor, directly control the modern sectors it promotes. Political 
means of control are also necessary at this stage, whence colonization. 
At a more advanced stage of peripheral development, technological 
domination based on an ever�widening gap, linked With the existence 
of local social strata and classes integrated. through their consump· 
tion pattern and its attendent ideology, ensures the conditions for 
reproducing the system without control investments and without 
direct political interference. Sucl'i is the meaning of neocolonialism 
or neoimperialism. The investment burden can then be taken care 
of through local savings, private or (mostly) pubJic. The development 
of a public sector, which can become very important and even 
dominant at the domestic level, therefore does not exclude the 
dependence of the system as a whole, including the public sector, 
vis-a-vis the developed world. This dependence is guaranteed through 
the interplay of local social forces, even if they are organized in a 

state capitalism that claims to be socialist. At a very advanced 
stage one can imagine the development of a heavy industry that 
s�rves as local backing for the overall dependent �evelopment while 
assuming. the form of a public sector. A vehicle of the dependent 
local state capitalism, the petty-bourgeoisie becomes the trans· 
mission belt of imperialist domination, thus taking the place of the 
latifundiary comprador bourgeoisie that was the vehicle of the 
dependent private capitalism of the previous period. 

Should the system be given a sufficiently long life, is there any 
chance that the countries of the periphery that are farthest advanced in 
this process may end by "freeing" themselves from dependence and 

�acquiring a completely central character? Must we exclu�e the 
prospect of an autocentric capitalist development in t{le semi� 
industrialized countries, in particular Brazil, Mexico, and India, 
where size·effect operates? Cannot Mexico and Canada become 
fully developed provjnces of the United States, in the sense that the 
marginality phenomena at present visible there wouJd decrease 
unti1 they finally disappear? Autocentric· development would be 
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ensured not by national capital but by that·of the United States, 
wit� which the country would be associated in a minor capacity. In 
that case the contradiction would shift from the economic to the 
cultural and political domains. 

We must remember that we have defined three symptoms of 
underdevelopment: sectorial jnequality of productivities, disarticu
lation, and domination. Disarticulation does not appear in the 
same way in Brazil as it does in Tropical Africa. In the case of the 
semi-industrialized countries of Latin America (Brazil, Mexico, 
Argentina), an integrated· industrial complex already· exists. This 
complex itself tends to become autocentric, in a special way: jt is 
not, in fact, based on a Iarge.internal market embracing the entire 
population, as in the developed countries, but on a .partial market 
made up of the rich, integrated.fraction of the population. Industry 
therefore leaves out of the market a marginal populatio� that 
forms the major part of the rural pop.ulation as well as of its 
extension� the urban shanty-towns. Agriculture, developed at an 
earlier stage of integration into the world system, remains externally 
oriented and therefore suffers from a very low and stagnating wage 
level f.or its workers. The disarticulation, which does not manifest 
itself at the industrial Jevel, occurs between agriculture and industry at 
the national leveL· As is seen in the case of Brazil, foreign trade 
acquires a special structure as a result of this phenomenon. The 
pattern of exports ·is typically that of a classical underdeveloped 
country (predominance of primary products, especially agricultural 
ones) while imports are like those of a developed country (pre
dominance of energy, seinifinished goods, capital goods, and food 
products. and not manufactured consumer goods). We must ask 
ourselves, moreover, whether, in the event of a gradual disappearance 
of disarticulation through integration of the as yet marginalized 
sectors, underdevelopment will foiJow a course entirely different 
from its present one, as we generally know it. 

The prospects in sight at the present time do not suggest a 
progressive narrowing of the ce�er-periphery gap. within the context 
of capitalism. The transnational companies are actually taking 
advantage of this gap· (and of its effect, the inequalities in the lev�s 
of remuneration of Jabor). In Taiwan, South Korea, Hong Kong, 
and Singapore, we can already perceive the results of the installation 
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there of large numbers of transnational companies. The massive 
transfer of labor-intensive industries, whose products are intended 
for export to the United States and Japan, speeds up the creation 
of a new division of labor, which remains ·unequal. In this new 
division. the periphery inherits industries that have a Hmited scope 
for expansion, while the center keeps back for itself those with the 
highest potential for progress. 

it is true that the widening gap between the center and the 
periphery leads to increasing migration from the underdeveloped to 
the developed countries. The "brain drain" started off this trend 
after the Second World War, as reg�rds those persons possessing 
high qualifications. As usual, labor is made available to capital 
wherever the latter requires it. But even if these migrations were to 
become important, capital could stiJl exploit the national cultural 
differences that exist, as is cleady revealed by the present unequal 
status of immigrant workers in the developed world. In the worst 
case, this massive transfer or labor can lead to an "internal 
colonialism" such as we see in South Africa. 

Moreover, the concentration of the new activities of 'the trans
national companies and the development of the public sector, in 
particular in the basic industries in some countries of the Third 
World, is already giving rise to a new _type of hierarchic development 
inside the periphery. Some regions of the periphery "benefit" from 
the geographical concentration, within their territory t of luxury
goods or even capital-goods industries producing not only for their 
own national market but also for those of their neighbors. which 
are left mainly to serve as reserves of cheap labor. Such prospects 
are not only visible in a few big countries of the Third World 
(Brazil being the best example, but we must also examine in this 
light the role of this kind that India may acquire) but they also 
exist in smalJer areas, in the Arab world or in Black Africa. 

The Problematic of Transition 

For the periphery the choice is in fact this: either dependent 
development, or autocentric development, necessarily original in 
form as opposed to that of present·day developed· countries. Here 
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the Jaw of uneven development of civilizations reappears: the 
periphery cannot just overtake the capitalist model; it is obliged to 
surpass it. 

In fact, it must radically revise the capitalist model of resource 
allocation and reject the rules of profitability. For choices made on 
the basis of profitability within the structure of relative· prices 
prescribed by integration into the world system foster and reproduce 
the model of increasingly unequal distribution of income (and 
hence marginalization), restricting the country to the peripheral 
model of resource aUocatiori. The action ·of righting the resource
allocation process must largely be undertaken independently pf the 
rules of the market, by a direct assessment of needs: requirements 
in respect of food, housing, education and culture, etc. 

It is not by accident that every serious attempt by the periphery 
to free itself from the political domination of the center has led to 
conflicts that suggest the need to consider a socialist way forward. 
It is true that, according to circumstances, realization of this 
pt'ospect may be ·delayed or even distorted and reabsorbed. It 
remains no less a fact that Cuba started a socialist revolution 
without knowing it, that the Cuban peasantry accepted the collectiv· 
ization that was opposed by that of Russia, and that the chances 
of socialism are today greater in -Cuba than in the United States or 
Europe. It is also not mere chance that it is in China that Marx has 
been rediscovered. 

The transition, envisaged on a world scale, must start with t�e 
liberation of the periphery. The latter is compelled to have in 
mind, from the beginning. an initial local model of accumulation. 
Under the present conditions of inequality between the nations, a 

development that is not merely development of underdevelopment 
will therefore be both.national, popular�democratic, and socialist, 
by virtue of the world project of which it forms part. 

With capitalism having already assumed a planetary dimension 
and having organized production relations on this scale, socia�ism 
can only come into existence on a world scale. Therefore the 
transition will include a series of specific contradictions between 
the socialist objective, of a necessarily universal nature, and the 
transitional framework, wli1ch remains na ional. But it is only in so 
far' e atm of maturing and developing socialist consciousness is 
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not sacrificed at any stage �o the aim of economic progress tha� a 
strategy can be described as a strategy of transition. Tiansition 
requires much more than the extension of public ownership, or the 
expansion of heayy industry. If it is not ac�ompani�d by a radical 
revision of economic choices, even if this' means slowing down to 
some degree the maximum growth rate, such an extension contains 
the danger of perpetuating at the periphery the model of dependent 
development. The aim must be to combine the most modern 
instaUations with immediate improvements in the poor sector in 
which the bulk of the population is concentrated, to use modern 
techniques for immediate improvement in productivity and in the 
situation of the masses. This immediate improvement, and this 
alone, can free the productive forces and men's initiative and really 
mobilize the whole of the people. This combination between modern 
techniques and immediate improvement of the situation· of the 
masses caiJs for a radical change in the direction of scientific and 
technological research. Copying the technology of the deveJoped 
world is not Jikely to answer the problems of the underdeveloped 
world of today. But this specific dialectic of transition does not, 
however, imply a rejection of the modernistic prospect. The .. protest" 
movement in the West has revealed throu hits criti ue of eve da life 
t a e maximum rate of growth ou ht not to be sou ht at any 
pri , as at�empted to reinstate labor�intensive technique§, in 
a combination of hippy ideology, a return to the m h of the noble 

, an a critique of the reaJity of the capitalist world. It is on 
sucll erroneous foundations that some people have wrongly felt 
entitled to interpret in their own way certain aspects of Chinese 
policy, isolated from the conception· of the future to which they 
be1ong. . 

The socialist aim is not to be defined in economistic terms, but 
it integrates the economic instance. Complete socialism wilt necessarily 
be based on a modem economy with high productivity. To think other
wise is to believe that "what is wrong is due to technology" and not. 

to the sociaJ system that provides the present framework for this 
technology. In fact, it is the capitaJist mode qf production that is in 
conflict with modernization and is distorting its potentialities. A 
great deal has been written on the destructive effect of the frag
mentation and monotony of industrial work. This form of labor 
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wilJ, in time to come. appear as characteristic of the capitalist 
mode.of production, which will have fulfilled a historical role, that 
of accumulation, and thus paved t�?-e way for its own disappearance. 
The contemporary technical revolution will replace the fragmented 
unskilled labor- which has been the main form of labor since th� 
introduction of machine industry- by automation. It will both 
make .more leisure tiJ!le available and introduce new types of work 
requiring very high skill. 

How·does the present system react to this prospect? It sees in it 
no t the dawn of man.kind's ljberation, but the threat of mass 
unemployment, with increasing marginalization of part of mankind 
(in the Third World especiaJiy) in relation to a system that integrates 
only a minority.· This is the propensity natural to calculations of 
profitability based on profit as an end in itself, of the economistic 
alienation that sees men only as "manpower." In ridding society of 
the ideology that the c apitalist mode of production imposes upon 
it, mankind will liberate its productive forces . 

There can be no conflict between growth and the construction ofl 
a worldwide socialist c ivilization. 
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